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I am sure that most of you will think the New Renais-
sance band from the States with the “Conception” LP. 

NO, this CHYLD hails from Toronto, Canada and 
they have released only a private 7”single back in 1986 
on their own label. I learned of the existence of this 
band from our good friend Matthias Wulf some years 
back and recently thanks to Lady Luck I came in con-
tact with Neal Busby, drummer of the band. He also 
helped me getting replies from other band members, 
since it was one of the last to be done for this issue. 
Anyway, we still think that it will be pretty interest-
ing. Below you can read what Neal Busby (drums), Pete 

Dove (bass), Glen Cunningham (guitars) had to say. 

First of all, how did you get involved with Metal in the first place?
Neal: When I was a young teenager I first got into LED ZEPPELIN and BLACK 
SABBATH. When I started to play drums in high school I discovered NWOBHM, 
and once I heard IRON MAIDEN and MOTORHEAD I was hooked on the new 
style and got heavily into the whole emerging scene. I actually saw MOTOR-
HEAD’s first Toronto concert for the “Ace Of Spades” tour and IRON MAIDEN 
with Paul DiAnno on vocals for the “Killers” tour. 
Pete: For me, it was just a natural progression into music.
Glen: I got involved with Metal as a young kid, I was always attracted to the 
power and the aggression of that style of music. I used to sneak into my older 
sisters’ room and play her albums. DEEP PURPLE’s “Machine Head” and LED 
ZEPPELIN’s first album were the first heavy records I heard. No turning back 
after that.
What was the band’s first inception? Was CHYLD the name of the band 
from the beginning? 
Neal: CHYLD was the name of the band from the beginning, I think Rob came 
up with it.
Pete: I was the last member to join; I don’t recall what the band’s original 
name was. 
Glen: The band CHYLD was born in Neal Busby’s basement. Rob and I had met 
up and clicked. We were the first two members. Rob answered an ad from a 
musicians classified from Neal. He was looking for a band, we were looking for 
a drummer. We went to visit Neal and he blew us away that day, the band was 
born. Rob played bass for a while, we tried out a few bass players without much 
luck. Pete Dove would join up a few months later completing the power house 
that was CHYLD. The band was always called CHYLD.   
When was the band formed? Were you, Rob, Glen and Pete the original 
4 members or some line up changes occurred?
Neal: We formed in 1982. Glen and I met in another band and kept in touch 
when the band split up. Glen met up with Rob somewhere and the three of us 
formed the band. After a long search for a bass player, we grabbed Pete from 
the band HARLOTT when he left them. 
Pete: I was jamming down the hall from these guys with a band called HAR-
LOTT which, funny enough, Glen was supposed to be a part of. Some band 
politics with HARLOTT were going on at the time, so I would go hang out in 
CHYLD’s room and jam with them. One day I showed up to rehearse with HAR-
LOTT, only to find out that I had been fired, so I immediately joined CHYLD.
Glen: We formed around 1982-83. Rob, myself, Neal and Pete were the only 
original members from the beginning to the end. 
Really, are you familiar with the US CHYLD that had an album on New 
Renaissance Records?
Neal: I was not familiar with them at the time but through the internet discov-
ered them years later.
Pete: Yes, I do remember the US CHYLD from back then. I believe we had the 
name first, but I could be mistaken.
Glen: I am not familiar with any other metal band called CHYLD, but there 
probably are a few out there.
What bands would you say that were the “common” influences of the 

band members?  
Neal: For me it was: MOTORHEAD, JUDAS PRIEST, IRON MAIDEN, DIO and 
BLACK SABBATH. I was also into the American bands like: VAN HALEN, DOK-
KEN and MOTLEY CRUE (early days). Rob was into DIO, MOTLEY CRUE and 
DOKKEN.
Pete: I remember Rob was into DIO, Neal was into METALLICA, Glen liked a lot 
of Metal/rock bands, and I was into TWISTED SISTER, WASP, and DOKKEN to 
name a few.  
Glen: MOTLEY CRUE, DIO, IRON MAIDEN, DOKKEN, VAN HALEN. 
What was the band’s early repertoire like? Did you play any covers? 
From what bands? 
Neal: Yes, we did lots of covers of all the bands I mentioned as influences.
Pete: We started with covers from DIO, DOKKEN, MOTLEY CRUE, BLACK SAB-
BATH, etc… 
Glen: In the beginning we played covers from bands like DOKKEN, MOTLEY 
CRUE and VAN HALEN to get booked. As we wrote more original material we 
would add those originals to the set and remove the covers. In the later stages 
of the band we were playing almost all original material. 
How did the band decide to go for a two-song single in 1986? 
Neal: It was my idea to go into the studio and do a demo, I then thought we 
might as well have something for sale at the shows.
Pete: Don’t remember exactly…probably it was the most economical way to 
go back then.
Glen: We recorded three songs and picked what we thought were our best two. 
At the time it was all the material we had. Budget was also a factor. If not for 
Neal, the single would have never happened.  
The label of the single is Chyldysh Records. I guess this was your own 
label. In how many copies was the single printed? 
Neal: Chyldysh records was a made up name to make us look like a signed 
band, which back in the day was a real big deal for bands. 1000 copies of single 
were pressed. We didn’t play enough shows after the single was released so not 
many got sold. The band split up very soon after that.
Pete: It wasn’t a real label, just something we made up for the single. We 
printed 100? 500? I don’t remember.
Glen: I believe we pressed 600 of those singles. Neal would know for sure. 
Why didn’t it come with a picture sleeve? Was this a funds issue or a 
deliberate choice (f.e. the single being promo for radio, labels etc.)
Neal: It was certainly just a budget issue. Even back then recording and press-
ing records was expensive.
Pete: Probably a funds issue. Picture sleeves were big in Europe and Japan. I’m 
not sure we were aware of them in Canada back then.
Glen: Funds for sure!
The single included two songs, “Lite the Nite” and “Ye Morlock”. First 
(obvious) question, what was this “weird” spelling thing for? 
Neal: Rob was the lyricist. “Lite The Nite” is more of an American spelling and 
“Ye Morlock” was based on the creatures from the movie “The Time Machine”.
Pete: Perhaps we were trying to be different….Trying to stick out from the 
norm.
Glen: Just trying to be different.
Was there any feedback from labels at the time? 
Neal: To the best of my knowledge nobody in the business heard any of our 
material. 
Pete: Not that I remember. We did, however, place in the top 25 of a local FM 
radio station competition.
Glen: Not that I know of. 
In my opinion, this single is great, 
a fine example of mid-80’s melodic 
Heavy/Power Metal, with the A-side 
more on the “commercial” side, and 
the B-side being a fast ripper. How 
do you see the single after all these 
years? Do you think that it stood the 
test of time? 
Neal: I actually appreciate the band, music 
and musicianship more now than I did then. 
Now I see the chemistry that the band had 
and the great collective sound that was 
created by the members. At the time I was 
personally more impressed by how fast 
bands could play, how many notes a gui-
tar player could play in a bar and how high 
a singer could sing. The most important 
thing is that we could write a good metal 
song. The musicianship was there, Rob had 
a distinctive tone which is hard to find, Glen 
played great rhythmic leads that fit well in 
a one guitar band, Pete thought as a bass 
player should and laid down the foundation 
while throwing in some tasty runs and fills. 
I wasn’t too bad either!
Pete: I’m way too biased to answer this 
question fairly. I have always had faith in 
the bands I have been in and for the music 
that we wrote and produced over the years. 
So, YES, I do think the single has stood the 
test of time. Especially now that Metal fans 
are discovering CHYLD for the first time 
outside of Canada.
Glen: I appreciate the band more today 
then I did then. I took the chemistry we 
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get out so much to check out the scene. I know it’s still going on with a new 
batch of fresh-faced Metalheads. I do still listen to selected bands from back in 
the day such as KROKUS, ACCEPT and some others. I’ve become very addicted 
to AC/DC in my later years. So much so that I’ve been performing in an AC/DC 
Tribute act since 2004. We also have a great hard rock radio station close to 
Toronto (97.7 FM) that plays JUDAS PRIEST, OZZY, IRON MAIDEN, SCORPIONS 
as well as newer metal bands. Some of the newer bands I like are DIE MAN-
NEKIN, DANKO JONES and BILLY TALENT.
Glen: I’ve been out of the local scene for quite a while so I don’t really have a 
current take on what’s going on out there these days. I still love Metal but don’t 
listen to many of the new Metal bands. I still love 80’s Metal and typically that’s 
the only Metal I listen to. I like a lot of the new stuff the old Metal bands are 
putting out. The old bands still do it for me.     
What’s your opinion on Toronto, Ontario bands like KRAKEN, LORD 
RYUR, BANSHEE, SYE, SOLAR EAGLE???
Neal: I remember KRAKEN and SYE, maybe BANSHEE. I saw SYE play many 
times in clubs in Toronto and they were always very good. Pete’s old band 
HARLOTT was pretty good. There used to be a band called RUE MORGUE who 
were well known and had a good following. There was a great Canadian Metal 
magazine back then that reported on all the Toronto bands (CHYLD included) 
which was called Metalian.
Pete: I used to go see KRAKEN open for ANVIL all the time in Toronto. I was, 
and still am, a huge ANVIL fan. I actually auditioned and rehearsed with BAN-
SHEE just as they were breaking up. SACRIFICE, ANNIHILATOR and RAZOR 
were also really good. Toronto has always had a lot of talented bands and 
musicians.

Glen: I remember KRAKEN 
and SYE, both were good 
bands. I saw SYE many times 
and got to know the guitar 
player/singer Bernie pretty 
well. He used to come out to 
the CHYLD shows once in a 
while. 
Generally, were there any 
demos recorded? I mean, 
the band should have more 
songs. Could you refer to 
other releases even for 
promo purposes? 
Neal: We only went into the 
studio the one time. We re-
corded three songs. The song 

not on the single was called “Tell 
Me A Lie”. Originally it was supposed to be the B side but the record manufac-
turer said there was some technical issue with it and it couldn’t be used. I have 
since remastered the original mixes from the quarter inch master mix tapes 
and turned them into mp3’s, including “Tell Me A Lie”. Rob posted these on our 
website. The quarter inch tape had some damage so the beginnings of two of 
the songs are flawed, but they sound pretty good. 
Pete: We would make our own rehearsal demos while writing songs. Unfor-
tunately, we only recorded one professional 
studio demo. By the time the CHYLD dis-
banded, we were performing all-original live 
sets. 
Glen: CHYLD only ever recorded three 
songs. “Lite the Nite”, “Ye Morlock” and 
“Tell Me A Lie”. By the time the band ended 
we had quite a few good songs written, we 
never got around to recording any more of 
them. We just didn’t have the funds to do it. 
Too bad really. 
Were these three songs the only songs 
the band had written/composed? You 
mentioned they are the only recorded 
ones…
Neal: The band had at least a dozen songs, 
maybe more. Some were heavy like “Tell Me 
A Lie” was, classic faster metal with some 
double bass drums, others were more commer-
cial minded including one ballad. I do have an old video of the band that shows 
us playing at a club in Toronto and playing lots of our non-recorded songs. One 
day I’ll get it transferred to DVD.
Pete: No, we had over a dozen songs finished by the time we disbanded and we 
incorporated them into our live shows to replace the cover songs. We wanted 
to record all of them. If not for Neal, we may never had recorded in the studio 
at all.
Glen: There are a few tapes still kicking around. We used to record most of 
our rehearsals, and we rehearsed a lot. We would play for hours on end and 
record everything. I know for a fact we recorded our full set list at least once. 
There are at least a dozen original songs on those tapes, maybe more. Some 
were very good. 
When did the CHYLD story end? What were the reasons?
Neal: The passage of time has clouded my memory but it probably had some-
thing to do with people having to work for a living and not able to put the time 
and effort into something with so little return. All the members of the band 
carried on for some years in various bands. Pete Dove went on to form/join 
another good Toronto Metal/Rock band called SLASH PUPPET and they did 
some releases. I ended up joining Toronto’s SILK TOXIK in 1989 and we got 
signed to Capitol records and released two albums and an EP. We had some 
success in Canada and the U.S.A. selling gold status (Canada) and winning a 
Juno award for Hard Rock album of the year in 1992. Glen Cunningham had 
a band called SKY’S THE LIMIT that were close to signing a deal with World 
Records at one time. 
Pete: Mmm, tough one to answer…I don’t remember any one solid reason why 
CHYLD ended. I think we just drifted apart.

had together as musicians 
and people for granted. It’s a 
tough thing to find four good 
musicians that get along and 
are also all good people. 
There were never any fights 
over who wrote more, who 
didn’t write more... no one 
ever said “this is my song”. 
We split everything equal. 
You don’t know what you 
have until it’s gone. The sin-
gle still rocks, I think it stood 
the test of time well. It was 
fueled by youth and raw en-

ergy, you can still hear that in the songs today.  
How did the local crowds/fans react to the single and the live shows 
of the band? 
Neal: People were always very receptive and showed great enthusiasm. 
Pete: We always had a loyal following of fans at our shows. This included 
friends, friends of friends and even family. 
Glen: We always got a really good response from the people at our gigs, the 
energy was electric! 
Really, did the band give theatrical shows or anything like that? 
Neal: Not really theatrical, but we did look the part with the outfits and big hair. 
Pete: Nothing theatrical that you would see in today’s type of Metal produc-
tion. Pyro was not often allowed in some venues back then, but I remember us 
discussing the possibility of incorporating pyro someday into our show. We did 
construct some sturdy framed backdrops to conceal our guitar and bass ampli-
fiers to give our stage a different look and set ourselves apart from other local 
Metal acts. Funnily, they started copying us. We did stay away from make-up 
and goofy pink costumes. 
Glen: We were a head banging, pedal to the floor hard rocking band. We 
dressed up a bit but never really got into anything to theatrical. 
Were you familiar with the underground tape-trading circuit that was 
really big and helped quite a few bands at the time?
Neal: Yes, I was familiar with the underground tape trading circuit, we were 
never involved.  
Pete: Yes, absolutely….That’s how I discovered bands like METALLICA, TWIST-
ED SISTER, etc...
Glen: No, we were not familiar with that. 
Was there a particular reason that despite being familiar with the un-
derground and its methods at the time, you never sent out promo ma-
terial? 
Neal: Once the band split up I forgot about promoting the single. I was going 
to school and then started working day jobs. Eventually I made the decision to 
become a full time musician and went on the road with a band called LEDGEND 
that toured Canada’s very busy (at the time) cover band circuit.
Pete: I think the single was the first step we took towards promoting the band 
locally and across Canada. Unfortunately, this was around the time that we 
disbanded.
Glen: The band split up almost right after we pressed the single. I think we 
thought that single would have done more for us than it did and I for one was 
disappointed. I remember trying to sell them at gigs and not many people were 
interested, we gave most of them away only to find them all over the floor after 
the show ended. People used them as frisbees. It was very disappointing. After 
the single we never really tried any more promo. We needed a good manager! 
How were things in Toronto for a Metal band at the time? Can you men-
tion any bigger names you shared the stage with? Foreign or local 
bands?
Neal: It was the best time for metal everywhere I think, but for Canada it was 
probably a renaissance period. Bands could play shows and build a following 
by playing original material. There were lots of clubs to play and people were 
really into going out and supporting live bands. A truly great time. The biggest 
band we opened for was ANVIL. Back then I was a big fan of Rob Reiner the 
drummer. 
Pete: The 80’s metal scene in Toronto was very cool, in my opinion. We had 
quite a few live venues that were always busy with live metal shows. The social 
metal scene was alive & well also and we had many metal tours coming through 
Toronto. CHYLD was lucky enough to do a support gig opening for ANVIL at 
Larry’s Hideaway in 1986.
Glen: Toronto was rocking back then, there were a few really good venues for 
original heavy bands. Our first live show was opening for ANVIL, they were loud 
as hell, it was great! 
How is the situation nowadays in the scene? Really, are you still into 
Metal and listening to the bands you used to? How about new ones that 
have impressed you? 
Neal: There is still a decent underground scene 
for metal in Toronto. Not as good as the old 
days but there is a new generation rising up, 
of them, I like SKULLFIST and CAULDRON (the 
drummer of SKULLFIST is a former student of 
mine) The only thing is that the new bands are 
not really embracing the songwriting ethic and 
are concentrating on the look and sound. I think 
the days of the classic metal songs are not go-
ing to be repeated,  from what I’ve heard in my 
opinion. I don’t listen to any new metal bands I 
don’t think they are beating out the old bands, 
this is proven by the fact that so many of the 
old bands are still out there touring and playing 
their old hits. 
Pete: Obviously now that I’m a little older I don’t 

Pete 
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Glen: CHYLD broke up around 1987, maybe as late as 1988? Not sure, it was a 
long time ago! CHYLD ended mainly due to musical differences. As I remember 
it, Neal and I wanted to play heavier, more musically challenging material so 
we kind of went off on our own. We stupidly let Pete go. He was a huge part 
of the CHYLD sound and a major part of the band’s appeal. We never recov-
ered without him. Slowly, we all went our separate ways. It’s too bad really. If 
we had stayed together longer I’m sure we would have become a force to be 
reckoned with.    
What year did the band disband? 
Neal: Sometime in 1986, don’t know when. 
Pete: 1986.
Glen: Late 1986-87. Maybe even as late as early 88? 
Seeing nowadays how easy it has become to promote your band/mate-
rial through myspace and the internet in general, would you look with 
a different “eye” your short lived career? I mean, would you think that 
the band could make a bigger impact? 
Neal: It is very hard to say if the current ways of promoting bands via the in-
ternet would have had any effect on our success. Back then there were not as 

many bands and the competition was very stiff. These days there seems to be 
an acceptance of mediocrity. In my music career everything has had a time and 
place and a definite progression. From CHYLD I went to LEDGEND, then I joined 
SILK TOXIK, I played with a death metal type band called SOLUS that put out 
a great album called “Universal Bloodshed”. Currently I teach drums full time 
at a store called “Just Drums” in Toronto and have written a book called “The 
Ultimate Guide To Rock Drum”. My wife and I are songwriters who have had 
much success in licensing our songs to Television, Movies, Commercials and 
other artists. You can check us out at www.twirl.ca while we are not Metal we 
do crank out some hard rocking punky tunes. 
Pete: Today, in North America, Metal is not so popular in my opinion. There are 
tons of Metal bands on MySpace, YouTube and Facebook, but I think most of 
them generally get lost in the internet shuffle. Had we had the internet tools 
back in the 80’s, it might have been a different game. I’m genuinely quite 
pleased that we’re getting some attention here in the 21st Century. 
Glen: If we had the tools available to bands now back then, we would have 
definitely made a bigger impact. Exposure is everything. We were a damn 
fine band but not many people knew about us or got to see us. With today’s 
internet promoting at our disposal then I think things would have turned out 
very different.   
Thanks for your time. I wish the best. The last words are yours…
Neal: I do still love a good Heavy Metal song. I wish more bands would look 
to the past and learn from the greats on how to write a song that goes down 
in history, not just fast, heavy and angry. I remember listening to “Run to 
the Hills”, “Living after Midnight”, “Heaven and Hell”, “Crazy Train”, “Ace of 
Spades”, “Holy Diver”, “Fast as a Shark”, “We’re not gonna take it”, “I Wanna be 
somebody”, “Hot for Teacher”… these songs were played on TOP FORTY RADIO. 
How many “metal” bands are doing that in North America now? 
Pete: I would have to agree with Neal. I think today’s Metal bands are basi-
cally missing the mark on writing a classic Metal song. I’m not saying that they 
should write for the radio and sell out commercially, but some of the stuff I 
have heard is just a bunch of noise. 
Glen: Thank you very much for your time and your interest in the band. It’s 
been a blast to walk down this path again. Heavy rock and Metal will always be 
my first love. I’m still addicted to the power of a great band and a well crafted 
song. There is nothing like the power of a couple of cranked Marshalls ready to 
roar. You control that power in your hands as a guitar player. On a good day you 
can transfer at that power and emotion to others, knock them out of their seat 
or bring a tear to their eye. In CHYLD at our best, we had that kind of control 
not just as one player but as a band. It was magic. I get chills up my spine just 
thinking about it!   
www.reverbnation.com/chyldband  

Kostas Kailiazis
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DEMOLITION TRAIN is a new Heavy Met-
al band coming from Greece. You can 
check the band through their myspace 
page, but I am sure not for long since 
an official release is only a matter of 
time, the band really deserves it. At 
the moment 3 of the 4 band members 
are fulfilling their military obliga-
tions, but one of them, guitarist/singer 
Apostolis Korakas found the time to 
answer this interview/introduction to 
a very hopeful band. 

When was the band formed and which were the founding members? 
The band was formed in 2009 by me  on guitars, Vasilis Korakas (guitars), 
Nikos Niavis(drums) and Michalis Papadimitriou (bass). We know each other 
since we were 5 years old and we are very good friends since then! For a long 
time we were working on our songs without a singer…we tried with some sing-
ers but things didn’t work out. At our first live appearance someone of us had 
to sing…so it was decided that I had to do it…and now I’m officially the singer 
of the band!
How did you become involved with Metal in the first place? What bands 
influenced you? 
I think the first touch I had with Metal was that video clip I saw when I was 
about 7 or 8 years old! The video clip was METALLICA’s “One”! It blew my 
head off! From then me and my brother Vasilis started searching for Metal and 
rock music in general more and more. We used to collect cassettes, vinyls, 
then CD’s etc. We are doing it until now! Then we started playing guitar. Our 
influences…are so much to count but I can give some names, the major ones 
at least. Most of them are NWOBHM and Thrash bands like METALLICA, MO-
TORHEAD, IRON MAIDEN, JUDAS PRIEST, SAXON, TANK, ANTHRAX, EXODUS, 
EXCITER, VENOM and many more!
What would you say that are the bands that all band members share as 
common influences? 
Hmmm…AC/DC, METALLICA, IRON MAIDEN, MEGADETH, SLAYER, JUDAS 
PRIEST, BLACK SABBATH, OZZY…all the “classic” ones I think! Me and Vasilis 
love blues, classic rock, progressive rock, death metal, old-school black metal 
etc.
How would you describe DEMOLITION TRAIN’s music? 
It’s a mix of rock ‘n’ roll (so it’s groovy), thrash (so it’s fast) and Heavy Metal 
(NWOBHM influences etc). In my opinion DEMOLITION TRAIN’s music is very 
uplifting and full of energy! It makes you want to bang your head! It has pow-
erful riffs, melodies, Metal solos…Personally it makes me feel like a train has 

passed over me.
Who writes your lyrics? Could you shortly refer to the issues they deal 
with? 
I write the lyrics. The lyrics refer to subjects of our daily life…a high percent-
age of our songs talk about (inspired by AC/DC, MOTORHEAD etc) rock ‘n’ 
roll, booze, exploding Heavy Metal…of course we have songs with some more 
social lyrics…things that get on our nerves…the relationship with your boss for 
example.
What was the response from Metal fans (and possibly labels/media) to 
the songs you have uploaded so far on myspace? 
Metal fans seem to be rather excited with our stuff…so far at least. We up-
loaded 5 songs on our myspace page and they have a lot of plays until now, this 
is something that we didn’t expect at the beginning! I hope this will continue…
it makes us really happy and motivates us to go on!
As I know, the band has already written the songs that will be included 
in your debut album. Could you give us some more info? 
This is true! The songs that will be included in our first album are already writ-
ten! The debut album will have probably 8 or 9 songs, we’ll see about that. We 
have already performed 7 of them  at live shows! There are some up-tempo 
songs, some heavy and a couple of groovy tunes!
When do you plan to record the debut CD? 
For the time being, 3 of us are in the army! I guess this will delay the recording 
a bit. We hope that we’ll start recording process in the summer.
Have you talked with any label for the possible release of the CD? 
Someone spoke to us for the release of the CD but since there’s not something 
official I wouldn’t like to talk about it. 
How do you view things in the Greek Metal underground? What bands 
stand out for you? 
There are many good bands in the Greek Metal underground! For years I had 
no idea what was happening because I didn’t have the chance to come in touch 
with the Greek scene. Now, I believe that many Greek bands are underesti-
mated! The biggest issue of these bands is that they lack promotion! An album 
is coming up and nobody knows about it, a gig is happening and the audience 
is too small sometimes! It’s a pity because these bands don’t deserve some-
thing like that! Of course a huge role on this plays the fact that the majority of 
Greeks are interested only in something that is non-Greek! Some of the bands 
that stand out and have nothing to be jealous of many mainstream bands are 
STEAMROLLER ASSAULT, CONVIXION, AB-SENSE, RELEASED ANGER, MEN-
TALLY DEFILED, DAMNED CREED and BENEFACTOR DECEASE. 
Thanks for your time. I wish you patience in the rest of your military 
service. The last words are yours. 
Thank you very much for the interview and for giving us the chance to talk 
about our band! Rock until your drop! 

www.myspace.com/demolitiontrain 

Kostas Kailiazis

Blower miso A4
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HÜRLEMENT was oNE of THE MosT pLEasaNT suRpRisEs foR 
THE yEaR 2009. a NEw HEavy METaL baNd fRoM fRaNcE, 
wiTH a souNd cLosE To MaNowaR aNd RuNNiNG wiLd aNd 
oTHER Gods of THE 80’s, RELEasiNG oNE of THE HiGHLiGHTs 
of THE yEaR, “dE saNG ET d’aciER”. THEy HavE aLREady 
sTaRTEd THE REcoRdiNGs foR THEiR NEw aLbuM. THE baNd 
coNsisTs abovE aLL fRoM METaL faNs dEEp iNTo THE uN-
dERGRouNd, soMETHiNG vERy iMpoRTaNT iN a TiME wHEN 
MosT baNd MEMbERs sEEM To LisTEN oNLy To iRoN MaidEN, 
METaLLica aNd THEiR owN baNd. REad wHaT fRaNcois aNd 
didiER Had To say foR THE baNd, HEavy METaL Nowadays, 
THE fRENcH METaL scENE aNd NoT oNLy…

The band was formed in 2003, but I have read that most of you had 
recording experience with other French bands. Could you please ex-
pand on this? 
François: Well, I had only one recording experience before HÜRLEMENT, 
with my previous band, AKILONNIA. We actually recorded one song in studio 
(“Moine Guerrier”) but the result was not very satisfying and it didn’t go very 
far as I left the band a few months later to start HÜRLEMENT with Alexis and 
my brother…
Didier: My first recording experience was actually in the 80’s, during which I’ve 
recorded several demos. Then, I have played and recorded with bands of all 
kind of Metal, from grindcore to glam rock… I have recorded and produced 5 
albums with the underground grindcore band PURULENT EXCRETOR.
The band recorded a demo in 2005 that never got distributed. First of 
all what were the reasons and could you give us some more info about 
it? 
François: After having completed the line-up and rehearsed a few songs, we 
thought about recording a demo to find some gigs. The result didn’t sound 
very well but it was only a demo… Unfortunately, a stupid computer crashed 
and deleted all the tapes (except for the drums)! We didn’t think that it was 
worth losing any more time on it and we decided to move on, aiming directly 
for the album.
So, in 2009, Emanes Metal decides to release a CD from your band. Did 
Laurent hear the band through a promo CD or …? 
François: We knew Laurent from some festivals where we get in touch with 
him. He seemed to be a great guy, a truly dedicated Metal Maniac, and we 
immediately thought that we would do something together one day… We gave 
him some rehearsal tapes, then the pre-mix of the album and he came back 
in touch with us, after our gig in Paris in January 2009, to offer us a deal… We 
completely share the same ideas about Metal and this record deal is above all 
a story of friendship, not business!
Didier: What François says is quite politically correct and is not exactly the 
truth… The whole truth is that Emanes was doing a great festival, the Long 
Live Metal Festival. As many other bands, we asked them to play there, but it 
seemed that we had to wait for a long time as we were totally unknown at this 
time… So, when Laurent came to see us at the Paris Metal France Festival and 
talked with us, we gave him a lot of beers and then he agreed to have us play-
ing at his Festival… A few more beers later, he agreed to release our CD too! 
That’s why he doesn’t drink too much with us anymore… he is afraid to sign 
more stupid things!
Are you satisfied with the work they put so far in the band concerning 
promotion etc.? 
François: We are totally satisfied with the incredible work they did for us! 
Thanks to Emanes Metal, we had the opportunity to play on the same stage 
with MANILLA ROAD (gods!) or METAL INQUISITOR, but also to play in Den-
mark and now here in Athens! They have a lot of contacts through Europe with 
people who share the same passion for True Heavy Metal!
Didier: The only bad thing about this label is that it is useless to attract girls. 
We have to do it ourselves! But on a musical level, Emanes rules.
Who came up with the cover? It’s FANTASTIC! 
François: I agree with you! This masterpiece was made by the great J.P. Fourni-
er, a brilliant French illustrator, famous for his work with bands such as NIGHT-

MARE, LONEWOLF, MANIGANCE, KOB, HEMORAGY, EVIL ONE, but also EDGUY 
or IMMORTAL, and even the Hellenic band SACRED BLOOD… When we get in 
touch with him, he appeared to be a very friendly person but also a big fan of 
80’s French Heavy Metal!
Didier: A small advice for the other bands… Let other guys take care of your 
covers and cost you a fortune, so we can keep J.P. Fournier just for us… Then 
we will be the only ones with great covers! This guy is the best.
Metal Coven records from Germany did the vinyl version of your debut, 
of course with their “standard” cover artist. I would like to see the CD 
cover to tell you the truth. How this deal did came through? 
François: Again, this “deal” is above all a story of friendship, Metal passion, 
beer and even sex! They actually wanted to release this LP before the album 
was even recorded! Crazy German maniacs… 
Didier: All the covers of Metal Coven releases are made by the same Japanese 
artist. We couldn’t say no. We signed with them for the LP before having a deal 
with Emanes. At this time, we were looking for a label and we met the guys of 
Metal Coven at a German festival. Alexis tried to bound with them and invited 
one of the girls hanging with them to visit his tent. Then, we only had to make 
them drink enough to sign us and we had our first record deal… Until then, they 
always try to introduce us to their girl friends, pretty or ugly (but mostly the 
ugly ones…). 
You chose to sing in your native language, something very common for 
French bands. First of all, why?
François: I have always liked bands singing in their native language, from the 
French ones of course, to the Spanish hordes (BARON ROJO, MURO, PANZER, 
LUJURIA etc.) and all the others like POKOLGEP, TURBO, KRUIZ, etc. I think it 
really adds something to the music. So it was just natural for me to write songs 
in French… but as you may have noticed, we are not reluctant to use some 
English lyrics in our songs too! We see the language as a part of the music, and 
some songs are just meant to be in English and others in French… And it will be 
the same on the next album.
Didier: Back in the 80’s, there was a great tradition of Metal bands singing in 
French, like WARNING, OCEAN and TRUST. The following bands like KILLERS, 
ADX, BLASPHEME, SORTILEGE, H-BOMB were quite popular among the young 
fans who barely spoke English (like me) and were touched by the lyrics of these 
bands. And we enjoy to see 40 year old French Metalheads coming to see us 
and telling us that they didn’t have this feeling since the 80’s…After the mid-
80’s, some assholes thought that Metal had to be sung in English to sell more 
in foreign countries. That’s the reason why so many French bands started to 
record their songs with English lyrics. Who said that Metal had to be sung only 
in English??? You can have die-hard fans from any country even if you sing in 
French! 
What bands would you say that are the “common thread” when it 
comes to influences? 
François: Well, we could start with the most obvious ones like RUNNING WILD 
or MANOWAR… We worshiped these bands for so many years… But through 
this album we also pay tribute to the great French hordes of the 80’s like ADX, 
KILLERS, BLASPHEME, H-BOMB or SORTILEGE…
Didier: Influences are like sauce and spices in mousaka. They give a good taste 
but do not alter the flavor of the aubergines and meat. They make them taste 
even better. Musical influences are the same: a bottom layer of MANOWAR and 
IRON MAIDEN, a middle layer of RUNNING WILD with some MOTORHEAD, and 
a top layer of French Heavy Metal sauce… that’s for a HÜRLEMENT dish (to be 
served lukewarm with some beers).
Since I have no French knowledge, what do your French lyrics deal 
with? 
François: The first song, “Ordalie” is about the medieval ordeal, the judgment 
of God, when men stopped arguing for hours and let Steel decides who was 
right or wrong… Then, “Kamikaze” is about the Japanese suicidal attacks dur-
ing the Second World War and their useless sacrifices. “Moine Guerrier” is in 
a more Heroic-Fantasy mood, with a warrior priest preaching the words of the 
God of War… In a same way, “Mercenaire” is about a mercenary, fighting kings 
for gold with no mercy or honor, who finally defy all the kings to rule alone on 
the battlefields. The last one, “Dernier Combat”, takes us back to a medieval 
atmosphere, the final fight of a king who chooses to die in battle as all his sol-
diers are already dead around him…

Live 24-10-2009
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How is the French scene nowadays? What’s your opinion for old bands like SORTILEGE, NIGHT-
MARE, STEEL ANGEL, LUST, H&H, DER KAISER, TITAN etc.?
François: Nowadays, the French scene is very interesting! Of course, as True Heavy Metal is not very 
popular, it is a very small one… but the bright side is that people, fans and musicians, are just truly 
dedicated to a common passion… We know each other for years and it is just a great feeling to be among 
friends wherever we play! I think that bands like LONEWOLF can lead this new scene full of “young” tal-
ented bands such as DESILLUSION, EVIL ONE, RESISTANCE, ARES, HEMORAGY, HOLY CROSS, PHENIX, 
etc. (I wish I could add the great band MALEDICTION…) We still listen to the old bands and truly worship 
this scene from the 80’s. We are glad to see some of them back after so many years (ADX, BLASPHEME, 
SQUARE, VULCAIN, ATTENTAT ROCK, DER KAISER, SQUEALER…). Among SORTILEGE, H-BOMB, HIGH 
POWER, STRATTSON, TITAN, STEEL ANGEL, WARNING, OCEAN, I would add one of my favorite bands: 
KILLERS. We are big fans (and friends) of this band! They never gave up since 1985 and their music is 
just brilliant… 
Didier: For a few years now, many bands from the 80’s have come back. They are the leaders of the 
French Heavy Metal scene. These bands are examples we have to follow musically and in the attitude. 
I have understood that you are also Heavy Metal fans yourselves. What bands do you distinguish from today’s under-
ground scene, locally and internationally? 
François: Of course we are above all Metal fans! Locally, we support the bands I quoted before, like EVIL ONE, RESISTANCE, DE-
SILLUSION … I am a big fan of LONEWOLF since their first album, and I just love their music even more now that we are friends! 
We also support the veterans like KILLERS or BLASPHEME and ADX… Great bands, great music, great people…On the international 
scene, I truly worship MANILLA ROAD, OMEN or BROCAS HELM. They are Epic Metal Gods! I also support other Epic Metal bands like 
BATTLEROAR (Swordbrothers!), HOLY MARTYR, BATTLE RAM, WOTAN, IRONSWORD, SLOUGH FEG, SKULLVIEW etc. The Swedish 
scene is quite interesting too with RAM, ENFORCER, IN SOLITUDE, PORTRAIT, BULLET… and I could add bands like STEEL HORSE, 
STRIKER, SKULL FIST, HELLHOUND, STORMWARRIOR, SOLEMNITY, WIZARD, WITCHSMELLER PURSUIVANT, HOODED PRIEST, 
STORMHUNTER and the mighty METAL INQUISITOR! I must admit that the underground scene contains a lot of great bands actually.
Didier: To be a Metalhead does not mean to sit in a sofa with slippers while listening to your favorite CD’s… We can travel many miles 
just to see the bands we support. Some of your readers may actually have seen us at the Keep It True Festival, the Headbangers 
Open Air, or the Swordbrothers Festival…There are still some bands I dream to see live, like MAX HAVOC, KRUIZ, CHEAP TRICK or 
H-BOMB and a few more, but I can say that I have seen most of the bands I like until now…François’ list seems quite good, but I 
would just add two bands (unfortunately no longer active): DOUBLE DIAMOND and POWERVICE.
Since the CD was out almost two years ago, when should we expect a new “strike”? Will it be again on Emanes Metal, 
or will you record an album or promo and then start searching for a label? 
François: Well, when you will read this interview we will probably have started the recording of our new 
album! As it will be once again a partly hand-made recording (for guitars and bass), do not expect it very 
soon… Of course this album will be released by Emanes Metal records. That’s just exactly what we are 
looking for!
The last words are yours. End this interview any way you like. 
François: Thank you very much for this interview and keep doing such a great fanzine! We can’t wait to 
be in Athens! The Up the Hammers festival seems to be something very special and we heard only good 
things about the Hellenic Warriors (thanks to Laurent and Jens…). So, see you there to bang our heads 
and have some beers together!
http://hurlement.metal.free.fr/

Kostas Kailiazis
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I have always 
thought that the 
love of music itself 
is the only ulterior 
motive to keep you 
going, no matter 
what the impedi-
ments might be. 
UNBLESSED is no ex-
ception in this rule 
and this is why I ad-
mire them, despite 
their undeniable 
talent in making 
good Power Metal 
the US way, they 
cared not for their 
lack of means to 
fund their project, 

nor did they mind the distance they had to cover each time the 
band members wanted to get together, they did not the first 
time, they didn’t now that they came back to record their sec-
ond album and this is a feature to be admired to say so! Some 
18 years later, with the love for this music as their guide and 
a new guitarist filling up a missing spot, as a normal band 
eventually and with hopes of achieving the attendance they 
deserve, they gives an insight of the whereabouts and what’s 
to come next in UNBLESSED. Chris Brekke (guitars), James 
Peterson (vocals), Travis Jorgensen (drums) and Brian 
Tharas (guitars) are taking over now…..

Give us a brief bio of the band, since there is a detailed one in your 
home page, starting from the very first days even before UNBLESSED 
was formed, did you play in other Metal bands, did you record any 
demos etc.
Chris: I started playing guitar at age 10 or so. My first live performance was 
at a VFW Hall, I was about 11 years old. All through Jr. High and High School, 
I played in numerous garage bands until I met Travis at age 17. Travis and I 
played in a couple garage bands until we hooked up with James and formed 
UNBLESSED in 1992. In November 2009, lead guitarist Brian Tharas joined the 
band - adding another creative dimension to UNBLESSED.
James: When I was 10 years old I remember running into our living room 
and singing Elvis Presley’s song “You Ain’t Nothing but a Hound Dog” for my 
oldest sister and her boyfriend. I also had a toy guitar that I played. It was 
funny, I would put on a little show and they would laugh. I took chorus class in 
high school and our teacher would play 70’s songs on an acoustic guitar that 
we would sing to. I had jammed with a number of bands before we formed 
UNBLESSED but I never went into a studio and recorded.
Travis: I actually started playing drums as rehabilitation for a dislocated elbow 
at the age of 5. I would practice on anything, from my bed to the chairs to peo-
ple. This was my idea of showing people what I could do and what I was accom-
plishing. I played with the school bands, from elementary through high school. 
However, it was not until I was with UNBLESSED that I recorded anything.
Brian: I started playing guitar at the age of 16. From then on I was always in 
bands but I always found myself outgrowing these bands. It wasn’t until Chris 
invited me to be a part of UNBLESSED that I felt like my search was finally 
complete.
Did you ever try to promote the band by shopping the demos around 
gigs or to local record stores, or even labels to draw some attention? 
What was the reaction from the metal audience in your area?
Chris: Since we were not a complete band when we recorded “Unblessed” and 
we were unable to obtain the members we needed, we never had the oppor-
tunity to promote ourselves or the album. Locally, we were known and the 
reaction to our CD was very positive, but we never got to grow beyond that 
(until the MySpace era).
The band had to overcome several difficulties during the period you 
were together, both financial and personal problems taking place, how 
was the band affected by these problems?
Chris: Ultimately, these problems led to the band’s destruction. We were sim-
ply unable to continue.

James: My divorce took the wind out of my sails. I went through an emotion-
ally dark period that took me about a year to come out of. By then we all lived 
in different places and we didn’t have Internet capabilities back then like we 
do today. I just figured it was over and pursued other interests and activities. 
You mention in the band’s bio  in your website that you never per-
formed in front of an audience, how come? You never had the chance, 
lack of interest or a conscious choice?
Chris: As I mentioned, we were not a complete band when we made the album. 
We needed another guitarist and a bassist. We would have loved to do gigs, 
we just couldn’t put together the lineup. We auditioned several people, but for 
whatever reason were not able to find musicians with which were musically and 
personally compatible.
Despite dozens of difficulties, the band enters the studio in 1992 to 
record your first full length, a straight forward and solid Heavy/Power 
Metal album with a certain amount of diversity in terms of speed. com-
bining slow with mid tempo songs. What did you have in mind while 
writing the songs, which were your goals and which were your main 
influences, both music and lyric wise?
Chris: I don’t think we had any particular goals in mind when we wrote the 
songs. We just enjoyed making music together and wanted to make the best 
music we could. As a band, our shared influences were groups like JUDAS 
PRIEST, QUEENSRYCHE, METALLICA, PANTERA, etc. Individually, our influ-
ences are very diverse. My single biggest influence was THE BEATLES.  And I 
was also a huge KISS fan.
James: I used to write lyrics on my nights off as I worked the graveyard 
shift. Writing is meditative to me. I just tune in and write whatever comes to 
me. My major vocal influences were bands like JUDAS PRIEST, QUEENSRY-
CHE, LED ZEPPELIN, and IRON MAIDEN.   
Travis: I know that when I met Chris, I was so happy to have a person who 
shared the same influences and music styles to play with. We got along and 
kind of fed off one another and enjoyed making music. I don’t think we really 
had a goal, back then, except just to play. Once James entered the picture, we 
realized what we had and it all just clicked. My biggest influence was METAL-
LICA. When I first heard their music in the 80’s, I was amazed. It was hard, 
it was edgy, it was what THEY wanted to do. It was then, that I knew what I 
wanted to do.
The production of the CD was very good overall, keeping in mind that 
it was a self-financed album but releasing it in a time when metal was 
taken over by the numerous upcoming death metal bands and the fans 
turning their back against pure heavy metal bands, did it affect the 
sales and popularity of UNBLESSED and your chance to play live? What 
was the reaction of  press and fans and why couldn’t you play with lo-
cal metal bands?
Chris: I thought that “Grunge” music (NIRVANA, PEARL JAM etc.) was the main 
thing that really hurt bands like us in terms of popularity in the early 90’s.  But 
UNBLESSED had self-imploded long before we were victims of Grunge or any 
other shift in musical popularity.
James: I sing because I enjoy it. Though I’ve dreamed about making it big, I’ve 
never focused on that aspect of it.
“Unblessed” is a perfect example of early 90’s Power Metal and sought 
after by fans. How many had you pressed back then? I know you re-
pressed the CD some years later, how many did you press of the reis-
sue? Tell the fans how they can be provided with your first CD and 
merchandise from the band.
Chris: We originally pressed 500 copies of the CD in slim-line jewel cases 
in 1993. In 2008, we pressed 1000 more in standard jewel cases. In 2010, 
we signed a deal with Steel Legacy Records to release it as a limited edition 
LP. Copies of the CD can be purchased at our website or from CDBaby. It can 
also be downloaded at most online music sites (iTunes, Napster, Rhapsody, 
etc.). For info on purchasing the limited edition LP, go to www.steel-legacy.
com.
So, after the “Unblessed” CD came out, what was the band’s status 
right then? What were you up to? Was a new album scheduled?
Chris: When the CD’s came out, the band was pretty much over. We had hopes 
that the CD would do well and propel us into a career, but it didn’t happen. At 
that time, I don’t think anyone had any thoughts of making a 2nd album.
After a long time you had disbanded, I saw an announcement on the 
internet that UNBLESSED is back with a vengeance, recording a second 
CD. This was quite a pleasant surprise I have to say, which stage are 
the recordings at? Did you record a demo to distribute it to labels, will 
it be a self financed effort again?
Chris: In the summer of 2008, Travis and I got together and recorded some 
tracks. We didn’t know what these tracks would become, we just wanted to 
record. After a few months, we decided that there was only one thing to do - 
we needed James to do the vocals. So UNBLESSED was re-born. About a year 
later, we added guitarist Brian Tharas to the band. The new album will be to-
tally self-produced. Steel Legacy has offered to pick it up and release it (1000 
CD’s & 300 LP’s).  If we are satisfied with their work on the “Unblessed” LP, 
then we will likely do a deal with them for the new album too.
Knowing that each one of you lived in different areas in the US and 
having a fresh picture of what had happened in the past and how the 
band had been untimely broken up, what made you move on to the 
same decision that one could call as incorrect, since this led to no-
where the first time you had tried it? I mean, why release a second 
album without securing the band’s unity and stability?
Chris: We love to make music…period. Everything UNBLESSED does is done in 
our own way and on our own terms. The fact that we are releasing a second 
album, despite our circumstances, is a remarkable achievement in my opin-
ion. As for the band’s unity, we have never been more united in our passion for 
music and our desire to share something new with our growing fan base. We 
may not be following the traditional path to success, but we’re not a traditional 
band. 
James: Well said Chris. Music has always been a part of my life, it’s one of my 
passions. That being said, it is only a part of my life, not my whole life. I try to 
be as true as I can to the music itself (the creative process) and not dwell on 

L to R James, Chris & Travis - 1992 (debut CD)
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strategies (analytical thought). I think too many bands make this mistake. In 
the end, the music stands on its own. It resonates with listeners or it doesn’t. 
There is nothing you can do from an analytical standpoint that is going to make 
them like it or not. It is what it is, music, nothing more, nothing less. 
Travis: I think the things that happened in the past were needed in order to 
come to where we are today. Each one of us has had to endure many things 
in our personal lives in order to be what and who we are today. We are more 
united and “together” now than we have ever been. 
What was Brian’s contribution to the band at this stage? Did he have a 
part in the songwriting at all, other than the passion a fresh member 
could bring? Any previous participation with other bands?
Chris: Brian’s contributions to UNBLESSED are immeasurable. He’s a gifted 
musician and has become a major creative force in the band. He’s been in a few 
other bands, but he quickly outgrew them. I think UNBLESSED has given him a 
creative outlet worthy of his talent and abilities. 
James: Brian is amazingly gifted both as a guitarist and in his creative abili-
ties. He fits perfectly into the band on all levels, musically, creatively, and as 
a person. 
Travis: Brian’s addition to the band has given us a new view of our music. Not 
only what it was in the past, pre-Brian, but also what it can be together with 
Brian. He has given us an interesting view of what we can do musically which 
has enabled us, as a band, to try new things. 
Brian: I’ve been in 2 other bands and many side project bands as well but I 
just outgrew them mainly because I wasn’t satisfied with the direction of these 
bands. I personally think that James, Chris, and Travis all have their own way 
of influencing my contributions.
Having listened to 3-4 tracks off the new album, I have to say I wasn’t 
disappointed at all, with the songs being in the same vein as the first 
album and delivering the same feeling, with the song “Devil’s Fifth” 
ranking among my UNBLESSED faves so far! Do you have a view on 
when it will be officially out?
Chris: The album is actually finished, mixed, mastered and ready-to-go. We’re 
just finishing up the layouts and waiting to see if Steel Legacy delivers on their 
work with the first album. It should be out in a few months or so.
So what about the rest of the songs, what is the musical direction you 
chose to follow on this one? Will it be dark/atmospheric again with 
faster songs added just like your debut? I’m wondering about James’ 
vocals since I loved his high notes whenever he hit them!
Chris: Fear not! James’s high notes are better than ever. We don’t intentionally 
follow any musical direction. We just plant the seeds, and then the songs grow 
into whatever they’re meant to be. I think the new album has enough funda-
mental UNBLESSED style to satisfy fans of the first album, and enough modern 
elements to attract new listeners. 
James: Thanks for the kind words. I love our new album. I agree with Chris. It 
definitely shares some of the same elements of our first album (including some 
high vocal notes, killer guitars, and thunderous drums). I feel that we have all 
grown a lot musically and this album demonstrates that.  
Travis: I agree. I am very pleased and excited with the second album. I hope 
it will please the fans of the first album and also entice a new following of fans 
with the more modern day sound. 
Can you give your fans a small “taste” of what the lyrics will be about in 
your imminent release? Will it be a concept album and have you come 
up with the final title?
Chris:  The new album is called “The Devil’s Fifth.”   I’ll let James give insight 
into the lyrics, since he writes them all. 
James: Well Chris, you actually wrote “Thunder in the Night” and “End Times” 
but concerning the lyrics of the rest of the songs I think the short answer is 
that, like the first album, most of the lyrics are about real life thoughts and ex-
periences of mine.  I usually don’t know what I’m going to write, it just comes 
to me in the moment and I write it down. I write the best when I don’t think 
about it at all, I just write and see what the song is about after I’m done. I know 
that sounds crazy but it’s true. 
This recent activity is what drew the attention of Steel Legacy records 
as it seems and then you agreed to re-press the legendary CD in vinyl 
format this time! Tell us a few words about it.
Chris: I have a collection of classic LP’s on my studio wall, and envisioning “Un-
blessed” up there with all the others is just really cool. I still play LP’s and I was 
disappointed when they stopped making them - at least over here in the US. So 
I just thought it was very cool to see our album released on vinyl.

James:  I never thought I’d see the album pressed again, much less on an LP. 
Very cool!  

Travis: I never dreamed in a million years, I would have the opportunity to see 
my own work on vinyl. It truly is a dream come true. I guess, now I will have 
to buy a record player. 

Brian: I think it’s FREAKING AWESOME!!! 

Depending on how the new album sells and how the fans will react, 
what is your vision of the reborn UNBLESSED? Is there a possibility 
of the band performing live almost two decades after you took form?
Chris: Personally, it is my goal sometime in the near future to see UNBLESSED 
play at least one show, or maybe a few. We have briefly discussed it, and it’s 
something we would all like to do. It’s just difficult because we all live in dif-
ferent parts of the US and have our own lives. We’re hoping, as we did when 
we released the first album, that our new album will generate enough interest 
and maybe we can get some backing to help us out. I guess only time will tell.

Did you get a lot of feedback from fans worldwide during the time you 
had ceased working as a band? Was that a reason to start working 
again?
Chris: The feedback started in 2008 or so when the MySpace page was made. I 
think we started working again because we all missed the creative outlet that 
UNBLESSED gave us as artists.  

James: Chris is right. This is therapeutic for me. Though there is a lot of work 
involved in it, I don’t look at it as work. It is a release of sorts. 

Travis: I was pleasantly surprised by the feedback from so many around the 
world. Since the “break-up” I had been playing with others but never felt that I 
was “part of the band.” Being back together with James and Chris, and with the 
addition of Brian, I feel like I am back with my “roots,” so to speak.

I know it is quite early to ask something like that, but now that you 
have finished everything concerning the new album, is it possible that 
we see a third release from UNBLESSED? If everything turns out in  a 
positive way, do you still have the passion and lust to keep on for your 
own sake only?
Chris: We have already started writing new material, so it’s quite likely that 
we will release a third album.  From the very beginning, starting back in 1992, 
UNBLESSED has always been something we’ve done for our own sake.  I think 
this is something we will always do, even if we never experience any sizeable 
commercial success. 

James: I agree. We are very fortunate to have the collective creative chemistry 
that we do as a band. I’m not saying we never have to refine or polish things, 
but at our core as a band, songs come almost effortlessly to us. It just works 
for us and that’s probably why we enjoy it so much. We all just do our thing 
and see where the music takes us. It’s very gratifying and humbling at the 
same time. 

Travis: I agree. Like I said previously, this is where I feel at home. I love to 
play music and love to play music with these guys. No matter what the future 
holds for us, we do this ultimately for us and hope that others enjoy it just as 
much as we do. 

Brian: I think we will release a third album, I have no clue when but the fact 
that we all live a jillion miles away doesn’t seem to slow us down!!!

Thanks a lot guys, so say something to your fans that expect your 
comeback all this time!
Chris: The cool thing about UNBLESSED is the magic we make when we put our 
collective talents together. Most of our music comes to us effortlessly. It is so 
awesome now, after all these years, that we have a growing fan base all around 
the world that appreciates and understands what we do. To all who have sup-
ported us and enjoy our music - Thank You!

James: Yes. Thanks to the fans! Rock On! :)

Travis: A HUGE thank you to the fans, old and new, that are supporting our ef-
forts. It has definitely been a welcomed surprise.

Brian: Yes a HUGE thank you to everyone who has contributed in any and every 
way for making not only the creation of the album a success, but to those also 
who made it possible for UNBLESSED to re-unite and continue the legacy!!!

www.myspace.com/officialunblessed 

Thanos Stafylarakis

Unblessed 2010
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BUTCHER might not ring a bell to most of you (if they had a vinyl out 
more people would have known this band, I ’m pretty sure) but they are 
not new kids on the block! They have a story to tell starting from 
the early 80’s as a different band and from the early 90’s under 
the name BUTCHER. Their first CD, ”Iron Tiger” passed unnoticed even 
though it was one of the best heavy metal albums the US scene could 
offer during that period for the search for most bands there, when 
the scene was moving away from the grunge sound and turn ing to the 
new era where PANTERA were leading the flock. This CD became 
sought after and due to several circumstances one could just name as 
“weird” or “unlucky”, they decided to return with a new full length CD. 
Reading some reviews after its release made me think “What the hell 
are people listen ing to”, after reading reviews with comments such as 
“There’s 26 tracks on this album , but finding the metal is a challenge. 
H int: it’s mostly at the end. Thirteen segments on Welcome to the N ight 
consist of strange, and unnecessarily superfluous, parodies of radio 
promos, commercials and Emergency Broadcast System warnings. What 
the hell? It’s an amazing waste of time”, or that they are a “mature old 
fashioned/vintage sounding band”(said with all the negativity possible), 
so I ’m wondering, why  don ’t you research something before judging it? 
Just because anyone’s free to make a blog should we mislead peoples 
opin ion? I thought a chat with mainman Stoneage would be both of musi-
cal and sociological interest(at least to me),so let the torrential 
guy let it all out!

Hail Stoneage. Let’s start with a journey back in time, when you had 
formed a band in the early 80’s under the name COVEN. What was your 
main goal as a teenager and what was 
your idea  while forming the band. 
Was the scene rising at the time in the 
Tucson area? Tell us the story in brief 
words....
Haha!! COVEN was formed in Tucson, Ari-
zona (We had a lead guitarist from New 
Mexico, but that wasn’t until years later.) 
The initial idea was to be a “black-leather-
and-chrome SHOW BAND”. We were VISU-
ALLY inspired by KISS, but were MUSI-
CALLY inspired by the NWOBHM bands that 
were just coming out at that time. MOTOR-
HEAD, SAXON, IRON MAIDEN, TYGERS 
Of PAN TANG, etc. NOBODY was playing 
those songs back then! Nobody had ever 
even heard of those bands in Arizona! But 
WE LOVED IT! The music scene, overall, 
SUCKED in Tucson, and Phoenix. But we didn’t care about the “scene” at all! 
We were just playing songs that we loved. Our original guitarist, Twisted, ended 
up in with some financial worries when he and his wife found themselves ex-
pecting their first baby, so he was in need of some quick income. His plan was 
to join a band that was already gigging, play whatever-was-necessary to “help-
pay-the-bills”, and then return to COVEN. He asked me to finish finding a stable 
line-up and leave the “rhythm slot” open for his return. I really have NO recol-
lection of what happened to the other members of the initial lineup...we just 
drifted apart I guess. I returned to my hometown of San Manuel, and began 
re-building our lineup with musicians that seemed to have similar interests. 
Primarily a guitarist, C.T. Fritts, and a drummer, Ricky Velasquez (whom I knew 
from High School). Together we started advertising for a vocalist in Tucson 
newspapers, and found Roy Anschutz who was a huge TWISTED SISTER fan. 
Did you record any demo with COVEN? Did you shop it around at local 
record stores or clubs? Did you start gigging with the rest of the up and 
coming bands of New Mexico?
Neither of the first two COVEN lineups were ever stable enough to do any re-
cording. We were BARELY qualified to play shows! (We did a few, mostly as a 
way to appease our idea that we should be doing SOMETHING, ANYTHING!) We 
were constantly in a state-of-flux due to the fact that we were an INCOMPLETE 
organization that was waiting on Twisted to return to the group. We eventu-

ally grew to a point where we had 
to do whatever was necessary 
to either complete the group, or 
break up. We just couldn’t wait 
any longer. By that time, Ricky’s 
homelife demands necessitated 
his departure, Roy switched to 
drums (and continued doing 
vocals). I worked in a copper 
smelter with a guy that kept try-
ing to get an audition for his little 
brother, a lead guitarist named 
Jon Napper (...from New Mexico. 
Ha!) Jon was AMAZING!! VERY 
CLASSIC!! He fit PRECISELY what 
we were wanting to do! Fritts im-
mediately switched to rhythm 
guitar, and we found ourselves in 
a COMPLETE BAND! 

After several changes in the band’s line-up, you end up in the studio 
and started recording a 2-track single in 1986,your first official release 
as a band. Which songs were included and which were the criteria for 
this choice?
The first two songs we recorded were “King Of The Hill” and “Battleaxe”. Haha! 
Mostly because those were the FIRST TWO songs we had ever written! I had 
put together a TON of pieces-and-parts  with Twisted, but things were so cha-
otic and hectic, that seldom did anything ever get finished. Those UNFINISHED 
parts STILL turn up in our songs to this very day! Twisted WAS and IS a REALLY 
HUGE part of the whole story. (We still consider him as we would an actual 
MEMBER!)  I always thought He and I had TREMENDOUS potential as songwrit-
ers. Unfortunately “timing” was never on our side. Something ALWAYS stood 
in our way.
It seems that this single is impossible to find nowadays, since I have 
never seen a copy sold or even listed, let alone I’ve never heard anyone 
talking about it. Give us some info about this release.
The single was pressed in EXTREMELY LIMITED numbers (24 years ago). Most 
ended up as “souvenirs” for relatives, family members, and friends at that 
time. (...and probably a good amount ended up at “the dump” (or as targets 

for rifle practice for the HORDES of Coun-
try/Western red-neck fanatics that domi-
nated Arizona! Haha!)
So, what happened after the release 
of this single? Did you tour around, 
any label approached you, what? This 
could have been a chance to boost 
your name in the local scene, How did 
you shop the single locally or amply in 
the nearby cities?
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING happened re-
garding the single. Club owners HATED 
IT! People, in general, ignored it!! NO-
BODY was the least interested. It almost 
seemed a waste of time, money and effort. 
We played a good number shows, but no-
body really knew any difference between 

our originals and our covers, since we played strictly covers that no one was 
familiar with. The “bar crowds” GENERALLY didn’t care. There were a FEW that 
did.... The REAL rockers!! The “heartbeat of metal”! But they were a minority. 
ONE BIG advantage we had was our APPEARANCE, the stage gear and chore-
ography! We were pretty visually exciting. MOST simply wanted background 
noise while they got drunk, shot pool, and tried to get laid. They would have 
settled for a Juke box. The clubs cared even less! The majority PREFERRED 
records and DJ’s. The VERY FEW that did offer live music paid shit-wages, so 
you worked for little or nothing.
What was the scene like at the moment, since after 1986 metal had 
scaled up in “heaviness” and the crowd was a lot bigger than when you 
had first started.
The HEAVY METAL “scene” was practically NON-EXISTENT in Arizona. VERY 
underground. Quite a few heavy “rock’n’roll” bands, but mostly “mainstream” 
style stuff. We were the ONLY group I knew of, that maintained the “HEAVY 
METAL” title, and the black leather “barbarian” approach.  There were gener-
ally only THREE kinds of rock bands: The “bar” bands (that limited themselves 
to stuff like LED ZEPPELIN, TED NUGENT and PAT TRAVERS). The “thrash” 
bands. (Speed-metal was just becoming the new fad so tons of bands wanted 
to jump on that wagon). Everybody played a million-notes-a-minute, and wore 
Levis and T-shirts. Then, of course, there were an UNLIMITED MULTITUDE of 
Covergirl-fruit bowl-wan-
nabe POSERS!! (With their 
spandex, lipstick and hair-
spray “we-have-to-be-pret-
tier-than-our-girlfriends” ap-
proach!!) God! We couldn’t 
escape them!!!! They were 
fucking EVERYWHERE!!! The 
“punk” scene was very small 
(but becoming alarmingly 
“trendy” as well). We actu-
ally had MORE-IN-COMMON 
with the punks than we did 
with our fellow rockers! 
We never did as-we-were-
expected! We did things 
OUR WAY, regardless of the 
consequences. Clubs and 
venues absolutely HATED 
our “WE-REFUSE-TO-KISS-
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YOUR-ASS” attitude! We were on 
their “shit lists”, and they refused 
to allow us to play their establish-
ments. We mostly played at par-
ties, and underground gatherings 
and events. We did well in that 
“non-restrictive” environment.
Don’t you think that life (mu-
sic-wise, talking as a fan) has 
proven that what the band likes 
opposes to what the fans really 
like? To be precise, when you 
had released the single you got 
rejected by almost everyone 

alive (unfairly if you ask me), but if fans get to hear these tunes, even 
25 years after they were released, my experience and interaction with 
fans of this style tell me that they could have even been considered as 
“classics” today, especially if you add the collector interest (unfortu-
nately it is a factor)  to the undeniable quality of these two gems. How 
can you be so sure that if you get to record some more songs off that 
era from scratch that they will be a disappointment? 
What “TRUE FANS” like, rarely ever changes. The bulk of music listeners, how-
ever, seem to alter, or shift, their tastes with each passing fad. We like what 
we’ve always liked. I’m a die-hard example. I seldom listen to anything post 
1986. I’ll “check out” some things, but always end up going back to my earliest 
influences. If we stand in opposition to what current trends define as “pre-
ferred”, that’s quite acceptable to us, and fits in well with our attitudes and 
approach. It keeps us genuine and true to ourselves. We play what we play 
because we believe in it! Not because we seek popularity or acceptability. We 
simply don’t crave those things. It’s funny that those two songs are accepted 
quite favorably after 25 years. Have listeners’ tastes changed over the last 25 
years? MOST DEFINITELY! It’s quite amusing that after such a long stretch of 
time, what was once rejected, is now looked at with such a favorable attitude. 
They, most certainly, WOULDN’T be a disappointment to US! If “listeners” are 
disappointed? Well, just give them another 25 years. You may find that they 
change their minds. I’ve seen this on a regular basis over my lifetime. Even in 
myself! There are some records from my collection that I hated when I bought 
them in the 80’s! One of them was SHIVA’s “Firedance”. NOW? I love that fuck-
ing record! It’s great! BUT, sadly, it’s taken me 25 years as well, to appreciate 
it. The whole notion (or power) of RE-discovery can never be predicted, ignored 
or overlooked. It should, MOST certainly, NEVER BE UNDERESTIMATED!
So, shortly after that, you decide to change the name to STORM, you 

being the only original COVEN member. What led you in this decision? 
What is STORM’s legacy in the musical sense? Which were the band’s 
activities?
The name STORM was adopted after we found ourselves having to reform 
ONCE AGAIN!. Roy had simply VANISHED, and Napper quit the group while 
we were waiting to get some kind of notice on Roy’s whereabouts and status. 
That was a VERY STRANGE time! We waited on Roy because he was such an 
integral, important member and friend. We heard talk that he had a “nervous 
breakdown”, but no verification of that. He, very literally, just disappeared. I’ve 
heard no word from him in twenty three years. Joel Myers joined us during this 
time as a replacement for Jon. He was originally a roadie for COVEN, so just 
by watching, he already knew how to play most of Nappers’ parts. After we ac-
cepted the idea that Anschutz was probably NOT coming back, we auditioned 
a few drummers and found a replacement with Richard Ybarra. He was an 
EXCELLENT drummer and vocalist. VERY talented. STORM’s only REAL musical 
“contribution” came from the fact that it was an excellent foundation to work 
on songwriting. This lineup became the primary “modus operandi” to focus our 
attention on all-original material. (This is also when I started doing a major-
ity of vocals). We only did a handful of shows. We didn’t have enough original 
material to showcase and we didn’t want to go back to playing covers. Shortly 
thereafter, Fritts fell into a whirlpool of external personal circumstances that 
led to him resigning from the group. We worked briefly with a temporary gui-
tarist in an attempt to finish-up songs that we had been working on, but it 
wasn’t long before the entire group collapsed.

Thereafter you call it quits with STORM, leading you to the idea to form 
the mighty BUTCHER. What’s the story behind that?
STORM actually reached its end when the drummer’s alcoholism got out of 
hand. Myers and myself realized the situation would never improve. It just con-
tinued to decline. It was a terrible loss. He was a truly great drummer. I’m sure 
he still is. I’m fairly sure he is still an alcoholic. Bands ARE FAMILIES! When any 
members succumb to an addiction it really destroys the groups’ ability to func-
tion as a singular unit. Our fill-in guitarists style wasn’t working out for us very 
well. Mostly because our focus was still so much oriented toward Fritts’ style of 
rhythm guitar and songwriting. We did a lot of good songs together, and with-
out him, the “magic” just wasn’t there. Joel actually had the idea to keep going. 
I was ready to call it quits at that time. He thought it would be a real waste, if 
we didn’t find a way to complete what we had started. It was REALLY trendy, at 
that time, for guitarists to play “lead”---We wanted a “RHYTHM” guitarist (since 
we were a strong “rhythm-oriented” band!! All the guitarists we knew wanted 
to be “THE STAR”, so no one was willing to get off of their EGO-BULLSHIT 
enough to play rhythm. I had known Cris Jackson for some time. A VERY BASIC 
player, but very powerful! He had a wonderful attitude and marvelous char-
acter. (PLUS he learned REALLY FAST!). So he was a pretty natural choice. 
Finding a drummer that could fit in with our desire to “deviate-from-the-norm” 
proved A LOT more difficult! We wanted to stay with Heavy Metal, but NOT to 
adhere to any ACCEPTED “formula”. Vertrees came into the group with more of 
a background in BAD COMPANY and URIAH HEEP style. It gave us a whole dif-
ferent quality. What his playing lacked in the “standard Heavy Metal” approach, 
was made up for, by bringing a whole new, unique element into the equation.
Two years later you enter the studio and the outcome is the first 
3-track single of BUTCHER! Which songs were included and in which 
format was it released?
The first three songs we recorded were “Iron Tiger”, “I am You”, and “Razor 
Eater”. It initially came out as a cassette, for demo purposes, and we released 
a short number on disc.
And then we reach year 1996,a landmark in the band’s history with 
BUTCHER’s first full-length album(eventually),a Metal Masterpiece in a 
time where a huge crisis had offended the scene and the genre faced 
a terrible threat with several lame and ridiculous sub-genres appear-
ing. Couldn’t you find a label to support its release and what was the 
feedback you got from fans after this album was out? 
Haha! The album met VERY MUCH the same fate as the COV-
EN single! It was COMPLETELY IGNORED. US labels didn’t even have 
enough common-fucking-courtesy to send us a “reject” letter!! 
NOT ONE!!! We sent it out, and were treated as though we didn’t ex-
ist! We’ve even sent a few out RECENTLY (as a forerunner to our new re-
lease) and have been treated EXACTLY THE SAME WAY!! These asshole US 
labels didn’t even have enough fucking respect to acknowledge their ever even 
receiving it! The fans seemed to like it though, and that was all that mat-
tered to us. In 1996 through about 1998 we received quite a bit of fan mail. 
All very positive. We never really knew what to do with the album as far as 
marketing went. It was sold in a few stores, but mostly by word-of-mouth. 
We didn’t have the internet back then, so all we knew was what we had learned 
in previous bands. We only knew how to take it just “so-far”. We couldn’t get 
any radio-play (because US radio stations are generally corporate ass-kissers 
that only play shit that will support whatever current “fad” they are restrict-
ed to, and the very few that WILL, simply stick you on “The-local-lame-ass-
band hour” at 3:00 in the morning, amidst whatever pile of “ALTERNATIVE” shit 
they have lying about. WE DON’T KISS ASS!!! And I would MUCH RATHER be a 
“failure” than a “sell-out ass-kisser”! 
How many copies of the CD had you pressed? It was a collector’s item 
before you started supplying it from your site you know (screwing all 
those greedy sellers up for good!)
Overall, probably 1800, to 2000. We had several hundred destroyed in a stor-
age fire, so the exact numbers get a little “iffy”. There is a “possibility” that 
about 1000 unauthorized copies were released WITHOUT OUR KNOWLEDGE. 
The place that was handling our manufacturing “disappeared” with over a thou-
sand copies of the original print-work, and our original 1630 master has never 
been returned. These bootlegs would appear EXACTLY the same as originals, 
and there would be NO WAY to tell them apart. We actually became suspicious 
of this since it somehow made its way to Europe. (We’re REALLY happy that it 
did, but have no idea HOW it did.)
So, you release an album consisting of 14(!) songs, all remarkable, 
without fillers, apart from a couple of tunes where one would say they 
are fillers, although they had something to say, judging by the lyrics. 
The atmosphere in the CD is so dark and epic, with bulldozer heavy 
riffage and vocals so brutal that could scare any hairspray fanatic 
away. Did you achieve a kind of local stardom with it? What about gigs 
to promote the CD?
We have NEVER (and absolutely WILL NOT) waste anyone’s time with “filler” 
material. It cheats your fans, and degrades your album. If we don’t like a 
particular song, or if it doesn’t come out “right”, we toss it. Upon the albums’ 
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initial release, we were con-
sidered as something of “lo-
cal heroes” for a short time. 
But more of an “oddity” re-
ally, since ALL of us worked 
in the local copper mines.. 
Company assholes will go-
out-of-their-way to discour-
age ANYTHING that they 
feel is not in their best in-
terests! METALHEADS, (the 
few there were,) were of-
ten regarded as “undesir-
able troublemakers”. I really 
can’t say ENOUGH NEGA-
TIVE SHIT about that ass-
hole outfit! I hated it. (But 
they paid a decent enough 
wage to enable us to afford 
studio time). They certainly 
never made it easy to be in a 

band. They would stick us on conflicting schedules etc. Recording was nearly im-
possible. BUT that kind of adversity is also what helped generate our ATTITUDE! 
We had originally planned a series of shows to promote the album, but very 
soon after its release, this asshole company fired Vertrees over some bullshit, 
trumped-up safety violation (which was the excuse they ALWAYS gave when 
they wanted to get rid of somebody they didn’t like, but couldn’t find a REAL 
reason) and he found it necessary to find another job out-of-state. That effec-
tively killed our plans, and limited us to only a very few shows. 
What were your influences at the time? In your mySpace site you list a 
bunch of influences that those alone can make you buy the CD without 
even having listened to a single note beforehand! It was not often to 
see US musicians stating HEAVY LOAD, CLOVEN HOOF, SOLDIER, SAD 
IRON and the likes as an influence at the time. Seems you had been 
avid Metal fans yourselves!
HUGE Metal fans!!! I used to make “record runs” to Los Angeles and Seattle on a fairly 
regular basis. Tucson and Phoenix couldn’t keep up with my quest for METAL! Only tiny, 
independent “closet stores” even carried GREAT METAL! It was always a “spe-
cialty” item or an “import”. The BEST place in Tucson was a TINY store called 
“Roads To Moscow”. It was run by a punk-rock bass player. A great guy!! He 
would always scrounge around and find the coolest stuff for me.
How were the fans affected by your image after all, once you were ex-
posed? You could easily get misunderstood and blamed with charges 
the band didn’t represent. Do you think that this misconception re-
pelled people from the musical product you were offering?
We never cared about how we might be “interpreted” by ignorant people. 
We’ve been called NAZIS, SATANISTS, PERVERTS, SEXISTS (?), just about 
everything over the years. The REAL Metalheads know all of that is stupid, 
weak-minded crap. We’ve never wasted much time worrying about the ridicu-
lous allegations of the “hopelessly stupid”. WE ARE A METAL BAND! And HEAVY 
METAL IS NOT FUCKING DISNEYLAND! If people need to villain-ize, or de-
monize us, that’s fine. We’re totally happy to be their “boogey-man”. If they 
want to ignore our music because THEY get “offended” over how THEY “THINK” 
we are, or we’re NOT “politically correct” enough to suit their pussy-expecta-
tions-of-what-THEY-THINK-we-OUGHT-to-be, they can go back and  listen to 
their “APPROVED” trendy, fad-bullshit and shove a television antenna up their 
ass. (Next to the rest of their “trendy” new fad-gadgets!)
If anyone reads your story he could easily say that you were one of the 
most unlucky acts ever to surface the face of the earth! I mean, several 
unexpected and unwanted events occurred holding the development 
and evolution of the band back. Somehow, you managed to get your-
selves together, even after the untimely death of Cris Jackson. How 
was the band affected by this bad luck extravaganza?
Sometimes LIFE deals you a “BAD HAND”! You just have to play the card you’re 
dealt and make the best of it. You learn to be thankful for what YOU HAVE, 
instead of bitching about what you DON’T HAVE. Anytime things don’t hap-
pen the way you may WANT them to, you have to realize that they could be so 
much worse. There are a lot a facets to our lives. BUTCHER is only ONE of those 
facets. Despite many of the terrible incidents that befell “THE BAND”, each of 
us “individually” has had a pretty good life. Looking back at all we’ve been 
through, we are EXTREMELY pleased with our accomplishments. Some bands 
have released FIFTEEN albums in the time it has taken for us to do TWO, but 
TWO is really amazing considering that SOME bands NEVER GET TO RECORD 

AT ALL!!
Once more, due to the 
aforementioned events, 
the band is held into si-
lence again! What’s hap-
pening from now on? Did 
you ever imagine that 
you will release a 2nd al-
bum as it happened a few 
years later i.e. now that 
you’re about to release 
your 2nd full-length, en-
titled “Welcome to the 
Night”. 
Haha! This album was 
ORIGINALLY planned to 
be finished in 1998! Unfor-
tunately “unforeseen cir-
cumstances” preferred to 
kick our asses instead! Life 
can most certainly deliver a 
“QUALITY” ASS-KICKING! 
The loss of Cris was devas-
tating and made the albums 
completion IMPERATIVE! 
Even NOW, the work in-

volved in recording has NOT been convenient. NO ASPECT of this project has 
been “smooth and easy”. All of our families have suffered, and had to make 
sacrifices, to see it through. Cris loved this project, and we feel he deserves 
to have it heard.
What’s the concept behind this album? As I have only heard a few 
songs so far, with the release date being scheduled for the 20th of No-
vember 2010, I can say your style hasn’t changed that much. Are the 
songs new or already from your previous term with BUTCHER?
We wanted to make an album that was fun and exciting to listen to. Not merely 
a bundle-of-songs stacked one on top of the next, but something interesting 
and unique that told a story. The actual “concept” behind the album, in es-
sence, is to take the listener on a journey through a series of three separate 
nightmare sequences: 1. Physical destruction and annihilation, 2. The power 
and fear of darkness and the unseen , 3. Soul-eaters and deceivers. The entire 
album is basically a warning to people that mankind certainly has the power, 
potential AND ability to become his own worst enemy and the failure of that 
realization can lead to the manifestation of dire consequences. If you under-
stand what we’re saying, it’s a VERY dark album with a disturbing message. The 
songs themselves were selectively culled from throughout our entire history. 
That is also the purpose of the inclusion of the old COVEN tracks. Rather than 
“tacked-on” as toss-out bonus tracks AT THE END, we use them as a way to 
help set-the-stage to tell our story. They were a necessity, not a last-minute 
“add-on”.
(This was asked shortly after the CD was released in contrast to the 
previous question)
There has been a misjudgment with your new album, so I’d like to 
clarify it on your defense! I came across some reviews on forums that 
probably wouldn’t qualify the “underground Metal” standards, that 
has to do with the commercials intervening the first tracks of the al-
bum. Since the concept is not obvious to anyone who doesn’t have 
enough time to focus on listening to it rather than a mere spin on their 
CD player, didn’t you think that this could affect the listener, at least 
during the first spins? Some might prove to be superficial and mistake 
them with real commercials or mere samples!
If it is BELIEVED that any part of our dramatization script is ACTUAL, AU-
THENTIC SAMPLES or RECORDINGS of genuine radio broadcasts, then we 
have MOST CERTAINLY, accomplished PRECISELY what we set out to do!! Any 
criticism regarding that is taken as the HIGHEST COMPLIMENT by us! We DO, 
however, feel bad about any potential fan being mislead by some fool that is 
unable to comprehend the idea that this album is a “story”, or any dip-shit that 
is so fucking arrogant as to presuppose that BUTCHER “couldn’t possibly be 
actually saying something” or have any validity beyond existing to fulfill his 
own petty amusement or childish insecurities with some vain effort to gratify 
his own misguided sense of self-importance. Many critics seem to have little, 
if any, METAL culture at all, and simply bend over for whatever current fad is 
considered the status-quo of whatever sub-genre group that they lay claim to. 
BUTCHER refuses to adhere to ANY of their goofy notions that there are some 
kind of “rules” that we are EXPECTED to follow in order to “appease” them. 
The harsher their criticisms, the more foolish they appear. But, by the same 
token, do ANY serious “Metalheads” ever actually listen to the “critics”? I never 
did and still don’t! If I had paid attention to the opinions of “critics”, I would 
have never bought my first KISS record! (Fuckers back then were preach-
ing the social relevancy of fucking DISCO!) I would have had to have ignored 
virtually EVERY band that I now credit as being my whole inspiration! I never 
had any TRUST in anyone telling me what’s good and what’s shit. I like what I 
CHOOSE to like, and couldn’t give-a-shit less if some self-proclaimed “author-
ity” approves or not. We appreciate a “positive” review now-and-then, but our 
OVERALL objective is NOT to pacify, satisfy, or impress the critics. Our overall 
objective is to stay true to ourselves, and to the fans that appreciate who WE 
are, and respect what WE do. Listeners that are looking for another record 
that sounds like every other record they already have in their collection will 
be sorely disappointed. Most of that disappointment will arise due to their own 
expectations or experiences that they are projecting onto us. Those that are 
looking for something a little different will be pleased.
If someone had said to me the BUTCHER will release an album without 
Stoneage taking over the vocals and instead of him they would recruit 
o female vocalist, I would laugh my guts out and would be unable to 
imagine the final result. Now, after having listened to the album with 
Lil on vocals, I can say that no matter how much I liked the raw power 
and brutality in your voice, the outcome is surprisingly good. How did 
you come up with such an idea, knowing that it could divide opinions 
of your past fans who were used to the band with your voice? Also, can 
this be a punch in the face for all those who had blamed BUTCHER as a 
misogynistic or a phallocratic oriented band?
We had played on-and-off with Lil as early as 1987. Some of the tracks were 
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originally written FOR 
HER. One of them is 
“Halloween”. I wrote 
that one STRICTLY for 
her to do the vocals 
on and would not con-
sider trying to do it any 
other way. We hope 
people like and accept 
her. So far, she is get-
ting a better response 
than I ever did! Haha! 
She brings an added el-
ement of versatility, al-
most an entirely new 
dimension and depth to 
the songs.
How long did it take 
you to record the al-
bum? Did you come 

across some more unfortunate events during the recordings?
How long did it take?.....FUCKING FOREVER! Haha! YES!! 
If there is ANY fucked-up shit that COULD happen dur-
ing recording, it DID happen!!! I actually believe we’ve seen it all! 
From recording machines that start smoking and just un-spool your tape all 
over the floor, to amplifiers that catch on fire in the middle of a take. With some 
of the events, all you can do is shake your head and laugh.
Which will be the official formats the new album will be released on? 
Now that you have signed with the French label Inferno Records, do 
you think that this is a second chance to bring your music in the sur-
face and become familiar to more fans? I guess it will help you ap-
proach European fans, but what about the rest of the world?
The new album will be released on CD. There has been some discussion of 
the “possibility” of vinyl, but no confirmation of that. To me, a vinyl version 
is doubtful, as the layout is not conducive to a vinyl format. This album is the 
first project I’ve been involved in that was laid out in a strictly “linear” fashion. 
We’re very excited and pleased to be working with INFERNO. They’ve been EX-
TREMELY supportive and complimentary from the first time we made contact. 
They’re a small, independent “METAL ONLY” label, but seem to have contacts 
worldwide and a VERY different set of values from what we’ve experienced 
from other labels. They are MUSIC oriented, not MONEY driven. We are hoping 
they can bring our music out into the open, but music is EXTREMELY simple: If 
people like your music, they’ll listen to it....AND they’ll tell their friends!! I want 
people to CHOOSE to listen to BUTCHER, not some “greed machine” cramming 
it down your throat so THEY can make a profit!  We always wanted to provide 
a good value product and not cheat our fans. We concentrate A LOT of effort 
into every aspect of our records, from initial production, to graphics layout and 
printing. We want BUTCHER to be known for a “QUALITY” album. It’s tedious, 
time consuming and EXPENSIVE! But we believe that BUTCHER fans DESERVE 
to have the best album we can make. We certainly don’t have the budgets that 
the MAJOR labels can throw at a project, but we also DON’T have to live under 
their thumb. (...a DAMN GOOD trade-off! Haha!)
In this CD, you feature the 2 songs that were released by COVEN as a 
7” single, so it’s a good chance for everyone to finally listen to them. Is 
there a plan of doing the same with other COVEN or STORM tracks that 
had never seen the light of day?
VERY doubtful. The quality just ISN’T there. Only some rehearsal stuff, stu-
dio cut-outs, and home experimentation tracks remain. They’re REALLY awful 
sounding.
Did you re-record these tracks to include them in the CD or they just 
got processed to match the rest of the recordings? They sound very 
nice and not far from the others. 
No. These are the ORIGINAL recordings and mixes that were produced by Lee 
Lester in 1986. There was no “matching” that really was needed to be done as 
our sound has, pretty much, ALWAYS been our sound. There was, however, a 
fair amount of restoration that needed done to the tapes as they had deterio-
rated over time. For the purpose of our dramatization, it was hoped that the 
“sound” DID NOT so closely “match” the BUTCHER sound since we use them to 
portray an entirely different band (instead of letting on that it’s just an earlier 
inception of ourselves.) UNFORTUNATELY, for the dramatization concerns, the 
writing, playing, and production values STILL show through. Even at that, they 
still work pretty well. We’ve been asked a lot of questions over the years about 
our origin. We were originally going to use the songs simply as a bonus for the 
fans for that reason. But after YEARS of discussion, we decided that a dramati-
zation was a MUCH MORE CREATIVE way to actually “USE” our “bonus tracks” 
rather than simply “tacking-them-on” at the end! (...which seems a really sad 
“standardized” use of songs by EVERYBODY that includes bonus material.)
The new CD sounds so old fashioned, so 80’s,yet not obsolete or tardy 
at all! How did that happen? I mean you were put in ice for 15 years, 
then come back recording 14 songs all with a perfect/modern produc-
tion but the songs don’t lack any power or “heaviness” and it sounds 
as if it is out straight from the depths of the 80’s. One would thing that 
you would modernize your sound or playing and that you would try to 
refer to the mass of fans listening to whatever the big magazines of-
fer them!
I think we had a real advantage, and a lot of foresight when it came to estab-
lishing our own sound as far back as the original COVEN recording sessions in 
1986. There were a couple of studios (in the Tucson area) that “specialized” 
in Hard Rock/Heavy Metal that we decided to AVOID for that very reason. We 
didn’t want that generic “metal sound” that was the “accepted” assembly-
line style production at that time. We wanted something different. Something 
unique. Something a bit more “genuine”. (Maybe “personal” is a better word) 
When you’re looking for a special sound that defines only you, it’s hard to de-
scribe it in words. You’ll know it when you hear it! Haha! So we had wanted to 
record with Lee Lester mostly due to his 98% LACK of experience recording 
Metal! Lee knew a whole lot more about how to get a great sound for a trum-
pet then he did about recording a screaming guitar through a stack of Mar-
shalls! We knew he would help us find something “special”. A sound that was 

tailored to us specifically. BUTCHER’s “old-
school” style is the REAL DEAL! We’re not a 
new band TRYING to write “Old-School”! The 
majority of what we do was actually written 
IN the 80’s! We were just never fortunate 
enough to record them until many years 
later. Another one of the greatest helps to 
us has been working with producer Jim Wa-
ters. He understands our sound and our ap-
proach, and just “refines it” without chang-
ing it, or adding a bunch of modern ideas 
and techniques. He has been supportive and 
respectful to our sound, and allows it to be 
what it is. He encourages BUTCHER to sound 
like BUTCHER.I don’t see that happening 
anytime soon. Besides, what does that RE-
ALLY mean? The “modern” sound? To go all 
digital? No, thank you! We’ll stick to analog. 
To use drum samples or shove the kick and 
snare “in your face” and  cram everything 
else in the back seat? No! To tune our guitars to some drop D, drop C, drop 
LMNOP or whatever? Not really for us. Those things may be great for other 
bands. I’ve heard A LOT of fucking KICKASS Metal that sounds FABULOUS that 
way! It just isn’t OUR way. There really is NO one single “proper” way to make 
a great album. The “accepted” formula works well for many bands. Despite the 
“popular” approach, BUTCHER plays BUTCHER songs the BUTCHER way! Each 
time a new player enters the equation, it alters the dynamic of the overall pres-
entation, but the overall expression of the group remains virtually intact. I’m 
seeing some REALLY HUGE changes that will be taking place in the very near 
future. Mostly from necessity, but I don’t see these changes as components 
that will change the way we do things. Except for ONE, we’re a bunch of old 
Metal-minded motherfuckers that are pretty set in our ways! Have you heard 
the expression “You can’t teach an old dog new tricks”? Well, that’s pretty 
much just bullshit! You CAN teach an old dog new tricks, but we’re the old dogs 
that just don’t give a fuck about trying to sound like somebody else!
Any plans of touring around for the new album?
Due to the present circumstances, all I can really say is: “Not at this time”. We 
are NOT ruling out the possibility of future shows. My dream has always been to 
play in Europe. We’ll see if conditions allow my dream to come true.
Now that BUTCHER is more “well-known” than what it used to be 15 
years ago, what’s the difference in the reactions and feedback you 
get by the fans, do you talk with fans from countries that had never 
crossed your mind you would talk to? Did you see a new interest in the 
band arising since it’s for sure a better time for the genre to sustain?
Fans are GREAT no matter what country they’re from! We love hearing from 
them!! WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM MANY MORE! It’s always an over-
whelming joy to hear from people that appreciate what we do! Sometimes it’s 
a bit difficult to understand some of our fans languages from overseas (mostly 
because we’re ignorant “English-only” speakers), but I’ve been EXTREMELY 
surprised at how many of them DO speak English! Oftentimes BETTER than 
I do!! 
So, now that BUTCHER is alive again, what are your future plans? Is a 
3rd album out of the question?
Yes. There is currently some heavy discussion taking place regarding a 3rd 
album. A bit of rehearsal of new tracks as well, I might add! Album title and 
track-list are pretty much being kept amongst ourselves at the time. Although 
IF it does come to fruition, we will be doing tracks that have been culled from 
our entire history. One is a 7 minute “Epic” that I am particularly excited about. 
The new effort will be a more “conventional” type of album like IRON TIGER. 
I love “concept” and “theme-oriented” albums and am particularly partial to 
“Welcome to the Night”, but unfortunately, that type of venture is costly and 
time consuming and generally not appropriate to attempt to replicate or fol-
low up.
Say something you want to your “Slaughterhouse” and add anything 
you like!
We would like to thank all of you for allowing BUTCHER to come into your lives 
with our music and DRIVE YOUR NEIGHBORS ABSOLUTELY-FUCKING-MAD 
FROM A HEAVY METAL OVERLOAD!!! HAHAHA!!! CRANK IT UP!!! Now, go have a 
beer and BANG-YOUR-HEAD LIKE YOUR ASS DEPENDED ON IT!!!!

www.butcherusa.com

Thanos Stafylarakis
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VOID MOON is a new band hailing from Sweden, a 

country with a rich tradition in quality Doom 

Metal bands. They have released a demo-CD in 2009 

(that they were kind enough to send us) and in late 

2010 a 7'single from newfound German label Metal 

Bound Records. I was very happy to discover that 

Peter Svensson (bass guitars) is a musician that is a 

fan in the first place deep into the underground, 

but unfortunately the deadline for the fanzine, 

didn't give us the time to discuss further some is-

sues, but even that way, I think the following in-

terview is an interesting read. 

VOID MOON is a new band. Could you please give us a brief bio of the 
band? 
The band was started in 2009, initially as a project while my other band was on 
hiatus. I discussed it with Thomas Hedlund who was very keen on drumming. 
The initial line up was completed by Jonas Gustavsson (vocals/guitars), who I 
played with in the late 90’s but didn’t have contact with for almost 10 years. As 
soon as the songs started to develop we realized that this has to be a full time 
band and we recorded our first demo during the winter of 2009/2010. While we 
started to prepare for live shows we realized that we needed a second guitarist. 
This spot would be filled by Erika Wallberg. 
Is VOID MOON the first band for the three of you, or did you also par-
ticipate in other bands in the past? Could you refer to them? (If any)
Peter (CULT OF THE FOX, CROSSBOW, EXTORTION), Thomas (THE ANCIENT’S 
REBIRTH, PAGAN RITES, AUTOPSY TORMENT, CULT OF THE FOX), Jonas (IN-
DEMNITY, EXTORTION) and Erika (ROAMRIDE)
Really, how did you get into Metal in the first place? What bands/musi-
cians influenced you some time later to form a band? 
The first rock/Metal I heard was AC/DC, which I still love today. From there 
on I went to IRON MAIDEN, JUDAS PRIEST and all the classics. The first time I 
thought about playing myself or being in a band was after seeing Steve Harris 
in the “Live after Death” video! Steve is still the musician and person which I 
admired the most!
Who came up with the name? Is there a reason behind it? 
Thomas and I were discussing names for the project/band and VOID MOON 
was one of the candidates. Astrologically it represents a period between 
moons. This is a very unfortunate time and enterprises started during this 
period are doomed to fail. Needless to say, we felt that it was the perfect name 
for our new band. 
What would you say are the main influences of the band?
CANDLEMASS has obviously had a very big impact on us, as with all other 
heavy doom bands I think. Besides them, of course BLACK SABBATH, TROU-
BLE and then of course the third generation with SOLITUDE AETURNUS and 
SOLSTICE. GRAND MAGUS is one of the more current bands which we all 
agree upon. Apart from that we have pretty diverse musical tastes within the 
band, I think you can tell this from our sound. We draw a lot of inspiration from 
the classic Metal bands, there is a lot of IRON MAIDEN drumming if you listen 
closely. Probably the most influential band for me to emerge during the last 
10-15 years would be HAMMERS OF MISFORTUNE. I think the two first records 
are among the best metal albums ever.
So, the band released a demo-CD in 2010, including three songs and 
two small instrumentals. Can you give us some more info? (recording 
process, studio, any funny incidents etc.)
We recorded the demo by ourselves, mostly for economical and practical rea-
sons. For the drum recording we had the help of a friend, who’s a sound en-
gineer and the mixing and mastering was also done with the help of another 
friend. I think we were all pleasantly surprised with how well it turned out. We 
have very good chemistry bringing completely different influences and styles 
together and making it work.
I guess that the band has a bigger repertoire of songs by now. With 
which criteria you chose these three songs to appear on your demo-
CD? 
I had written about 5-6 songs by the time we started recording and we simply 
chose the three songs which we thought were best. I am very pleased with 
the song selection as each song is pretty different from the others but still we 
retain the feeling that the songs fit together.
How was the response so far from (mainly) Metal fans and labels? 
Of course it’s hard to get attention in Doom Metal field, but the response we 
have gotten has been far beyond our expectations and only good. We have had 
some interest for future releases by some small labels. 
In late 2010, new found German label, Metal Bound released your de-
mo-CD (with the exception of one song) as a 7”single. How did the 
deal came up?
Jörg, the owner of that label, sent an email to buy the demo. I met him at Head-
bangers Open Air and we talked briefly. He later sent us an email and asked if 
we were interested in releasing a 7” on his new label. So we sent him the art-
work and layout for everything and a couple of weeks later the single appeared!

Are you satisfied so far (very little time I know) with the label? 
Everything has been very smooth and easy with the label! Jörg takes his label 
seriously and that’s very good!

Has the band given any concerts so far? How is a typical VOID MOON 
show and really are there any notable gigs with either local or foreign 
bands? 
We haven’t played live yet. We are planning some gigs locally during the spring 
and in November we will play at the Malta Doom Metal Festival.

How do you view the current (Doom) Metal scene? Both in Sweden and 
internationally? 
It feels like there are new bands appearing every day, of course this is a good 
thing as it brings out new music. And I can’t say much bad about it since we’re 
a new band too… But I also think it could be bad when the field gets over-
crowded with a lot bands that don’t bring so much of an original style to the 
table. A lot of bands are locked into a certain sound or band/album that they 
copy for everything. Usually that thing works for one single or album then it 
gets old. I think we are more diverse and I really feel that we have a lot more 
potential to develop further.

On the same train of thought, you (first as a person and then the band) 
follow what’s happening in the Metal scene? Support bands, going 
to concerts etc.? Do you distinguish any bands nowadays (both from 
Sweden and abroad)?
Yes, I travel to a lot of shows. Nowadays here in Sweden a lot of bands come 
on tour and that’s good. But we still travel to see shows in Germany, Holland, 
Spain etc. The only problem is to manage to see all the shows you want to see. 
And then there are all the festivals, this spring I’m going to the Metal Mer-
chants, Up the Hammers, Hammer of Doom and KIT… and then there are the 
summer festivals. Only last night I drove 6 hours to catch a show with HANDS 
OF ORLAC which I think is a promising band! But there are so many old bands 
to discover also, I just recently got a hold of the LAZARUS SIN CD. Brilliant 
stuff, but hearing things like that puts me somewhere between quitting playing 
(since I can never top it) and wanting to play more (to try to top it!)… One band 
that has really impressed me lately is PROCESSION. Their album has so much 
emotion and sounds very honest with killer performance and songs. 

Sweden produced some of the finest bands in the Doom Metal genre, 
be it  CANDLEMASS, COUNT RAVEN (really how do you view their new 
album?), SORCERER, MEMORY GARDEN, etc. Do you like these bands? 
I went to the 25th anniversary with CANDLEMASS in November and it was 
magical when they played the entire “Epicus Doomicus Metallicus” album… also 
I was really moved by the Dio-tribute! Like I said before we all like GRAND MA-
GUS much, but maybe they are more Heavy Metal now than doom. MEMENTO 
MORI is another favorite. COUNT RAVEN is great too and I have to say that I 
enjoy the new album a lot! It’s a lot better than “Messiah of Confusion” at least! 
MEMORY GARDEN is a very good band but I could never really get into them. 
One of my favorites of the current bands is ISOLE, they have great atmosphere 
on their records.

Are there plans for a full length album? Songs are composed I guess…
We will begin recording a second demo in February. We felt that we wanted 
to do another demo in order to find ourselves a little more before we do a full 
album. But we have talked about starting the recording of a full length in the 
summer. The songs for this are written and we have begun to rehearse them. 
I’m looking forward very much to put them on tape! There are some really 
strong songs! 

Thanks for the interview Peter. End this interview any way you like, the 
last words are yours. 
First off, thanks to you for this interview, always great with questions from 
people who know what they are talking about! And secondly, thanks to the 
people who have supported us so far and those who are joining the ranks 
right now. There is a lot more coming from VOID MOON and we look forward 
to delivering some supreme Heavy/Doom Metal live and on record in a not too 
distant future.

www.void-moon.com

Kostas Kailiazis
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Diamonds of the Black Chest
In the following three pages, we will present a very diverse “set” of releases in every aspect, countries, styles, format, even prices. The 
last part was unintentional, for us Heavy Metal is above and beyond price guides, it’s a MUSIC we love and support (and eventually buy, 
that’s an undeniable fact). Every album that is presented below and that will be presented in future volumes is not chosen because of its 
money value. It’s albums that we FELT needed to be presented, for various reasons. We hope you enjoy this installment and your opinion 
is important to us. 

ADVOCATE -World without End- CD
(USA, Private, 1997)
One of the best POWER METAL CD’s ever to be released in the States. Quite a statement, so I guess I should justify it, right? Thanks 
for the opportunity! The band’s first sign of life was the s/t demo in 1992, a 4-track demo that was released in a time when our 
music was in one of its lowest points, especially in the States. And yet, these 4 New Jersey musicians played some of the best METAL 
at that particular time period. What can someone say for Hymns like -Do or Die- (MONSTER riffs) or -Odyssey-, which turns into 
a Power Metal scorcher after the intro where singer extraordinaire Dan Stanley showcases his enormous talent? The production is 
great, especially if you take into consideration it’s a demo release. The -World without End- mini-CD followed three years later and 
presented 5 songs in the same style, no compromise, pure Power Metal mania once more. The s/t track, with the addictive riffs, -No 
Words left to Say- another ripper? I better stop, the way this review is going, I will mention all songs. Once more, special mention 
to Dan Stanley, singer of the band, who has a voice that defines what US Metal singers should sound like, quite reminiscent of JD 
Kimball (RIP). So far, no word for the actual CD presented here…This is simply because the 1997 version includes both recordings 
of the band plus the lyrics, but the songs are in a mixed order, what a -big deal-. This CD (as well as the mini-CD) are quite hard 
to find, but most of the time for a good price, so be patient when seeing the CD on offer either online or on lists since the price will 
be very high. This CD has a good reputation among underground fans, but in my opinion it should be mentioned more often as it’s 
a reference point for 90’s US Metal and not only. I don’t know what became of the band members or why they disbanded since I 
wasn’t able to locate the band, but it’s a real shame, since they could offer more to the hungry Metal masses. Even that way, we 
salute these Metal Mongers for these 9 songs.  
Kostas Kailiazis

AGELESS -Barbed wire- 8-single
(Japan, Ageless, 1985)
Japan! The land of the rising sun has produced some of the most exciting Heavy Metal sounds over the years from the 70’s up to 
now! Innovators as they are, the Japanese always get styles from the west, make them part of their own culture and try to reproduce 
them in their own very exclusive way that you either love or hate. This piece of vinyl is very unique in all aspects as it is presented in 
a format made only in Japan: the 8 inches single! A double sided flexi disc, this was probably made in very limited number of copies 
and has some of the most hilarious covers of all time!! The use of Engrish (unusual English originating in East Asian countries) is all 
over the place but when it comes to the music AGELESS are no joke!!! The band had been probably big fans of ACCEPT and JUDAS 
PRIEST and recorded 4 tracks of classic Heavy Metal in the way it should be executed! From the opening track -Barbed wire- to the 
closing title -Darkness is Bed Side Room- the speakers spit molten Metal with power rhythms, shouting vocals and violent guitars 
reminding the classic Metal sounds of 80’s Euro-Metal that we all love! I leave you with what’s written in the back side of the cover 
so you can have a piece of how funny their use of English is:  -CAUTION! Since this album is very delicate record. Be careful about 
the direct rays of the sun, an injury, and what you get too much excite at great metal. You had better hear as big as possible. Have 
a good n' great sound.- Amen!!
Michalis Bakoulas

ARGUS -Argus- EP
(USA, Rainbow, 1983)
This is one of those early US Heavy Metal EP’s that has that NWOBHM feeling along with the standard Metallic sound originating from 
the States that is popular among fans of underground Heavy Metal worldwide. This vinyl comes with a great amateurish cover, that’s 
always an extra plus for collectors but what’s important here is the music inside. All four tracks are winners with great musicianship, 
very catchy songs and some great melodic vocals that win the listener from the first audition! Make no mistake people: THIS IS A 
MUST HAVE!!! Starting with -Lady Killer- and some powerful riffs, continuing with the melodic -Another gloomy day- that ends the 
first side of this EP. B side starts with the fantastic -Children-, a track that should be taught to people in music schools worldwide 
when trying to introduce them on how Heavy Metal should be played. The ARGUS EP ends with another anthem, -Down the motor-
way- and leaves you with a feeling of wanting more from this great band but unfortunately this one the only recorded document this 
band from Florida left behind... The strange thing about these guys is that they managed to play in 1983 in Colombia and probably 
there are many copies of the EP in Colombian houses, as it seems that they had an audience of 20000 in their concert there!!! ARGUS 
reformed some time back in 2005 and there’s nothing more to say but a big thank you to ARGUS for this great EP.
Michalis Bakoulas

BLACKHORSE -Blackhorse- LP
(USA, DSDA, 1979)
Blackhorse came from Texas, USA and produced a Southern Hard Rock masterpiece for fans of the rough sounds of MOLLY HATCHET, 
POINT BLANK, DOC HOLLIDAY and BLACKFOOT. It is a classic LP for the genre all the way! An album recorded to be played at very 
loud volume with the company of booze and good friends. This power trio knew how to deliver the goods with growling vocals, guitar 
solos that kick ass and very, VERY strong songs. When listening to -Fox huntin-, -Hell hotel-, -Velvet angel- and the closing title 

-Spencer’s corner- you have the feeling you’re in one of those wooden bars with bikers and easy women around having the party of 
your life! This is not for those only into Metal but for those who love good time hard rockin’ music!!! The band continued on for a few 
more years but unfortunately no other albums where produced... They do re-appear from time to time locally to make a gig or two 
but the great BLACKHORSE days are most probably over. A couple of videos floating on the net show that their live presence was 
even stronger than the vinyl so it’s a shame they didn’t continue but that’s life... 
Michalis Bakoulas

BUCCANEER -Buccaneer- LP
(USA, Blunderbuss, 1980)
BUCCANEER’s only album is a concept album about pirates long before other bands adopted  the  pirate  concept into their music. 
Another trio originating from the ashes of the band PRIMEVIL who released a great 70’s Hard Rock album, the highly prized -Smokin 
Bats at Campton’s-. BUCCANEER, coming from Indiana, produced some very tight songs  and recorded what they called a Hard 
Rock opera, which was to be their only album. Don’t be put off by the description, this is a no nonsense heavy sounding album with 
elements from Hard Rock, 70’s jamming rock and even Heavy Metal similar to the early MANILLA ROAD sound! What starts as a 
standard Hard rock album with mid tempo tracks takes off as with some almost Heavy Metal songs and ends with a masterpiece that 
will leave you with your mouth open, the fantastic closing title -Sailor, lord and thief-, an Epic anthem worth alone the high price of 
the album on vinyl. What I particularly love about the album is the sound of the band, a very clear power trio sound with the bass 
leading the way to the great solos and tight drumming. The vocals and lyrics blend with what the band wanted to produce and the 
whole album is one of those records you want to play again and again. The LP was released in two versions with the second one be-
ing more interesting, as it includes a sticker, lyrics, an insert of what seems to be a key to a treasure and two (!!) bonus 7- singles 
containing 3 more songs, among them the great -Sharkbait-. A strange coincidence is the similarity of the cover to the one from 

-Sirens- of SAVATAGE on Par records (shame on you, Par records!!!) This album deserves a place in the collection of all music lovers 
and it’s a shame it’s not so easily available. 
Michalis Bakoulas

DARK AGE -Dark Age- EP
(USA, Gnarly-US version, 1984, Roadrunner-European version1985)
Another US band is featured here and this is easy to explain. The US scene is never ending! There’s always another great album, 
demo or single that was buried and remained undervalued. DARK AGE is not an unknown band, but it wasn’t until the recent years 
that I saw this album featured in fanzines, as if it was one of the thousand other good or average records, always asking myself -how 
and why-. Well, IT’S NOT! On the contrary, whenever I had to face a dilemma about -which is your favorite US album that didn’t get 
what it deserved or wasn’t shown the appropriate affection by Metalheads-, DARK AGE EP was the first one I would mention without 
second thoughts. There is a -trick- concerning this album and this explains the inclusion of both labels that were associated in this 
release, making it one of the few to excuse one’s lust for obtaining both versions. The European one simply includes their best song 
probably, the majestic 5 minute epic -Dark Age-, and for an eerie reason it is harder to find! Moving into the essence of things, where 
should I start from? The amazing cover art, which makes it one of the best dragon depicting drawings? From the music quality of 
this gem? From the exceptional -rough-diamond- who had taken over the fronting of the band? From the fucking awesome riffage, 
melodies and Epic themes overflowing this EP? From how cheap this EP had always been? From that it can crush ANY killer rare EP, 
even the top-notch ones like ION BRITTON, TANTRUM, HEATHEN’S RAGE, THATCHER, EMERALD, BLACKLIST, PUT-ANY-NAME-YOU-
WANT-NEXT-TO-IT EP? From how many fucking stupid so-called Metalheads still won’t buy it after reading this, but will gladly pay 
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dealers hundreds of bucks to buy a copy of any crap written-in-a-book album to enrich their valuable collection-derivative of their 
stupidity-and own the well deserved selfish dumb-ass prize? Yes, I’ll start from there…
Thanos Stafylarakis

ELIZA -Born to be wild, to be free- EP
(Japan, Fasten Up, 1987)
This is the only release of ELIZA that I have heard but I must remind myself to look further their discography. Their image is funny, 
but I guess most bands from the land of the Rising Sun had funny image, so…Side A opens with the title track, a fast tune with a great 
chorus and ends with -Shot!-, a mid-paced tune with great melodies and solo. -Never say Die-, opens side B and it’s the fastest song 
on offer, another great track, while the band chose to end this EP with -Burning (The King of Destiny)-, a slow-paced track closing 
in 6 minutes with the guitars being once more excellent, handled by the axemen of the band, Kimihiko Sato and Hikomi Kawasaki. 
Very good, nothing to die for, let’s set the record straight here. The fact that is not that known results in a low price when seen for 
sale, something that is an added bonus in my book. 
Kostas Kailiazis

ENGLAND -England- LP
(UK, Deroy, 1976)
Many people think that by 1976 Hard Rock music was dead and that only a handful of bands were into that sort of music in the UK, 
leading the way to punk music becoming so popular among the Youth of England in the mid 70’s. Albums like this one show that Hard 
Rock never stopped being around. After all, we all know that NWOBHM became huge in the early 80’s and punk died just a couple of 
years after its birth.... The ENGLAND LP is one of my favorite records because it’s a very powerful album with great songs and one 
of the best guitarists ever to have touched the frets, Olly Allnock. Formed in 1971 and with changes in their line up they managed to 
record their only album live at the basement of the bassist’s house! By 1978 this band split but their album is a proof of how three 
persons can produce great music if talented. With a sound not dissimilar to NEKTAR, WISHBONE ASH, PATTO and BUDGIE this album 
is full of English Hard Rock classics with prog elements here and there. The sound is primitive but serves the music right and you 
can’t spend your money more wisely to anything else but this LP. The album is more for those into the 70’s music and could sound 
very light for Metal fans but if you like music in general do yourself a favor and listen to it! Unfortunately this is a collector’s item 
as the original vinyl is said to have had the tiny pressing of just 99 copies (!!!) and gets big money to its seller. Fortunately a pirate 
pressing appeared sometime making the album available to us poor fans of music, as well as a CD release. If you need just one track 
to get a taste of what the ENGLAND albums sounds like check the incredible -Paradise lost-.
Michalis Bakoulas

FINAL HEIRESS -You’re in my Heart- 7-single
(Holland, Don Quixote, 1984)
Dutch 5-piece that only released this single from their own label (probably) and a demo before fading to obscurity. I really can’t state 
some bands that FINAL HEIRESS brings to mind. There aren’t any, their sound is THAT unique, just listen to it! The single includes 
two songs, -You’re in my Heart- and -Twisted by Rules-, both incredible compositions that is evident that have a lot of work behind 
them, just listen to how smooth the B-side -flows- throughout its’ 6 minutes. The easiest explanation as to why FINAL HEIRESS 
didn’t achieve something bigger would be that easy -excuse- of being too strange to fit to the norm. Listen to this CLASSIC piece of 
Euro-Steel and find another reason. Not piece of cake to come across, neither a very cheap find (quite logical I would say, except if 
things have changed a lot?), but certainly one of the best European singles one can be after and the fact that it isn’t talked too much, 
makes it more urgent to discover this band. I don’t know if members of FINAL HEIRESS continued in other bands or if they did more 
than one demo, any further help would be appreciated. 
Kostas Kailiazis

HEADCRASHER -Nothing will Remain- LP
(Italy, Metalnews, 1988)
Sadly, the thrash genre didn’t get the appropriate attention in this issue, something I hope we can work on for the next one; so it 
was inevitable not to feature this LP in this column! This crazy quartet from Cosenza, Italy, released in 1988 one my favorite thrash/
speed albums on LP only. Admittedly showing incompatible maturity for the young of their age, they recorded a very nice piece in 
thrash metal history in the US thrash fashion lyric-wise, as expected, since Italians are known to be bothering their minds with social 
issues. In fact, they could write about both social affairs and fantasy/evil lyrical themes, so they conveyed anything a thrash band 
would approach lyrically. Looking at the cover art alone would make you realize this is thrash metal on the tracks and it is a damn 
good one. Sound-alike bands would be DESTRUCTION, early METALLICA played in a NUCLEAR ASSAULT tribute album! Fuck, these 
guys are crazy! -Blood From the Sky-, -The Final Attack-, The Cemetery of The Lost Cross-, -Good Morning, Amazonia!- and the rag-
ing thrasher -Dead in the USA- with the fantastic backing shouts on the chorus, mixed with a couple of funny but cleverly critiquing 
short songs like -Bathman-, -FFW- and the necessary street culture defining -SK8 Life- compile a fantastic thrasher that is not your 
typical holocaust, but would appeal even to the most faithfully sworn Heavy Metal fan! Haven’t seen this record sold anywhere and 
sadly it isn’t the point of reference in a thrasher-to-thrasher conversation, but I am pretty sure this record is not very rare, just 
unfairly neglected. Do yourselves a favor and make no further mistake.
Thanos Stafylarakis

TOSHIYA MATSUKAWA -Burning- LP
(Japan, Eastworld, 1986)
An album dedicated to the memory of Randy Rhoads predisposes its listener of great guitar and that’s exactly what this album has! 
Don’t get me wrong though, this is not one those boring solo guitar oriented albums, it’s an album full of great Japanese Metal, in 
fact one of the best to come from Japan, with guitars that rip your soul apart! Matsukawa, guitarist of the band BLIZZARD that 
recorded some great albums in the 80’s, in 1986 released this album and became part of the Heavy Metal axe heroes. Should this 
album had been one of a US guitarist many musicians would be praising him and include him in their major influences. Seriously, this 
album is much better than many of the albums by guitar virtuosos that made a name in the 80’s with the help of Mike Varney. Its 
as good as the early MSG albums or the great albums of Gary Moore like -Dirty Fingers-. Including from fast tracks like the opening 
track -Without you- to mid tempo ones like -Violet sweet- all tracks are great; this one’s a classic to be discovered. Some of you 
might have trouble with the Japanese Lyrics but give this Metal monster a chance and you won’t loose! If there are people that liked 
BLIZZARD albums like -Kamikaze Killers- reading this, get this album at the first chance as this is in my opinion the best work ever 
to include Matsukawa’s guitar madness!!
Michalis Bakoulas

NOKEMONO -From the black world- LP
(Japan, SMS, 1979)
Another lost jewel from the land of samurai! These Japanese sure knew how to produce great music and NOKEMONO’s LP is no 
exception. Sang in their native tongue this album is highly influenced by early SCORPIONS, UFO, THIN LIZZY and DEEP PURPLE 
(of course!!), sounding way better than other 70’s more known Jap Hard Rockers as BOW WOW or Murasaki. An album full of great 
guitars and fantastic sound, this band was ahead of their time as this could have been easily a classic NWOBHM album, should it 
had been recorded by an English band a couple of years later. -Run away- opens the LP in the best way and the band continues with 
stronger and stronger tracks full of melodic solos and tempo changes making -From the Black world- a Hard rock heaven. This album 
has to be heard to be believed! Definitely one of the albums I would recommend to anyone wanting to check the Japanese Hard Rock 
and Heavy Metal scene and a strong candidate to the list of albums I will take with me to the grave to accompany me in the afterlife.
Michalis Bakoulas

OUTPATIENTS -Free Association- LP
(USA, Incas, 1987)
It is no wonder why this record always passes unnoticed, as it is often listed as a hardcore album. But guess what, it is not! There is 
a relation to hardcore of course, it is not a random call listing it as such, as this Westfield, MA trio has probably a long background, 
with some hardcore releases among it. Lots of demo tapes, compilation participations and 2-3 official albums exist among other 
recordings (bootlegs etc), but I think this one is the only one of our interest, along with some songs here and there in their tapes 
(-Life on the Outside- from 1991 was also Metal enough). In this featured LP the band has included songs written from their early 
days in 1981 up until 1986, with some hardcore elements still being there, but if you would categorize it you would definitely say 
this is Heavy Metal! As OUTPATIENTS have been an active band for a while, their music is quite original, in the sense that they don’t 
remind me of a particular band. Prepare yourselves for a moshing extravaganza! -Free Association- is for sure not a must-have, but 
I think an overlooked record that sells for 40 euros on some lists while you can get your hands on it with 10$ or less deserves to be 
mentioned here. Good stuff, not the best but still good… As for the name and their obsession with reformation titles, anyone who 
knows something, let’s gossip.
Thanos Stafylarakis
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REVENGE -Rhapsody from Brontoland- LP
(Brazil, Heavy Metal Maniac, 1990)
This album was distributed in Europe by Hellion Records when it was initially released, so some may know it, some others may have 
ignored it judging by the cover art. Personally, I like the drawing and if you think this is a HELLOWEEN sounding band, then you are 
correct. Actually, there is a heavy HELLOWEEN/IRON MAIDEN influence, discreetly leaning more towards the European Metal pio-
neers, but I can’t say this is another copy of them whatsoever, with a vocalist sounding like Dickinson and very nice guitar melodies 
and soloing in general! All in all, this is the transitional album between VIPER’s -Soldiers of Sunrise- and -Theater of Fate-! Eight 
songs listed with 3 of them being intros/instrumentals and the remaining five standing high in overall quality, varying in harmony 
from melodic European Power Metal to more speedy tunes like -Thrash Legions- with an epic touch all around the album, whereas 
ballads are totally neglected! The band released nothing else instead of two more demos, one prior and one after this LP.
Thanos Stafylarakis

SALEM’S LAW -Tale of Goblins Breed- LP/CD
(Germany, 1989, ZYX Metallic)
This is one of the bands ZYX Metallic actually signed to release their album, as half of the albums released by this label were licensed 
by other labels, and probably the best one! If this cover art isn’t a showstopper, then which one is? Here is one of my favorite pieces 
of Teutonic steel, all hail SALEM’S LAW and their one and only album! You like early HELLOWEEN and BLIND GUARDIAN? Then this 
is definitely for you! Power/Speed metal of the highest class, a vocalist that has nothing to do with the common German vocalist 
gifted with a unique bass voice, showcasing an incredible sentimental performance, progressive ideas all over the album without the 
annoying choirs and happy-kindergarten elements the GUARDIANS used later on. I can’t remember pure Heavy Metal artists using 
female singers to accompany their lead singer (the same way SALEM’S LAW did), creating such a magic. The guitar work is simply 
fantastic, songwriting is brilliant, that much that it’s sometimes hard to believe this is a German band from 1989, I was used to their 
sloppier yet passionate playing. But this one, I’m in a loss for words! Though, I stubbornly believe that the ultimate highlight of this 
album is the vocal performance and the progressive instrument and overall arrangement. This band sadly stayed in silence after this 
recording, don’t know whether anyone featured here went on playing music except guitarist Frank Schafer who released a (solo?) 
CD that I haven’t heard yet and eagerly expect to do in due time (that is, as soon as someone hooks me up with it). -Thunder From 
the Gods-, -Circle of Times-, -Robin- and -Goblins- are Power/Speed rippers while -Misanthrope- is a mid tempo feeling-stimulating 
masterpiece, surrounded by two ballad-esque tunes featuring the aforementioned female singer (which her name, as any other 
name, is not credited on the album cover). The quintessence of German progressive music (not progressive metal for the critiquing 
ones, progressive music, think about it and stomach it, if you can’t tell the difference, then fuck off!)
Thanos Stafylarakis

SEACREST -Take it away- 7’single
(USA, Chalice, 1981)
I bought this one quite recently and to be honest I am not sure weather the band is named SEACREST or Chalice, since the label 
of the single has the Chalice logo in big letters wile the name SEACREST on the bottom of the label. But I do trust the seller, who 
seemed to know more about it. Either way, this single is in my opinion the best US Heavy Metal single I’ve ever heard. SEACREST 
(or Chalice) were from Cincinnati and they released this one in 1981. -Take it away- was probably picked as the A side as it is more 
melodic than the B side but still it's a hell of a track reminding me of the great Y&T and early SCORPIONS with a very catchy chorus. 
Should this have been the only good track of the single I would have been satisfied with my purchase but little did I knew the B side 
would scar my soul for life. What I listened on the flip of the single is one of the greatest Metal anthems of all time. -Shoot for the 
stars- is simply amazing, a total ripper, one of the unknown classics of Heavy Metal and I bet my ass there will not be one Metal fan 
that will not agree with me about it. Search for it on YouTube and I am sure you will want to listen to it daily!!! Oh and if anyone has 
more info on the band please, PLEASE get in touch!!!
Michalis Bakoulas

SNIPER -Open the Attack- LP
(Japan, Electric Lady land, 1984)
Another brilliant release coming from Japan, this album is one of the best live albums I have ever heard in my life. The musicianship 
is fantastic as these guys play faultless a blend of classic rock with metallic sound and speed, making this an overall masterpiece of 
early 80’s Heavy Metal. The great level of guitar playing, from one of the big Japanese masters of the axe Masanori -Burny- Kusakabe, 
is unbelievable and along with the fantastic bass lines of Romi Murase, the heavy drumming of Shunji Ito and the melodic vocals of 
Kinny Kitao make this band equally good to the great LOUDNESS and ANTHEM. All tracks are of very high level with no fillers but 
just one classic following another! Believe me this is not as good as I tell you but even better!!! Tracks like -Over the sky-, -Fire-, 

-Black rain- and -Open the attack- are among the top Japanese Heavy Metal songs recorded in the 80’s. The original Japanese copy is 
quite hard to find but fortunately this was licensed by Megaton Records making it available, at the time, for more fans worldwide and 
for music lovers in the years to come. Unfortunately the following LP -Quick and dead- was not so impressive and SNIPER were lost 
into obscurity leaving us this great LP behind as their legacy. A big arigatou gozaimasu goes to Sniper for this monumental album!!!
Michalis Bakoulas

SNOW -Snow- EP
(USA, Dynamic, 1980)
What we have here is one of the earliest bands to come from the Hard Rock LA scene that became massive in the 80’s. SNOW were 
formed in 1975 and included in their line up the Mexican brothers Tony and Carlos Cavazo on bass and guitar respectively, along 
with Doug Elison on the vocals and Stephen Quadros on the drums. They managed to record and release this great EP in 1980 and 
had it re-released it in 1981 on the exotic 10 inches format. It includes 5 tracks of very dynamic Hard Rock tunes. A side opens with 

-Crack the whip-, a fast and loud track followed by the more melodic -No way to treat a lady- and ending with the powerful track -Hell 
no-. But the best is yet to come with the starting track of the B side of this 10 inch wonder, the heavy track -Don’t want anymore-, a 
song that I would definitely include in a compilation of Metallic anthems from the US scene of the early 80’s. This EP ends with -Bad 
generation- another up tempo hard rocker that kicks ass!!! Overall the single is a total winner and is the best thing ever to include 
Carlos Cavazo on guitar, who later became rich and famous as member of QUIET RIOT. You might know Quadros from his acting 
career and Tony Cavazo from his band HURRICANE but all these references are pointless as the real big thing in their overall music 
careers is this great 10 inch single, a collector’s item nowadays worth its weight in gold!!!
Michalis Bakoulas

ZINC ALLOY -Heavy Metal Panic- 8-EP
(Japan, Explosion, 1983)
This 8- flexi disc (Crazy Japs!) has the most appropriate title it could have. This is indeed -Heavy Metal Panic-!!! The band described 
themselves as a -Heavy Metal Hard Rock band- and it’s quite accurate, but the heavier elements tend to overshadow their (undoubt-
edly) Hard Rock roots and influences, which of course is great! Expect to listen to great guitars (most Japanese bands had), a typical 
Japanese singer (I personally like their singing, but it’s a fact that most Japanese bands would sound times better with appropriate 
singers), but most of all KILLER Heavy Metal. It kicks off with -Death’s Head-, a quite good mid tempo number, with the guitars 
standing out with their fills and a very melodic and catchy chorus. -Cross-Eyed- continues in the best way, more powerful and faster, 
this could be an early US Power Metal track from the same era, with a chorus that sticks to your mind all day long and great guitars 
once more after the bridge in the middle, well done sirs! The best is yet to be heard…-Hangin’ Fridays-, starts the B-side and is the 
best song in this EP. It sports a killer riff, more power than the previous track, but unfortunately in this song you come to realize 
that the singer keeps the song(s) down. A pity…-The Answer- is the last tune and the more -laid-back-, especially compared with the 
previous two. Very good song, but in my opinion the weakest on offer here. I forgot to mention that this is a live recording with very 
good sound. So maybe it’s more of a -live in the studio-, since you can’t make out the crowd. What’s the verdict? An Essential Heavy 
Metal single/EP, one of the best that came from that time, this 1983!!! I really have no idea how limited this single was, but the most 
important thing is that we have no more songs to hear from this crazy Japanese quintet! Any help? 
Kostas Kailiazis
Ps. Thanks to Michalis for reviewing AGELESS and reminding me through his review (both singles are released as 8- flexis), this 
great single. 
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A much underrated band if you ask my opinion, the Swiss EMER-
ALD has been a band struggling for 15 years in the metallic under-
ground, always releasing honest and qualitative works. I really think 
that with their last two releases, they will manage to establish them-
selves to a bigger audience. The new, 5th album from EMERALD, 
“Re-Forged“ has been released in late 2010 and a vinyl version will 
also be released later this year. This, combined with their first show in 
Greece for Up the Hammers, were more than enough reasons to contact 
my friend  Michael Vaucher, guitarist and founding member of the band 
has to tell us about past, present and future of EMERALD. 

The band underwent a very drastic change recently as Jvo Julmy, sing-
er and guitar player of the band is no longer a member of EMERALD. 
What were the reasons? 
Well, in December 2008 we made the demos for a new album for our record 
company. In the studio Jvo realized that he was not happy anymore with the 
new songs and his situation in the band. He lost his motivation and the new 
songs were too heavy in his opinion. We wanted to make it more powerful, he 
prefered the more melodic way. So as not fully motivated anymore, we heard 
the result also on the demo recordings and no one was really happy with the 
situation. Finally he decided to leave the band. It was his decision.
Did Jvo leave the band on good terms? Do you know if he joined/
formed another band?
Yes, we kept the good friendship. On our record release concert in November 
last year, he sung as guest two songs with us. He joined another local band 
soon after he left EMERALD. But this also lasted only about a year. At the mo-
ment, he has no band as far as I know. 
I am sure that you are aware that a major point of criticism was Jvo’s 
voice. I also don’t think that he was Eric Adams (he and you of course 
never claimed something like that, just a comparison) but he had a 
very characteristic voice that kept away lots of fans. You view on this? 
Yes of course, he had a “love or hate“ voice. But we really loved his voice and 
the vocals he did. It›s cool to have a characteristic voice in the band, so that 
was never a reason for the split. When he left, we were really afraid of not find-
ing a new real Metal singer in Switzerland. That was really big luck.
Enter new singer Thomas Winkler. He is a really great singer, very nice 
and suitable addition, how did you hook up with him? Did he partici-
pate in any other bands? 
After Jvo left the band, we looked for a Metal singer in Switzerland which is 
really not easy. There are not many and the good ones already have a band :-) 
Thomas Winkler was singing in an underground band called NIEVERLORE. We 
were asking him to listen to our new material and if he could sing in both bands. 

After hearing our songs and a great rehearsal where 
we saw that he also fits from a personal point of view, 
he joined EMERALD. For us, he really is the perfect 
choice and big luck as he is an incredible singer and 
writer. He can sing almost everything which you can 
hear on the new album. The album has different kind 
of songs with different kind of vocals, a great mix of 
melodic Metal, Epic Metal and US Metal. 
The line up was completed with the addition of 
Manuel Werro on guitars. Did he have any previ-
ous experience on Metal bands? 
Yes, he played in a band called SHROUDSHIFTER long 
time ago (Death Metal band) and later in the cover-
band FATHERFUCKERS (80’s Metal Coverband, they 
played only old METALLICA, SLAYER, IRON MAIDEN 
etc.).  He was already a very good friend of mine and 
so I was not searching for a guitar player when Jvo 
left the band. It was clear that I would ask Manuel 
first, he was perfect for EMERALD. And he brought 
a lot of power and heaviness into our music. And for 
me, it›s really a great partner to write new songs, he 
always has some killers riffs and licks for new material 
and contributed a lot to the “Re-Forged“ album. 
This is the lineup that recorded “Re-Forged”, 
the new (5th) album of the band. First of all, how 
did the recordings go? Any funny incidents to 
talk about? 
For the first time, we recorded with a well known Met-
al producer (V.O. Pulver, ex-POLTERGEIST, DESTRUC-
TION, GURD). He did a hell of a job for us and the 
recordings went just perfect with him. It›s the first 
time that we have really powerful guitars and a real 
Heavy Metal sound on the album. It’s a warm 80’s 
old school sound, no triggers, but still very heavy, we 
just love the sound that V.O. did for us. About funny 
incidents, most of the time it was just hard work do-
ing the recordings as good as possible. We have a 
short video showing some studio impressions on you-
tube, check it out here: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KOd9eqU5uKM 
You have guest apperances from Sean Peck 

(CAGE) in the song “Secret Agenda” as well as Mike Sifinger (DESTRUC-
TION), Mike Steel (STEELCLAD), Oromi and Damir Eskic (GONOREAS). 
How did you choose the guests that would appear on the album? How 
was working with them?  
For the song “Secret Agenda“, I was inspired by the band CAGE. I love their 
albums and I met them at the Keep It True Festival in Germany. I kept contact 
with Sean Peck since then and a dream came true when he agreed to sing 
the vocals for this song as he really liked it. Mike Sifringer is a good friend of 
Manuel, they know each other since many years. He heard our new songs and 
liked “Where›s your God“ a lot when Manuel asked him if he would like to play 
a guitar solo for it. It really fits perfect as the riff of the song is almost SLAYER 
style and the solo of Mike is really killer. For “Pipes are calling“, we needed 
a bagpipe. We wanted a real bagpipe and Mike Steel which already helped 
WHITE SKULL in the past agreed to help us with that. He did a great job for us. 
GONOREAS is a Swiss Metal band, good friends of ours, we played some gigs 
together in the past and their guitar player Damir is really incredible. So it was 
cool to have him on the album for a killer solo. And finally Oromi alias David 
Luterbacher is a good friend of the band. He lives in the same village and is 
incredible talented. He contributed also some great guitar solos to our album. 
The CD is once more released from Pure Steel Records. Is this because 
of a contract or because you are really happy with the label? (it could 
be both)
It’s both. We are still under contract with Pure Steel Records and that’s great. 
Because they are good friends and real fans of our music. So it’s not only about 
business, but also about love to Heavy Metal. They are really dedicated to 
Metal and try the best for their bands, so I’m happy to work with them and I’m 
sure that we can grow together. 
The band always had very interesting and thought provoking lyrics. 
“Re-Forged” couldn’t be an exception. Could you please refer shortly 
to each song separately? 
Yes, as we have a lot of songwriters in the band, there are still a lot of different 
topics in our lyrics. Everyone has his own style to write lyrics. I can explain 
my lyrics and try to give you a short description some other songs. My most 
important lyrics for me are “Secret Agenda“ and “Where’s your God“. “Secret 
Agenda“ is about the leaders of the political world. Our governments do not 
work for the people anymore (since longtime already). It’s all about money, 
power and business. The big companies and a bunch of people really rule the 
world and decide what happens on this planet. Sad story. “Where›s your God“ 
is about all the religions we have. They are all about power and the reason for 
a lot of brutality, war and bad things on this world. But it should be the op-
posite. People do not realise that the organised religions do not help us, they 
slave us. Another song I wrote is called “Alteration“. It›s about doing in your 
life what you really want to do and living your life ignoring all the expectations 
and chains from our society. We are born free and should live free, but most 
people do a job they don’t like for their whole life and they live in slavery with-
out realising this. “The Wanderer“ is about searching for the light in our dark 
and brutal world. It›s written by our new singer Thomas Winkler. “Pipes Are 
Calling“ is a typical battlefield song written by my brother Thomas. It’s about 
the Scottish warriors with their bagpipes marching into war for honour and 
glory. “Mutiny“ is about pirates, a classical theme also written by my brother 
Thomas. “Witches Tower“ is about temptation, the lyrics are written by our 
bass player Adriano. 
On the same train of thought, EMERALD is one of the few pure Metal 
acts that insist on writing songs dealing with social-politic issues as 
“opposed” to the more “typical” ones (that can always carry a mes-
sage, this is not the point here). Why is that? Are lyrics important to 
you? 
As I explained above, it depends which bandmember writes the lyrics. Every 
bandmember has his style and topics. For me, nowadays it’s very important to 
write about social-politic issues and things that are wrong with this world. I’m 
getting older, haha. 
I have a minor complaint and this is the cover. After a series of great 
covers on all your releases (yes, even “Calling the Knights” is better!) 
this one disappointed me a bit.
The cover is done by our drummer Al Spicher. As always, not everyone likes the 
artwork, but that’s OK and normal. The new artwork shows a burning emerald 
with a laughing monster inside which means  EMERALD have been re-forged 
with the fire of Heavy Metal. On the cover, also some song titles can be found 
(“Witches Tower“, “Mutiny“, “Secret Agenda“). We like the cover and that’s 
most important. 
Knowing that it’s too soon, I still need to ask this one. What feedback 
have you got from fans (most importantly) and the Metal press so far 
concerning the new CD?
The feedback is incredible so far. We received fantastic reviews, especially in 
Germany. The big magazines as Rock Hard (9 out of 10 Points review, place 
12 in the soundcheck) and Heavy Magazine (11 out of 12 Points, place 9 in the 
soundcheck) also showed us that we’ve done a great album. Our videoclip for 
“The Last Legion“ has been placed on the Rock Hard DVD which is also a fan-
tastic thing for us. And of course the fans also gave us great feedback about 
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the news songs on the concerts which means a lot to us. Everyone seems to 
like the “new“ EMERALD and we’re extremely motivated to make a new album 
soon again. 
I would like to go back in time, when the band started and comment a 
little bit on each of the following albums: “Rebels of our Time” (1999)
Our first demo, pressed and self-released by the band. We had no idea what 
we are doing and just recorded all songs we had written by the time. The re-
cordings were done very primitive without a producer, we just had an engineer 
that unfortunately had not much experience in recordings and the studio was 
smaller than our rehearsal room… That’s why the sound is really strange on 
this album. And also most songs are too long and not arranged the best way, 
it was our first try.
“Calling the Knights” (2001)
This time we went into a real studio with a real producer. It was a hard work 
because we had not much time and unfortunately, the producer was more into 
Pop and Rock, so at the end, we were again not really satisfied with the sound. 
But the songs were getting better than on the debut album. Our band hymn 
“Emerald Knights“ was on this album (we have to play this one on every con-
cert) and also one of my favourite EMERALD songs at all, “Across the Sea“ was 
on this one. And with the cover of “Medieval Steel“, we got a lot of attention and 
positive feedback, even from the original MEDIEVAL STEEL band members! On 
the negative side, our bass player Adriano left the band just before the record-
ings, which was frustrating and a bad situation. On the positive side, we found 
a record company after the self-release of this album. Shark Records from 
Germany offered us a contract for 2 albums and officially rereleased “Calling 
The Knights“ with a new cover by Ken Kelly and bonustracks (remastered songs 
from our debut album).
“Forces of Doom” (2004)
This was the first time we could record an album for a record company. Shark 
Records booked us a studio in Bochum / Germany and we really had a great 
time recording this album altough it was also a lot of work in short time. The 
producer Detlef Mohrmann was a great and funny guy, I have a lot of great 
memories about these recordings. Tarek from MAJESTY (now METALFORCE) 
was visiting us in the studio and recorded a guest guitar solo for the title track 
and we visited together Bochum, that was also a cool day. I’m still very happy 
with this album. My favourite tracks are “Forces Of Doom“ and “Tears of a 
Warrior“. We released this album also on vinyl in 2005 (as a self-release, since 
Shark Records were not interested). I love the vinyl version of this album, the 
coverartwork by Jowita Kaminska is just incredible.

In 2007, you released “Hymns to 
Steel”, a very strong album that show-
cased the band at its best. 
Yes, we were getting better and improved 
on our instruments and in songwriting. This 
was the first album for our new record com-
pany Pure Steel Records. They booked us 
a studio in Aue, East Germany and we also 
had a great time and wonderful experiences 
there. Great friendship with the Pure Steel 
guys and also Adriano was back in the band 
on bass. We had enough time for songwrit-
ing and recording which can be heard on 
this album. The artwork was done by Timo 
Würz and I still love his work, especially on 
vinyl, the artwork is stunning. My favourite 
tracks are “Blind Mass“, “Empire Of Lies“ 
and “Revenge“. 
In 2009, High Roller (who else??) re-

leased “Hymns to Steel” in an excellent edition with 5 bonus tracks. 
Was this a choice of the label or did you press them to do it, being a 
vinyl fan and collector yourself? 
Both of it, haha. We insisted on having a vinyl version of this album, for me 
this is a must. Pure Steel Records also wanted a vinyl version, but as they 
worked together with High Roller for a lot of their releases, they licensed also 
our album to High Roller for the vinyl version. It›s a double album with gatefold 
cover, poster and bonus tracks, I was really very, very happy with this one. 
Especially one of the bonus tracks, the cover of BLACK KNIGHT’s “Warlord›s 
Wrath“ is one of my big faves and I’m very proud of our version. It was a lot 
of fun playing this incredible song and Jvo did really great vocals for it (on the 
original, there are female vocals). 
EMERALD is a band that has covered quite a few Metal Classics in its 
albums. Could you give us some more info on each song? 
“Medieval Steel“ from MEDIEVAL STEEL (on the “Calling The Knights“ album). 
One of my favourite US Metal bands of all time. Underrated band with an in-
credible Metal hymn. Every real Metalhead will love this song.
“On The Wings Of The Night“ from VIRGIN STEELE (on the “Forces Of Doom“ 
album). Together with IRON MAIDEN, OMEN, SAVATAGE and CRIMSON GLORY, 
one of my top 5 favourite bands of all time. VIRGIN STEELE were the perfect 
Epic US Metal Band and had so many Hymns for eternity. I love especially the 
“Noble Savage“, “Age of Consent“ and “Marriage of Heaven and Hell part I“ 
albums.
“Azrael“ from CRIMSON GLORY (on the “Hymns To Steel“ album). As said 
above, also one of my favourite bands of all time. A song made for eternity (as 
the whole first two CRIMSON GLORY albums). I can’t wait to see the reunion 
of the band this spring.
“Warlord’s Wrath“ from BLACK KNIGHT (on the “Hymns To Steel“ vinyl ver-
sion). We always tried to record covers of underrated forgotten killer bands. 
There are enough covers of IRON MAIDEN, RAINBOW, BLACK SABBATH etc. 
So BLACK KNIGHT released only a very rare vinyl EP back in the 80’s, but the 
songs are brilliant powerful Heavy Metal. I love this EP and wanted to share the 
song with all the Metalheads that never heard about this killer band.
EMERALD has also participated in numerous compilations. Can you 
please update us as to the covers you have performed? If possible, tell 
us a  few words about each band you have covered. 
Yes, within the last years, we got some great invitations for tribute albums 

and recorded a lot of covers of my favourite bands. We 
did so far:
“Heaven Help Us“ from CIRITH UNGOL (on the “Tribute 
to CIRITH UNGOL“ album). Another underrated band 
that is called “Cult“ today. It was great fun doing this 
song and I’m very proud of our version.
“Divine Victim“ from MANILLA ROAD (on the “Tribute to 
MANILLA ROAD“ album). This band is also very special 
and has a very unique style. Obscure Metal for real Met-
alheads and underground Metal Fans. Anti-commercial 
Metal Music haha. Of course, they are also called “cult“ 
today and have a lot of die hard fans.
“Dr. Phibes/Dream World“ from ANGEL WITCH (on the “Tribute to ANGEL 
WITCH“ album). We decided to cover a song from the “Frontal Assault“ al-
bum released in 1986. Most people only like their famous debut album from 
1980. But I also like the other albums and their more melodic stuff like “Dream 
World“ and this song fits perfect to EMERALD. And on this cover, we also tried 
to make something special and added the fantastic instrumental “Dr. Phibes“ 
(from the “Loser“ single in 1981) to the “Dream World“ track. Also here I’m 
very proud of this final version, the mixture of both songs together ended up 
in a great longtrack. 
“Burning The Witches“ from WARLOCK (on the “Tribute 
To WARLOCK“ album). Back in the 80’s when I was a 
teenager, I was a huge WARLOCK fan. “Burning The 
Witches“, “Hellbound“ and “Triumph and Agony“ were 
incredible cool LP’s and the Metal queen Doro was of 
course the hottest Metal chick in the world together 
with a killer voice. I still like the old songs and it was an 
honour to be part of this tribute album.   
Yes, this is it so far. Of course, at our concerts, we 
played already well known stuff from bands like 
IRON MAIDEN, DIO, PRETTY MAIDS, RUNNING WILD, 
MANOWAR, METALLICA, SAVATAGE etc.  That’s cool to 
make a Metal party and sing along with the crowd. But 
on the albums as said, it was always great to record songs that are not very 
common. So people can discover some old forgotten jewels.
Did it ever occur to you that when DARK CRYSTAL and you formed EM-
ERALD with Jvo that in 2011 the band would still be alive and with 5 
studio albums released? How do you feel about it? 
DARK CRYSTAL was my first band in the beginning of the 90’s. The band was 
really just about having fun, rockin’ the rehearsing room and drinking beer 
with friends, just celebrating Metal without ambitions 
or serious musicianship. We only played one concert 
and never did any serious recordings. After the split 
and forming EMERALD, we really wanted to improve 
and doing albums and a lot of concerts. It was still be-
side jobs, but more than just a hobby. For me, the band 
was my passion and dedication and I was sure that I 
will celebrate and play Heavy Metal as long as I can. 
So yes, we hoped to be alive for many years and doing 
many studio albums.
Knowing that you are a devoted Metal fan, I can’t 
resist asking you the following. How do you view 
the current Metal scene? What bands you distin-
guish? 
The scene is alive and Heavy Metal is back after some terrible years in the 90’s. 
There are so many fantastic bands nowadays and the internet helps a lot in 
discovering and spreading the really good music. Of course, there are perhaps 
too many releases every month and the scene is not that dedicated anymore 
like in the 80’s. It’s another way, Heavy Metal has been etablished and lost its 
evil and dark attitude. But as long as we still can listen and watch to so many 
great old and new bands, I’m happy. My old favourites IRON MAIDEN, OMEN, 
AGENT STEEL, VIRGIN STEELE, SLAYER, DESTRUCTION, OVERKILL, EXCITER 
etc. are still active and deliver great concerts and al-
bums and bands like STORMWARRIOR, CAGE, MILES 
BEYOND, IMMORTAL AVENGER, SIGN OF THE JACKAL, 
POWERVICE, ENFORVER etc. show that we don’t have 
to be afraid of the future. Heavy Metal is immortal !!  
How is the Swiss scene really? Are there any 
good/strong Heavy/Power bands that you would 
like to recommend to us? 
It’s very difficult here in Switzerland. We don’t have 
Metal magazines or Metal labels here. It’s a small 
scene and we focuss on Germany where we have most 
of our fans. But anyway, there are some great bands 
of course: DRIFTER, GONOREAS, SHAKRA, CHARING 
CROSS, INISHMORE, PERTNESS and BATTALION.
What are the future plans of the band? 
We will try to play a lot of concerts and festivals in 2011 to promote the new 
album. We can’t wait to play in Greece for the first time at the Up The Hammers 
Festival. This is for us the highlight of the year. We hope to play also some fes-
tivals in Germany altough it’s very difficult as a Swiss band without a big record 
company. We also started already writing new songs together. I love writing 
songs and I hope that we can record a new album in 
2012 already with the actual great line-up. 
Thanks for the interview my friend, I wish the 
best for the band. The last words are yours. 
Thank you very much for the support. Watch out for 
the vinyl release of our new album “Re-Forged“ in April 
2011. And please check out our videoclip to “The Last 
Legion“ on Youtube under: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9V44OEYadzI . Heavy Metal is not just music, 
it’s a lifestyle and passion !
www.emerald.ch 
Kostas Kailiazis
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What does it take to release a second album as a band 25 years 
after an initial attempt? Passion, determination, love for music itself, 
but most of all, the burden of carrying along the heritage of a great 
debut! “Emotional Adjustment” was exactly this, an album to brag 
about, a testimony that the country music dominated state of Kentucky 
had a well-hidden secret to surprise the hard rock/heavy metal scene! 
CROWHAVEN released an awesome album and even if this band is not 
known to all of you, it has become legendary throughout the years and 
gained adequate respect. With their fame growing over and over in the 
underground circles and never having resigned from playing their favorite 
music, the band comes back ready to deliver a new set of “spells” 
that can only make me anxious waiting for the new material to come 
out, forcing songwriter/guitarist of the band Bucky Bryant confess about 
everything they are up to. 

Hi Bucky, give us the story before CROWHAVEN started. Did you play 
in any bands before that? You were a pro wrestler before taking up 
music, did your introductory song before stepping onto the ring had 
anything to do with a rock spectacular entrance? Tell us also if the 
other later CROWHAVEN members played in other bands before join-
ing forces.
I learned how to play guitar in 1981 after being a roadie for Stickball Williams 
and a Bucket of Fur. They had so much fun that I decided I wanted to have fun, 
too. They were a local band. I was a pro wrestler for 7 weeks. Heh. I met some 
famous people, but didn’t want to get hurt. That was before I took up music. 
I’m sure there are videos, but I don’t know for sure. Yes, I met Gary Duncil 
in a band before Stickball Williams. We were mutual friends of the lead guitar 
player, Jeff Rozen.

When did you decide to start CROWHAVEN and which was the first line-
up of the band?

Actually, CROWHAVEN was called BACTRAC for about a month. That was 1982. 
Myself, Brett Lane and Rick Wofford played together for about 4 months. Rick 
Sargent, now of POWND, replaced Rick Wofford. Gary Duncil came onboard 
and CROWHAVEN was formed in early 1983. We hadn’t chosen the name, yet, 
but we were jamming together. Rick Sargent came up with the name CROW-
HAVEN in late August 1983. And that is what we’ve been known as since. This 
was the original line up. Brett, Bucky, Gary and Rick.
After forming the band how long did it take you to start writing origi-
nals? Did you record any demos and what was the track-listing? Did 
you ever try to distribute these demos to record stores or any labels?
We had original material before we officially became CROWHAVEN. We have 
numerous lost tracks that will be available on “Emotional Adjustment” reissue. 
A couple songs that come to mind are “I Want You” and “Black Night”. Both 
featuring Rick Sargent. Numerous homemade cassettes exist somewhere. 
How long  did it take you till you started the recordings of your one 
and only album under the name CROWHAVEN? ”Emotional Adjust-
ment” is one of the best hard rock/metal albums ever released 
from the States, perfectly balancing between the two aforemen-
tioned genres! Is this the direction you wanted to follow concern-
ing your sound?
After Rick Sargent left the band due to a misunderstanding, on my part, 
present member, Johnny Calhoun’s brother, Jimmy played with the band 
for almost a year. We played numerous live shows in the area. 5 or 6 origi-
nals, but mostly cover songs. At this time Gary Duncil left the band for a 
short while because of musical differences. Gary wanted to stay with origi-
nal material. After about a month of playing covers I decided to leave the 
band as well. Gary and myself formed CROWHAVEN Music, LLC and started  
writing songs together. In 1985 original drummer, Brett Lane, contacted 
me about wanting to get CROWHAVEN back together. A successful reunion 
led to the release of “Emotional Adjustment” in 1986. The rhythm, vocal 
and drum tracks were recorded for “Emotional Adjustment” but we did not 
feel we had a lead guitar player that could capture the sound that we had 
recorded. Fellow CROWHAVEN  light and sound man, Ron Barrow, gave 
me Brad Oak’s phone number. From there it became an emotional adjust-
ment. The sound just really happened, it’s the CROWHAVEN sound and it 
remains today.
Just by a mere spin on the album, one can easily discern the di-
versity in it, from the haunting/persecutive “Paradise”, the pure 
heavy Metaller “Testify” to the melodic hard rockers like “Little 
Angel”! Were you trying to “embrace” a wider audience?
STRYPER and Christian metal were big at the time. Gary Duncil was an 
ordained minister so this is the audience that we were trying to attract 
actually, but it became much bigger than any of us anticipated. This mainly 
was due to word of mouth.
Which were the band’s influences at that time? Can you remember 
in how many copies was the album pressed?
Three hundred copies of the album on vinyl one hundred pre-recorded cas-
settes. Our influences were SCORPIONS, MSG, KISS, NAZARETH, TOTO, 
RUSH, TRIUMPH, KANSAS with bluegrass, and country roots thrown in. 

(l to R) Gary Duncil, Brett Lane, Bucky Bryant. Sitting is Jeff Carpenter, enginner & producer

Brett Lane Gary Duncil Brad Oaks (RIP)
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under other band names, but anything with Gray Duncil or mine dual or sepa-
rate collaboration’s is known as Crowhaven music LLC. Our new album entitled 
“Omens Oracles and Opinion’s” will have three of the four original members of 
CROWHAVEN playing on it. Rick Sargent and Jimmy Calhoun have committed, 
but are under contract to their respective record company. It will probably hap-
pen, it’s all the legal paper work now. The current lineup is as follows:  Bucky 
Bryant – Guitar, Chris Combs- Bass, Johnny Calhoun – Guitar, and James Mur-
phy- Drums. Gary Duncil has committed, but health reasons may prevent that. 
If so we will find a suitable replacement all the current members in the band are 
old friends that we have played music with for years and grew up with.
Did the new members play with other hard rock/metal bands before 
you had united forces? Everybody is expecting to listen to Gary’s bril-
liant vocals in the new album, but due to personal problems he will not 
make it unfortunately. Who’s going to take on the tough task of being 
the vocalist in the recordings? I know you do the vocals in the rehears-
als, but are  you eager to record them and handle the shows as well?
This album will be full of surprises, but it will satisfy. 25 years removed, you 
know it’s going to be good haha. The four continuous present members have 
125 years of musical experience behind them. I feel as though were capable of 
anything. I may do a couple of vocals, but I’m always opened to options. Once 
we get in the studio anything is possible. 
New album will be entitled “Omens, Oracles and Opinions”! Have you 
completed the writing of its content? Will it include new or old tunes? 
When do you plan to have it ready to hit the streets?
We basically completed working on arrangements and at least two more songs. 
We are hoping for May 2011 to coincide with the 25th anniversary of the “Emo-
tional Adjustment” release. The “Emotional Adjustment” reissue should be out 
by April. It contains bonus lost tracks in addition to the original album. 
Are there any changes in the famous CROWHAVEN sound? Will it be in 
the same vein as “Emotional Adjustment” or you decided to follow a 
totally different direction this time? There should be an obvious differ-
ence since some time has intervened, but will it be very far from the 
previous album?
Same sound GUARANTEED!!!!! More mature lyrics and musicianship YOU WILL 
LIKE hahaha!!! 
I guess you want this album’s fate to be at least better than the one 
your debut had suffered! Have you found a label this time? Do you have 
a view on the number of copies that it will be pressed on and the num-
ber of tracks included? Maybe in which format other than a CD?
Curran Murphy formerly of ANNIHILATOR and NEVERMORE and currently of 
THE TREMENDOUS will be producing our new album. We will be recording in 
Akron, Ohio at Smiley Sounds Studio. Currans’ label is known as Nightmare 
Records. It is also the same label as POWND is on. Their lead guitarist Rick 
Sargent used to play in CROWHAVEN. We hope 45 minutes worth of music and 
hope to issue 10000 CD’s. I don’t think we have set our sights too high this time 
considering our legacy. 
“Emotional Adjustment” had a cover art to be proud of, a pleasure for 
the owner’s eyes! Have you decided about such details for the new 
album? Will the cover art be imposing and mysterious again as in your 
debut?
The cover design for this album will be full color and mysterious with the use 
of symbols. On the original cover the wizard took a passive stance, the wizard 
on the new album will have jumped into action. Artist Bob Gundy is finalizing 
the final concept. 
J Robert Gundy Jr: At this point I should mention Wayne Daurgherty, a great 
watercolorist, the artist for the first album. I would be happy just to spend a 
day cleaning his brushes and watching while he paints. He’s that good, now. 
He’s a friend of mine and he was unable to do the art for the next album. He 
asked me if I wanted to give it a try. I met Bucky, we became great friends 
and he liked my art. He asked me to do the cover. Bucky has given me some 
specific images and symbols he wants in the painting. Yes, it’s a painting, not a 
drawing, like Wayne did. I have the freedom to paint the design in my personal 
style. I don’t usually do commissions, but with this much freedom, it’s not a 
job, it’s fun. The wizard from the first cover will be on the second. But he will 
be different. More warrior like. He will be active. Very active.
After releasing this second album, will your fans have the chance to 
see you play live again? What about the European fans and your fans 
worldwide?
http://www.lastfm.jp/music/Crowhaven This is our Japanese website. It is 
through CBS Records in Japan, once we get the new album released we hope 
that we can go to CBS/ Nashville and surely get a distributor even if we don’t 
sign with them. I think they will market it, too much of a legacy. Our album on 
vinyl brought $392.00 on EBay just two days ago. We’re hoping they’ll pick us 
up for a tour, we love Europe and we would love to see you guys. 
Now that the release of a second LP is definite, are you thinking of 
going on with the band as far as you can go? Have you thought about 
releasing a third album?
Definitely, CROWHAVEN is here and here to stay, always has been and always 
will be. 
There is a story that showed up only recently and involves CROWHAV-
EN in a legal controversy with some southern rock youngsters from 
Texas that used the same name. What is going on with this issue? Do 
you think it can affect the band now that it’s trying to revive?
We are copyrighted and notarized as a business not a name or a band!!! Crow-
haven Music, LLC, we have a local business license and I have to file income tax 
every year on any profits and there have been many since 1983. My lawyers 
are confident this will be no problem as their videos were posted without my 
consent or written permission. They have even stolen the band’s name and 
spelling, what a tragedy. I think they may have made a mistake. We are the 
first, the best, and the original CROWHAVEN!!! CROWHAVEN ROCKS!!!!!
www.lastfm.jp/music/Crowhaven

Thanos Stafylarakis

Remember we are from 
Kentucky. 
What were your lyrics 
all about? Was there 
any connection with 
California’s EMERALD 
(“Armed for Battle”), 
did you ever gig with 
them or what?
We never played with 
EMERALD. We just met 
them, and all our lyr-
ics have a story to tell 

mostly about life and ex-
perience. 

So, after “Emotional Adjustment” was released in 1986 by Hit-A-
Note records, did you arrange a local tour or did you play in other 

states? Which bands did you play 
with?
We played with BUSTER BROWN, FIRE 
DEPARTMENT, CYCLONE RANGERS and 
numerous unknown bands, mostly lo-
cal clubs in Richmond, Louisville, and 
Lexington Kentucky and we did play one 
show in Cincinnati. All these were ben-
efits, and were done for charities. A few 
shows in Danville were done to expose 
ourselves and other bands. 
What was the reaction of fans and 
press for a band like CROWHAVEN? 
Did you manage to become popular 
to states other than Kentucky?
The Courier Journal in Louisville, Ken-
tucky did a review of our album and nu-
merous other albums on the Hit -A -Note 
record label. Jeff Carpenter had numer-

ous major acts recording at the time; 
some went on to major nationwide and 

worldwide recognition as in VELVET ELVIS, and us. 
Since info about the band is vague and blur, what happened af-

ter the LP was released? 
Nothing is known, so this 
means you weren’t active 
anymore? Did you start 
writing material for a sec-
ond album or a demo? How 
come and labels showed 
no interest in the band af-
ter the album, I’m pretty 
sure you would have want-
ed to make a break and 
tour in Europe, whose fault 
was that? Lack of interest 
maybe?
The studio became our home; 
we weren’t concerned about 
playing live. A showcase with 
a major label had been sched-
uled at a major club in Louis-
ville, Kentucky. Our drummer’s 
mother was dying with Lou 
Gehrig’s disease and passed 

the day before the showcase 
forcing the band to cancel the 
showcase, we never got another 

chance. Material was written for a second album and one song entitled “Just 
Let Go” was recorded. The album was distributed to college radio stations for 
air play, we actually broke the top ten in about 6 or 7 markets, that’s how the 
album got overseas and in vast American market. We were more into the pro-
duction of our music then the actual playing live of our music that may have 
been our mistake. 
After a very long silence, I see that CROWHAVEN is back again and the 
good news is that you are preparing songs for a forthcoming second 

album! I understand 
you were jamming 
with the guys, but 
was that under the 
name CROWHAVEN 
or they were just a 
couple of friends that 
happened to join the 
band later on? What 
is the current CROW-
HAVEN line-up, as 
some past members 
aren’t in the band an-
ymore?
CROWHAVEN has been 
around since 1983, we 
have never gone away. 
We have studio work 
that has been copyright-
ed as Crowhaven music 
LLC since the beginning. 
Some of the music is 

Chris Combs

James Murphy

Johnny Calhoun

Bucky Bryant
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It’s been quite some time since the name of this Oklahoma Power 

Metal band was heavily talked between Metal maniacs, be it due to 

the big “break” they had taken after “Rise Above” (1999) or the fact 

that the last two CD’s didn’t do as well as the first two. Whatever 

the reason, we felt inclined to include FORTE in our new issue, since 

in 2011 they will “strike” twice, first with the reissue of the CLAS-

SIC “Stranger than Fiction” and later this year with their new, 

5th album, “Unholy War”. So, here is what drummer and founding 

member, Greg Scott had to say about the band’s past and (most im-

portantly) future. 

The band was supposed to play in November 2007 in Germany at Keep it True 
Festival. What’s the reason you finally didn’t perform? I for one (and am sure 
lots of other fans were looking forward to it)
In the summer of 2006 we were in contact with Oliver from the Keep it True festival 
and the 2007 date seemed feasible and workable. At the time my bassist Rev Jones 
was playing with the Michael Schenker Group, and had tours lined up through the 
year, but this festival date was clear.  About 60 days before the festival, Rev contacted 
us and informed us that he had joined the Classic Rock group MOUNTAIN alongside 
Leslie West etc... and they were about to start a US/Canada Tour. Unfortunately this 
tour carried them well past the festival date. We regrettably contacted Oliver and let 
him know we would not be able to appear. Definitely a great disappointment for us 
and the fans.
In fact the show was advertised as “Stranger than Fiction” special show. Was 
this a choice of the band or the promoters? 
Both...the band had just reunited with all four original members for shows in 2006. To 
come and play the debut album in its entirety with the original line up was something 
we all wanted to do. 
I guess that the line up would include James Randel and “Rev” Ghames? So, 
would it be fair to suppose that both have still good relationships with you 
and Jeff? 
Yes, Rev played on our new album “Unholy War” which will be out in the spring 2011 
and James Randal is now back in the band playing live shows with us, we recently 
opened for ANTHRAX here in Oklahoma City in October 2010. We have had our prob-
lems through the years but at heart we are all great friends and have great respect 
for what has gone before, and what will come next.
Ok, let’s go a little back in time. What were the first bands that initiated you 
to Heavy Metal music as a fan in the first place? 
Obvious beginnings were THE BEATLES, THE WHO, BLACK SABBATH etc…But in a 
Metal sense it started with AC/DC, JUDAS PRIEST, UFO, IRON MAIDEN, METALLICA, 
MEGADETH, SLAYER etc. There are 100’s of others from SAXON to TOXIK and every-
thing in between.
What was the scene back then? I guess not thriving as in other States... 
There was no Metal scene before 1985 when POWERLORD moved here from Califor-
nia, and started putting on shows around Oklahoma City. OLIVER MAGNUM was prob-
ably next as far as professionalism, they had a demo already, this is 1986 or course, 
we were playing half covers and opened up for these bands several times. Although 
OLIVER MAGNUM was our same age they had family support to buy gear, make demos 
etc. We did not, we always worked hard...By 1990 the scene was very strong, local 
shows were drawing 500-600 people or FORTE supporting PANTERA could draw up to 
1300 at times. 1992 was probably the high point for all of this.
Oklahoma is a state not so known for its Metal outfits. Apart from bands that 
got to release their music on vinyl like you, POWERLORD, FIRSTRYKE, OLI-

VER MAGNUM, I am not familiar with others. Being active in the 
scene all these years, can you please turn us into some old bands 
that Metal fans might have missed and current ones? 
Not much comes to mind in a Metal sense, maybe MANIFEST DESTINY 
who put out three albums in the 90’s. Their guitarist Brent Wheatley 
died of cancer a few years ago a great loss to us all. Perhaps OVERSOUL, 
JUDGE AND JURY, MONUMENT…
When did you decide to form a band? Was FORTE the name/band 
from the beginning or were there other attempts? Would you 
care to tell us a few things? 
My brother Jeff and I started playing when we were younger, probably 
1982.  The first songs we learned were “Green Manalishi” by JUDAS 
PRIEST, “Rock Brigade” by DEF LEPPARD and maybe “Princess of the 
Night” by SAXON. We continued playing covers for a couple of years, 
mostly obscure Metal for the time and in 1985 we found singer Ralph 
Lund. Our first name was PURGATORY in 83-84, followed by WRATH-
CHILD I believe …generally first band type situations. FORTE began in 
late 1986 as our first serious effort.  We played our first shows in April 
of 87, built up a great reputation as a live act, and played some cool 
shows opening for FATES WARNING, HELIX, GAMMACIDE, POWERLORD 
and many more.
“Dementia by Design” was released in 1990. Can you tell us a 
few things about this demo? What were the criteria with which 
you chose these 5 songs? Did the band have a big repertoire of 
originals before? 
It was recorded in Dallas in May of 1990 at Dallas sound labs. We prob-
ably had 9 or 10 original songs at the time but these five we felt were the 
best representation of the style. Production was amazing for it’s time 
and started a great relationship between FORTE and the German Metal 
audience, which then spread through Europe allowing us to sign to Mas-
sacre Records in 1992.  
In 1991, a tape simply titled “Forte 1991” was released. Was 
this a promo-only release for labels and the press or a “normal” 
demo, distributed and sold? 
This was originally intended as a full album. Nine songs were recorded, 
and at some point, we were not happy with the production and issued 
instead a five song promo only cassette titled “Demo 1991”.  This was 
strictly to be for the labels and magazines we were working with at the 
time, but was heavily bootlegged when first released.
After two very successful demos (in terms of underground ac-
ceptance), the band signed with Massacre Records from Ger-
many, who at the time seemed to be very supportive of bands 
like yours coming from the States, releasing or licensing albums 
from bands like WINTER’S BANE, EXXPLORER, ATTIKA, ORACLE, 
MYSTIK etc. How did the deal came? 
When “Dementia by Design” was released it was rated five out of five, 
ten out of ten, in every German Metal magazine. And our reputation 
as a live act was spreading rapidly. Playing shows with WATCHTOWER, 
OVERKILL, SAVATAGE, FLOTSAM & JETSAM etc. We were working with 
a fellow named Oliver Jung who was distributing our tapes at the time 
through his Demolition label, he passed the tapes on to several labels. 
Of the three we spoke with, Massacre had the most to offer, including 
bringing the band to Germany for one month in the studio and allowing 
us to play several shows during our visit. All very positive, all very cool.
The band recorded in Germany in early 1992. What was this ex-
perience like for you guys? Any funny/strange incidents from the 
sessions? 
We arrived to a typical cloudy German day, taken two hours to a house 
in Frankenthalle which was near the studio. We drank all night with many 
German friends and fans and I awoke the next morning with the worst 
hangover of my life as I was being taken to the music store to select 
my drum kit and cymbals to use for the recording. Later that night we 
decided to move from the house and live in the studio so we could work 
longer hours and have privacy. We partied heavily and made many great 

The Classic ‘’Stranger than Fiction’’ lineup

James Randell Jeff Scott Forte on stageGreg Scott
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friends, visited castles and got to see OVER-
KILL in Stuttgart on the “Horrorscope” tour...
amazing...   
Massacre released your album in 1992, 
also in limited edition LP (in different vi-
nyl colors, I know of green and red). Did 
you like this move? Really, are you into 
vinyl yourself? 
Of course, I grew up with vinyl. I wish they 
would have released all the albums on vinyl. 
CDs/MP3’s are very convenient, but I love 
the feel of an album in my hand. In fact, we 
are working to release our new album “Un-
holy War” on vinyl as well.
What followed the release of the album? 
The underground press of the time 
(mostly in Europe to be precise) was 
accepting the album with very positive 
comments and the band was featured in 

many fanzines and magazines at the time. 
When the album was released the underground reaction in Europe was incred-
ibly positive and established great relationships with the press and of course 
the fans. Everything was 100%.
Did Massacre support enough the debut? Or was it that maybe they 
were just releasing stuff in quantities and then seeing which would be 
more easy to take to the next level (like most of the independent labels 
of the 80’s did)
Massacre started very strong with great promotion, great publicity and almost 
had us on the Dynamo festival in the summer of 1992. I think we were bumped 
by PARADISE LOST. The record sold well, we played many shows with acts like 
PANTERA, DREAM THEATER, EXODUS and FLOTSAM & JETSAM, but the musical 
climate was instantly changing. Grunge had moved in, big Rock and Metal was 
on its way out.. fast. Massacre dumped a ton of money into a couple of bands 
that failed miserably, and suddenly things were different. There was no tour in 
Europe for “Stranger than Fiction”, a huge blow to the band, the album was an 
obvious hit with the press and fans but for some reason the tour did not hap-
pen. At the time the relationship was still relatively stable.
I would like to discuss a bit the musical side of the album. While the 
music is 100% US Power Metal of the late 80’s (with a little progres-
sive/more technical edge), the production is 100% modern, almost 
predating the trend of mid-90’s of down-tuned guitars etc. Don’t get 
me wrong, I love the LP. Was this a deliberate choice? 
First off we wanted to have a modern sound which included drum triggering 
samples etc. But there is no down tuning on that album. Its all 440. FORTE 
has always tried to represent forward thinking in its music, lyrics and artwork. 
“Division” was released in 1994. To my ears this effort had a lot of 
METALLICA influences but wasn’t as inspired as the debut. What’s your 
view? Really, what do you think of this release? 
When “Division” was recorded in 1993 we had been playing the first album in 
one form or another for two to three years, almost all fast. To write “Division” 
was helpful in our growth as a band, as writers and in production values. Obvi-
ously its not as constantly fast as the debut, there are still several fast ones 
like “Inhuman”, “Legacy of Silence”, “Back to zero” etc. The entire album is a 
progression of all of our influences, and was the next logical step as a band. 
It took a minute for people to understand it, but once they did, it became a 
classic in many fans’ eyes. Obviously some people prefer fast songs only, but 
with Bill Dollins on vocals, we were able to write with melodic form.  I have only 
great memories of this time. It actually outsold the debut in Europe. Debuted 
at number 4 on Rock Hard magazines’ album charts when released. And it was 
widely released in the States, which led to our first great press breakthrough 
in our home country. We continued touring and did shows with MALMSTEEN, 
FEAR FACTORY, DOKKEN, PRO PAIN, LIFE OF AGONY, EXODUS and many more.
The CD was recorded in Texas. Was it that you weren’t satisfied with 
the results of “Stranger than Fiction” or was it that Germany wasn’t an 
option for financial reasons? 
We recorded in Texas because Terry Slemmons, the guy who engineered “De-
mentia by Design” was available and was the man we wanted to produce this 
next album. Recording in Germany was interesting but probably not so positive 
for trying to create a piece of work. We spent 16 days in Dallas, recording and 
mixing on two inch tape, used lot of vintage gear... again a brilliant time and a 
very creative time as well.
What were the reasons for James Randell not being a part of the band 
in the second CD?  
James started and demo-ed some material for “Division” and at the same time, 
became heavily involved with a woman he later married. His attention and 
intentions at the time began to falter and our working relationship stalled com-
pletely. We waited six weeks to try to work this out before having to return to 
the studio to finish “Division” with a new vocalist…. Bill Dollins.

You included a cover of “Fast as a Shark” 
in “Division”. Why this particular band 
and song? 
ACCEPT was one of the first bands to influ-
ence us in a speed Metal way, when I first 
heard “Fast as a Shark”, it changed every-
thing. From then on it was fast, faster, fast-
est... We had some tape left on the “Divi-
sion” sessions and an hour to kill, so me, Jeff 
and Rev knocked this out in one take and is 
what it is.. a hyper speed Metal attack, very 
cool.  I don’t think anyone else was doing 
ACCEPT covers in 1993.
When did “Rev” Ghames leave the band? 
What were the reasons? 
Rev left in the summer of 1996, as we were 
demo-ing songs for the third album, he 

claimed at the time that he was just burned 
on playing Metal, I don’t really believe that, 
his true intentions are probably best left 
unknown. I believe he moved to California 
and joined some band.  It was probably two 
to three years before we spoke again. At 
this time Bill left for family reasons and we 
brought in David Thompson on vocals for the 
next two albums 

The third effort of the band was re-
leased in 1997, once more from Massa-
cre Records.  

The album “Destructive” was released in 
1997, very dark days for true Metal. Massa-
cre had changed its focus from Heavy Metal 
to THEATRE OF TRAGEDY and ATROCITY 
doing TEARS FOR FEARS covers. I feel that 
the label did not push the record in the same 
way the first two had been presented, this trend continued onward into “Rise 
above”. Although the reviews and sales for “Destructive” had been strong, the 
relationship between the band and label was not good. 

In 1999, the last sign of life (so far) was released in the form of “Rise 
Above”. 

“Rise Above” is a classic speed Power Metal album and is still a fan favorite to 
this day. “Man against Machine”, “Fading Away”, “Forgiven”...all classics. These 
albums will be re-mastered and be re-released soon.  At this point Massacre 
completely dropped the ball, causing me to end a nine year relationship with 
my “friends” at the label.  I believe the advance copies of “Rise Above” were not 
even sent to the press until the record was already out, again just completely 
dysfunctional. During this period (1997-2000), we played with SUICIDAL TEN-
DENCIES, SEPULTURA, MANOWAR, KING DIAMOND, MORBID ANGEL, NILE, 
SKINLAB, BIOHAZARD, as well as headlining and festival appearances. We 
have always had a great band, but there was a bad time for our family as well, 
we never broke up ,we kept writing and playing shows (ANTHRAX, SOLITUDE 
AETURNUS, BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE and CELLADOR) through to these last 
few years till reuniting in 2006.

After 4 albums on Massacre, do you have an idea of how many copies 
each one sold? 

None whatsoever. The royalty statements that were sent to me are nothing but 
pieces of paper, besides our publishing money from GEMA, we never saw one 
dollar in royalty from four records. Clearly Massacre’s bookkeeping ability left 
much to be desired, that’s all.  

Its been almost 11 years since the release of ”Rise Above”. Are there 
plans for a new album? Will it be with Massacre again or is the band in 
search of a new label?

We have just recorded our fifth and best full length album entitled “Unholy 
War”. This features myself and my brother Jeff on drums and guitars respec-
tively, Rev Jones on bass and David Thompson on vocals.  Ten tracks of stun-
ning Metal Power... Every song is a killer. We recently released a 3 song EP 
entitled “Vae Solis”, which features cuts from the forthcoming album. Massacre 
records are not presently involved and we are in discussion with several labels 
regarding its spring 2011 release. We have been invited to play the Keep it True 
festival in April 2012 and are making plans to do so. 

You mentioned earlier that in the current shows, you are aided by 
James Randel on vocals. Why doesn’t he sing on the album? 

James rejoined us in 2006 for some shows and we demo-ed songs for this new 
album. Somewhere in the process, personal and family situations kept him 
from recording and rehearsing, so we had to bring Dave in at that point to get 
the record done which was a long process. The album turns out great, Dave is a 
great studio singer but James is a great entertainer and vocalist. He came back 
around this summer, we rehearsed and 1 month later we opened for ANTHRAX 
here in Oklahoma. He’s killing on all the new songs as well as the older classic 
stuff, we are glad to have him back, hope things stay together...

You also plan to reissue your debut. Please give us some more info 
about it. 

In February 2011 the band is also re-releasing the debut “Stranger than Fic-
tion” through the US label Divebomb Recordings ,including a full re-mastering, 
ten demo tracks, new and expanded booklet. 
It’s limited to 1000 copies only. Contact the 
band for orders. 

Thanks for the interview Greg. The last 
words are yours. 

I want to thank the Greek fans for staying 
true all these years. To our new friends: 
check out the new album “Unholy War”. To 
order CD’s, shirts and merchandise contact 
tobymask@cox.net or gregscottforte@ya-
hoo.com . Thank you all….   Hail and Kill

www.myspace.com/fortemetal 

Kostas Kailiazis
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Would you share the opinion that 12 songs and a duration of an hour 
could tire the listener? I admit that this happened a little with me (it 
also has to do with the varied style some songs had/have). Will you 
follow the same “recipe” on your next release? 
Next CD is even more in that kind of way, sorry. The music will be rock music 
from the 1960-90 with many different rock-styles, and only one calm ballad.
Could you please give us a small idea of the main themes your lyrics 
deal with? 
I wrote all lyrics myself except some lines on my first CD. ”Death Incarnate” is 
about not to judge anyone too soon. I wrote something like this, you expect me 
to come to hell after death, but you will see me in the garden of paradise. What 
a shock, hahaha!!!! “Demon Fighters” is about Vikings who I believe thought 
demons waited for them in unknown parts of their trips! “Take a time” is about 
that sometimes you have to take a break to understand where you are going 
in your life! I think that writing lyrics takes the most energy when you make a 
song. I just want to sing and play, not work and think.
You mention that 5 of the 12 songs are older ones. Which ones, really? 
From what time period? Could it be that some are from the old STORM-
WARNING days, or soon after you left? 
“Come on” was 15 years old, but “Classica”, “Surrendered”, “Passing the 
Stars”, “Death Incarnate” are 4 years old only, the rest of the songs are new. 
“Death Incarnate” was a kind of COUNT RAVEN style. It was a challenge for me 
to write, to see if I could write that kind of stuff! Well I did write another one 
in that style 15 years ago which is a very heavy Doom song in my ears! Maybe 
I’ll put it on a CD in the future!
What was the response from the fans and the Metal press so far? 
I think we had 5 or 6 Metal sites that has been very, very positive, only one 
was kind of bad 3 out of 6 stars. I know that MANSTRAND has done very well 
on 3 radio stations in Belgium, Italy and Germany. We were number one on a 
list voted by the listener on EKR radio station. It was the song “Classica”! But I 
know there has been great response from other 15-20 radio stations too over 
the world at least from their radio reporters! You can check it out on our site.
Did you send any promo-CD’s to labels? If yes, what was the response? 
I have sent only to Secret Port Records, and they said our band is too unknown 
to give us a contract. But they liked our music! They wanted me to send them 
10 CD’s to sell so I sent them 10 CD’s! And there was a label from US that was 
kind of interested and asked us if we can or had been touring in US etc. I never 
gave them an answer because MANSTRAND was a studio band at that time and 
still is so far! To be honest, I wasn’t feeling ready for a US tour if they wanted 
us there! 
The CD was printed on CD-r and not silver-pressed CD. I guess this was 
done for cost reasons. Really, how many copies have you sold? 
Well I do not know anything about printing CD’s so I was just very glad I found 
that opportunity. Did I do some things wrong? What’s the difference? MAN-
STRAND has sold only 140 CD’s I think on CDbaby and private via Myspace etc. 
I did a mistake in May 2010 and started to sell our CD for downloads; I didn’t 
understand that it was too cheap. When one fan downloads a song we only get 
15 cent. Before that we got 13 dollars for each sold CD. And if anyone is inter-
ested to listen to us they just go into Myspace and listen for free! I will change 
the way of selling it when I release the next CD!
Has the band been performing live often? What a MANSTRAND typical 
show is like?
No we haven’t performing live yet! When/if we perform we will rock the ass off 
the audience (I hope)!
What are the future plans of the band? 
Get the new CD on CDbaby in the spring and sending it to radio stations!! I also 
have some music-video ideas!
Thanks for your time. I wish the best for the future and look forward to 
the second CD. The last words are yours. 
Thanks for your suggestions. I understand now what you mean about printing 
and pressing CD’s!
I’m also grateful for the mention to stay clean with one music-style. Our sec-
ond CD, “We just want to rock’n roll” which will be released soon, is a wild CD 
in different rock styles. But after your suggestion I will take away one song and 
put a new heavy song instead! Rick and I have already planned for the third CD 
and that will be more straight, in heavy style and the best of our released CD’s 
(knock on wood). Rick and I will cooperate more on that CD!

www.manstrand.com 

Kostas Kailiazis

I first learned about this Swedish band in summer 2010 from 
my friend Antonis Adamakos.  “Hell (with) the King”, their debut 
demo made a very good impression, since it contains some really 
great Hard Rock/Metal tunes with excellent guitars. The band 
is ready to release an album, so I found it a great opportunity 
to contact Carl Manstrand, guitar player and leader of the band 
and present MANSTRAND to you. 

First of all, congratulations for the “Hell (with) the King” CD. It was a 
very pleasant surprise for me. You have a quite strong musical past. 
Can you please inform us about what you have been up to the forma-
tion of MANSTRAND a few years back. Bands, releases etc. 
Well, thanks for your kind comments about our first release by MANSTRAND, 
”Hell (with) the king”! CD number two will come this spring with the name “We 
just want to rock’n roll”! 8 year ago Jens Bock called me at phone and asked 
me if I was interested to play in his new band just for fun. A no-name band! I 
hadn’t played with anyone together for 10-15 year because of my family, lack 
of time. Well that new band broke up after 2 year, but Jens and I continued to 
play together in the band FREEDOM. The music was very much pop music, and 
had a female singer. After two year I started to write songs for the band, but it 
didn’t have the power I wanted because it was a female singer. Then an idea of 
making a new band beside the band FREEDOM comes along. I can tell that Jens 
were involved in 2 bands, COUNT RAVEN and FREEDOM at the time!
The band started in late 2008. Can you please refer to the process of 
gathering the musicians that participated on your demo-CD and be-
came members of the band? 
Well I asked the bassman in the band FREEDOM,  Fredrik (Feffe) Appelgren if 
he was interested in my new band MANSTRAND, he said “Yes, no problem”. I 
knew he liked my music so it was an easy step. Next step was to find a drum-
mer, and that wasn’t easy. Jens Bock couldn’t because he was involved in two 
bands. Then I put out 3 ads on a music site. I wanted a drummer and solo gui-
tar player and a background singer for the CD. I wrote that the CD is a private 
release. My first 2 drum-answers gave me some problems. The guy I chose 
was a younger guy from Gothenburg, Alexander Lundgren. Far away from my 
place so I had to send him files and described how I wanted these songs to 
be played. After a long time (2-3 months) I got the result of his playing. He 
played well but the sound wasn’t good and I had to take away all that he had 
recorded. Problems with music studios for him was a reason too! Then I found 
Håkan Hansson, a studio drummer. He has his own studio so the sound was 
much, much better than the first one and it was easy to make changes when I 
wanted to, he just re-recorded! I got 5 answers from different solo guitar play-
ers. I wanted a JUDAS PRIEST sounding guitarist. I sent them a demo song, 
“Demon fighter” to record a solo on. The absolutely best player was Richard 
(Rille) Hoerberg ,so I chose him. Background singers (only females) were an 
easy part. I got so many answers so I didn’t know how to choose, so I decided 
to use 3 of them in different songs.
Why did you choose to name the band after your name and not find a 
“regular” name? 
That was an idea from a good music friend 15 years ago. He said that my 
name Månstrand in English sounds like Manson, and after some beers I was 
convinced. Månstrand means “Moonbeach” in Swedish. The name was an easy 
choice because no one else in the world has this last name so I thought the 
name would be unique. Well there is a place that’s named Manstrand but I can’t 
do anything about it, hehehe...
“Hell (with) the King” includes 12 songs in the most classic Hard Rock 
tradition bordering on early Metal sounds at times. Was this a deliber-
ate choice? 
Yes it was! I have the feeling inside me and always had. When I play with other 
musicians or bands I always play and compose classic Hard Rock music. But I’m 
not aware of it; the other musician members tell me...hehe
What would you say are the bands that mainly influenced your sound? 
Are all other band members alike-minded when it comes to Music?  
Number one music style is DEEP PURPLE’s “Highway Star”. I have loved that 
song since I was 12! RAINBOW, UFO, Jimi Hendrix, JUDAS PRIEST (early stuff) 
etc...So many different bands I love! To be honest, I’m not sure about Håkan’s 
(drums) music taste. I think he loves all kind of music. Well he said that my 
music is unusual for him to play but he loves to play it! Fredrik (bass) also likes 
every kind of music. He has a band beside MANSTRAND and they play different 
covers of all styles. He smiles a lot when we play together so I suppose he likes 
Hard Rock! Rille likes MALMSTEEN very much, DEEP PURPLE etc!
Really, how did you came up with the “Whiplash Metal” term that you 
use to label your Music? What were the reasons? 
That was an ironic of all these genres of Metal today. Cause I’m too lazy to 
understand what MANSTRAND music genre was, I adopted a new one, “Whip-
lash Metal”. And every one understands the word whiplash, a big hit on your 
back or like a rocket start. Today I believe MANSTRAND real genre is Classic 
Hard Rock.
What are your favorite songs on the CD? Mine would be “Death In-
carnate”, “Demon Fighters”, “Take a Time” (a great emotional cut!), 
“Stars in the Sky” and “She was only 17”. 
Those are my favorites too. And I like Rille’ s solo very much on “Come on”, 
absolutely brilliant!
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STORMWARNING 
was one of the very early Swedish Heavy Metal bands. But I 

guess, their name went down to history for another reason. 

Simply, Doom Metal Gods COUNT RAVEN evolved from this 

young band. Carl Manstrand was one of the initial members, so 

I assume it will be interesting to read a few things about the 

early STORMWARNING days. Carl had some help from STORM-

WARNING drummer Mike Bygdemark who helped him remember 

some things over the phone! Thank you both!

When was STORMWARNING established? 
I think it was 1979! We even printed white t-shirts with the text STORMWARN-
ING on but for us members only! I also remember it was me who adopted the 
band name STORMWARNING because I was thinking the world will be doomed 
soon by God. It was a turbulent period at that time with the fear of nuclear war, 
Russia in Afghanistan etc. STORMWARNING was a religious band at the time. 
How did you find Dan Fondelius to complete the line up? 
When Mike and I were in a music store (Musikbörsen) we put an ad on the bill-
board looking for a Christian bass or guitar player, I think it was a bass player 
and Dan answered.
Did you write any originals at the time? Can you give us some titles? 
From what I can remember we only wrote our own songs. Myself, I wrote half of 
the songs we played, today I really can’t remember how many, maybe 5 songs! 
All songs and lyrics were written by Dan and Mike except one song we did and 
it was a song I sang in the studio recording! I can’t remember any song title 
apart from  “Barn av gatan”, which was written by Dan. 
How did you decide to sing in Swedish these early tunes? 
It came naturally I think. Well I think that we thought that the Swedish audi-
ence was our aim so why not sing in Swedish!
What bands motivated you to start a band? What were the bands that 
“united” you inside the band? 
Mike and I had UFO as our big idols and we did songs like “Doctor Doctor”. 
Then when we started STORMWARNING with Dan I was very inspired by DEEP 
PURPLE’s “Live in California” LP. So I wanted the sound that way! I remember 
Dan liked DEEP PURPLE, BLACK SABBATH and even Jimi Hendrix. So it was very 
easy to play together.
Did the band perform live? If yes, pls. give us some nformation. Was 
the set only originals, or also covers? What covers? 
On my time with the band we never played live, but it was my goal of course. I 
know that STORMWARNING played live after I quit. 
What were the reasons you leaving the band? You mention in your 
band that you stayed three years with them. 
I left the band in 1982-1983. I got a nervous breakdown, because my life was 
hell during that time. I had to take a long time out. I had too much religious 
thinking. And in the end I had some problem with Dan’s lyrics. My conscience 
was very upset. Today I know it was childish of me.. But I think today that my 
opinion against his lyrics was a way for me to get away from all and find a rest 
or finding what I wanted to do with my life!. I was looking for a reason so I 
could quit. But it was after we had recorded 5 or 6 songs in a studio and I really 
could listen to his lyrics! First time after we recorded a music video (on Youtube 
today) I thought I heard wrong when Dan sang something about masturbation 
and nuclear. For me it was over the edge! Today I laugh about it!
What was the Metal scene back then in Sweden? 
I thought it was very bad, and I remember I wanted to change it!

Do you remember some bands from that early time like 220 VOLT, 
HEAVY LOAD, GRAVE, NEMESIS etc.?

I only remember 220 VOLT by name but not their music. I remember I really 
liked the Swedish band DOCENT DOD and their song “Solglasögon”. A punk 
rock song, simple but rock n roll! And I remember EUROPE in 1982, I thought 
they were trying to sound like UFO.

Did you release any demos/promos for labels at the time? Quite a few 
Swedish bands got their material vinylized at the time…

I believe we were planning doing that some how, cause we were in a studio 
recording 6 or 7 songs. But I quit after the studio recording.  

When and why did the whole story end? Did Dan start COUNT RAVEN 
right after the demise of STORMWARNING or some years passed? 

In my point of view, STORMWARNING has never ended, it has only changed the 
name to COUNT RAVEN in 1989. When I listen to COUNT RAVEN today, I can 
hear some early STORMWARNING sounds.

Have you written (or participated in their composing/arrangements) 
any of the band’s early songs that ended up on either the demos or the 
debut album of the band? 

I know they have a riff from a song I did in my time with the band and it’s on 
their “Messiah of confusion” CD, the song is “Fallen angels” , but the singing 
and the lyric is Dan’s! You can see and hear me with STORMWARNING with 
my version on Youtube, check out “Stormwarning year 1981 (Count Raven)”. 
When Mike told me that my riff was on one song he also told me that Dan had 
a written line on the back cover on the CD that thanked me and Mike.... I don’t 
remember the whole line. I had mixed feelings about why he didn’t ask me 
before the release about that. I remember Mike was more upset than me and 
said that I must tell Dan about it and have some compensation because of that, 
but I said that was ok! Many times money isn’t the big thing!

Have you followed what COUNT RAVEN have been up to after you left? 
What’s your opinion of the COUNT RAVEN albums? Have you listened 
to them? 

Yes I have listened a little but I can’t say I’m a fan of their music! It’s too dark. I 
think Dan is an Ingmar Bergman of music! On my time in the band I remember 
Dan as a glad hippie; he liked to talk about social problems, peace and love. I’m 
glad for Dan and wish him all the luck and great success! I have heard he was 
upset because I put out old videos from my period in the band on Youtube. He 
wanted me to ask him before, but I didn’t. But my thought was that it must be 
interesting to see how it all began, so why don’t give COUNT RAVEN fans the 
unknown story. I never thought so many people would love to see it! I think it’s 
great! I was surprised that Dan even gave it a thought!

Kostas Kailiazis

Carl

Mike BDan Fondelius
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I guess most US Power Metal fans must be familiar with the Florida 
based BLACKKOUT. Their “Ignorance of Man” is one of the best demos 
that have been released in the States and highly acclaimed by the ma-
jority of the underground Maniacs. A less known fact is that Richard W. 
Elliott IV, soldiered on after the demise of BLACKKOUT with THE LAST 
THINGS, a more progressive based band, with a great CD, “Circles and 
Butterflies”, which will be reissued later this year. Reasons enough, in 
order to contact Richard and ask him everything about both bands he 
had in the past, as well as the future plans with THE LAST THINGS. Yes, 
we should expect a new album! Richard reveals everything we wanted 
to know (and maybe more) about BLACKKOUT/THE LAST THINGS in 
the following pages

How did you get into Music (not Metal 
necessarily) in the first place? What 
bands were your first influences? 
The song “Parasite” by KISS is what made 
me want to play guitar. I was about 10 years 
old when I heard that song. I had moved up 
a grade in school and started to ride the bus 
with high school kids. The bus I rode on had 
a tape player and I was introduced to a lot 
of music. TED NUGENT, AEROSMITH, RUSH, 
VAN HALEN were the first. Then it blew wide 
open as I was exposed to each new band. 
Before that my parents always listened to 
all kinds of music. My earliest memories of 
music from about age 4 are JIMI HENDRIX, 
THE JAMES GANG, LED ZEPPELIN, MOODY 
BLUES, THE BEATLES, ISAAC HAYES, IRON 
BUTTERFLY and STEPPENWOLF.
The band’s first sign of life was a 7”sin-
gle, which included two songs, “Fallout” 
and “Black & Blue”. How many copies of 
this single did you print? Why did you 
decide to release it on your own? 
1000 copies. At the time records were still 
the best media affordable to us. A local stu-
dio ran a special so we decided to do it. We 
had sent cassette tapes to record companies 
before. But they were very inferior in quality 
and were recorded on 4 track cassette re-
corders. We knew we had to have something 
with better quality to sell locally and to send 
to record companies and magazines.
Were these two songs the best of the 
band’s early repertoire? What were the 
reasons for these choices? 
These songs were the best choices at the 
time. The deal with the recording studio at 
the time was for a 7” single. We had other 
songs that we wanted to record but they 
exceeded the time limit allowed. We did not 
have the funds to do an EP so we had to 
make a choice between the songs that would 
fit within the time frame. 
I am sure that you are aware that 
the single is quite an expensive item. 
What’s your opinion about it? 
I am glad that people are interested in it. I 
am actually quite honored that people are 
willing to pay the amounts I have seen to 
have us in their collection.
What was the feedback from this re-
lease? Did you use it to get media (la-
bels, press, radio) attention or to make 
our name known by selling it in con-
certs? 
We had good reviews locally and sold a lot 
of them at our shows and at record stores. 
Radio was very hard to break into. I think it 
was played on a station in Orlando a couple 
of times late at night. Our big stations in the 
Tampa area were not willing to play it. We 
made several attempts to get airtime on 95 
wynf and 98 Rock with no luck. None of the 
labels we sent it to were interested. I have 
heard through other people that Brian Slagel 
from Metal Blade records still has one in his 
personal collection. That could be a rumor 
but I would be honored if he still had it. 
In 1988 the band participated in the 
first volume of the compilation tape 

“Tampa Bay’s Metal Mercenaries – The 
Invasion”. How did this came through? 

Our bass player Triad and his brother John had just invested in a 16-track 
studio and I was chosen for the assembly of the equipment and the engineer-
ing spot. We called it Graveyard studio. We had been experimenting with the 
studio and started to get some decent sounds. We would alternate recording 
time. BLACKKOUT would record and then John’s band, OSIRIS would record. 
I started understanding how to achieve good EQ’s and we did a cool OSIRIS 
recording. The guys in FESTER heard it and decided to record some songs at 
Graveyard Studio as well as a band called WHITE KNIGHT. Carl Canedy brought 
in ROXX GANG to do a demo and I was able to assist him also. During this time 
we heard about Keith Collins of SAVATAGE putting together a compilation tape 
and the three bands BLACKKOUT, OSIRIS and FESTER, sent him our record-
ings. He also came into the studio to assist on the mix for OSIRIS and maybe 
FESTER. I am not 100% sure if he assisted on FESTER or not. That was quite 
a while ago.
What was the feedback for the BLACKKOUT song included there? 
(“Dead and Gone”)
I remember being very disappointed with Keith Collins’ choice to use that ver-
sion of the song. Remember earlier I stated that we would take turns recording. 
Well, when Keith was accepting tapes, that recording of “Dead n’ Gone” was 
from one of our first attempts at recording in the new studio. Then I was busy 
recording all the other bands mentioned. It was BLACKKOUT’s turn again and 
we rerecorded “Dead n’ Gone” a much better recording and in D standard tun-
ing. Keith chose the old version and I guess it was a decent response. Although 
I seem to remember a few reviews stating it was a poor mix. I guess Keith liked 
the feel of that version. It did get us an interview with Thunderbolt magazine 
from Germany and it all started to roll from there. Jurgen Tschamler and Bernd 
Seigel (from Thunderbolt magazine) helped us more that anyone being sup-
portive of us. We could never thank them enough. Our interview with Bernd 
was crazy as we had all been drinking and Triad and our friend Wildman were 
being their typical crazy and insane selves. We may have handed Bernd our 

“Ignorance of Man” tape at this time 
Was this song recorded specifically for inclusion in the compilation or 
was it part of a demo? Judging from the date inside the tape (August 
1987) was it part of a demo? 
No, it was from recordings we were doing to make our own tape or demo.
What’s your opinion on the other bands in that compilation? 
I always liked OBLIVION, I liked OSIRIS because I saw the humor and they 
were a tight band. And they were my friends. FESTER awesome! MESSIAXX 
good band, I didn’t like the singer. Do I have to do this? OK I never really cared 
for KRUNCH or SIREN. Sorry guys. I saw HALIFAX live once and they seemed 
to be tight. The singer guitar player was their strength. I don’t remember the 
bands CAMELOT, THUNDER, DIRTY VIRGIN, STD, or ARSENAL. Wait, did RSE-
NAL have the girl singer? ICED EARTH I liked but that is from hearing them 
when they opened for BLACKKOUT. I admit I don’t’ think I liked the tape that 
much. I liked FESTER but I had recorded them so I knew how good it sounded 
off the master tape. Keith took all the master tapes to another studio called 
American Music Works and re-EQed them with another engineer. I think that 
process hurt the mix on some of the songs because it degraded it even further. 
He had to have dropped them to another tape and then to cassette. Ouch mix 
killer. But what was he to do? I don’t think they had a DAT machine at that time. 
But that is just my opinion. I must say I mean no disrespect to Keith; he did a 
lot for the bands. It is easy for me to look back in hindsight and judge now that 
I know how the process works. I was still very green at the time. I did learn 
something from that experience as I listened from another room while they 
put their hands on my mix of “Dean -n- Gone”. I knew I would never willingly 
allow anyone to put out a mix of my band that I didn’t agree to. And the biggest 
thing, I knew when I made the cassettes for BLACKKOUT I would record them 
by hand from the master tape to get the best sound I could.

“Ignorance of Man” was released in 1989. In how many copies was it 
printed? Wasn’t it considered at the time to self release it on CD?
1000 hand recorded cassettes from the master tapes. In 1989 it was very ex-
pensive for an unsigned band to burn a CD master. So it wasn’t considered. At 
the time I had hoped that a record company would sign us and they would put 
out a CD of the best songs from the tape.
The tape displayed a very wide style of song-writing. It sounded as 
if the band tried to “prove” that it can be very diverse and flexible in 
song-writing, but always in the Metal fields. 
The reason it sounds like that is because when you hear the songs you are lis-
tening to the evolution of BLACKKOUT. It is not in order though. We wanted to 
record old songs that we never had the chance to record. For ourselves and for 
our local fans that wanted us to record them. That is why the first four songs all 
run together. Those 4 songs were the newest. We then put a few of our other 
new songs sprinkled throughout to try and hold the tape together. Here is an 

Richard Elliott and Darren McFarland 1990
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example of some of the songs time frames. “Barbarian”, “Deadly Witch Craft”, 
“Highwayman”, “Electric Soldiers”, “Black n’ Blue” and “Fallout” were all written 
between 1981 and 1984. “Welcome to the Show”, “Live it up”, “Time to kill”, 

“Dead n’ Gone”, and “The Haunting” were written in 1985 and 1986. “The Talis-
man”, “Under H2/0”, “Chapter 23” (arranged by us in 1987 but written earlier, 
maybe 1983), “Ignorance of Man”, “0 Factor”, “Horizontal Hero” and “Shat-
tered Glass” were written between 1986 and 1988. I’m not sure when Jeffrey 
wrote “Bite your Lip” but we started playing it in sometime in 1988. So part of 
this was a personal decision to pay respect to the older songs and get them 
recorded and a nod to the locals who wanted the old songs.
What bands would you say that influenced BLACKKOUT? What were/
are your favorite bands by the way? 
I’m not sure how to answer that. I guess I will start by saying I was influenced 
by DIO when he was in BLACK SABBATH and Rob Halford in JUDAS PRIEST in 
the beginning vocally and musically. But we grew up in a small town in north-
ern Michigan called Oscoda. We could only get one radio station out of Saginaw. 
If we were lucky it would come in without fading out. We had a couple small 
record stores in town so we had limited access to some of the Metal that was 
out there to be heard. Gale Morse and I would practice a lot together and feed 
off each other’s guitar work. He had only been playing for about a year and 
he just flew right out of the box with his rhythm. I remember showing him a 
couple of chords and a rhythm or two and the next week he showed up with two 
songs. Gale Morse and I wrote songs together from about 1979 through 1987. 
So I would have to say that I think we influenced each other. If you listen to the 
guitar work on the 7”, I think you will find it is very unique. Both songs, while 
different from each other show a style different from each other that also fit 
together quite well. If you listen to Gales’ rhythm in “Fallout” underneath the 
chorus you will find blazing speed and intricate rhythm work that rivaled a lot 
of the mainstream guitar work that was being put out by the big Metal bands at 

the time. Another answer to this question 
would be “we were influenced by every-
thing we had been brought up listening to.” 
To take one or two bands and say we were 
influenced by them would be wrong I think. 
Some of my favorite bands are THIN LIZZY, 
RUSH, IN FLAMES, RAMMSTEIN and DARK 
TRANQUILLITY to name a few. Oh, I am 
still a big fan of MARILLION and Fish.
Really, so many years after its release, 
which songs stand out as your fa-
vorites? Mine would be “Ignorance of 
Man”, “Electric Soldiers”, “Shattered 
Glass” and the Masterpiece “The Tal-
isman”.  
I like “Ignorance of Man”, “0 Factor”, “Hori-
zontal Hero”, “Shattered Glass”, “The 
Talisman”, “Electric Soldiers” and “Time 
to Kill”. I like them all; sometimes it de-
pends on the mood. But yes those would 
be my favorites.
What was the response from the un-
derground press and fans? 
Pretty good so far. Speaking of favorite 
songs. I have been surprised at some of 
the songs listed by fans as their favorite. 
Examples like “Welcome to the show”, 

“Barbarian”, “Time to kill”, “Highwayman” and 
“Electric Soldiers”. I think it surprises me when they list the old songs. “Electric 
Soldiers” from 1983. I will say this. Imagine if we had been able to release 
some of these songs right when they were written. I think “Electric Soldiers” 
would have been like a bomb going off in your face in 1983. So it warms my 
heart that people still like the songs and can find that same feeling in the song 
or songs all these years later. We just didn’t have the money to make good 
recordings back then.
Did you send this tape to labels at the time? If yes, which ones and did 
any of them approach you for possible co-operation? 
I can’t remember them all but I will take a chance and guess. Metal Blade, 
Combat, Atlantic, and Elektra, to name a few. The one that is painful to talk 
about is Century Media. They offered us a deal. At the time my ex-wife was 
managing the band. She sent them a counter offer and they sent back a final 
offer stating it was their “FINAL OFFER” and if we didn’t take it they would ne-
gotiate no further. Going against all the bands’ members’ decision to take the 
offer she sent another counter offer. They rejected it and stated they would no 
longer have contact with us. They kept their promise. I have to take the blame 
for that. I still have regrets for not stepping in and accepting the offer. Our 
brothers ICED EARTH were offered the deal at the same time. They took it. I 
am glad they made the right decision.
Do you remember what the deal was about? Was it for a full length 
album of brand new songs, an album with selections from the tape, or 
a mix of both new and old songs? 
I believe they were going to split “Ignorance of Man” into 2 CD’s or albums. 
And or pick out the songs they felt would be best for a CD with less material.
BLACKKOUT also appeared in another compilation, this time on CD, 

“War Declared” on World Metal (a subsidiary or Iron Works/Azra) in 
1990. How did this deal come through? What do you think of the other 
bands participating in this CD? This release looked pretty poor to say 

the least. Was it a promo CD or a com-
mercially available 
CD? 
I don’t remember much 
about this. Just that the 
guy behind it was really 
into the band and I think 
I was happy to have a 
couple songs on a CD. 
He was a Metal fan. And 
I think he was just try-

ing to help get bands exposure. I could be 
wrong but that’s what I remember. I don’t 
think I was very interested in the other 
bands. I think it was just a promo.

Really, are there any other compila-
tions the band was part of that we 
don’t know about? Any unreleased 
tracks included? 

No other compilations that I can think of. 
New unreleased BLACKKOUT tracks com-
ing out on THE LAST THINGS reissue from 
Arkyen Steel records this summer I think.

Did the band play live in the local 
area? How was a typical BLACKKOUT 
concert? 

We played all over the St. Petersburg, 
Clearwater, Gulfport, and Tampa Bay 
area. Also in Lakeland and Fort Myers. We 
played a venue in Gulfport Fla, called the 
Gulfport Casino. And we had between 200 
to 600 people show up per show. A show 
at the Boat Yard village with OBLIVION and 
OSIRIS with about 300 or 400 people. Then our biggest show was at Jannus 
Landing in St.Petersburg June 1990, there were between 1500 and 2000 fans 
there. We won the Tampa Bay Music Awards for best Metal band of the year 
beating SAVATAGE and ICED EARTH in 1990.

Did you support any bigger bands when they played in Florida? How 
about any local ones? 

We played with FESTER, DETRIMENT, OSIRIS, THE MORTUARY SOCIETY, ICED 
EARTH, ASTAROTH, ROXX GANG and CRIMSON GLORY. With most bands we 
would take turns opening and headlining because it was rare to get paid. If you 
headlined you might make a little money so we would alternate.

How did the BLACKKOUT story came to an end? What were the rea-
sons? 

I have to take the blame for that. We did have some bad management giving 
bad advice. But I was going through a bad divorce and didn’t cope with that 
too well. I had a lot take place all at once. Everything just seemed to fall apart. 
I don’t want this to sound like a sob story. I just got worn out. The birth of my 
daughter was a good thing but going through a divorce less than 6 months 
after she was born was very painful. The divorce was my decision but I didn’t 
want to leave my daughter Morgan Jade. I had temporary custody of her for a 
brief amount of time in the late summer of 1990 and it was heart breaking to 
give her back to her mom. An attorney had informed me that I would not win 
custody. I lost my job and that was our practice area so the band had to rely on 
our friends to provide a place for us to rehearse. And I had nowhere to live for 
a short amount of time. So like I said the whole world just seemed to fall apart.

The last few years there has been a renewed interest in the band, 
which in the long term resulted in a deal with Arkeyn Steel Records for 
the reissue of “Ignorance of Man”. How did this deal come through? 
Were you aware of the underground status the band had before Kostas 
contacted you? 

I had been hearing rumblings from friends on the Internet about the band. 
Kostas (from Arkeyn Steel Records) found me on the Internet through some 
of my friends and made an offer. I liked his enthusiasm and accepted his offer.

Are you satisfied with the final result of the CD in terms of layout, 
sound etc.?

I am very happy with the CD. I went against what some of the diehard fans 
wanted as far as the artwork. I wanted something new with excellent quality. 
Kostas proposed artwork by Uwe Jarling. I thought it fit the feel of the music 
very well, especially the first four songs and “The Talisman”. And it’s just a very 
awesome piece of artwork. That this piece of music finally got the professional 
treatment it deserved warmed my heart. Kostas did a great job. The original 
artwork for the tape was not available anyway.

Are you still into Metal? Do you follow what older bands do or even new 
bands making their first steps? 

I like all kinds of music. But I am a Metalhead to the bone. I like Metal because 
it’s so diverse. There are two sounds that I love. The sound of a Top Fuel drag-
ster or a Nitro Funny Car blowing through a ¼ mile at over 300 miles per hour, 
and the sound of a great Heavy Metal song cranked and in your face. Nothing 
compares. I follow a few older bands and keep up with new bands to. I am cur-
rently writing and recording new material for THE LAST THINGS. I usually stop 
listening to other metal bands when I record. I don’t want to get influenced by 
someone else’s music when I am recording.

The Florida scene of the late 80’s was thriving with Death Metal bands 
but also many Heavy/Power Metal bands. Was there some sort of com-
petition?  

Personally no I don’t think there was. We were all brothers that bled metal.

What’s your opinion about the following Florida Metal bands? PURGA-
TORY/ICED EARTH, IRON CROSS, SAVATAGE, DAMMAJ, 
CRIMSON GLORY, SI-
REN, THATCHER.

ICED EARTH, Awesome! 
SAVATAGE, I like their 
first records best with 
Jon singing. I like a cou-
ple CRIMSON GLORY 
songs.

Richard Elliott 1990

Lee Gibson 1990

Jerry Outlaw 1990

Richard 1990

Darren, Lee, Richard 1990

Jeffrey Claus

Gale Morse 1986
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Soon after the demise of BLACKKOUT, you formed THE LAST THINGS, 
releasing only one CD, “Circles and Butterflies”. First of all, what made 
you continue under that name and not BLACKKOUT? 
I like the BLACKKOUT name but I like THE LAST THINGS better. Too many 
changes happened to BLACKKOUT. And I went through a lot of changes. It 
almost wasn’t that way. We got together in early 1991 to reform. But too many 
things started to repeat and I was no longer willing to put up with the chaos.
Really, who came up with the name? Is there a meaning behind the 
name? 
First. BLACKKOUT came from a lighting technician that told us he had to keep 
hitting the blackout button because our songs had so many breaks. Not too 
original. We needed a name and as the years went by people got to know us so 
we just kept it. On the other hand THE LAST THINGS is the name I chose. And 
I feel very attached to it. The emotions and words on “Circles and Butterflies” 
are real and I put my personal life out in the open, even if it was somewhat ab-
stract and metaphoric. THE LAST THINGS is all of me. BLACKKOUT was me and 
everybody else. I stumbled across the name looking something up in an old 
dictionary. It does have some religious Christian ties but that is not why I chose 
the name. THE LAST THINGS is not a religious band. I would call myself Agnos-
tic. The definition of THE LAST THINGS: the events that mark the end of the 
world. The ominous feeling this definition has, explained exactly (metaphori-
cally) how I felt at the time. And expressed the feel of the music and lyrics. I 
had lost many things in the previous 3 years that made my personal world feel 
as if it had come to an end. The pain of losing BLACKKOUT is included in this 
melancholy. Even the current music and lyrics I am writing for the new CD have 
this feeling. Although the new material is much heavier it still is quite moody. 
The style on that CD was very different from your previous band, was 
this a deliberate choice? 
The music is all emotion and heart. The one thing missing from that CD is some 
heavier material I wish I could have included. It is what came out of me. No 
deliberate choice was made. 
On the last song, “The Spirit Lives”, the fast part is (almost) the same 
as the one in “The Talisman” by BLACKKOUT, plus the music is sound-
ing like your previous band. The recording also sounds from a different 
session. What’s the deal here? Is this some kind of “bonus” track? 
I am surprised by your comparison. Obviously there must be similarities al-
though I don’t personally hear them. I will have to listen to them side by side. 
First of all, “The Spirit Lives” is filled with prime number time signatures. I am 
not 100 % sure of which parts you are referring to in the “The Talisman”, the 
end I guess. The end of “The Talisman” is in 4/4 timing while the end of “The 
Spirit Lives” is in 7/16 then back to 5/4. Maybe I was ripping myself off. Yes a 
lot of unfortunate things happened during this project. I was still involved with 
the same manager that managed BLACKKOUT. It took me awhile to figure out 
the games he was playing. The first six songs were recorded and mixed profes-
sionally and the rest were recorded pro but I was unable to afford to have them 
professionally mixed. Under fear of the project failing I choose to put the songs 

out as they were. I had a lot of support in the beginning from my manager and 
producer at the time. Then just as in BLACKKOUT they both dropped the ball 
and stopped working on the project. I fought for 6 months to get the concept 
portion of the CD mixed with my Co producer. By the time it was finished Dar-
ren left to join ATHEIST and Lou and I were left to do the rest. We got a good 
friend to put down some bass for us but his style was very different than Dar-
ren’s. We did the best we could with the money we had. In hindsight I should 
have called them bonus tracks.  
On the same train of thought (and still believing I am not having illu-
sions, haha), the same (BLACKKOUT reference/melody) happens in the 
intro of “Blackhours”. 
Ah no. Once again I will listen but I don’t hear it at all. In fact the intro to 

“Blackhours” is quite unique I think.
Is there a concept behind the first half of the CD? I guess so, from the 
mood and the “flow” the music has in the first 6 songs. 
Yes. It is the concept of my life and the world around me falling into the abyss, 
divorcing the Capricorn (my ex-wife. I am the Scorpion), finding false hope in 
someone new and having that relationship ending in even more pain. Spiraling 
down darker. Going nearly insane in trying to cope with the newfound devasta-
tion. Meeting another person thinking it would last forever (it didn’t) and trying 
to teach myself and others to learn not to hold on to tight causing something 
you love and care about to suffocate. And to learn the basic cliché that if you 
love something set it free and if it comes back it was meant to be. And if it 
doesn’t and if you’re like me, you’re fucked and you’re going to be depressed 
for quite awhile maybe even suicidal, until you (I) learn to stop investing so 
much heart in others. By the way, I wrote “Blackhours” while I had nowhere 
to go (live). I was unable to sleep at night so I would walk the streets. And I 
noticed my shadow cast on the concrete road from the streetlight. I felt very 
alone, small, completely devastated, and heart broken. I remember thinking 
it was ironic that the streetlight was projecting my image on the concrete so 
huge, like a 60foot giant on a movie screen. Hence the lyric “Giants on con-
crete screens lying ahead of me I feel like a Vampire whose heart can’t be free”.
The CD was released on your own label once more, Union Records. Can 
you give us some info on this? In how many copies was it printed? Why 
did the US pressing come with a b&w cover? Lack of funds? 
At the time in order to be affiliated with ASCAP your work had to be for sale. So 
I became a publisher and hoped it would help in getting music played on the 
radio. Which it did. 1000 copies pressed, all sold. I liked the black and white 
and it was less expensive to print.
Did you send the CD to lots of labels at the time? What was the feed-
back on the local scene?
I did not send to labels, as I was being bullheaded and rebellious toward them 
for all the years of rejection. Not a great idea but I was pissed at record com-
panies and their power plays and screwing musicians and putting out crap.
Did THE LAST THINGS play concerts at the time? 
THE LAST THINGS played three shows. The Museum of science and industry, 
the southeastern music conference, and the Tampa bay Metal awards.
The CD was released in Europe in 1993 by Rising Sun/Nordic Metal. 
How did the contact come? Are you satisfied with the work they did for 
the album in terms of distribution? I have the impression that the label 
at the time was looking for licenses from US bands and just released 
the CD’s without advertising them. 
I wasn’t all that impressed with Nordic Metal. I have no idea if they even dis-
tributed CD’s to other countries. They read about us in a magazine.
Did you go with Nordic Metal/Rising Sun because it was the best of-
fer or the only one? Really, what labels contacted you for the release? 
I was scarred from the Century Media blunder with BLACKKOUT. So I took what 
I could get with the hopes that they would distribute it throughout Europe. I 
have no idea how many they pressed or sold. All my paper work for yearly 
statements said nothing had sold. I know. Crazy.
Did you talk to Massacre who at the time were licensing US independ-
ent recordings from bands like ATTIKA, ORACLE (both also from Flori-
da), EXXPLORER and recorded albums from bands like MYSTIK, FORTE 
etc.?  
No.
It’s unclear if it was through Rising Sun and distributed by Nordic Met-
al. Can you clear this up? 
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with a few different people, I spend most of my time writing on my own. A 
close friend of mine has been co-writing a few songs with me and that is cool.
 Are there other recordings from the band before or after the CD? 
Yes they will be out as bonus tracks on the reissue of “Circles and Butterflies”. 
That will also be released by Kostas at Arkeyn Steel hopefully by this summer.
Thanks a lot for your time Richard. The last words are yours. Send a 
message to the BLACKKOUT/THE LAST THINGS fans. 
I really appreciate your interest in BLACKKOUT and THE LAST THINGS. Thank 
you. Great talking with you. I would like to encourage Metal fans to keep buy-
ing CD’s from your favorite bands. Having stuff crammed on your MP3 players 
and phones is cool. But there is still nothing like opening a new CD and im-
mersing yourself into the artwork and lyrics and really trying to understand 
where the artist is coming from. It can still be like reading an awesome book 
or watching a kick ass movie. CD’s are starting to wane. Don’t let this form of 
media die. The sound quality of an MP3 file is not as good as a CD in my opin-
ion. Try to limit copying and bootlegging as much as possible. These days, be 
happy we don’t have to fuck with major record labels raping profits. So try and 
help your favorite bands by purchasing their CD’s. Other wise we won’t have 
the money to put out new music. As for BLACKKOUT and THE LAST THINGS 
we are talking about trying to do some concerts, so the future is wide open. 
Maybe we can get Kostas to release the new CD from THE LAST THINGS. This 
would be a break in his tradition of mining precious Metal from the mines of 
Mordor. But after all, it is his fault for resurrecting BLACKKOUT and THE LAST 
THINGS from the Dead.

Kostas Kailiazis

I never signed any thing with Rising Sun. Maybe they sold us to Rising Sun. 
Sorry, no idea.
Did you feel that this band lacked promotion in order to achieve bigger 
things? I mean, at the time you passed unnoticed but were you given 
the chance, I am sure that you would do something better, given the 
fact that many bands with a very personal sound (some would say 

“weird”) managed to build a fan base. 
Yes. I agree. I would have done miles more promotion. I never saw any t-
shirts, posters, or stickers. I am not sure why this didn’t happen. Metalized 
magazine seemed to be the only serious promotion. Mika Botfeldt and Kirsten 
Vammen Larsen helped us a lot through Metalized magazine out of Denmark. 
In all fairness I must admit my knowledge is limited due to my being in the 
US. They may have done things that I am not aware of. At some point they 
put out a gratis CD with THE LAST THINGS on it. The bad part of that was 
that they mislabeled us under the wrong song with LORD BANE. And I was not 
asked to be involved in the song selection. In fact I wasn’t even aware that it 
was released until I received it in the mail. I don’t think that was a very good 
promotional tool.
How did this effort come to an end? Was it disappointment from the 
Metal industry? 
1 year after the CD was released, I moved to Alaska. Chasing what I thought 
was the girl of my dreams. We got married and in 2002 she asked for a divorce, 
which sent me into another black spiral. I have been writing and recording mu-
sic ever since leaving for Alaska. The music industry did piss me off. The 1990’s 
were weird with the whole mind set from the major labels to put an album 
out by every band from the northwest U.S. I didn’t mind some of the grunge 
movement but for fucks sake! What a close-minded greedy bunch of pricks 
running the major labels. With so much music and bands around the world 
(including metal) it would seem to me they could have made plenty of money 
if they had invested in putting music out by a variety of deserving bands of all 
kinds. But my move to Alaska did put a big dent in my music career. I wasn’t 
there for very long but it seemed as though I lost touch with everyone I knew 
in the music business. I guess it was my own fault for isolating myself and 
focusing all my energy into a marriage. Another lesson learned I hope. Never 
allow yourself to put dreams or passions on hold. And if you do, be prepared to 
deal with the outcome. In the end I am glad for divorce #1 and divorce #2. I 
allowed me to reconnect with my passions (drag racing and writing and record-
ing music). It also allowed me to reconnect with the land of the ice and snow 
as I now live in my home state of Michigan. I do miss my daughter and all my 
friends in Florida. But the music has brought us all closer together thanks to 
Arkeyn Steel resurrecting Ignorance of Man. I am currently in touch with all 
the boys and Things are beginning to fall back into place. I hope to have a CD 
of new material by THE LAST THINGS this summer, 2011. Sorry, I went off on 
a bit of a tangent. I hope I answered your question.
Did you get involved in other bands after THE LAST THINGS? 
Not really. I have been filming and putting together DVD videos for Profes-
sional Top Fuel dragster and Nitro Funny Car teams. Although I have jammed Richard W. Elliott, 2011
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For the majority of underground Metal 
fans the words “symphonic Epic Metal” 
will sound as a joke. Pretty stupid if you 
ask me, because on the one hand the suc-
cess of RHAPSODY spawned thousands 
of useless and wimpy bands that had 
minimal relation with METAL, but even to this day, the very early works of 
RHAPSODY and SKYLARK and the more unknown DAYS OF YORE are among 
some of Metal’s finest moments in the 90’s. Why do I mention these in the 
intro of the quite unknown Greek band BRAVERIDE? Because, as much as 
I was “disappointed” (see reviews section) to see the band follow the more 
symphonic path of “Rise of the Dragonrider” (all the while remaining METAL 
and not a smurf-orchestra-band), I couldn’t but notice and admire the inspi-
ration and hard work each individual song carries. So, if you belong to the 
category that likes the above mentioned bands but also have a weak spot for 
bands like DOMINE and MANOWAR, you should definitely check BRAVERIDE. 
And I really hope a label signs them to release “Rise of the Dragonrider”. 
Band mastermind Marios Christakis takes us to the land where Dragons and 
Griffins roam the skies!

Greetings. Please give us a short biography of the band for those un-
familiar with BRAVERIDE. 
Hello Kostas, the initial idea was the formation of a band with 100% Epic feel-
ing and modern sound, with the serious epic approach of old bands like WAR-
LORD, BATHORY, MANOWAR (first albums), etc. In 2006 we released “Heroic 
Deeds” and in 2007 the “Time to March” single, both of which were independ-
ent releases. Now we have the new album, “Rise of the Dragonrider”, with 
which we are in the process of signing a contract with a label for its release 
and distribution.   
The band started as a personal project. Do you have a stable lineup 
nowadays? 
In 2004, BRAVERIDE started as a personal project, but I didn’t stop looking for 
members and now we are a full time band, comprised of 4 people and a session 
bass player. These are: Alexandros Koromilas (vocals), Pantelis Antonoglou 
(drums), Karolos Vigato (keyboards), me on guitars and Vasilis Liakos (bass). 
Who is responsible for the compositions? 
The compositions, the lyrics and a big part of the arrangements are my re-
sponsibility. 
In 2006 you released “Heroic Deeds”. Can you give us more info about 
this release? 

“Heroic Deeds” was recorded in my personal home studio that I had created 
with a very simple and basic equipment, as I didn’t have the opportunity to 
record an album in a “normal” studio, so I recorded the drums with the help 
of two session drummers and friends of mine in B-Live music house in Larisa 
and then I completed the recordings in my house, taking over all instruments, 
vocals and the production. The lyrics of “Heroic Deeds” revolve around a gen-
eral concept and deal with the adventured and the personal battles of the hero 
throughout his life until the end when complete and calm he delivers his soul 
to God and his body to earth. 
What was the response from the fans and the Metal press? 

“Heroic Deeds” has some problems in sound and it definitely has a better pro-
duction, but for me, this CD was a part of my soul and the foundation for the 
beginning of BRAVERIDE. The positive is that people that gave it a chance 
appreciated it and paid attention to the songs and the overall atmosphere, by-
passing the problems and this really helped me as I saw that there were people 
interested in what I was trying to achieve with BRAVERIDE. As for the metal 

“media” (printed and online), the reviews have been ranging from average to 
great and this is because of the approach each review/reviewer had.
The band’s latest release was the demo-single “Time to March” in 2007. 
After “Heroic Deeds” I had started working more on the band and I had started 
to create an early lineup, so as soon as a few things got sorted out, I decided to 
record one song and see what we could achieve. So, we finished this particular 
track in the studio of B-Live music house. The bad thing is that soon after the 
recordings I had to leave Larisa as I finished my studies and at the same time 
the particular studio shut down. So, “Time to March” was “left” as a critical 
point in a band’s period. 
Did you send the material of the band in labels at the time? If yes, what 
was the response? 
Due to the sound of “Heroic Deeds”, but also due to the fact that “Time to 
March” was a single track, I didn’t send any promos to labels, as I wanted the 
first album to be released from a label (or at least our first acquaintance with 
them) to fulfill certain requirements so it could be supported accordingly. 
Really, what happened in the meanwhile and we didn’t hear anything 
from the band? 
Truth is that the band didn’t stop; I never stopped working on BRAVERIDE. I 
was composing and recording my ideas all the time, as I was writing lyrics 
and searching members for the next album. After some time, I began the pro-
production of the album and after that I started recordings in Warcry Music 
studios (also in Larisa). The truth is that due to the distance (I live in Kastoria), 
my working program (I couldn’t book the studio for a full month, so I had to 
record on weekends and once 
again not every one of them) 
and finally some problems 
that came up, we were late for 
the completion of the album, 
which took us two years 
You have already finished 
recordings for “Rise of the 
Dragonrider”. 

“Rise of the Dragonrider” sig-
nals an important period for 
the band, since from the be-
ginning it was a more than am-

bitious effort and the result justifies the 
anxieties and προβληματισμούς I might 
had. Also important is the evolution in 
the band’s sound and definitely a turn-
ing point is the recruit of Alexandros on 
vocals. 

Is there a concept behind “Rise of the Dragonrider”? 
There is a general concept in the same way as with “Heroic Deeds”. This means 
that the songs are connected with each other in a story that “flows” through 
the album, but not in the way RHAPSODY OF FIRE (for example) do. The “story” 
is about a fantasy world ruled by the greedy and selfish Gods and their minions. 
In this world people are in constant battles in order to win their freedom, all 
the while waiting for the Dragonrider, who along with his army will give the 
final fight on the Great Mountain. In the end the Dragonrider himself will defeat 
the big Evil God and rid the world of his tyranny once and for all. 
Once again you work together with Dimitar Nikolov in the brilliant cov-
er artwork. Really, how did the co-operation began? 
I have known Dimitar Nikolov since “Heroic Deeds”, when I asked him permis-
sion to use his painting on the cover. It was already on his portfolio and fitted 
perfectly in what I had in mind for “Heroic Deeds”. We are in contact since 
and in the same way we used one of his works on “Time to March”. In “Rise 
of the Dragonrider” he painted the cover from scratch, because I wanted this 
time to make it together with him, discussing every detail I wanted or Dimitar 
proposed. 
How come that Gaby Goss (ex-HAGGARD) participates on the album? 
I am a HAGGARD fan and one day I added them on our myspace page. The 
next day, Gaby replied and I immediately informed her of our new album and I 
proposed her to sing on the album. She then asked a sample to see what this 
was all about and finally she accepted, since she liked the songs. An important 
thing is that Gaby proposed me to work with her own ideas on mine, something 
that happened and gave a new perspective in the parts she sang throughout 
the album. 
What bands would you characterize influences? Do you agree that 
BATHORY (mainly in “Heroic Deeds”), BLIND GUARDIAN/RHAPSODY 
and MANOWAR elements can be found in your music? Really, what do 
you think of the above mentioned bands? 
Bands like WARLORD, MANOWAR, BATHORY, DOOMSWORD, DOMINE, RHAP-
SODY and others rank among my favorites and are basic influences for me. I 
think of them all as great bands with some HUGE albums under their belt, but 
influences and inspirations can also be found in other things other than music. 
I agree that there are common elements with the bands you mentioned, but 
always unconscious and through my own perception for music and Epic Metal 
in particular. 
As you have already told me, you have started mailing out promos in 
labels etc. Is the response so far positive? If (something that I don’t 
wish), you don’t achieve something with a label, will you release the 
CD on your own? 
Yes, this time we send the first promos. We delayed a little, because I am in 
the army right now and it’s difficult to have control from here. I have the help 
from the guys from Warcry Studios on this, since they also manage the band 
through their Warcry Entertainment Group. The first feedback will come in the 
next month or so. If we don’t sign a deal with a label, we will definitely release 
it on our own, in the best possible way in terms of pressing and promotion. 
How do you view the Greek scene? Do you follow some bands? 
I always keep a close eye on the Greek scene. I am fan after all and I am really 
happy listening to great material from bands like FIREWIND and INNER WISH 
to BATTLEROAR and MARAUDER, as well as from new bands like CROSSWIND 
and WISHDOOM, that have made a very positive impression on me. There is 
an evolution and I always believed that Greece has a special attitude in Metal. 
What about concerts? 
We hurt….It has been a problem since the beginning for me, because I couldn’t 
have the band I wanted. It has been my main concern the composition and 
recording of my songs and concerts came second. It’s definitely in the plans of 
the band and we really want to perform live the songs.   
You have told me (and you have also posted it on your website), that 8 
songs have already been composed for the new album. So quick? 
My time due to the combination of work and daily life is tight and so I had to 
find a formula, a way not to lose time when I occupy myself with music. So, 
with program but always without pressure, I was (and still do) working on my 
ideas, resulting in completing the various songs in a short period, at least 
when it comes to the basic compositions. So, ever since the “Rise of the Drag-
onrider” recordings ended, I was busy working on new ideas, with the best of 
them, slowly taking the shape of complete songs. We are talking about a pe-
riod of a year and now we are ready for the pre-production, which will not start 
before May, which is the month I fulfill my military obligations. 
Thanks for the interview. Good luck on the rest of your military service 
and we wish you the best for “Rise of the Dragonrider”. The last words 
are yours. 
Thanks for the support Kostas, I wish you guys the best. As far as BRAVE-

RIDE is concerned, I wish we 
can continue for many years 
and create lots of albums with 
quality music and at the same 
time to be able to perform live. 
For the new album and news 
of the band, check our website. 
Thanks once more and stay 
Epic! 
www.braveride.com 

Kostas Kailiazis
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THIS IS THE REAL DEAL, no kidding! 
The US is known to have so many hidden 
treasures, but I’m not sure if anyone is ever 
able to cover all the chances of digging 
every single treasure out. You discover one, 
a second appears! But too much is never 
enough when it comes to US molten steel, 
talent was overflowing and the bands had 
so much potential, never giving up chas-
ing their dream and doing what they loved 
the most, which is playing Heavy Metal! 
This is exactly the case with both Santa 
Fe’s PROWLER and SAVAGE WIZDOM, 
bands frontman Steve Montoya sang for. 
With the latter’s status being active after 
delivering high-class Heavy Metal in their 
first full-length, “No Time For Mercy” and 
a long gap that came right after that, time 
to manifest both bands from concealment 
after Steve Montoya tried to explain why 
things turned out this way for PROWLER 
and with the addition of recently added 
guitarist Pablo Roybal in the conversation, 
they explain what’s in the future to come 
for SAVAGE WIZDOM. Waste no more 
time and check both bands’ myspace pages, 
you better do or the PRWOLER will be after 
you and he has no time for mercy, period!

PROWLER started in 1981-82 in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico. When did you join the band? Did you sing for any other 
bands before joining PROWLER? 
Steve:  I joined PROWLER 3 months after they formed. I was in a cover band 
called LATE ARRIVAL before PROWLER but it was not very serious.
After PROWLER became a complete band, when was it that you started 
writing songs? Did you start as a cover band? When did you start writ-
ing originals?  
Steve:  We did 2 originals at our first show and started to phase out the covers 
little by little until we played all originals
Did you start recording a demo once you had your own material ready? 

How did you try 
to make the band 
popular in your 
area?
Steve:  We played 
everything that 
came our way.  
Graduations, battle 
of the bands, and 
rented halls to have 
concerts. We didn’t 
record for several 
years; we were 
caught up in writing 
and playing live.
Since there are no 
known demos and 
info is a bit foggy, 
I have seen in 
sites saying that 
PROWLER had a 
1989 EP out and 
then a 1994 EP is 
mentioned. Can 

you clarify it please; I have never seen any of them! How many demos 
had you recorded and what was the track listing in each one of them 
if you recall.  
Steve: The 1989 demo was a combination of a few songs from 1985.  “Thoughts 
in the night” and “Dressed to kill”, plus some songs from 1988. “Fortune hunt-
er“, “Washed out rebel” and “The haunting.” The 1994 demo was never finished 
but a live recording of a show in Hollywood is coming out soon.
Which were the band’s influences? 
Steve: We were all into stuff like IRON MAIDEN, JUDAS PRIEST, HELLOWEEN, 
METALLICA and MANOWAR.
There is a myspace site made by Cedric (Griego) where all 4 out of the 5 
recorded PROWLER tunes can be heard! It needs no more than a mere 
click of the mouse to understand that we are talking about a band with 
tremendous potential, mundane play-
ing yet amazing songwriting, with the 
highlights being the out-of-this-world 
vocals and standout guitar riffs and 
melodies! Your style and sound was 
compatible to what the time ordered, 
you showed good skill. My question is, 
how the fuck no labels showed inter-
est in this band, when dozens of oth-
er crappy bands were signing record 
deals and toured the country?
Steve: It seemed like every time we show-
cased for an interested label someone 
would quit and leave us with no product. It 
seemed as if we were always replacing one 
member or another. 7 guitarists, 5 bass 
players and 5 drummers over the years.  
What about the gigs. Did you tour 

enough? How popular was PROWLER 
in Santa Fe and when was it that you 
moved to L.A.? Did you manage to 
be embraced by fans in a city where 
sleaze and glam was what you needed 
to be popular? 
Steve: After several years of playing the 
same places over and over we felt that we 
needed to head to LA in 1985. People in 
the clubs wanted good music so we tried to 
bring our A game to each show and man-
aged to avoid getting any tomatoes thrown 
at us.
What difference did it make ever since 
you moved to L.A.? Hooking up with a 
decent label was out of the question? 
Steve: We played as much as we could but 
as I said keeping the band together was 
always getting in the way with promoting. 
Did you play in front of the Californian 
audience?
Steve: We did, but unlike other places I 
think California audiences see so many 
bands that unless you stand out immedi-
ately, you could be overlooked. We had a 
lot of good times in LA and the strip though.  
You never thought of releasing a re-
cord on your own funds? I mean, you 
had great songs; probably some popu-

larity locally, why did you decide not to record anything officially and 
call it quits a while later? Was it because the only ones interest in the 
band was you and Cedric? Was it hard for you to find band members 
you could share the same passion and dedication to a pure heavy met-
al band as the two of you? 
Steve: Teaching new members the songs only to have a different one quit by 
the time you did was always going on. It was frustrating. I mean we would lose 
a whole year searching, teaching, and learning. You’re right; some members 
didn’t see the big picture. Cedric always kept the dream alive and I was ready 
to rock.
When was it that you said “that’s it” once and for all. Was it a com-
mon decision between you and 
Cedric?
Steve: It had gotten too hard to find 
true metal venues after the rise of 
grunge. So after many years of head 
banging, I decided to move back to 
Santa Fe.
What did Cedric do in the mu-
sic business after PROWLER’s 
break-up? Any bands he played 
with? What about the other 
members, I know Steve Cordova 
joined you in SAVAGE WIZDOM, 
but that was a while later. Any-
thing other than that? 
Steve: Cedric tried to keep the band 
together in California, but after a 
few auditions he saw what I saw and 
started working on making short 
films.
Your voice sounds like a perfect 
blend of Dickinson with Tate, 
with a little bit of James Rivera (HELSTAR) in it, was that a reason to 
qualify for PROWLER, keeping in mind that IRON MAIDEN and QUEEN-
SRYCHE was a huge influence for most of the US bands at that time? 
HELSTAR is one of my all time favorite bands, but I can sound like a 
heretic and say that maybe I like your voice a little more than Mr. Ri-
vera’s, while in the live sound clips that I have listened to your voice 
sounds like it has been recorded in a studio. How come and you didn’t 
sing for a well-known band since lots of them were after a performer 
of your qualities? Did you sing for any other band right after PROWLER 
disbanded?  
Steve: I had faith in our songs and my lyrics and never thought about singing 
with anyone else. After PROWLER, I drove a truck across the country for 10 
years.
Throughout the time PROWLER were no more, I can’t believe you got 

no offers to release your music, espe-
cially the most recent years, where a 
turn towards vinyl can be definitely ob-
served. Do you ever intent to officially 
release the PROWLER music and share 
with the world some of the finest mu-
sic fans of this genre could hear? Many 
demo bands of the past are offered to 
release their music lately, why not one 
of the most unfairly lost ones? Is there 
such a plan discussed? 
Steve: Although I’ve moved on, I do have 
some old recordings I’m going over with Ce-
dric who lives in Santa Fe now and I’m sure 
we can find some songs worthy of bringing 
PROWLER back to life in some form.
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Come year 2004 and Steve Montoya decides to form a band under the 
name SAVAGE WIZDOM! What is the story behind it and what was the 
original line-up? 
Steve: After years on the road truck driving I felt the need to return to metal, 
luck came my way with a chance meeting with a fellow rocker named Morris 
Branch (bass) who was also trying to start a band. We joined forces and I 
recruited Wesley Rivera (guitar) and he brought Santiago Jaramillo (drums).
So, although you were absent from the scene for so many years, you 
found the courage and the will to try it once again! Have you been writ-
ing songs while you were idle without a band?  
Steve: Between driving all over the US and raising my sons Steven (who is now 
in SAVAGE WIZDOM) and Bryan, I had little time to write but it was always in 
the back of my mind.
After several line-up changes, the band goes to the studio and starts 
recording the first SAVAGE WIZDOM album, entitled “No Time for Mer-
cy”. This was a real blast, showcasing 11 very heavy compositions with 
powerful drumming, some awesome melodies and the majestic voice 
of Steve, sounding more like “Painkiller” era JUDAS PRIEST on speed 
and power. What were your influences during this time?
Steve: My main influences were Rob Rock, METALIUM, PRIMAL FEAR and bands 
like that at the time.
You released this CD on your own private label. No labels showed in-
terest again? 
Steve: No, but the band felt strong and we wanted to get our songs recorded 
so we could write new ones. So many song ideas were coming at us we had 
to keep writing.
Pablo:  I have asked Steve similar questions before and it is my understanding 
that the “No Time for Mercy” CD really was never meant to be what it turned 
out to be. As I understand, the band had booked some time at a studio here in 
Santa Fe called Stepbridge Studios. The idea was to go in and record a couple 
of the songs and do them really well. What ended up happening was that the 
rest of the band suddenly decided that they knew the songs well enough to 
record all of them during that one day and though Steve wasn’t completely in 
favor of the idea, he went along with it because the rest of the band seemed 
to be on the same page. The recording ended up being rushed to say the least 
and that’s why “No Time for Mercy” sounds the way it does. It came out alright 
all things considered, but it is my understanding that Steve never intended to 
record a full length CD at that time and drumming up support from labels was 
even further from his mind.
How many copies of this CD were pressed? Did you promote it at all? 
I know very few people in Europe that are aware of this band, did you 
distribute it to Europe, as it sounds like anything a Metal fan would 
like to hear, especially in 2007, when the sound of this music is totally 
distorted and everyone is expecting the 80’s music elements to appear 
again and they look for a sound away from the fads that the recent 
years music industry had offered and tries to impose?
Steve: We thought we’d start out with 1000 copies but unfortunately the drum-
mer, bassist and guitarists quit only a few months after the CD came out.
Did you tour to promote the album? Did you play any venues before the 
other band members left you the only remaining member I the band? 
When was it that you called it quits and why did you have to cease the 
band’s activities? 
Steve: We played one show. It was our CD release party then a few weeks later 
I was sitting in my studio by myself, go figure.
Leaving behind the curse that haunted both bands you played with 
never to be established, what made you decide to reform SAVAGE WIZ-
DOM? For the current line-up, you recruited your son, Steven Montoya 
to take over the bass, while he was singing in a band called CHALICE, a 
good band judging from “Fortress of Doom”, their song circulating on 
the net. Did your son join you as a permanent member and kept work-
ing with CHALICE? When did you Pablo join the band? 
Steve: I didn’t feel SAVAGE WIZDOM broke up, it wasn’t the first time members 
have quit on me I just needed to regroup. Steven had stopped his CHALICE 
project and was learning bass and Santiago heard I needed a drummer so he 
came back to the band with Pablo who he had been trying to get something 
going with.
Pablo: Santiago had obtained my number through a buddy of mine. After sev-
eral years of trying to get my own band going, I had just about decided to give 
it up completely. Out of the blue, Santiago calls me up, introduces himself and 
explains how he got my number and said that he wanted to meet up to jam. 
So we started playing in Albuquerque. Santiago was a great player who was 

heavily influenced by Mike Portnoy and I dug his style. We started looking for a 
bassist and a singer but once again started to run into the same old problems 
(flaky musicians, drug addicts, singers with bad voices etc.) We kept practicing 
though. I remember working on MEGADETH’s “Angry Again” and QUEENSRY-
CHE’s “Open“. As we were practicing, Santiago had told me about his former 
band called SAVAGE WIZDOM which he had recently departed from. He gave 
me a copy of the demo that he produced with them and asked me to learn 
one of their songs. “Not an Illusion” immediately grabbed by ear. I was quite 
impressed. It was far and away the best Metal music that I had heard come 
out of the local scene in New Mexico. I learned the song and we played it at 
practice but I told Santiago that I was not willing to play it at any shows with-
out the permission of the band that wrote it. As weeks wore on and it became 
increasingly frustrating trying to get a new band off the ground, Santiago had 
contacted Steve and heard about the break-up of the band. Steve and Santiago 
decided to put the past behind them and re-form the band. I initially signed 
on as a rhythm guitarist when it looked like Wesley was going to be joining us. 
When things didn’t pan out with him, I was left as the only guitarist so I started 
to learn his leads.
So, I know you are going strong as a band, but you have a hard time 
finding a stable line-up, even though only one guitarist is missing to fill 
up the gap. Is the chemistry between you guys good enough to secure 
the unity of the band? 
Steve: We’ve got a good thing going but Steven has a full plate since now he 
has a new band (LEMITAUR) & SAVAGE WIZDOM.
Pablo: Steven is actually in the process of moving up to that second guitar slot. 
I have always been a fan of the double lead guitarist scenario and have always 
wanted to do that. Steven started out on bass because we needed a bassist. 
But after several years of filling that position, he has expressed interest in 
playing guitar. Steven is a very well rounded musician and generally excels at 
anything that he does musically. Having him on guitar is going to open up a lot 
of doors creatively for us. Now we need to find another bassist and unfortu-
nately for us, those are harder to come by. Steven has said that he is willing to 
play bass at shows if we need him to, but most of the recent material that we 
have been working on is based on having two guitarists. As for the chemistry, 
I think we do quite well together. I can honestly say that some of the material 
that we have written together is the best that I have ever been a part of. I think 
all of us are just living for the moment and not trying to get ahead of ourselves 
too much. One of the great things about not having to do this as a career is 
that we don’t have to rush just to meet deadlines. We’re taking our time writ-
ing and recording because we are all dedicated to quality over quantity. When, 
and if, we do get around to recording a second CD, we want to make sure it is 
the record that we want to record and that it is the best that we have to offer 
at this point in time.
You’ve reached a point where you prepare material for a second al-
bum! At which stage are you at the moment? Have you completed the 
writing of the songs that will be included in the new CD? Have you 
recorded anything? 
Steve: We’ve written 5 new songs and recorded one so far.
Pablo: We have 5 songs that are ready to go and we’re working on two more 
which we intend to have completed by spring. We’re looking forward to doing 
some more shows in the spring and summer and testing out some of the new 
material. The idea is to write another 2 or 3 songs between the spring and 
summer and start recording in the fall. We just finished recording one of those 
songs with a friend of mine who is working at a studio in Santa Fe. We are wait-
ing to approve a final mix and master, but it should be finished and available 
within the coming weeks.
Have you found a label for your new effort or it will be a self-financed 
released once more. 
Steve: With the internet as a tool we’re going to self-finance and promote our 
new stuff.
What will be the difference in comparison to your previous attempt? 
How is the band’s sound affected with the complete change in the 
band’s line-up? You think it is sure that youngsters like Pablo and Ste-
ven along with the experience of old dogs like Steve can give what it 
takes to make a name of yourselves in the scene? 
Steve: Each member brings a different flavor to the mix and we try to agree on 
every musical decision made.
Pablo: A sure thing? Absolutely not. Whether or not we obtain following re-
mains to be seen. One of the problems is that there just isn’t the market for 
this type of music that there once was. Everyone seems more concerned with 
being fast and heavy these days that bands like us seem to get labeled as be-
ing “old school.” The biggest difference between SAVAGE WIZDOM in 2007 and 
SAVAGE WIZDOM now is that we are probably leaning more in that Power Metal 
genre now whereas before it was a little more thrashy. My influences are quite 
different from Wesley’s and I suspect that Steven’s are quite different from 
Morris’s. Steve Cordova has got that enormous sound that (former drummer) 
Chris Salazar had, but he’s the one that’s most likely to throw a curve ball on 
us just because his influences seem most removed from the rest of us. With 
the creative nucleus of the band being Steve, Steven and myself, our focus is 
on hooks and melody. Is there still a market for that?  I don’t know. Maybe 
that’s “old school“. What I do know is that there are people out there that still 
dig melodic Metal. They may be a minority group now, but they are out there. 
And when we see people at our shows who are really getting off on it, it makes 
all of it worthwhile to us even if it’s just a few of them.   
What are your influences in this new recording, with the new band 
members in the group and what is the lyrical direction you are about 
to follow?
Steve: We want a real powerful sound and my lyrics are dark. 
Pablo: Steve, Steven and myself all share a lot of influences. We’re all IRON 
MAIDEN fans. We’re all DIO fans. Steve and Steven have really got me into 
HELLOWEEN.  I had heard the name before but had never heard their mu-
sic. These guys have turned me into quite a fan. They are also huge fans of 
MANOWAR, Rob Rock and PRIMAL FEAR. I am a huge STRATOVARIUS fan so 
we all dig the Power Metal genre. But I am also a big fan of bands like JOUR-
NEY, QUEENSRYCHE, DOKKEN, WINGER… basically anything with a good singer 
and good melodies. Steve Cordova, as I mentioned before, has some different 
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tastes. He’s a big fan of QUEEN and VAN HALEN and some of the 
newer bands like SYSTEM OF A DOWN. So finding common ground 
may be a bit interesting at times. We are all trying to push our-
selves to try new things though. Lyrically, it may be a little harder 
to define because Steve has his style and I have my style. I want 
to leave most of the lyric writing to Steve because I know that’s 
his territory, but I am trying to contribute a little as well. Steve’s 
lyrics tend to tell a story. He thinks in terms of images and char-
acters. I try to be a little more metaphorical with my lyrics.  With 
the material that we have written so far, I think most of it is rather 
upbeat and not nearly as dark as Steve has mentioned. We do have 
one that is pretty dark (Steve wrote it about a serial killer) but I 
wouldn’t say that is a reflection of the overall tone so far.  
Can you give us the title of your upcoming CD?
Steve: No, not yet but I’m working on it.
Pablo: One of our new songs is called “A New Beginning.” That 
might work.
How do you plan to get your music to the European fans? 
I’m sure you have heard stories about how things are in Eu-
rope concerning Metal music, especially when it comes to 
bands like SAVAGE WIZDOM that will be instantly adored. 
Have you ever gotten any proposals to play in the other side 
of the Atlantic Ocean? Did you ever get any fan mail about 
SAVAGE WIZDOM? 
Steve: I hope the internet will help get our music to the good peo-
ple of Europe I hear they know how to ROCK
Pablo: No proposals yet, but we’d love to do it if we could manage it 
financially. We haven’t really had any fan mail other than you, Tha-
nos, which we greatly appreciate. We are actually really stoked to 
hear that there is someone on the other side of the Atlantic that is 
actually listening to us. We didn’t have the slightest idea that there 
was anyone paying attention to us outside of New Mexico. We will 
likely press roughly 1000 copies of the new CD as well as making it 
available through iTunes once it is finished. We’re all proud of the 
new material and we hope to write a couple more so that we can 
make it into the studio by the end of the year. We all have a lot on 
our plates at the moment so we are just taking it day by day. If we 
do another album, it will all be self financed so we want to make 
sure that we make the album that we want and not just make an 
album just to make an album. If that happens, we’ll send you one 
of the first copies.
Say a few words to those who never got the chance to listen 
to your music and anything you might want to add! 
Steve: We believe in our songs and put as much attention to keep-
ing our music true, raw and powerful. I hope to play live in Europe 
where Metal is alive and well. 
Pablo: Thanks to anyone and everyone who is listening. Hopefully 
one day we can make it to Europe. If only Metal received the kind 
of attention in the States that it does in Europe. Cheers!

Thanos Stafylarakis

(L to R) Steve Cordova, Pablo Roybal, Steve Montoya, Steven Montoya, Wes Rivera
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Chicago Metallers RIVAL is 
one of the bands that un-
fortunately hasn’t made any 
serious impact to the under-
ground scene, despite being 
one of the BEST outfits com-
ing from the States the last 
decade. This proves (in my 
opinion) that however many 
things are written (and said) 
about the underground fans 
and scene, still a big number 
of them listens to the bands/
releases not with their ears, 
but with the “cult-o-meter”, 

the number of die-hard copies each band presses and how cool they 
are looking with the patches of the “flavor-of-the-season-band” on 
their denims. How can a US Power Metal fan listen to this band and 
not instantly love them is beyond me. I guess we have to get used 
to it. After “State of Mind” (2004), the band’s traces were somehow 

“lost”, but they are planning on unleashing a new Metallic offering to 
the world soon. The following interview was done with guitarist Neven 
Trivic, a veteran of the Chicago Metal scene. Enjoy! 

What were your personal influences as a fan and later on as a musi-
cian?  
My influences started with my older brother who would play all these different 
rock bands. Back in grade school, I was a major KISS fan. My very first rock 
concert was KISS during the “Dynasty” tour, with JUDAS PRIEST as opening 
act. I thought the whole thing was a sensory overload. I’ve never seen any-
thing like it. I remember leaving that show going “wow…that was amazing…but 
who the hell was that guy in JUDAS PRIEST singing?” The next day my friend 
let me listen to “Unleashed in the East” and I heard the song “Green Manalishi”. 
That whole recording was exactly what I saw the night before. The crunching 
guitar, the amazing vocals, that was it….I was hooked. To this day, that record-
ing is one of the best. From there, it went to IRON MAIDEN, UFO, SCORPIONS, 
BLACK SABBATH, MEGADETH, ACCEPT etc. I learned to play guitar listening to 
those bands and focused on their timing, rhythms and how they created their 
songs. I was very into how the guitar players did this part or that, especially 
how they got their distinct tone. If a guitarist is recognized by the sound and 
style of his playing, that to me is a major achievement.    
Neven, you had also played in quite a few bands before RIVAL, like 
MERCURY, ACHERON, PHANTOM. Could you please refer to each band 
separately and the timeframe in which you played with them? 
Wow, you want to go back a long time don’t you? Ok well, after the time I went 
to my first concert, some grade school friends and I decided to pick up instru-
ments and see if we could play this song or that one. We’re talking an early 
teenager. Late 1970 to 1980. We played easy songs that were still cool, so we 
played after school in a bedroom of the drummer. His parents were laid back 
and didn’t mind the noise. Which was pretty close to that….noise! We called 
ourselves MERCURY and I honestly can’t remember why we chose that name. 
We didn’t even have a bass player. The other guitar player was more experi-
enced so he attempted solos, so I stuck to the straight stuff with the drummer. 
So when high school came around, we still hung out but jamming together 
didn’t happen anymore. I transferred to another school and we drifted apart in 
a way. I was still playing at home learning songs by bands that I mentioned. I 
got pretty good at it too. At this new school, there were players there that I had 
met up with that were in my classes. We did some tunes for parties and I knew 
a lot of songs all the way through, so I was asked to hang out and jam. I made 
friends because of playing. I was too little and skinny to be a sports player in 
school, so how was I going to stand out from all the other guys? Bingo….At the 
time all this was happening at the new school, I was jamming in a band near 
home with completely different guys from the neighborhood.  It must have 
been about 1981 to 1984. That’s when I met John Johnson, RIVAL’s singer/
bass player. We called ourselves ACHERON and John was the bassist. We had 
great times jamming in this tiny little room in a basement of a building that 
my grandfather let us use. We’d have people come and hang out, drink alcohol, 
and we’d play tunes on the weekends. That seems like a lifetime ago….
And so we slowly move from ACHERON to PHANTOM and later on, RI-
VAL. Please tell a few more things about it. 
As time went on, ACHERON dissolved, John went and did his thing and I was 
still just jamming here and there but not with a band. At this new high school, 
I meet Chuck, RIVAL’s other guitar player. He tells me that he’s leaving this 
band he’s in, called PHANTOM to join an original band and suggested that I get 
in touch with them. So I did and that’s when I met up with Gary, RIVAL’s drum-
mer. We did a bunch of tunes one night and I was asked to join them. I said ok 
and two days later there was a major party at the practice place with hot girls 
all around, it was a nice situation for me. PHANTOM went on for a few years 
playing clubs around the Chicago area. I think it was about the very late 80’s. 
We actually jammed with John’s band a few times too which was cool. He was in 
a three piece thing, singing and playing bass. When PHANTOM came to an end, 
but my stuff was still at the rehearsal spot. Gary called me and says “Chuck 

is coming over with his 
gear, we’re going to drink 
and jam and see what 
we can come up with, do 
you want to stop by?” I 
did and immediately we 
started coming up with 
new original material. 
Chuck had riffs, I did too 
and we worked out parts 
and had a few original 
tunes. We had no name 
or bass player. This went 

on for a few months. We had parties and stuff and would jam with just the 
three of us. We tried different guys for bass but for some reason, it just didn’t 
work out. John was at one of these parties and said to Gary, “My band’s over 
with, do you want me to bring my stuff.” Since I already knew John from before, 
and Gary plus Chuck knew him from seeing him in this three piece band, it fit 
together and that was that, it’s been the four of us ever since.   
What did the other band members did prior to joining/forming RIVAL? 
Any bands worth mentioning? 
I would say that neither of the bands really did anything that you’d recognize. 
Chuck might have a cassette tape of some original stuff he did when he left 
PHANTOM and I stepped in. As a matter of fact, I think the riff in “Strangler” 
was something he did back then.  So we used it and created a completely dif-
ferent tune. John might have some old ideas he would toss in but you’d have 
to ask him to be certain.  
The band recorded 5 songs in 1998 and decided to release this rough 
recording on CD format. What has been the response to this CD ini-
tially and as a whole now that 13 years have passed? How many copies 
of the mini-CD did you print/sell? 
The EP was the very first recording we’ve ever done as a band. We had about 6 
or 7 tunes and recorded 5 for our debut. It’s was very raw. We set up in a room, 
got some microphones on everyone and said let’s go at it. We did vocals, guitar 
solos, and some audio overdubs. But other than that, it was us just ripping, like 
we did live on stage. Initially it came out on cassette, CD’s were coming into 
the music business at that time too, so we pressed a few hundred cassettes, 
and about a thousand discs in the beginning. We didn’t really expect to make 
any money; we just wanted to have something that represented us and what 
we sounded like. I have no idea how many of them are out there. When one of 
those songs pops up on my ipod, I still think it’s got energy and power to this 
day. That’s why I personally try to do my very best possible when writing and 
recording.   I have to be happy with it before anyone else outside of the band 
hears it. That’s not always easy.  
In 2003, a Brazilian label (Dust Records) released your mini-CD as a 
picture disc. Was this done with your consent/license? 
No, this was not done with our permission. It was brought to our attention by 
some friends we made when we played in Germany. We don’t have the kind of 
financing that it would take to pursue them and hold them accountable. Even 
if we did, is it worth it? I actually have a copy of it hanging on my wall at home. 
It’s a conversation piece. It would have been nice to at least hear from that 
company and have them send us some payment for using our stuff, or even ask 
us to come and perform in Brazil but it never happened. It’s not cool to do, but 
really what can you do about it. We are working out a deal with another compa-
ny to have “Modern World” pressed into vinyl that will be done with our consent.  

There have been a few problems with “Modern World” when it came to 
studios etc. before its release. Could you comment on this? 
It’s strange but we had problems doing the mini-CD too. “Modern World” was 
one thing after another when we were doing the recording. We started in one 
studio, did the basic tracks for almost all of it. So during the pre-mixing, we 
weren’t really satisfied with what we were hearing. We tried to work with the 
engineer but it wasn’t going the way we thought it should. So we took our 
tapes and went to another studio that had a better reputation. When we met 
with them, and listened to our tapes from before, the opinion was that we 
do it all over at this new place instead of trying to fix someone else’s work. 
It made sense to us and looking back, it could have been a plan to get us to 
spend more money. It probably would have come out to be the same costs 
anyway. So we started over, but reserving time to record was a problem. It 
was all self financed; we didn’t have a lot of cash anyway so we had to go in 
when the studio had down time. Most of the drums, bass and rhythm guitars 
were done within a reserved time frame, but not all. Solos and vocals were 
done in different days along with other things. It wasn’t easy but we did what 
we had to do. One day, we go in to continue with our recording and we hear 
that our engineer was terminated because he got into it with Al Jourgenson of 
MINISTRY (MINISTRY, SMASHING PUMPKINS and R. Kelly were all working at 
the same studio at the time we were recording). They bring in another guy and 
we’re told he worked with SUICIDAL TENDENCIES and all these other guys and 
he’s better than the guy we had blah blah blah. So now, that’s two studios, and 
the third engineer. We continue with him, recording whenever we can. Finally, 
the day comes when all the recording is done. We got to the point when it was 
time to mix. As I mentioned, MINISTRY, SMASHING PUMPKINS and Kelly were 
also there and locked out all three rooms for themselves. They had big money 
to do that, we didn’t. We had to wait until they were done or close to it. From 
what I remember, it took over a year or more to go back and mix down our 
material. We sure as hell didn’t want to go to another studio and deal with that 
bullshit again.  We eventually got back in and started to mix. Again we could 
only do blocks of time, a half day here, and half day there. It really started to 
get us angry. Some songs off of the “Modern World” CD have different sounds 
than the others because of all this shit we had to go through. It was a really 
good time, but it was also a big pain in the ass too. Despite all of that, I really 
like the way it sounds, the songs are good, and we did our best that we could 
at that point in time. We learned what to do, and what not to do for next time. 
When we held that finished copy in our hands, we felt so relieved.  

Rival live at The Brat Stop
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This time things were better for the band 
as the “Modern World” CD got very good re-
views in Europe and the band started to cre-
ate a name for itself. 
Yes that’s true. We all said to one another, “If this 
doesn’t get us some kind of recognition, record 
deal, something….anything…..then we should 
consider packing it up and doing something else”. 
As we were doing our mixing, I got an email from 
a guy named Martin Brandt. He wrote for a maga-
zine called “That’s Metal”. He got in touch with 
us via email and asked for a copy of our tunes 
and I said “You can have a copy of what we got 
so far, or you can wait a little longer and have 
the finished package”. He chose to wait and soon 
after we sent him a few copies and he really gave 
it some good reviews. He gave it to other people 

in the same business and they also liked it. So the next thing we know, we’re 
sending boxes of both our CD’s to Germany and getting all kinds of write ups 
in magazines. It was great. It was so gratifying to know that after all your hard 
work; someone from the other side of the world likes your stuff. The power of 
the internet is amazing. It kept us going and gave us some hope.
In 2002, you played in Germany at Headbangers Open Air Festival. 
How was the experience?
We actually played there in 2002 and in 2005. We were asked to come and 
play for the “Bang Your Head Festival” in Balingen. When we agreed to that, 
Thomas the organizer of H.O.A. and Jurgen from Hellion Records invited us to 
come one week earlier and play for H.O.A so we did that also. It was such a 
great time I cannot put it into words. It was us four plus two crew guys and 
we laughed for two weeks straight. One of the best trips I’ve had in a long 
time. Everyone was very nice to us and treated us well. We drank and messed 
around the entire time. But when the day came for us to perform, it was busi-
ness, no partying until after the show. I thought we did a good one, the band 
was tight and everyone seemed to be into it. It was a great night and great 
party. I got this scratch on my guitar that night from John’s tuners on his bass. 
We were both jamming next to one another, he turned to his left, but he didn’t 
know I was on his left side and bang!!  I would have been pissed but I look at 
it and think this happened on stage in Germany.  J We only played The Head-
bangers Open Air festival once.
John’s voice has very often been compared with JD Kimball (RIP) from 
the mighty OMEN. What’s your (and John’s) opinion? 
I personally don’t own any OMEN releases. I should get something huh? Any-
way, John’s voice to me is unique. He’s not a screamer, he’s a singer, and it fits 
well in our songs. He’s got a lot of power and can go from soft to angry while 
keeping it distinct. He likes the original singers from back in the day.  Guys like 
Elvis, Tom Jones, (Yes, Tom Jones) these guys were singers. But he also likes 
Ronnie James Dio, Rob Halford and Geoff Tate too. He’s heard the comparison 
to JD Kimball, and I think he’s respectful of that.  But he’ll tell you he just does 
his thing and hope that you’ll like it.  
Could you give me a brief review of the years 2000-2004? As I see it, 
the band started quite good in 2000 but it took some time (4 years) 
until the new CD! 
We played the club scene around Chicago for the most part and continued to 
write songs. We did those two festivals in 2002 because “Modern World” did 
pretty well for us. When we got back home, we had two offers from record 
companies that wanted to put out the next release. One was Limb Music and 
the other was Metal Blade Records. It took a long time for all the paperwork 
and legal stuff to be completed once we went with Metal Blade. Details we 
never considered needed to be figured out. After all that was done, we booked 
studio time and “State OF Mind” came out in 2004.   
The band released “State of Mind” in 2004 through Metal Blade, one 
of the leading Metal labels in the 80’s. How did you sign with them? 
When we arrived in the town of Balingen for the Bang Your Head fest, we met a 
lot of people. A guy named Michael Trengert walks up to us and says he’s with 
Metal Blade and he’ll be at the show tomorrow. He heard the H.O.A gig was 
really good and wants to see us in action. He says if it’s good, he might send 
us some papers. We started the show with a song called “The Last Rebellion”. 
It has an air raid siren in the beginning that I do on the guitar by hitting a har-
monic note. So at 9:45 a.m. we wake everyone up with that. It was great. The 
quickest 45 minutes of my life. The biggest stage I’ve ever been on. When we 
arrived back home, a few weeks go by and we received papers from both la-
bels, but decided to go with Metal Blade because we’re familiar with the name. 
To this day, I wonder if that was a good decision because of the way things 
turned out. I’m sure both companies are very capable of conducting business, 
but we went with a name we recognized.
What was the feedback from that CD? 
It was mixed actually. Some liked it, other didn’t. Some thought it was a bit 
short too. The whole thing was done differently than “Modern World”. We re-
corded it digitally instead of tape, which gave it a different sound. It was a lot of 
pressure to complete it. We had a budget and a time limit. When you record in 
one of the best places in town, cash goes fast. Looking back at it, we probably 
could have gone to a less expensive studio. We went to a place than our most 
recent engineer worked at, which wasn’t cheap. We thought since he already 
knew us and what we wanted, let’s go with him. I think it’s a very good CD and 
I’m not embarrassed by it at all.
If you want my personal opinion, the CD was a step lower from the first 
two releases in terms of song-writing and especially “Modern World”. 
Do you share this opinion? How do you view “State of Mind” compared 
to your previous CD’s? 
To me each recording is distinct from the other. The mini-CD has good songs 
but it was very raw and didn’t have much production to it. “Modern World” was 
more polished. We had a lot of time to write those songs and produce it the 
way we wanted despite the studio delays. “State of Mind” was done in a very 
short time and I think it shows through on the recording. There was a lot of 
pressure. I really feel there are some great tunes on there that we still do. The 
whole project was very stressful and didn’t turn out exactly how we wanted 
because we ran out of time and money. We actually put out money from our 

own pockets just to finish it. You get a lot of time to do a mini-CD and your first 
full length. The one after that is not so easy. It didn’t even have our logo on it 
because we were told by the label to try something different for the cover. So 
we went with their suggestion. If I had to do it over again, I would be against it. 

“State Of Mind” is the best we could do at that point in time with what we had.  
Why didn’t you continue with them? Was it because of low sales or this 
was the deal from the beginning? (One album)? Really, do you have any 
idea how many copies did it sell? 
We had a four albums deal with them. The numbers didn’t meet expectations 
on either side on the first one. They seemed to be catering to other bands more 
than us too. I totally understand that because the other bands were probably 
making more money for them than we were.  At that time metalcore bands 
were getting all the attention. It was strange to us. We thought that Metal 
Blade was going to put us out on tour and we’d play songs to support the “State 
of Mind” release as well as the other tunes. It didn’t turn out that way. We knew 
that if we’d get the chance to play those tunes live, then it might change things. 
We always assumed that when you’re on a label, they put you out on tour with 
other bands, well that didn’t happen. I’m not saying that they did anything bad 
to us, it just wasn’t very clear to us that this was something we needed to do 
on our own. So we went our separate ways shortly after that. I have no idea 
how many copies were sold. I do know that it’s out of print and probably going 
to be hard to find one day.  
There is a long gap since the “State of Mind” CD. Had the band split 
or maybe collectively decided to put RIVAL “on ice” for some time for 
whatever reasons? 
Well, as I mentioned before, we talked about giving up if “Modern World” didn’t 
do anything for us. Luckily it did and that kept us going for a while. The whole 
experience that took place with “State of the Mind” and Metal Blade took some 
wind out of our sail. We’re still a band and get together on a regular basis but 
things are going slow. Every now and then we’ll step out and do a gig here or 
there. I look at it like we’ve done more than some but less than others. The 
music business is getting screwed with illegal downloads and stuff. It seems 
that the only way for a band to make any money is by touring and selling mer-
chandise. It’s not like it used to be here in the States. Metal is not as popular 
here as it is in the rest of the world. We do have some new material that you 
can see on youtube and are trying to get a few more tunes to put out another 
release. It’s hard for me personally to come up with new original ideas that 
are good. I don’t want to repeat myself or sound like I’m copying some else’s 
material. I will not put out shitty songs. They might be different than the oth-
ers, but they’ll still be good ones. Everyday life gets in the way too, day jobs, 
responsibilities etc. It takes a lot of time.  
The year is 2011. What are the plans of the band? Should we expect a 
new album anytime soon? 
As soon as we get just a few more good solid tunes we’ll go back into the 
studio and record. It might be the last that we do. But then again, we’ve said 
that before. 
Being a long time musician, how do you view the Chicago Metal scene 
today as compared with the 80’s? What would you say are the biggest 
differences? 
Back in the day, people would go out more often to see original bands perform. 
There was a decent music scene here for hard rock/metal. A lot of bands were 
playing consistently. That has slowed down drastically. The economy here isn’t 
that great, people aren’t going out very often to spend money because they 
don’t have it to spend. Cover bands are bringing in bigger crowds because eve-
ryone knows those songs. The music has changed too. The whole club scene 
is different now than how it used to be. Not many places will have live rock/
metal in the area.  
On the same train of thought, how is the scene nowadays for pure 
Metal acts like RIVAL? 
Due to the type of music we play, there are only a few places that we can 
perform at. There are some bands that do well in one place but not so well at 
another. If you put these bands together, it usually turns out to be a good night 
for everyone. Some places will only have cover bands, while other places will 
only have original bands. If we stay in our general area, we’ll usually have a 
good turn out because we don’t get out playing that often.  
Were/are you aware of bands like SLAUTER XSTROYES, AMULANCE, 
TROUBLE, THRUST, DAMIEN THORNE, TYRANT’S REIGN? What’s your 
opinion? 
I know most of those bands. They were in our area or close to Chicago. We 
have become acquainted with them and run into one another very often.  
Sometimes we’ll do gigs together and hang out afterwards. It’s usually a long 
night when we all meet up. The jokes and drinks are flowing endlessly. I would 
say we all support each other when we can by going to shows and setting up 
gigs to play together.  
Personal preferences aside, what bands would you say that influenced 
the sound of RIVAL? 
I think each member of RIVAL has brought in their own influences within their 
playing. I like bands like MEGADETH, ACCEPT, JUDAS PRIEST, SAVATAGE, SUI-
CIDAL TENDENCIES and many others. I listen to the guitar players and what 
their doing. Some of that might reflect in my playing as well. Gary likes SLAY-
ER, LED ZEPPELIN, PANTERA, drum heavy stuff; it shows in his playing as too. 
The same can be said for John and Chuck. We all have similar taste in bands 
we like collectively.   
Thanks for the interview Neven, send a 
message to the RIVAL fans. 
We’d love to come and play for you and the fans 
also. We’ll just have to see how it goes. Thanks 
for checking up on us, we appreciate the inter-
est. We got some videos on youtube. We’re also 
on facebook and myspace. All the best to you 
and everyone reading this. Cheers, Nev.
www.myspace.com/rivalmusicnet 

Kostas Kailiazis
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What were your influences as a fan in the first place?
Since the time in the middle of the 70’s, when I’ve started listening to mu-
sic consciously, you can divide the past decades into single periods where I 
always had single favorite bands (though I’ve listened to many other ones): 
ABBA (No joke! I still love their music and I don’t know how many times I had 
the plan to cover their song “Eagle” in a Metal version), SWEET, QUEEN, KISS, 
NWOBHM (SAXON/MOTÖRHEAD/IRON MAIDEN/JUDAS PRIEST), SCORPIONS, 
MANOWAR (the period of this band lasted since 1986-1987. No other band 
could and probably will reach them). May everyone decide from where my 
influences came. In my opinion the most impressive bands/time were/was 
SAXON and IRON MAIDEN!?
Are there any particular bands/musicians that motivated you to start 
a band? Really, what was the reason to start a band in the first place? 
Definitely when I’ve watched my first KISS show (30.9.1980. By the way, the 
opener was a band where 95% of the audience was hoping they would leave 
the stage as soon as possible...it was IRON MAIDEN!). After this show we de-
cided to form a band, but none of us ever had an instrument in hand before. 
Curiously, I was the only one who started to learn playing approximately two 
weeks later. The most impressive musician for me was Rudolf Schenker from 
SCORPIONS. Probably his brother Michael is the better guitarist, but I prefer 
Rudolf ś songwriting and stage acting, and I admire his tenancy to form a suc-
cessful band. I think it’s not accidental that I became a proud rhythm-guitar 
player without any ambitions to play lead-guitar (except some melody lines).
Was FLYING SKULL the name that you had from the beginning? 
Our first name between 1980-1983 was only SKULL. After a motorcycle-gang, 
named FLYING SKULL, had split up, we renamed in the beginning of 1984.
In the beginning, the band was named SKULL. Which were the found-
ing members? Did this incarnation produce any demos? What about 
gigs and songs you had at the time, can you mention some titles? 
First band members were some friends from school, without any great abilities. 
We only did three gigs during the time between 1982-1983. I’ll never forget our 
first one, where we played 20-25 minutes on a Caribbean party (!). Without a 
bass-player, we had songs with German lyrics and our payment was a hotdog 
for each one of us. We were amused very much, though it must’ve been  pure 
horror for the rest of the people. After the “show”, the DJ was able to fill the 
room again (haha)...The following two gigs already happened with Achim. We 
had English lyrics and played even basic versions of songs like “Red Death” or 

“Lonesome Child”, besides some cover-songs, like IRON MAIDEN s̀ “Revelation”. 
We did no recordings that time. Although in 1984 we were able (already as 
FLYING SKULL) to do our “Invasion” Tour through Cologne and the surrounding 
area. 14 gigs within 3 weeks – without any demo in the back. Something like 
that was simply impossible later on.
The band recorded a three-track demo in 1986 with “Red Death”, “Na-
gasaki” and “Crusaders of the 80’s” under the title “The First Flight”. 
Was this your first recording experience? Were some of these songs 
earlier versions of the ones appearing in the CD’s? (I guess “Red 

Death” appeared on “Revelation”)
Though we frequently did recordings in our 
rehearsal room, this was our first studio ex-
perience, which was done in Aachen, a town 
nearly 100km away from Cologne. Unfortu-
nately 2 songs, “Nagasaki” and “Crusaders of 
the 80 s̀”, were never on our albums, although 
they were a regular part of our live-shows. 

“Red Death” was later on “Revelation”, in which 
both versions don’t differ that much. It was a 
low budget production, recorded and mixed on 
a single day (Think if we had done it in our re-
hearsal room, it couldn’t have been more bad). 
Accordingly it sounded terrible and we never 
made it public or sold it.
In 1987, the band participated in “German 
Metal Tracks no. 5” from D&S Recording 
with two songs, “Lonesome Child” and 

“Race to Hell”. How did the deal come up?
Rudi saw a small announcement of Michael 
Jesch (D&S Recording) in the German Metal 
Hammer and he had sent the tape there. 
Amazingly Michael did the offer to be part of 
the sampler. 
Did these songs originate from a demo 

prior to this participation or 
were you asked to record 
these two songs for the compi-
lation only? 
Neither nor. Both were nearly two 
years old and always part of our 
live program. I think every band 
on these samplers could decide 
themselves which songs should be 
recorded. At least we could do it.
How did it come that your 
brother (Wolfgang Saager) 
painted the (killer) cover of 
this compilation? 
Simply by chance. The original was designed by Wolfgang 
for a poster for our live-shows. When we were recording our 
two songs for the “German Metal Tracks No.5” LP in studio, 
he presented us the result during a break. And  Michael 
Jesch saw it too, he was very impressed and asked if he 
could use it for the front cover. So it was done.
Were you at the time familiar with D&S Recording? 
No! The recording was the only contact with them. For a 
long time we thought that this guy was simply a bastard 
who probably needed money to build up his company. He 
simply took advantage of credulous bands and their inex-

perience. All in all we (and the other bands) paid a lot of money for nothing 
but maybe some studio experience. The following years we were often smil-
ing when we found regularly bad reviews of D&S products. When I look back 
today, I’m more careful to judge his ambitions. Maybe they were not as bad 
as it seems before.
Did this participation help the band in terms of further recognition/
promotion etc.?
Once again NO. Everything he said before about promotion activities wasn’t 

true. We’ve got our promised 100 copies and 
that’s it. And even these LPs were hard to sell. 
Most of our fans refused to buy it just because 
of two songs.
What do you think of the other bands 
appearing in the LP? For me the FLYING 
SKULL songs shine on this LP and exclud-
ing one song from BLOODY CLIMAX and 
MIDAS TOUCH (their B-side ones) are the 
only reason to look for this LP. 
Yes, MIDAS TOUCH was also my favorite. They 
had a good style. I don’t remember the other 
bands or songs. I think I listened to the LP 20 
years ago for the last time.
In late 1988/early 1989, the band re-
leased its first demo, “You are my fan 
no.1!”. First of all, let me ask about the 

title/cover? Who came up with the idea?
I think that my brother Wolfgang (always the sixth band member) had the idea. 

“You are my fan no.1!” is the chorus line of the “Annie” song, and he offered us 
the idea with the pointing finger as a kind of eye-catcher. In most of the follow-
ing reviews this cover idea polarized – Some called it ingenious, some stupid.
The style of the band was not far from the German Power Metal sound 
but you managed from this first effort to showcase your abilities, in-
tricate songwriting, unique vocals and excellent guitars. Was this mu-
sical result a conscious choice or just the result of you guys playing 
together a lot? 

...Thank you very much for the comment. I think both. For example Achim and 
me had the same favorite bands and musical taste. I remember in the begin-
ning of 1985 when we were the only band members for several months. During 
that time we worked out some new songs, and then we’ve started to look for 
the other musicians step by step, presenting them the new material. To like 
our style was the assumption for others to play with us. In this way we’ve 
found Rudi and Elmar and finally Ralph. To work with five musicians is some-
thing different from playing with only two. F.e. there’ll be more ideas and new 
compatible influences. When you have the solid basis of regular members who 
fit together, at least from the musical point of view, every possible new band 
member has to take on this style, especially if you have released already one or 
two albums. Unfortunately this was a difficult thing during the last 3-4 years of 
FLYING SKULL. F.e. new guitarists first agreed and after a couple of times they 
tried to get as much influence in songwriting as they could. Although we were 
always open-minded, it didn’t work and they had to leave the band..
What was the response towards the demo? Did you sell a lot of copies 
or was this release intended for promotion only? 
A great response, because we were able to get worldwide attention for the very 
first time, got very good reviews (except one bad in Hungary...) and the songs 
got airplay in different radio-shows throughout Europe. We’ve used it mainly 
for promotion, but of course we’ve sold some copies too. Don’t know exactly 
how many. Must have been somewhere between 200-300, which was a good 
success. Nevertheless I remember that we were wondering a little bit because 
the number of good reviews had no proportion with the number of sold copies, 
especially when you always read about other bands who said to sell 1000 cop-
ies during the first week after release – And only in their hometown (haha)...
and although you’ve never heard anything about them later on... We’ve never 
did this stupid game. We were completely satisfied with this success, because 
we could send a little sign to each continent. We’ve even sold one copy to 
Somalia! To keep the truth I’ve to say that the buyer was a member of the 
Italian embassy there. Italy was, like Greece, always a good country for FLY-
ING SKULL.
Did you send the tape around in search of a label? 
No, that moment it was already clear that we would try to keep our independ-
ence and that a possible album would be a self-produced one. It was the time 

FLYING SKULL. A name that was a very 
common sight in the early 90’s in Metal 
fanzines, especially in Greece, Italy and 
(of course) Germany. Having released 
two CD’s, the band “disappeared”  
sometime in the mid-90’s, after having 
released “Revelation” (1993), one of the 
BEST Power Metal albums ever to come 
out of Europe. However, the name of the 
band was not forgotten by Metal Mani-

acs, despite the fact that still a big number of people into the underground ignore 
the existence of the band, while at the same time they praise every third-rate 
band to have released a private LP/CD/demo, for reasons that have NOTHING to 
do with the actual music. I was unlucky trying to find any contact to the band. 
And where I had failed, our German Metal brother, Matthias Wulf, succeeded and 
sometime in 2010 got me in contact with Roland Saager, guitarist and leader of 
the band. This interview is for Matthias.  
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when HELLOWEEN was on top, and every label was looking 
only for its own HELLOWEEN...
Around that time, the band underwent a lineup change 
since Rudi Becker was replaced by Stefan Uschwa (gui-
tars). 
Rudi was probably the one with the biggest input. In my 
opinion the period with Rudi was the most productive time 
of FLYING SKULL. With him we did the “You are my fan no.1!” 
demo and wrote most of the songs of the “Darkness” album 
as well as some of “Revelation” (“Keep on Running”, “Thumbs 
Down”, “Red Death”). Unfortunately he was very unreliable 
later. Stefan was an excellent guitarist, but also always un-
reliable. Unfortunately the position of the lead guitar was the 
most difficult one. 
In 1991, the band decided to release “Darkness” on 
its own (Following the 1990 release of “Darkness” on 
tape). Why did you make that decision? In how many 
copies was this CD printed?

See above answer 
and: We wanted to 
be pushed and sup-
ported by the fans, 
honoring that a band 
really works, without 
thousands of dollars 
of the industry in the 
back. The three years 
of “working” with 

“Darkness” had shown 
that Metal fans honor 
this way. In our opin-
ion Heavy Metal is not 

only a kind of music, it also means freedom and rebellion. And 
so we’ve tried to be little rebels who don’t wanna be part of 
the industry and its always equal machineries. In the worst 
case they try to tell you always what to do, when to do and 
how you have to look like. I really cannot understand why 
bands try to go the usual way. The fact is: No label is able to 
survive without the bands, but every band that has the will 
to do is able to survive without a label. Of course this way is 
harder and needs more time, but it works. That we’ve split up 
some years later had other reasons than the lack of enough 
success. During the time of “You are my fan no.1!” we had an 
offer of a small German label. We didn’t send them a tape by 
ourselves. They heard about and contacted us. They wanted 
to do an EP and two albums within two years. We refused be-
cause no one should tell us how many songs we have to write 
in two years (Later on this label got renamed into Shithouse 
Records, what shows their seriousness and that our decision 
was right). We even refused a record deal with Teichiku Re-
cords, which wanted to publish “Darkness” in Japan. They’ve 
sent us a detailed plan for a promotion tour and a contract 
to sign. We didn’t do it again because of too little payment. 
Finally we had paid the whole album production and they only 
needed to copy the master, and finally earn probably a lot 
of money for nothing..?! The number of  printed “Darkness” 
copies was 1000. 888 were sold during our gigs and with the 
support of magazines, fanzines, a Japanese record store and 
later (after the “Revelation” release) by Semaphore..
The band by-passed an offer from Teichiku Records, 
one of the main labels in Japan when it came to Metal 
(at least underground bands/licenses). While I under-
stand your point of view, seeing that the early to mid 
90’s were “hot” for German Metal bands in the Japa-
nese market, do you have any second thoughts about 
it? 
To say the truth: We didn’t know that Teichiku Records was 
such an important company...nevertheless it’s not relevant, 
and I don’t know if we had  decided in another way today. On 
one side they would probably sell more albums than we could 
do alone, what guarantees that you would have at least the 
money for the studio time of a following album. On the other 
side: The bigger a company is, the bigger is the danger to 
become their puppets. For example: What happens if they 
want you to do a new album at a fixed date and you don’t 
have enough ideas for good new songs? Should it be the most 
important thing then to only have a complete album, no mat-
ter what quality the songs are? I really don’t know...Maybe I 
always think too negative and see possible problems where 
there’re none!?
Can you please tell me a few things about the cover? 
I find it wonderful, what is the meaning behind it? (if 
there is…)

The cover was also worked out (like “Revelation”, too ) by my brother Wolfgang. It should illus-
trate how a small rest of the human race on the moon is watching the inhabitable planet earth. 
Surely inspired by the lyrics of the song “Tommyknockers” – with some  free interpretation.
The CD contained 8 songs, one of which was a new version of “Lonesome Child” (origi-
nally on “German Metal Tracks no. 5” LP). What was the reason?  
We played “Lonesome Child” in this period during our live-gigs with a longer part (the end) 
where Achim was singing alone with the audience, and so we decided to put it on the album with 
the choir. Over that, we thought that Stephan’s lead guitars were much better (or at least very 
different) from the version before. Nevertheless, except “Dreizehn” all songs from the demo 
were on the album…
Since you already knew Michael Jesch, didn’t you consider sending him your album 
recordings to get a release in his label? Not that it would make any difference since 
none of his 90’s releases had good distribution etc. I am asking since he was releasing 
lots of CD’s, from bands that didn’t have even half your talent. 
Never ever. Think it’s understandable after what I’ve written about our “experience” with him?...
The same as above here. 
In 1993 “Revelation” was released. This time the album had distribution in Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland through Semaphore. How did you arrange this? Did it help 
you in terms of sales and getting your name out there? 
Like I’ve said, the plan was to do a self-produced album again and to distribute it as far as we 
can by mail-order and sales before and after the live-shows. Nevertheless we thought it could 
be better to find a distribution company that was able to place at least some copies into the 
record stores. After some ill-fates (f.e. Rough Trade and SPV declined) we came in contact with 
Semaphore. At first they also refused, but only two days later I’ve got a letter with the contract 
within. They’ve really placed some albums in the German shops, but most of them has gone to 
Japan (the contract gave them the possibility to distribute our albums worldwide). Before this 
deal we had contact to a small label called Bernie Productions, which was founded to produce 
and manage the German band TRANS AM. They’ve also done two (or even three?) self-produced 
albums under this label. For some weeks Bernie had the intention to do a special deal with us, 
which provided that we had still to pay for the production of our albums, but because he had a 
distribution deal with SPV and its partners, we have had the advantage of a nearly worldwide 
and much better distribution (and the fun would’ve been that SPV had to distribute our albums 
though they’ve refused before...). Unfortunately it has failed, because they had the opinion that 
they have too much to do with their own band. Nevertheless we were also quite satisfied with 
what Semaphore did for us later on.
How many copies this second effort sold? Really, is there an estimation to the ratio of 
the copies you sold on your own and Semaphore?
We printed 1500 copies and we sold 850. Like above with “Darkness”, these numbers are the 
true sales. Not included the copies for promotion, like many other bands do. I suppose the 
proportion of our own sales and the ones by Semaphore must’ve been 50:50. Somewhere I still 
have the monthly invoices from Semaphore, but I’m too lazy to add them up now.
Both albums have been issued on CD, the format that started becoming more popular 
in the early 90’s. I guess that this was due to the fact that you could print way easier 
CD’s than LP’s. Was there any talk back in the day of releasing FLYING SKULL on vinyl? 
Yes, we’ve talked about it, but in the end it failed because of the money. The most expensive 
thing (beside the studio) is always the “master”, and we weren’t able to pay for both (CD and 
LP). Over that, SEMAPHORE didn’t distribute LP’s no more. As far as I remember this fact was 
part of our contract.
What happened after “Revelation”? The usual “routine”? Some concerts, new songs 
etc.? 
Yes. In 1993/94 we did some single gigs, and in 1995 our first tour (7 concerts) all over Germany. 
From the South to the North and back , without any professional promoter, also passed through 
our own initiative. It was simply pure fun, although we sometimes drove 600km to play in front 
of eight people. Nevertheless these ones could also enjoy the complete show. The tour we did 
with a guitarist from Croatia and Bjorn Geske on vocals, because Stefan and Achim had left 
the band meanwhile. And of course we’ve written also new songs with different guitarists (said 
before that we had four different ones between 1994/97), which unfortunately never had the 
chance to be on a new album.
Exactly when did Stefan Uschwa (guitars) and Achim Nohl (vocals) leave the band? 
What were their reasons? Can you tell a few things for their replacements that also 
helped on the small German tour? 
Stefan left (or to be precise: Had to leave) the band in September 1994. To work together with 
him became impossible more and more, because he either spent his time with his new girlfriend 
or he was busy with other band projects. Nothing against these projects, also Rudi and Ralph 
sometimes played additionally in other bands, but there always was the rule that therefore 
should be never a conflict with FLYING SKULL interests. However Stefan missed more and 
more rehearsals because of 
that. Already for the record-
ing of “Revelation” he wasn’t 
prepared too much. For ex-
ample he “learned” the song 

“Forgotten world” during 
the studio time. And so we 
all decided to do a final cut. 
Just as we found a new one, 
Achim decided to leave the 
band in March 1995. He had 
difficulties combining the 
band with his profession. He 
was always willing to do gigs 
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in the surrounding of Cologne or some single ones far away, but not to be on 
the road for a week or longer. He had a good  job (at least one with a very 
good payment), and already when he heard that there were plans for a tour all 
over Germany he wasn’t filled with enthusiasm. He was sure that he couldn’t 
combine both. Too bad, but finally we had to respect this. He was soon re-
placed by Björn Geske, before a fan that was present on nearly every FLYING 
KULL concert. Surely not the best singer that time, but a very good frontman. 
And the most important thing for us was that the chemistry between him and 
the “old” members was great. The only exception was the new guitarist, who 
didn’t agree at all and said good-bye again only half a year later. Unfavorable, 
because we already had contracts for our tour, which should happen in Novem-
ber/December 1995, and so we started the search for a new guitarist. After a 
little casting we’ve found Simon Lozo, who was willing to do at least the tour 
with us, and so we did. For the last two years we had Thorsten Schüller on 
lead-guitars. Together with him we did several gigs and composed new mate-
rial. until he left also in the end of 1997 to form an own band. And because I’ve 
started to study in autumn 1997, we finally disbanded.
Who was responsible for the band’s lyrics? I find them very good, deal-
ing with fantasy themes but mostly everyday life. 
Approximately two thirds of all lyrics were written by me, the rest by Achim – 
In which both we work in different ways. I always write the lyrics at first and 
then I try to find the right music for. Achim did the lyrics when the music was 
finished, after one of the other guitarists had an idea for a new song. 
What about the music of the band? Were the songs a collective effort 
or someone always brought the main core of a song and then each 
member added bits and parts?
Both are right. Either me or one of the other guitarists (Strange that ONLY gui-
tarists do that...!?) brought the main core, in my case also the lyrics, and each 
member added something. I’ve never told another band member what he had 
to play with his instrument into a song of mine, and in the most cases it was 
surprising how a song sounded after it was completely finished. Sometimes 
the result was really different from my imaginations I had before. This way of 
working is the reason why all our songs have no single credits, instead always 

“Written by FLYING SKULL”. 
When did the band split? I remember fanzines in Greece printing re-
views as late as 1998. does this mean the band was still active or you 
were just distributing the CD’s? 
The last gig we did (on Dec 15th, 1997 in Cologne prison) was the final action, 
though we’ve sold single albums if someone demanded them. But we didn’t 
promote them no more.
You mentioned above a concert (in fact your last one) took 
place in the prison of Cologne. Was this something the band 
has done before? I may sound ignorant here, but I was un-
der the impression that this was mostly done in the USA. 

Can you tell us a few things? 
It’s something not unusual here 
too, at least not in Cologne. 
We’ve played three times there 
in 1997, two times in front of a 
male and one time for a female 
audience. It’s a nice variety for 
the prisoner’s life and accord-

ingly we’ve always had an enthusiastic audience there. Over that 
there’s the advantage for us that they can not run away, even if 
they don’t like our music (haha). Disadvantages are that you have 
to pay attention with words like “Thank you, see you again next year”...like 
Björn did (hahaha), and that it’s forbidden for us to consume any alcohol there, 
neither before and during nor after the shows. These concerts left you with 
very mixed emotions. When you have the chance to talk with the prisoners, 
they’re people like you and me, but nevertheless there’re reasons why they 
have to stay there.
Can you please name us some of the major live gigs that FLYING SKULL 
played? Be it with a bigger band, or on your own that were memorable 
for whatever reasons…
Major ones were gigs as opening act for bands like BRAINFEVER, HOLY MOSES 
or THUNDERHEAD. Nevertheless in my mind are more the smaller ones, with-
out a real stage or PA-system. For example in a pub called MUSIC BISTRO in 
Refrath/Cologne. The first time we’ve played there, there were only 25 people. 
Two weeks later there were 250 (sold out). Or I remember a pub called JUKE-
BOX in the middle of Cologne (must’ve been 1987?) – Totally overcrowded, a 
lot of broken glass and furnishing, and the owner stood somewhere behind on 
a table and couldn’t believe what’s happened. After the show he was really 
impressed and enthusiastic about the concert. He’d never seen anything com-
parable before. Although he was sure that he would never do a Metal concert 
in his pub again. The pity is that in the end of 1997 and beginning of 1998 our 
name was big enough to play some more shows as opening act. I had contact 
with two promoters who offered us to play as support for UDO and Bruce Dick-
inson in Germany. Unfortunately we had split up before it became true.
Have you participated in any other bands after FLYING SKULL or did 
you completely stop being involved with music? 
No, there has never been any other band than FLYING SKULL. For 10 long 
years (when I was biology student) I did nothing having to do with guitars. 
Then again I’ve started to play a little bit for myself (mainly MANOWAR-songs), 
and since nearly one year also FLYING SKULL is in my mind again and I made 
some thoughts how old songs of us (“Race to Hell”, “Red Death”, “Nagasaki”, 

“Lonesome Child”, “Evil Cold” and possibly and finally “Eagle” from ABBA) could 
sound maybe better. Sometimes even together with my son Florian, who’s an 
excellent guitarist meanwhile.
From your answer, would you think of maybe getting back with Ralph, 
Elmar and Achim (I don’t include Stefan since you seem to be quite a 
duo with your son) for a concert or two and maybe re-recording the 
songs you mention on a friendly and relaxed basis with no goals in 
mind other than having fun and maybe doing a CD?
Meanwhile a careful YES, but surely not with the old musicians. Björn and 
Florian (my son) would do, and I’ve asked Elmar. Enthusiasm is something dif-
ferent than his first reaction, but later he said that he would have to train into 

the bass from the beginning...We’ll see. First we have to check out for some 
recording possibilities. I don’t plan any complete new album, but maybe to re-
lease a mini-CD with the songs I’ve mentioned above – Probably a double EP, in 
which the second one contains “Red Death” in 16 different languages...hahaha.

Unreal as it may sound the band is back nowadays. Maybe not full 
speed ahead (yet…), but you intend on releasing a CD in the near fu-
ture, right? 

That the band is back sounds a little bit exaggerated...But yes, in time we’ve 
started to record these five old songs that were mentioned somewhere above. 
Without any pressure, with less money, independent like ever and lots of fun 
and enthusiasm. I hope that’ll be finished somewhere in time, but a possible 
release is of course dependent from the result. If we’re not satisfied, it won’t 
happen. Finally we won’t ruin the little success that we’ve built up in the past...

What’s the current line-up of the band? 

That’s me, my son Florian on lead-guitars, Björn (vocals) and probably/hope-
fully Elmar (bass) – simply the old experienced warriors. Indeed we still have 
no drummer, but nevertheless we’ve started to record the guitar-tracks. May-
be an unusual way for a recording, but with a pilot-track on the headphones 
it should be no problem for a good drummer to play his part subsequently...I 
hope so.

Looking back in those years that FLYING SKULL was active, what are 
your thoughts? 

Only the best ones. It was sometimes hard work, mostly pure fun and a big 
satisfaction to be creative. I’m still happy about the way of independence 
we’ve chosen, and sometimes kind of curious about what would happen if we 
hadn’t split up. Sometimes I’m still missing these years, though I have other 
priorities now. Even nowadays I become sentimental when I visit a concert of 
another band. It’s not so much the show itself, more the atmosphere before it 
starts, because I still can imagine the feeling to be on stage soon.

Maybe I am wrong, but let me say it. Do you have any hard feelings 
seeing that the band never “made” it while you had everything that 
was necessary and even more? I am not a musician, but I can under-
stand someone that sees average bands getting tours, label deals and 
he is “forced” to remain very underground.

No, never. Of course I sometimes ask myself why a special band is successful, 
but in the end everybody has its own musical taste, and when thousands of 
people like this band, it’s okay (...even shit like NIRVANA, see above). To re-

main underground is not the worst thing that can happen...

Are you still into Metal after all these years? 

Yes, of course. And still I can’t 
imagine that’ll change at all. 
Sometimes I meet people who 
tell me that they’ve been listen-
ing Heavy Metal when they were 
young (?). I’m not one of those. 
Me and my wife often have the 

“vision” that we’ll still be into 
Heavy Metal when we’re 80 or more...Why not? Even my children 
are into Heavy Metal – without any force! It’s not as much as in the 
70/80/90’s, when I was into music 24 hours a day (except sleeping, 

of course) and I haven’t a complete overview of the scene (did I ever have?). 
Mostly we listen to a certain line of bands, which are in time MANOWAR (what 
else?), SAXON, BÖHSE ONKELZ, NIGHTWISH (only with Tarja), GRAVE DIG-
GER, SENTENCED, POISONBLACK, HAMMERFALL and recently METALFORCE. 
And the visit rate of concerts decreased, mainly because of the ticket prices.

How do you view its evolution? 

About the evolution: Like I’ve said before I haven’t the very best overview, but 
I think that the real Metal is still (or again) there like it was in the beginning of 
the 80’s. And exactly there it belongs. Fortunately Heavy Metal is out of sight 
of the big industry, which made Metal into a kind of fashion in the 90’s and to 
create a new possibility to earn as much money as possible. Remember the so 
called “Revolution” in the period of Grunge...Horror! Big fashion, but nothing 
to do with Metal.

It’s been 18 years since the band released “Revelation”. Yet, there are 
people that still remember FLYING SKULL and love your music. How 
does this make you feel? 

What else should I say than that it is simply great? It shows me that we didn’t 
work completely in vain...Though I have the imagination that the total number 
of these people can together sit down in a single mini-van...?

Thanks for the interview Roland. It’s 
been a real highlight for me, for many 
reasons. The last words are yours, you 
can close this interview as you like…

No matter...I also have to thank you for 
this interview, which was of course a big 
surprise for me after all these years. Don’t 
know your many reasons, but if there’ll 
ever be a new release, you’re the one who’s 
guilty...as well as Matthias Wulf (Greetings 
to him!). Let’s end with the wise words of 
SABATON: “Call to arms, banners fly in the 
wind – For the glory of Hellas”!

Kostas Kailiazis
Roland & Florian Saager
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BLACKLIST is a band quite known to US 
Metal enthusiasts. Their “ Sign of 4 ” EP 
is a Classic piece of US Steel, sought 
after and acclaimed by fans. It ’s a shame 
that the band ’s unreleased material re-
mains quite unknown so far, since it ’s on 
the same high levels the band reached 
on their EP. Thanks to our friend Manos 
Koufakis, we came in contact with Rick 
Koch, bass player and founding mem-
ber of this Milwaukee 4-piece. Rick was 
kind enough to dedicate enough time 
to answer thoroughly the questions I 
sent him as well as send us unpublished 
photo material. Enjoy an interview with 
a band that was “ Black-listed ” from the 
media and press, but NEVER from the 
hearts of REAL Metal fans. 

What bands influenced you to pick a bass and start playing Metal? 
Before I played bass I was a lead guitarist for several hard rock bands in the 
Wisconsin area, several years before the Metal scene was alive. After returning 
from college (UW-Platteville) in 1977 as a Radio and TV Broadcasting Major, I 
discovered numerous musical influences from friends and fellow college musi-
cians. I had a friend (Geof Fischer) who was also a lead guitarist in Milwaukee 
and had a great band which was in need of a bass player. I traded one of my 
classic six string electric guitars in for a Rickenbacker 4001 bass and hooked 
up with Geof and his established Milwaukee band HUSH in 1978 that covered 
DEEP PURPLE, RAINBOW, BUDGIE, NAZARETH, AC/DC, SCORPIONS, SWEET, 
JUDAS PRIEST, SEX PISTOLS, CAPTAIN BEYOND etc. These bands and the mu-
sicians in them would all become early musical influences to me. I would also 
later discover MOTORHEAD (Lemmy), STRANGLERS (JJ Burnell), STIFF LITTLE 
FINGERS (Ali Mc Mordie), BUDGIE (Burke Shelly), SBB-Poland (Jozef Skrzek) 
had awesome heavy bass guitarist which would greatly influence my style of 
playing bass guitar in the Metal Genre of the early 80’s. I did eventually meet 
Lemmy, Burke Shelly, and JJ Burnell during their US tours of the Midwest. All 
of my influences were equally honored to be appreciated. Geof Fischer would 
later join me as the first guitarist in BLACKLIST in 1982.
How was the Milwaukee scene back in the day? 
We typically listened to European Metal bands on vinyl records or cassette 
tapes many who never toured the United States. We were the first on the 
Milwaukee scene to do this genre of Metal and other bands in the area soon 
followed. I remember a good Chicago, Illinois metal band TROUBLE who was 
on the scene at the time we were popular. They wanted our singer Mark Holtz 
to sing for them but he was not interested in leaving our band.
Could you please refer to the early steps of development of the band? 
I actually started the band as an artistic project with an awesome drummer 
named Gerry Springer who had a double bass drum TAMA kit. I worked a 
day job with Gerry in 1977 and we got a band together a few years later that 
played clubs and high schools. Gerry was greatly influenced by drummers like 
Neil Peart and met and studied techniques of Buddy Rich during his tenure in 
school. He was Metal and also trained very well on the snare as a child drum-
mer by the Milwaukee drum and Bugle Core.  When you play bass guitar and 
want to begin writing music he was the perfect choice because of his artistic 
creativity.  Gerry and I worked together as the first two members of BLACK-
LIST creating new riffs and patterns with just bass and drums in the basement 
of his mother’s home in Menomonee Falls, WI. His mother was from Greece 
and supported Gerry’s musical projects in the US since he was a child.
What was the band’s original line up? 
When Gerry and I were ready to bring a lead guitarist and vocalist into the 

band I asked Geof Fischer and Mark Holz to join and we got together as the 
first official line up of BLACKLIST in 1981. I had played with Geof and Mark in a 
metal band called HUSH in the late 70’s so I knew that they were fully capable 
of working toward a new sound with Gerry and I in BLACKLIST. We rehearsed 
and played together for about six months but Gerry had a falling out with Geof 
and was going to quit if we didn’t fire Geof and get a more serious guitarist 
for BLACKLIST. So we began looking for a new guitarist and Geof was out. We 
wrote some songs with Geof and Gerry “Gone for Good”, “Train of Thought” 
and “Necromania” come to my mind but we never released any of them. A few 
months later Jon Rogue (Rogutich) came along to audition and we all knew 
this was the person that would make BLACKLIST complete and come together 
again. Jon was not only an awesome guitarist who wrote all of his guitar bits 
extremely well, he was also well known on the local metal scene in a band 
named SINNER which had just broke up to our advantage. Once Jon was in we 
began writing and recording songs like “No Rest for the Wicked” and “Leath-
ercoated Band”. We knew we were better than anything else out on the metal 
scene and got radio play from local college radio stations.
Was BLACKLIST the name from the start? Really, who came up with it 
and why was it selected? 
I founded the band and came up with the name. I liked BLACKLIST because we 
were totally doing something different from the Midwest rock club scene. Most 
bands in the day (1982) were paid based on their commercial FM radio appeal. 
If you played on the big stages in the big night clubs you had to do the commer-
cial FM radio appeal. I hated commercial music and wanted to do something 
totally new from the popular rock scene. This was a mutual understanding be-
tween me and the other BLACKLIST band members I would get together with. 
We wanted to be recognized as an original Metal band that broke the rules of 
commercialism and what the society thought was normal. But if you didn’t con-
form you were blacklisted into staying underground and classified as a punk or 
new wave band. We were indeed blacklisted from airplay on commercial radio 
stations as well as some stage venues because our sound was too over the top. 
During a time in the late 1970’s when Hard Rock bands began getting stale the 
punk movement came in. I engaged the punk scene because of the fresh ap-
proach to play and drive scorching power chords, loud volume, and a different 
look other than hair spray bands with flowing locks and typical 4/4 dance beats 
that in the day seemed to dominate the commercial market.
In 1983 you released your first demo, “Leathercoated Band”, also in-
cluding “No Rest for the Wicked” and “Grim Reaper”, a total of three 
songs. Can you give us some info about it? 
The three songs you mentioned were recorded in 1982 at Cornerstone Studios 
– Milwaukee, WI as a demo by Jon, Mark, Gerry, and I. We would of included 
the Cornerstone songs on an album with our other later recorded songs but the 
overall quality of the recordings were poor and Gerry had decided to leave the 
band and give up drumming all together. 
As you already mentioned, Gerry Springer left the band and you re-
cruited a new drummer. How did you come in contact with Rongo? 
Gerry wanted to be in a career of law enforcement so I guessed that the Metal 
scene and law enforcement didn’t mix too well. Just as we were approaching a 
huge following in the local club scene we were without a drummer and it took 
almost eight months before we would play again with our new and final drum-
mer Ron “Rongo” Pyne. Rongo was and is still is a very Heavy Metal drummer 
and was popular on the Milwaukee Rock scene with bands like “Benny’s Base-
ment Band” and QUO VADIS. Rongo was also a BLACKLIST fan and used to 
come and see our band at night clubs like Rock City and Nick Dangers. He was 
the best drummer around Milwaukee and we were fortunate to get him.  
Did you promote the demo at the time? Were you aware of the under-
ground tape trading circuit that helped lots of bands gain popularity or 
being from Milwaukee didn’t help a lot? How many copies of the demo 
did you manage to sell or was just a promo tape? 
We promoted the Cornerstone Demo Tape by leaving copies of it with talent 
agencies and giving the tapes to FM radio station for consideration of airplay. 
Only the college radio stations played it which was great for us but the college 
stations had limited broadcasting wattage which didn’t transmit more than 50 
miles. We never sold the tapes they were only for promotion.
In the back of the EP it is mentioned that the 1983 demo had some 

“success” in Germany and that the “tentacles of Blackmania had spread 
behind the Iron Curtain”. How did that happen? 
I used to do some underground tape trading with a fan who just returned from 
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Europe. He would visit family often and he would hit the local record stores look-
ing for underground Metal bands that were good. He came across our Cornerstone 
demo tape in Germany and he told me the story of a pirate radio station air-playing 
BLACKLIST near “The Wall and Fence” that divided West and East Germany at that 
time. He told me of our popularity among the Metal underground and wanted more 
music to bring back to Europe. I only had cassette tapes of live gigs that were not 
the greatest quality recordings so I shared a few but never knew if they made it 
back to the radio in Europe. I did for a time play some of the rare recording he gave 
me on a college metal radio show so I could also promote European bands in the 
US Midwest.
I have a live tape with 4 more songs, namely “Demolition Dogs”, “Rollin’ 
Thunder”, “Injun Rats” and “Fly to Die”. Were these songs part of the above 
demo, also to showcase the band’s live potential or a tape pulled together 
by a fan? 
These were not part of any demo rather a tape pulled together by a fan that pulled 
the recordings off of the mixing board during our live gigs with Jon, Mark, Rongo, 
and I. We wrote many originals with this line up of the band including songs like “The 
Wire” and “Screaming Fight”, along with the four songs you mentioned. The fans 
loved our originals just as much as any covers we may have done during our live 
performances. We were hoping to record all of these in a good studio in the day but 
we never got around to it. 

“The Sign of 4” was released in 1984 on Blackmail Records, a private release.  
How many copies of the EP did you print? 
I believe we only pressed around 1000- 2000 copies of the EP. It was private be-
cause it cost us much money out of own pockets to finance the project in 1984.
The EP contained 4 songs. Was this due to expenses, or did you try to “test 
the waters” with an EP and also attract label interest? 
Exactly right on all comments! In 1984 it cost us over 4,500 US$ to record just four 
songs on vinyl. This is because if you choose a top rate studio at that time it cost 
at least $150/hour for the recording session. Then you had to take the master tape 
and send it to a mastering studio. A mastering studio took your analog master tape 
and made a pressing plate that I liked to compare to a waffle iron to later press cop-
ies with. We chose “Fantasy” from San Francisco which was famous for everything 
from CCR to JOURNEY on top notch mastering. Then you had to send the mastering 
plates to pressing and we chose “Master Sound” in Indianapolis, IN which also had 
a reputation of doing all major acts that had radio play. So in the early eighties if 
you chose to record in great quality like the pros and self-finance you had to pay 
for not just studio production but mastering, pressing, and packaging, all of which 
were separate major expenses. Today with home based digital studios it would have 
been easy to pay for great demos of all of our originals which BLACKLIST wrote over 
thirty in two years.
Were these 4 songs the “strongest” of the band’s early repertoire? 
The answer to this question may differ from the band members and our fans but 
in my opinion our “strongest songs” played live were the fast, double bass drum, 
triple picked and bass power chord driven. Rongo was able to deliver the goods 
doing high speed double bass drum for extremely long durations. During the early 
80’s the Metal scene wanted every composition fast, faster, fast as a shark. We did 
mix it up because we didn’t want to just write songs fast, we wanted to write songs 
with stories and with great power dynamics. We did also receive a great audience 
response from our song “No Rest (for the wicked)” which was not a fast but rather 
slower paced “voodoo” type song.  We used to save the song in our live set for last 
because this was one of our best original songs and this never was released on vinyl. 
A local college radio station WMSE used to play the cassette version of the song on 
all of the metal FM radio shows. Check out the “No Rest” video on “Youtube” where 
we filmed segments in a cemetery which was located in the back yard of a house I 
was renting. We ran power extension cords from the backyard of my home to set 
up lights, instruments, and cameras to make that video in VHS format. This was 
definitely one of the strongest songs; I wish we could press it on vinyl. The “Sign of 
Four EP” was more of a sampling of four songs with different structure, speed, and 
dynamics. At the time we selected the songs we thought as a band would be the best 
diverse songs for the project.
Really, what was the feedback from labels (if any) for the demo and EP? 
The first response we got was from Brain Slagel, CEO of independent Metal Blade 
Records from Los Angeles, CA. He wanted the song “Sin Sentence” from our EP to be 
put on a Metal Blade compilation record with other Metal groups. I believe it would 
have been a good move to promote the group but we backed out on advice from 
our attorney due to some of the contract clauses. Metal Blade later became famous 
for doing the same for METALLICA in 1982. We also had A & R people from A&M Re-
cords interested and lined up by our Midwest Concert Promoter – President, Randy 
McElrath and VP Mike Short – Stardate Productions to see us at the Minneapolis Met 
Center when we were offered to open for BLUE OYSTER CULT on a 48 hour notice. 
Mark had a work conflict so we couldn’t do the gig so we never did get a chance to 
perform for any major label talent signers.  
What was the (overall) feedback for the EP from the Metal press and (most 
importantly) the Metal fans? 
We received great reviews from local rock scene magazines to “The Milwaukee Jour-
nal Sentinel” which is the big newspaper in the South East Wisconsin area. There 
was even one critic in the Milwaukee Journal that hated Metal groups but loved 
BLACKLIST because of our different approach and sound of Metal music. We also 
had several great reviews from underground Metal news publications. Even the punk 
scene in the Milwaukee area embraced us and accepted our music as a new and 
refreshing genre of Metal. I only wished we would have had more support from the 
big FM radio stations because it would have helped promote the album more than 
just the newspapers. At that time it was hard to get the big FM radio stations to play 
our style of music because everything had to be danceable and we were not a dance 
band although some fans tried. We still had a tremendous following and fans were 
growing monthly during our tenure especially when we got gigs at all age shows. 
Fans would yell out our songs and sing along so I knew the EP and the tapes were 
circulating throughout the Metal scene.  
Did you send the EP abroad? Do you have any idea if the EP sold copies in 
Europe at the time or it all happened after the 90’s? Did you distribute the 
EP yourselves or did you use one of the independent distributors of the time 
(Important and Dutch East India)? 
We only sold the original copies through local record stores. I created a private 
label to more or less use the EP to promote the band. I figured once we were signed 
to a bigger label we had enough material to record at least two vinyl albums. Our 
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the “Palms” that was an old movie theater before it was re-
modeled into a top entertainment night club. At that show 
we surrounded the stage with barb wire and I rented empty 
bomb casings from an army surplus store to use as stage 
props to give the impression we playing from a war bunker. 
We also brought “Harley Davidson” Motorcycles on stage 
to give our band recognition of Milwaukee Iron. We all own 
and ride Harley Cycles so it was also appropriate because 
we were not just posers. Someone had taken our old VHS 
videos and made digital copies and uploaded them to You-
tube (search by “Blacklist band Milwaukee”) which I think 
is pretty cool because it gives you a real feel for what our 
show is like live without all fancy production work. We were 
only typical by the walls of Marshall Amps and speaker bot-
toms which was kind of common denominator for Metal 
groups in the eighties. Some other bands came after us 
and used the name BLACKLIST which we legally own but 
since we were not together anymore I didn’t think it was 
any kind of threat. So if you search online you will find oth-
ers but these bands were all after 1981-1985 timeframe.  

I have no info as to what happened to the band after 
the EP. Can you shed some light here? Were there 

other songs/demos released, major concerts, lineup changes etc.? 

Jon had decided to eventually leave the band for both personal and business 
reasons. The main business reason was BLACKLIST was given many promises 
by different promoters and managers that we would be signed by a major 
label and have radio play on syndicated FM radio stations. It became frustra-
tion after a while because of all of the years of work at our own expense. The 
departure was all on good terms. Mark, Rongo, and I were left with another 
decision whether to look for another guitarist or disband all together in 1985. 
I thought it would be hard to replace Jon because he was such a creative inte-
gral part of the band’s sound. There were plenty of great guitarists around the 
Midwest area but not a suitable replacement in my opinion at that time to play 
BLACKLIST music. So that was the end of BLACKLIST. We got together a few 
times and had some beers at a local metal pub called Neon Knights a couple 
of years after the breakup. We still have fans in public venues that recognize 
us as members of BLACKLIST and ask if we will be getting together again to 
play music.

Did any of you guys play in other bands after the band’s demise? 

Yes, we all played in several bands. Rongo, Geof, and Mark played together 
in different Metal groups on the Milwaukee scene. I played in a band SILENT 
RAGE with Geof before I moved from the Milwaukee area to Nashville, TN area 
in 1997. Jon lives in Chicago area and has been playing and recording as well. 
Rongo and Mark were even playing together in the same band up to the time 
of Mark’s death from cancer in December of 2008. I spoke to Mark just a few 
weeks before his passing discussing everything from a BLACKLIST reunion to 
our current popularity in Europe and even the Steel Conjuring feature some 
years back. In January of 2009 I took a Southwest airline flight up to Chicago, 
IL and was picked up by Jon at the Chicago Midway airport. We drove to Mark 
Holz’s funeral in Milwaukee, WI. Not only the past BLACKLIST members at-
tended the funeral but a good portion of the original early 80’s Metal scene 
from the Midwest that used to follow and work with us. It was great to see 
everyone again and the question did come up again if the surviving members 
would ever get together again to play and record.  Rongo even offered to 
sing the songs if we did. Following the funeral Rongo had a live gig lined up 
and many band members and musicians on the Metal scene got together and 
jammed live in a club in Muskego, WI.

Do you still follow the Metal scene? 

We do still follow the Metal scene and Jon, Rongo, and I are discussing on re-
recording some of the original BLACKLIST music again. I even got a call from 
our first drummer Gerry Springer a few months ago discussing the BLACKLIST 
music. My grandson Tyler is great drummer and protégé, he is fifteen years of 
age and he turns me on to the new stuff like AVENGED SEVENFOLD. I keep my-
self in practice by jamming with him in my garage. Kind of like how BLACKLIST 
started out just me and a great drummer. 

Thanks for the interview and chance you give to lots of BLACKLIST 
fans (me included!) to discover more things about a great and under-
rated US band of the 80’s Rick. The last words are yours. 

I often wondered with radio now playing more diverse music if we came out 
and did it now would we get the airplay and mass recognition we really de-
served. Until then, we appreciate magazines like yours that recognize true 
Metal music and give recognition to the bands that really deserved to be out 
of a regional scene but known internationally. Metal music is cyclical like other 
rock genres and I believe will come back bigger and better than ever. The 80’s 
however had its “One of a kind sound” with analog recordings, noisy tube amps 
with static and simple production techniques. To have a great band it is not just 
having great musicians.  It is having great chemistry. Jon and Mark were the 

beginning of that chemistry and Rongo completed it in 
the end. These were indeed great times and will never be 
forgotten by myself, the other 
band members, and of course 
the fans. Thanks for reviving 
some of the great memories, 
with a little motivation we may 
be on the road again to make 
new music soon.  As for now 
we have all of the old stuff to 
remember.

Photos by Phillip “Fred“ Fischer

Kostas Kailiazis

first drummer Gerry and our sound man Brian Blank both 
worked at “Radio Doctors” which was a large record store 
located in downtown Milwaukee. When Gerry quit the band 
and the job at the record store, Brian continued to pro-
mote the band to all the major record distribution stores 
throughout the Midwest. At that time that included “Ra-
dio Doctors”, “Mainstream Records” and “Rose Records” of 
Chicago, IL. We did not have any idea if any copies found 
their way to Europe in the 80’s or the 90’s but it could hap-
pen by European or international visitors purchasing a copy 
and bringing it back with them.
There is a strong ACCEPT feeling throughout the 
EP, mainly in the vocals but the band was certainly 
something more and not just a clone. What’s your 
opinion?  
It is interesting you feel that because we did not even hear 
of ACCEPT until the band was three years in the making. I 
did discover an import ACCEPT vinyl album at a record con-
vention in 1983 and purchased it because I loved the look, 
names, and album cover.  When I got home and played it 
I thought Udo’s voice style was very similar to our singer 
Mark Holz.  Mark had sang in other bands doing covers 
of LED ZEPPELIN, THIN LIZZY, AC/DC and NAZARETH. I 
loved NAZARETH - Dan McCafferty’s voice and used to ask Mark to sing every 
song on “Hair of the Dog” just for practice while in the band HUSH. We saw 
ACCEPT perform at the “Metro” which was a popular club in Chicago. They put 
on a great show on such a small stage. A couple of our road crew members 
were along and they brought BLACKLIST bumper stickers and stuck them all 
over the back of the ACCEPT tour bus. We would later open for ACCEPT and 
meet them at the Eagles Ballroom in Milwaukee which is a large venue upstairs 
from a club now called “The Rave”. The members of ACCEPT including Udo 
were great to work with and down to earth people. They told us they saw the 
bumper stickers and were wondering “Vats dis Blacklist?” We did an encore at 
the Palms Live covering “Hair of the Dog” from NAZARETH and ACCEPT’s “Son 
of a Bitch” as one song combined together, this is also on Youtube.
I would like to comment a bit on your lyrics. Who wrote them and what 
was the inspiration? 
We all contributed to lyrics writing. Mark, Jon, Rongo, and I all wrote lyrics. 
It was a group effort. I remember writing lyrics to BLACKLIST songs while 
working on an automotive assembly line. I must have written lyrics for over 
fifty songs just in the factory and gave them to Mark to review for consid-
eration. On the “Sign of Four” EP I wrote the lyrics for “Confrontation” and 

“Sin Sentence”. “Confrontation” is actually the story of Martin Luther who in 
Germany in his time had a lot of balls to be a Catholic Priest and professor of 
theology who sought the truth and questioned the Vatican. In the 14th Century 
people were killed for challenging the Roman Catholic Church and Luther was 
a truth seeker.  The song is not meant to be religious but rather a statement 
in “Truth Seeking” which all of us do as human nature. I thought the song fits 
the BLACKLIST theme as well. “Sin Sentence” is a song referencing “Judgment 
Day” and “The Rapture” as told in the book of “Revelation”. Mark Holz wrote the 
lyric for “Revenge” and “Steady on the Steel” which is a reflection of a working 
man’s anxiety and frustration of living paycheck after paycheck. Most of us 
had day jobs and worked as union workers in factories which included me at 

“General Motors” and Mark at the “US Postal Service” which has a reputation 
of employees shooting other co-workers out of frustration and tension in the 
workplace. On “No Rest (for the wicked)” Mark wrote the lyrics (evil takes no 
holiday) especially for certain people. I wrote the lyrics to “The Wire” to tell 
the story of Rongo’s medical treatment for VD (wire up his penis). “The Grim 
Reaper” was about people meeting their destiny; “Fly to die” was about mili-
tary conspiracies to shoot down commercial airplanes (rocket up your ass) and 
was written by Mark. I wrote the lyrics about a rogue Native American Indian 
motorcycle gang in the southwest dessert on “Injun Rats”. “Screaming Fight” 
is a song about revenge and going after someone who stole one of his classic 
automobiles and was written by Jon. 
What were your influences as a band? 
I think it is fair to say we all were influenced by European Metal and Rock Bands 
but when it came to writing we really wanted to try to create our own kind of 
sound so we could be recognized as doing something different not just another 
cover band which dominated all the nightclubs at that time. Jon was trained 
on unique eastern European instruments while he was a boy and it shows in 
his guitar solos. Both our drummers Gerry and Rongo had great talent and 
also gave me inspiration to come up with unique backbeat rhythm patterns 
to complete the compositions like well thought out classical music in a Metal 
rock genre style.
Did you tour, even locally, in support of the EP? 
Randy and Mike from Stardate Productions loved BLACKLIST and being one 
of the biggest concert promoters in the mid-west, they set us up as opening 
acts for several signed acts, like ACCEPT, MALMSTEEN, SAXON, TALUS, Wendy 
O Williams, to name a few. We took gigs and toured throughout the Midwest 
area (Milwaukee, Chicago, Madison, and everywhere in between). The prob-
lem was that no radio other than the college stations aired our music so we 
were not heard other than live outside the metropolitan 
Milwaukee area. In Milwaukee because of college radio 

we were big, especially among 
the under 21 crowd who could 
only see at concerts because 
the clubs would not allow them 
in. If we would have toured be-
yond the Midwest I would have 
liked to have toured the San 
Francisco, CA bay area because 
of the airplay we were receiving 
on their college radio KUSF.
What was a typical BLACK-
LIST show like? 
We wanted to always do some-
thing different live. There is a 
live video clip on “Youtube” at 
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was completed only in 1999 when I joined them in January of that year. 6 
months prior to me joining they had found the other members and recorded 
the music to the demo “Guardians of Metal”, and they still needed to find a 
singer. 3 months after I joined I went into the studio and recorded the vocals. 
The members of the first line-up, including myself, were the only members 
which were auditioned, we were all the first choice and got the job on the spot, 
and so it seemed like it was destiny that we all just came together, it was a 
perfect alchemical synthesis because we all shared the same influences. Ra-
mon Ochoa the drummer was also deeply into death and black metal, so that’s 
where his technicality, speed and expertise come from. 
 “Guardians of Metal” was released in 1999 and was hailed with tri-
umphing reviews at the time. This mini-CD was limited to 500 copies 
and sold out since. Since it has become hard to get, would you consider 
a re-issue? In the “Spellcaster” CD you have “announced” its reissue. 
Any news? 
Yes, that is definitely in the plans, I already have the demo re-mastered, but 
at the moment I am concentrating on finishing the mixing to the new upcom-
ing TOTAL ECLIPSE album, for which I wrote all the songs and recorded the 
vocals, guitars, solos and bass myself except for the drums which were handled 
by Brian Davy, who joined the new line-up in 2008. The “Guardians of Metal” 
demo will be re-issued after the new album is finished. There is also a whole 
bunch of live recordings of cover songs we played at shows over the years; you 
know we would always include a couple of covers in our set-list, because the 
fans love that and it’s always an indication of the level of musical expertise and 
how serious a band is.  
At the time, were you sending the mini-CD in search of a label? Which 
ones approached you?
Since Erik at the time was doing the promotion for “Guardians of Metal”, be-
fore I took over, I‘m not really sure which labels. He didn’t share a lot of the 
info. I took the reins soon after and started doing the promotion for the band, 
getting gigs for us (I had my own production company, “Stormbringer” at the 
local club Boomerang in SF where I‘d book Metal bands from all over the Bay 
Area) and managing it soon after the demo. I remember Erik mentioned Drag-
onheart from Italy was one of many labels which was interested, but he always 
shrugged whenever I asked more about it and just said the labels which con-
tacted him were not the “top” of the industry; we were trying to get more than 
just a decent record deal; we wanted the big powerhouses. 
How did you hook up with Uwe Lulis? Things must have happened pret-
ty fast, because the “Spellcaster” recordings took place in the summer 
of 2000. 
We got introduced to him through our friends from IMAGIKA, another great SF 
Bay Area power/thrash metal band with whom we played many shows over the 
years. It was right after the demo came out and a few months had passed that 
we had written a whole bunch of new songs for what would be our first album 
“Spellcaster”. He was very interested in what he heard so we flew him over 
to the East Bay to record “Spellcaster,” and sometimes in July/August 2000 
went back with him to Germany to finish the mixing and production process. 
After Limb’s request that he would sign us but only if we record a new album 
and put that one on the market instead of “Spellcaster”, in 2001 we went back 
into the studio in the Bay Area to record “Ashes of Eden” (we wrote the songs 
within 4 or 5 months prior) which became “officially” our first worldwide full 
length release.   
If the finished material was turned down, what were the reasons? I 
mean, are the guys deaf or something? 
It’s mind-boggling, isn’t it? I’ll tell you my suspicions, which reveal a lot about 
the behind-the-scenes politics of the music “business” (and it’s business, if you 
ask me, it isn’t music. Period.) Our producer Uwe Lulis wanted to hold on to 
“Spellcaster”, saying that Limb would sign us but he wanted us to record a new 
album instead (“Ashes of Eden”). We had no idea why, after all the money the 
label spent, and we spent with Uwe, travelling to Germany to finish the vocals 
and the mixing even, they would want to just forget about “Spellcaster”. But 
it became obvious after “Ashes of Eden” was released, what their plans were. 
It is my belief that they intended to shelve “Spellcaster” and release it later 
when we would no longer be under contract, so they could keep the rights to 
“Spellcaster” as well and make all the money off of it. These suspicions were 
confirmed, when in 2007, after my side-project PANDEMIC I was intent on 
reforming TOTAL ECLIPSE and decided to finally release “Spellcaster”. It was 
then that I asked Uwe to send me the master of the album, since I didn’t see 
the point in consigning a perfectly good masterpiece to oblivion. His words 
on the phone were something like “why do you want to release that album, 
it’s a waste of time, let’s record a new one instead”. Clearly, by that time I 
mistrusted him at all levels, 
and we had never got paid 
any royalties for “Ashes of 
Eden” even though they had 
constantly assured us they 
had money for us, both the 
LMP accountant and Uwe 
Lulis. I have the e-mails to 
prove this by the way. They 
gave us the run-around and, 
to this day, we never saw a 
dime of the money they owe 
us.  
I have in my possession a 
demo-CD from 2001 with 

I am sure that the “Guardians of Metal” mini-CD and the 
impact it had on the underground when it was released, 
is not forgotten by Metal Maniacs. The band faced many 
problems until releasing “Ashes of Eden”, a CD that 
didn’t live to our expectations. Those, were partially 
fulfilled in 2008, when “Spellcaster”, the unreleased 
2000 recordings were issued on CD. Below you can read 
what Andrea Giardina, singer/guitarist (and only member 
from the original lineup still in the band) had to say 
about everything concerning TOTAL ECLIPSE. 

When did you start listening to Metal? What were the bands that intro-
duced you to this wonderful world? 
My brother was a big influence on me as far as Metal music goes. He’s 10 years 
older than me and I remember in the late 70’s when I was a child in Italy, he 
had all these posters of KISS and Alice Cooper in his room. I gotta tell you, it 
used to scare me to look at those, the early Metal posters were serious stuff 
you know, skulls and horror movie-like. He listened to everything from IRON 
MAIDEN to SLAYER and MEGADETH, MOTORHEAD, METALLICA, even softer 
rock like Billy Idol, BLUE OYSTER CULT, etc. which I thought was pretty cool. 
Later on he got into GUNS N’ROSES and glam metal like POISON, CINDERELLA, 
RATT, SKID ROW and so on. I respect all those bands, no matter what genre 
because the songwriting was good, you know what I mean? So I remember the 
first tapes he gave me were “The Number of the Beast” (IRON MAIDEN), “Back 
in Black” and “Fly on the wall” (AC/DC), and WASP’s early albums among oth-
ers. One of my closest cousins I grew up with was also into the heavier thrash 
metal scene so he introduced me to the more underground stuff like OVERKILL, 
SLAYER again, SUICIDAL TENDENCIES, etc. I always considered IRON MAIDEN 
to be the ultimate Metal band though, and then of course DIO and JUDAS 
PRIEST, HELLOWEEN and GAMMA RAY, so initially I was more a fan of operatic 
Power Metal and then evolved into the heavier stuff over time. 
You are an Italian living in the States for 10+ years. How are things 
for you and what are the differences (if any) you have spotted in the 
mentality of Metal fans?
It was cool when we first formed in 1999, in the San Francisco bay Area it 
seemed that there was going to be a resurgence of True Metal and metal in 
general after the music stagnation of the 90’s. TOTAL ECLIPSE was certainly 
a breath of fresh air to the scene. In the early 90’s I had also gotten into 
the grunge scene because it was refreshing and there was an element of the 
blues which, to me, seemed to have been forgotten (Take SOUNDGAARDEN, 
for example, or more experimental stuff like RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE). I 
don’t necessarily think it was grunge which destroyed Metal back then. GUNS 
N’ROSES (which I believed were the new ROLLING STONES if you ask me) 
unfortunately were almost finished, after the “Use Your Illusion” albums which 
were great and METALLICA’s “Black Album”, it was no doubt the worst decade 
for Heavy Metal. Bruce Dickinson left IRON MAIDEN in 1992, and except for 
PANTERA and WHITE ZOMBIE, which were true revelations, there wasn’t much 
to listen to so I really reverted to older classics like MANOWAR, and the emerg-
ing Power Metal from Germany like GAMMA RAY, as well as the Scandinavian 
scene like STRATOVARIUS and ANGRA from Brazil, to name a few. Oh I like 
SEPULTURA a lot, no doubt they were another band which definitely kept the 
spirit alive with the albums “Chaos A.D.” and “Roots Bloody Roots”. As anyone 
will tell you nowadays, the European fans are certainly more uninhibited and 
show more enthusiasm at the shows. They are less prone to accepting “clone” 
bands like the ones which are really responsible for destroying metal. In the 
late 90’s it seemed everyone was trying to copy the PANTERA sound, and in 
the early 2000’s as well, you literally couldn’t tell one band from the other. The 
same is true for death Metal. I love the true death metal sound that came from 
bands like IMMORTAL and DIMMU BORGIR, some CRADLE OF FILTH, but after 
awhile there were too many bands around trying to sound like them and with 
no originality or song-writing skills. I was asking myself “what the hell hap-
pened to a cool hook, cool verse, bridge?” You know, the basic song-structure 
and immutable rules which came from classical music like the alternation of 
highs and lows which brought the listener up and then down and then kept him 

on the edge, all those elements had 
disappeared. But as any musician 
will tell you, no matter what style of 
music, when you write a song you 
need to have an identifiable chorus 
and verse part at least, you can’t 
just jumble up parts and fit them 
together if they don’t flow along to-
gether and don’t maintain the con-
tinuum of the song as a whole
The band was formed in 1996 by 
Eric and Chris Cameron on gui-
tars. Did you join them as the 
first singer of the band or they 
were already playing with a full 
band?
Erik and Chris had started writing 
songs for the demo I guess in 1996, 
or were working on their sound, but 
they didn’t have a band. The band 
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5 songs, “Final Evolution”, “Flames of eternity”, “The March”, “Hell on 
Earth”, “Spellcaster”. Can you fill us in? The production sounds differ-
ent compared to “Spellcaster”. This recordings was “floating”/men-
tioned in the internet sometime after 2004. Could you please tell us a 
few things about this recording? 
Those songs were from the original recording. It sounded like crap so I had the 
album re-mastered after Uwe Lulis finally mailed it to me, it took him 6 months 
to send it, and he seemed, like I said, suspiciously reluctant to do so. I also had 
the artwork done for it and the whole production. Good thing I released it be-
fore the label could have another chance to rip us off! People in the media and 
the fans who heard the promo demo you have, said the official “Spellcaster” 
album that I released in 2009 sounded 10 times better than the original record-
ing. That makes me happy and I have to agree.
So, 3 years pass until “Ashes of Eden” is re-
leased. After some difficulties, a full length 
CD on one of the biggest independent labels 
at the time (LMP). What were your feelings?
“Ashes of Eden” was actually recorded in 2001, it 
was released worldwide in 2002 and in the US in 
2003. I remember September 11th was the 4th day 
of vocals recording in the studio. Quite a shock 
when I realized that the songs were very pro-
phetic in relation to the 9/11 terrorist attacks, 
especially since the lyrics were written at least 6 
months prior to that fateful event. But that was 
the case also for “Spellcaster,” which revealed 
many esoteric elements of Tibetan/Hindu Bud-
dhism, the alchemical quest, and the secrets 
of the ancient Gnostic tradition among others. 
Dracons is not just my alter-ego, my avatar, he 
is also my Guardian Spirit and protector and all 
those lyrics were channeled through him. It was 
awesome when we signed to Limb Music because 
the Italian Power Metal band RHAPSODY (Of Fire) 
was on their label and we were all big fans of 
theirs. The contract stipulated that originally we 
would record 4 albums over the course of 4 years.
 “Ashes of Eden”. A sensitive subject. For all the followers of the band 
this CD was a real let-down. It wasn’t bad, but it wasn’t even near 
“Guardians of Metal” in terms of songwriting, plus it suffered from a 
“standard” LMP problem and I am referring to the sound/production 
he wants/has on most of his bands. Your comments? 
I can understand the reservations people had, especially for those familiar 
with our sound from the “Guardians of Metal” demo and “Spellcaster”. Then 
again it is closer to hard rock than anything if you ask me, although there are 
elements of Power Metal present, it presents a different style altogether. But 
I wouldn’t call it a bad album. It actually received a lot of favorable reviews 
from the worldwide media. The main reason for the change in sound is that 
during the time when they were writing the music in early 2001 the Cameron 
bros. were weaning away from Heavy Metal –in all respects-, they were listen-
ing to a lot of Elton John, THE BEATLES, and so on, so it seemed a prelude of 
things to come. Mind you I love THE BEATLES and if it had been influenced by 
their heavier sound, “Ashes of Eden” would have turned out different. When I 
started writing the lyrics I suggested we record the album down-tuned- rather 
than on standard-tuning as we had always done, so it would sound heavier, and 
so we did. I did my best to transform the songs into something more aggres-
sive with my vocal style. But it was clear at the time that the Camerons were 
moving away from Heavy Metal and towards a more commercial direction. It is 
inevitable that after 2004 the brothers decided to break up the band and move 
to L.A. to play punk-pop/rock. I remember when 
I heard a couple of their songs and they sounded 
exactly like the DIXIE CHICKS. They didn’t get 
anywhere with that, needless to say.
Did the CD sell well? Are you still in contract 
with LMP or in search of a new label? 
I know we sold thousands of copies worldwide, 
not to mention the people who are buying it phys-
ically and digitally from illegal online portals and 
outlets. And there’s a lot of them. My estimate is 
that we sold probably over 15000-20000 copies 
since it was released, but that’s just an approxi-
mate figure since the record label was never hon-
est with us and they owe us all the royalties still. 
It could be more though. We haven’t been under 
contract with LMP since 2004, and that is good. 
I can get the rights back to the album now that 
enough years have passed and officially release 
it digitally, and also re-release it myself in physi-
cal form. After the experience with LMP I was 
very adamant about finding another label, since 
the only way bands make money these days is 
by touring, regardless. While it is true that labels 
help you get more promotion (the album was dis-
tributed by some of the biggest powerhouses in 
the world, such as SPV Gmbh in Europe, NTS/Wagram music in France, Navarre 
Corporation in the USA, Italy by Pick-up/Self Distribuzione, etc.) they also rip 
you off and change figures around as they please to try and squeeze as much 
out of an emerging band as they can. After they release your first album, they 
tell you that you’re in debt to them because they over-promoted the album or 
put more money into the process than they should have. You want the basic 
lay-out of the sly tricks they use these days? Here it goes: So they send you 
on tour making you believe that that’s where you’re going to make money, 
while behind your back the label IS making money from the album pressing 
and distribution (physical and- without the consent of the band- digital) and 
you are only getting paid a fraction of a dollar per album sold, depending on 
the success of your album and your market reach, not to mention the royal-
ties from digital sales which the band never gets to see. Sorry, but unless the 
band earns at least 20-30% of the album sales I don’t consider it fair. 5 cents 
per album going to the band is a ridiculous figure. Not to mention the fact that 

nowadays with the world-wide-web an artist has more of a market reach than 
ever before, on a global scale, I see no reason why the majority of the sales 
revenues has to go to the media and the label for doing just the promotion. 
The tools they use for promoting an album today are almost ALL digital; they 
don’t use the old mail-order catalogs anymore, so obviously they’ve cut costs 
considerably. But like I say, the music biz has nothing to do with music; they 
aim only at “uncontrolled” and greedy maximization of profit through the ex-
ploitation of bands. The blame must be put on the labels for raising concert 
ticket prices to exorbitant levels after already raising the prices of CDs, so 
that now people go online and download torrents for free because they don’t 
have the money to buy a CD and they can’t go watch their favorite band live 
because the tickets are too expensive. They’re getting back at the system, and 
I applaud that, but it is a vicious circle from which I see no way out. All these 

elements which are leading to the destruction 
of original heavy music were precipitated by 
the greed of record labels, who on top of it 
all give all the exposure to the latest “trendy” 
bands as far as musical direction goes. You 
know, concentrating on “clone” bands or cre-
ating massive market “niches” and exposure 
for their next American Idol to brainwash the 
audiences certainly has a lot to do with it. And 
also, before embarking on a any type of busi-
ness venture the artist/band has to ensure 
that they formulate a contract that prohibits 
record labels from stipulating their own deals 
with 3rd parties like online digital distribution 
or retailers. Or if they do, the artist must be 
entitled to a percentage of the digital sales 
profits.
What happened between you and the 
other band members? At present you are 
the only member from the band’s first 
line-up.
I legally acquired the name of the band from 
Erik Cameron. To set the record straight, and 
because there have been a lot of misinformed 

rumors floating about over the years, the fans must understand that in 2004 
the band broke up because of the Cameron bros. Erik told me straight out how 
they intended to “sell-out”, cut their hair and do anything they could to make 
it. Sure, then, it was certainly a matter of “irreconcilable” musical divergences, 
but what people need to be clear about is the fact that they told me they were 
“dissecting” CREED songs to find out the secret of that band’s success. Erik had 
his gal to tell me that. And when him and Chris came back from Hollywood after 
2 years, without having made it, they abandoned the music scene altogether. 
Although I had lost some respect for him and his decision to sell out and de-
stroy TOTAL ECLIPSE, and thus disrespect the fans, we got to talking again. I 
even asked him if he wanted to reform the band with me and he said yes. After 
he flaked out on me numerous times, I asked him straight out if I could acquire 
the name of the band and reform TOTAL ECLIPSE by myself, since it was clear 
that he had no real intention of returning to Metal. To which he agreed without 
question, saying to me something like “if there is anyone that best exemplifies 
the spirit of the band, it is you.”. Erik was going through some shit in his life 
at the time and he had gotten married, but even after that I was still talking 
to him about it telling him how if he ever changed his mind, he would be more 
than welcome to join the new line-up. He was very open about it and said it 
would be cool to get back together again. This never materialized, although I 
kept giving him chance after chance to prove himself again, he would stop re-
turning my calls for months at a time while we were supposed to be auditioning 
band members together. I felt utterly betrayed and stabbed in the back for so 

long that I gave up on him, and reformed the 
band by myself.     
Did/do the other members continue in 
Metal? If yes, can you tell us if they play 
in some bands? 
Owen Hart the bassist had originally gone with 
them to LA to play in their pop-rock band, and 
so yeah, you could say he had also sold out, 
but they fired him soon after. He joined the 
air-force after that. Ramon the drummer re-
mained in the bay area and played with MAL-
ADICTION for a while, as well as a couple of 
other short-lived projects with other bands. As 
for me from 2006-2007 I was in PANDEMIC, a 
thrash/power grindcore cross-over side-pro-
ject I am very proud of. We released an album 
called “Infecting the World.” You can check 
out the myspace page at www.myspace.com/
norcalpandemic. We sold hundreds of CD’s at 
shows and to some distributors overseas, not 
to mention the promo copies we gave away to 
the media. We played everywhere in the Bay 
Area with renowned bands like SKITZO, PRE-
MEDITATED, A BAND CALLED PAIN, and even 

played a show at the Whiskey-A–Go-Go with HOSTILITY and ANTHRALLER. The 
album received very favorable reviews from the international media. At the end 
of 2007, when I was starting to reform TOTAL ECLIPSE, I asked Ramon and 
Owen if they wanted to come back into the band, But Owen was in the air-force 
by then, and Ramon refused saying he was busy with other projects. He moved 
to Arizona a few years ago.
In 2008, you decided to release “Spellcaster” on your own. What was 
the reason for this? Really, how many copies of the album have you 
printed? 
As I mentioned, I really couldn’t see any reason why this gem of an album 
had to be consigned to the vaults. And I didn’t want the label to retain the 
recordings that were in their possession, for obvious reasons. The album is 
still being promoted, I printed over 1000 professional CD’s not including the 
promo copies. The search for more distributors worldwide will continue but I 
had to put it on stand-by due to the new album that is in the works and the 

Summer 2010 tour

Summer 2010 tour II
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recent North American tour as main support to IMAGIKA which 
took place in July/August 2010; preparing for the tour was intense 
as I had to play guitar and sing at the same time so we practiced a 
lot in the months prior.  “Spellcaster” was really officially released 
in 2009, whereas in 2008 I was selling promo copies to local and 
overseas retailers and distros. I got in touch with several distribu-
tors worldwide and I would say overall as of now I’ve sold well over 
1000 copies professional copies, not to mention the portals that 
are already selling the songs illegally (both digitally and physically) 
and the promo copies, I would say it borders around 2000 copies if 
not more. Like I said, the search for a more mass-scale distribution 
worldwide will resume as soon as possible, but it’s hard managing 
the band by myself and concentrating on writing songs, practic-
ing, recording albums, sending promo packages to the media and 
finding distributors along with all that goes with it, especially if I’m 
doing everything by myself. Although now with the help of my new 
management it’ll be easier. The album- as well as “Ashes of Eden”, the “Guard-
ians of Metal” demo and the upcoming new album- will soon also be available 
digitally on itunes and CDBaby among others.   
What was the feedback for this CD? 
Excellent. On all levels. We received extremely favorable reviews worldwide 
and from some of the most important reviewers and magazines in the industry 
(including printed publications which still have a notable circulation 
on the market). Veteran writer Beppe Diana from Hard’n’heavy.org 
in Italy made it “Album of the Month” on his site and gave 9/10 pts 
for his review, legendary Michael Kohsiek from Rock Hard mag 
(Germany) sent me a PDF scan of his review in which he gave it 
8/10, The Metal Observer gave it 9/10, there are so many more 
not to mention webzines and radio stations from all over the world 
and even on Amazon.com it is rated 4/5 stars in the UK, Germany, 
US, etc. If you google “TOTAL ECLIPSE Spellcaster album reviews”, 
you’ll see what a positive response the album has had. I have in-
cluded some of those in the “reviews” blog on our myspace page 
if the fans are interested in reading about our history through the 
years.  
What’s the band’s current line up? Could you please give us 
some info on the new members’ background? 
The line-up consists of Brian Davy on drums and Gary Pryor who was the 
session bassist for the tour, there might be some line-up changes ahead as I 
intend to find 2 guitarists and return to just being the frontman. Brian and Gary 
are not from any band you might know of, they’re a couple of local dudes who 
have played in a couple of garage bands and what you will. Brian is very ex-
perimental and has a very original way of coming up with cool non-
conventional beats that adapted perfectly to the rhythm and struc-
ture of the songs I wrote for the new album, it’s not restricted to 
standard timing and we have a lot of downbeats, tempo changes, 
and so on. I’ve been working with Brian since 2008, he reminded 
me a lot of Clive Burr’s drumming style especially in “The Number 
of the Beast”, which I thought was awesome cuz Clive Burr had a 
great original style and technique.
Is the band active in terms of new songs being composed, 
concerts etc.? 
The last tour we had was in July/Aug 2010 as main support to IM-
AGIKA throughout North America, we played Cali, Nevada, Arizo-
na, Texas, over the span of 2 weeks so that was a lot of fun, I’ve 
known Steve Rice the leader of IMAGIKA since 1999 and he was a 
great mentor and friend on tour. The rest of the guys are awesome dudes too 
and we are very grateful that they offered us the opportunity to do the tour 
with them. Right now I’m working on finishing the mix for the new upcoming al-
bum, the whole production and also on getting all our albums on digital, which 
should happen within the month. I am also working on the new album artwork, 
and on writing some new songs, but for the time being I have to concentrate 
on this production process.  
What are the future plans of the band? 
There will be some line-up changes which will include 2 guitars., 
bass, drums and me on vocals but nothing definite yet. And once 
the new line-up is complete, I intend to start touring again in sup-
port of the new album. We will also be playing old songs from 
“Guardians of Metal”, “Ashes of Eden” and “Spellcaster”. In ad-
dition there is also another project I have been working on, on 
and off: the release of a live album, featuring live recordings from 
our concerts over the years of songs by legendary bands such as 
MEGADETH, IRON MAIDEN, JUDAS PRIEST, SLAYER, KING DIA-
MOND, etc., (we would always make sure to include a couple of 
covers among the originals in our set list)- so we hope that should 
keep the fans enthralled in anticipation:) I have already begun the 
mastering process and have much of the album artwork done for 
it already so that should take up less time.   
What will be the title of the new album?
As of March 24th, 2009 TOTAL ECLIPSE entered Faultline Studios in San Fran-
cisco to begin the recording of the third CD with the new drummer Brian Davy. 
The tentative title for the new album is “State of Repossession.” Be forewarned 
that this monumental effort WILL NOT pass unnoticed, representing yet an-
other phase in the evolution of style and sound of the band as a whole, and as 
related to the current historical transition mankind as a species 
is undergoing, as we ALL head towards 2012 A.D. (Year of the 
Great Frequency). With the album recording fully complete, the 
final stages of the mixing are in process.
What will be the musical style of the new CD? 
Once again the new sound will follow a natural evolution compara-
ble to the transition in style from the demo to the first world-wide 
album release “Ashes of Eden” to the new “Spellcaster”, as they all 
sound quite different, still while retaining their own, distinct qual-
ity the original stamp of TOTAL ECLIPSE remains evident through-
out. As a result, the new musical approach in the next album will 
be modern, yet traditional in some aspects, heavier, darker and 
more aggressive in some parts and incorporate diverse metal 

styles ranging from power/thrash/heavy metal/prog. hardcore to 
groovy heavy rock and true metal,  somewhat different from what 
was done before but nonetheless it is a natural evolution in the 
sound and style of the band -which remains original and with a 
stamp of its own - and perfectly in keeping with the Spirit of the 
Times. So, that said, let the listener be the judge in the end.

Will there be a concept behind “State of Repossession”? 
The central theme is essentially the Mayan God of Light Kukulcan 
known under different names by various cultures (ie. Quetzalcoatl 
in the Mexicans, Cuchulainn among the ancient Celts, to mention a 
few examples) and the galactic alignment of the planets within our 
solar system with the sun and the center of our galaxy which will 
occur on Dec 21st 2012, at 11.12 am; an event which will expose 
us to higher subtle frequencies meant to make us “leap” ahead 

in consciousness awareness to a higher level, and thus enable us to use our 
psychic powers at a greater potential and affect and reshape at will this illu-
sion we insist on calling physical “reality”, so as to make it a better world fit to 
live in. Whether the poles will shift on that year as also astrophysicists have 
speculated, it is also possible that the planet will not break in half but simply 
“readjust” its position. after of course a massive great deluge (and one of the 
new songs, “Deluge of Fire,” refers to this as well). Then again, solar flare ac-

tivity has been intensifying in 2003, giving rise to the Tsunamis, 
earthquakes, volcanic activity we have seen increase since that 
year, and will reach a maximum precisely in 2012, (this is based on 
recent scientific calculations and that is an undisputed fact), so I 
can’t say we will be here safe and sound. However there is also the 
multidimensional aspect of the matter, the elevation of conscious-
ness opens up doorways or portals into other dimensions, parallel 
universes, other vibrational frequencies of existence which at the 
current state of consciousness, many people cannot perceive. We 
may say that if parallel universes exist, and there is a multiverse 
which encompasses all the possible infinite universes, I’d say that 
superstring theory and its derivates prove that everything is pos-
sible, and thus everything we conceive in our minds (the eternal 
world of ideas taught by Plato for example, or Teillhard de Char-

din’s concept of “noosphere” and Carl. J. Jung’s “Collective Unconscious” the 
repository of human ancestral knowledge, or the Akashic Chronicles of Vedic 
lore, for that matter), must exist somewhere at another vibrational level of fre-
quency. So we must deduce that spider-man, Santa Claus, gnomes and elves 
and Donald Duck exist as real entities in some other dimensions, as do other 
iconic figures – some of which may have been manufactured by our minds and 

molded into “thought-forms” or “tulpas”, which is what the Tibetan 
Buddhists define as psychic entities or thoughts who have assumed 
a definite set of individual characteristics and have been literally 
“created” by the subconscious of a person. The biggest problem, 
of course is differentiating between “tulpas,” creations of the sub-
conscious, and those beings who exist of themselves. Of course 
this is a thematic element which is present in some of the songs, 
and very relevant to what is expected to occur in 2012. The other 
songs are also very relevant and contemporary, like the dragon 
biting its tail there is an element of continuity uniting ancient and 
modern as well as future traditions. Because it’s all coming back 
to the beginning. One of the songs of course is called “Kukulcan,” 
the Mayan “Feathered Serpent” god as a tribute, for he was known 

as a great civilizer – NOT a Blood-god requiring sacrifices, as later generations 
of Mayans erroneously portrayed him – but he taught the people all about ag-
riculture, hunting, the building sciences, astronomy/astrology, etc. and then, 
seeing that man would not break away from his violent ways, disgusted he 
departed in his plumed serpent to return to the stars, promising that one day 
he would be back. 

Thanks for your time Andrea. I wish you the best. The last words are 
yours. Send a message to the TOTAL ECLIPSE fans.
Thanks for the opportunity Kostas, in anticipation of the Year of 
the Great Ascension (2012), I just want to wish everyone a safe 
and thrilling 2011 and extend the deepest gratitude to all our fans, 
the Loyalist TOTAL ECLIPSE Armies and LEGIONS who followed 
us through the years, and for following the MESSAGE we are try-
ing to propagate: there is always a light inside the darkness even 
in the darkest of times. As can be gauged from the sound and 
lyrical content of our songs, TOTAL ECLIPSE has always worked 
within the Zeitgeist or contemporary spirit of the age, to provide a 
mechanism for socio-political, psychological and spiritual reform, 
in the hope that the SPIRIT of man does not stagnate or atrophy, 
that mankind’s level of consciousness continues to rise to reach 
the Godhead, and that society – beginning with the individual- 
changes for the BEST. For the Time is always Near. For those who 

appreciate and understand the esoteric spiritual element in our music and the 
lyrical content, I would like to quote a useful mantra for these times of toil; a 
passage from Frank Herbert’s book DUNE, whose vision of the future- and the 
past -is impregnated with profound mysteric secrets regarding the nature of 
man’s existence and his relationship with the cosmos: 

“Fear is the Mindkiller. Fear is the little death that brings total obliteration. I will 
face my fear. I will permit it to pass over me and through me. And 
when it has gone past me I will turn to see fear’s path. Where the 
fear has gone there will be nothing.  Only I will remain.” 

(wisdom from Paul Muad’Dib, the messianic Kwisatz Haderach, p. 
230)- 

 “What do you despise? By this are you truly known” (from ‘Manual 
of Muad’Dib’, p. 230)   

     

www.myspace.com/teclipse114

Kostas Kailiazis
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ACID “Live in Belgium ‘84” CD/LP

(Femetal, 2010)

ACID was one of the premier Heavy Metal 
bands fronted by a woman in the 80’s, not 
in terms of acceptance, but in terms of qual-
ity. I was happy seeing this album getting 
mentioned and praised soon after its release, 
since it proves (in a way) that Metal Fans 
haven’t forgotten ACID. And how could we? 
Albums like “Acid” and “Maniac” are excellent 
examples of mid 80’s Euro-Metal we all love, 
fast and furious. The live album in question 
is based on these albums and so the track-
list is: “Acid”, “Maniac”, “Hooked on Metal”, 

“Bottoms Up”, “Lucifera”, “No Time”, “Exter-
minator”, “Anvill”, “America”, “Max Overload”, 

“Heavens Devils” and “Drop Dead”. Quite a 
song selection right? As the title states, this 
album was recorded in Belgium (their home-
country) in the summer of 1984. The sound 
is not killer, but not bad either. Somewhere 
in the middle, but I guess that in order to be 
an ACID fan in the first place you like your 
Metal raw, so… The LP version is sold out 
almost since its’ release, but the CD is still 
available and a great addition to Metal col-
lections, full of pictures of the band. Those 
that haven’t heard of them, shame on you 
(just kidding!), but you can always make up 
by visiting your local record store, their LP’s 
(and as far as I know and the CD reissues) 
are not hard to find. 

Kostas Kailiazis

AGRESIVA “Sent to War” mini-CD

(Private, 2010)

AGRESIVA hail from Spain and this is their 
debut release, that they were kind enough to 
send us. “Sent to War” includes 4 songs with 
good guitars but unfortunately pretty typical

anything, sorry guys. 

www.myspace.com/agresivametal 

Kostas Kailiazis

AMULANCE “Deutschland” mini-CD

(Stormspell, 2010)

As soon as I read about this release, I was 
very excited since I really love the 80’s 
AMULANCE material. So, some time after its 

release, I got it and after the first listening 
was deeply disappointed. Unfortunately this 
didn’t change with more listenings. The band 
has some nice ideas, but this is not enough. 
Almost aggressive sounding at times (just lis-
ten to “I, the Machine”); I really can’t believe 
this is the same band that released “Feel in 
the Pain”. If this is the path the band wants 
to follow, I wish them the best. I don’t think 
that the majority of their fans will follow 
them though. 

www.myspace.com/Amulance 

Kostas Kailiazis

ATLANTEAN KODEX “The Golden 
Bough” CD/2LP

(Cruz del Sur/Iron Kodex, 2010)

I know beforehand that this review will prob-
ably add nothing since 95% of those read-
ing must have bought this album or at least 
heard it. I have anticipated this album a lot, 
since “The Pnacotic Demos”, as well as the 
show the band gave in UTH had aroused my 
enthusiasm. The album is not bad. Exactly 
the opposite, it’s great. But for me, it’s inferi-
or to the mini-CD, a release that I really loved. 
But when you have bigger expectations, I 
guess it’s logical to “degrade” the outcome 
of what you expected to hear. My main com-
plaints are the songs that are drawn too long 
at times and the overall result that sounds 

“constructed” to my ears, nothing with the 
atmosphere that was evident in the mini-CD. 
Those (few I guess), totally unfamiliar with 
the band, should expect a killer mix of early 
MANOWAR, SOLSTICE and BATHORY. For 
the end, I can’t but say a few words about 
the “madness” about this LP that began even 
before its release. This album definitely is 
NOT the “end of all” album that most people 
try to present us as such. 

www.atlanteankodex.de 

Kostas Kailiazis

 
AXE BATTLER “The Wrath of my Steel” 
mini-CD

(Metal Mania, 2010)

What a surprise! AXE BATTLER hail from 
Chile and I had seen their name mentioned 
but haven’t given the band a chance until 
very recently. “The Wrath of my Steel” is a 
CD reissue of their 2009 tape by the same 
name. The band’s sound is deeply rooted in 
the NWOBHM, especially the vocal lines and 
the great guitars owe a lot to IRON MAIDEN 
and TOKYO BLADE. This doesn’t take away 
anything from the final result, which is great. 
The mini-CD includes 4 songs and each one 
of them is great, with my personal favorite 
being “Killers of the Night”. The vocals fit 
well the music, but improvement is always 
welcomed. The band covers “Fight the Fire” 
from Danish legends WITCHCROSS, but it 
was nearly impossible to re-create the feel-
ing of the original, especially on the guitars. 
Nevertheless an effort worthy of congratu-
lations. All in all, a recommended release, 
Metalheads keep a close eye on this band, 

I know I will! Now, where are all the labels 
that sign all the retro crap and ignore such 
bands?  

www.myspace.com/axebattler 

Kostas Kailiazis

AXEVYPER “Axevyper” CD

(My Graveyard, 2010)

If someone told me some time back in 2004, 
when I first listened to the demo of ASSE-
DIUM, that this band would release two very 
good Epic Metal CD’s and members of them, 
the CD presented here, I would certainly 
laugh my ass off. But, times are changing for 
the better and the AXEVYPER debut is here, 
full of raging Power Metal. Not all songs 
are on the same levels, but the final result 
is more than satisfactory. Special mention 
to “Roadster”, a tribute to MANILLA ROAD in 
the same way LONEWOLF did for RUNNING 
WILD in their latest offering, blending song/
album titles and even “borrowing” music on 
parts, great idea! Very good release, give it 
a try. 

www.myspace.com/axevyper

Kostas Kailiazis

BRAVERIDE “Rise of the Dragonrider” 
advance-CD

(Private, 2011)

This is a quite unknown band even locally. 
Which is a real shame, since their “Heroic 
Deeds” demo-album from 2006 was in my 
personal opinion one of the best recordings 
from a Greek (and not only) band of the 
last few years. A brilliant mix of MANOWAR, 
DOOMSWORD, BATHORY with the arrange-
ments of bands like RHAPSODY and BLIND 
GUARDIAN. I was sent this CD by guitar 
player and leader of the band, Marios 
Christakis around Christmas (thank you 
my friend!) and have played it a lot, since 
it was one very anticipated release for me. 
What I “feared”, unfortunately happened? 
The band “gave in” to the more symphonic 
side of their music, but the result is still a 
HEAVY METAL CD, this has nothing to do 
with a ball-less “power metal” CD’s that were 
all the rage a few years back (also now but 
in a smaller extent). In my opinion the band 
is better in the heavier songs like “Dragon-
rider” (my favorite, a Hymn!), “Shiffles the 
Griffin” (sounds like a song from “Heroic 
Deeds”-great!) or “Ruins of Disaster” (with a 
RUNNING WILD-like fast riff), rather than on 
the more symphonic-oriented songs like “He-
roes’ Ode” and “At Enemies’ Borders”. By the 
way, both of them are almost “ruined” by the 
intense presence of the female vocals, which 
are handled by Gaby Goss (ex-HAGGARD). I 
don’t say she doesn’t have a nice voice, but 
in my opinion, she should have a “smaller” 
part in the songs, as her singing comes too 
up front at times. This has also to do with 
my personal preferences, so…This particu-
lar style is very demanding and it takes lot 
of effort and great songwriting skills not to 
lose the balance between the two “clashing” 

genres (Metal and orchestral music) when 
composing a song. In my opinion, BRAVE-
RIDE have partially succeeded on that. 
Which is a great feat in my book, since it 
has been years since a band managed to 
re-create the feeling of early RHAPSODY, 
SKYLARK and DAYS OF YORE (and as a 
consequence early ANGRA and mid-period 
BLIND GUARDIAN). This Greek band is on 
its way to achieve it. Concluding, this is an 
excellent CD that just didn’t “click” with me 
all the way through. The artwork was done 
by Dimitar Nikolov and is brilliant and the 
production is very good, a very professional 
release to say the least. This CD is not for 
sale, but I urge the Metal labels to wake up 
and contact the band. 

www.braveride.com 

Kostas Kailiazis

BUTCHER “Welcome to the Night” CD

(Inferno, 2010)

“What the hell is this? Who are these guys 
with a bandname like that and a naked 
woman showered in blood on the front 
cover? Looks like another brutal death 
metal band to me, another case would 
be that they sound like a modern gothic-
metal wanna-look-scary bunch of boys”. 
Well, not likely, if you have thought any-
thing like that just by looking at the cover, 
you’re sadly mistaken. Moving on to the 
music, you will not find yourself facing your 
worst nightmare only (as the CONCEPT 
orders), but also an unexpected nominee 
for 2010 album of the year! Yes people, 
same BUTCHER that had released the bril-
liant “Iron Tiger” is back with a vengeance 
and shows no mercy to anyone who gets 
on his way. To be honest, when Stoneage 
had told me about the imminent (then) 
release of a second CD, I was a bit skepti-
cal, since a 14 year hiatus is indeed long 
and judging from personal experience it is 
proven that “new” old bands change their 
sound dramatically over the years. But as 
Stoneage says,”you can’t teach an old dog 
new tricks”; I say “the dog can only do the 
tricks better over time”! That’s what they 
do here, for anyone who has listened to 

“Iron Tiger”, expect nothing less than an at 
least equally good CD.I believe that many 
in Greece don’t know the band, but better 
late than never, since their first CD is quite 
rare nowadays(ask Inferno records for the 
last few copies if you are fast enough)!The 
meat and potatoes of the album is heavy 
metal of the heaviest kind, with Stoneage’s 
vocals matching perfectly with his looks 
and making  every vocal-effect based bru-
tal band flee in panic, the surprisingly good 
Lil Tang offering a theatrical edge with 
her impersonations with her voice (who 
would believe that a female singer could fit 
BUTCHER? Boy, if it is for Lil, she sure can!), 
making the concept sound more realistic 
and great the guitar melodies of Joel Myers. 
Songwriting is fabulous in the standards 
of good ol’ NWOBHM influenced US metal 
without having that crappy modern sound 
at any bit. The icing on the cake are the two 
COVEN bonus tracks, originally recorded in 
1986 from Stoneage’s previous band and 
released as a 7” single which is totally un-
known till today! If you ask me, this would 
have been one of the best US singles had 
it been more popular, with the amazing 
vocals and powerful drumming, courtesy 
of Roy Anschutz! Here’s our chance to get 
to hear them, so thank BUTCHER for that! 
Important note, this is a CONCEPT album, 
so before judging it, keep that in mind and 
maybe you can understand why there are 
some recorded segments from radio broad-
casts between the songs. Dark, atmos-
pheric, solid heavy metal in all its grandeur! 
I shouldn’t forget to mention how nicely 
done is their tribute to their lost but not for-
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gotten previous member Cris Jackson (R.I.P.) 
on the last page of the booklet! Comes in 
a fantastic packaging and glossy illustrated 
12-page booklet.

www.butcherusa.com 

Thanos Stafylarakis

CAUCHEMAR “La Vierge Noire” mini-
CD/EP

(Nuclear War Now!, 2010)

Here is another female fronted outfit hail-
ing from Canada this time and promising a 
bright future to come. I can’t believe bands 
finally achieved the vintage sound they had 
always craved without sounding stupid and 
lame from a modern production, as most of 
the retro Metal bands that had emerged the 
previous years did. It makes me feel relieved 
seeing bands like CHRISTIAN MISTRESS and 
CAUCHEMAR playing pure Heavy Metal the 
80’s way and most of all sounding 80’s but 
not obsolete or trivial at all! This Canadian 
trio recorded this EP sung in French with 
a production so skillfully dull that they are 
bordering with doom metal when the tempo 
drops down to a medium pace. Annick Gi-
roux sounds mundane in her vocal tasks, 
contributing in the occult atmosphere the 
dark heavy riffs create, while the overall gui-
tar sound is a tribute to the early NWOBHM 
scene, a perfect combination in every mysti-
cal/darkish aspiring band! But if you expect 
a comparison with another female fronted 
band you’ll be disappointed, as I try to avoid 
comparing bands to each other unless neces-
sary in my reviews. But to anyone who wants 
to know what he is about to expect listening 
to this record, think again if you believe “La 
Vierge Noire” is another US Metal sounding 
album, I’d rather say it sounds more French/
Belgian with British influences than anything 
else. For those persistent readers who al-
ways tend to associate bands to each other 
and hope for a TROP FEROSS worship, well, 
no, they are not similar, as their 80’s coun-
try mates out power them. Definitely one of 
the nicest releases in 2010 and I can say no 
more than express my gratitude and my an-
ticipation for their next step.

www.cauchemar.tk 

Thanos Stafylarakis

CHRISTIAN MISTRESS “Agony and 
Opium” CD/LP

(20 Buck Spin, 2010)

Washington based female fronted outfit with 
their first 6-track EP release after a demo 
tape and a 7”single. It makes me really glad 
watching new bands releasing their music 
in vinyl, especially when it is a necessary 
premise from scratch! And if you ask me, 
this is a vinyl release in the first place, with 
hand-drawn cover art and a mystery drifting 
around the band’s image, without  includ-
ing pics as most bands do etc. Their point 
of reference is definitely their vocalist with 
her lovely voice, Christine Davis, balanc-
ing equally with the guitar parts, offering a 

Heavy Metal piece with a very discreet late 
70’s/early 80’s hard rock influence, sounding 
rather  outdated than a 2010 release, which 
is positive in this case. Guitar sound  brings 
in my mind MERCYFUL FATE’s bluesy Metal 
guitars as they had showcased in “Melissa” 
sometimes, while Christine’s voice has a 
slightly hoarse tinge that makes you unable 
to compare with any of the great females you 
might have heard so far! Great songwriting 
overall, full of nice guitars and fantastic vocal 
melody lines in the choruses that compile a 
nice purchase for anyone into this style of 
music. This is pure Heavy Metal of a different 
age, full of originality that makes their sound 
quite obscure! What I like best though is the 
production, they sound as if they are using 
analogue amps instead of digitals and as if 
this was recorded live! Man, is this vintage or 
not? Help this upcoming band by buying their 
album and you won’t regret it. Much better 
effort than their very good 7”single as every-
one had hoped for. Just listen to the closing 
track of the album “Omega Stone” and you‘ll 
see what I mean ! Enjoy.

www.christianmistress.com 

Thanos Stafylarakis

CLOVEN HOOF  “Throne of Damnation” 
mini-CD

(EM Music, 2010)

I was very surprised in early summer when 
I found out that CLOVEN HOOF had a new 
CD out on their own and according to some 
reviews I read it was in their old style. So I 
decided to give it a try and bought it after 
a while. This mini-CD includes 5 songs, two 
of which are new editions of “Night Stalker” 
(“Cloven Hoof” LP) and “Whore of Babylon” 
(“Eye of the Sun” CD). The new compositions 
are pretty typical stuff (opener “The Running 
Man” sounds like a third rate IRON MAIDEN) 
and the singer doesn’t help at all. I thought 
(and hoped) that the band would record/re-
lease songs closer to their glorious 80’s days, 
especially after “Eye of the Sun”, but none of 
the 3 songs managed to impress me. Time 
will tell I guess, but judging from this release 
and the disappointing “Eye of the Sun”, I 
guess that we shouldn’t expect more from 
the English Metallers. 

www.cloven-hoof.co.uk 

Kostas Kailiazis

 
CONCERTO MOON “Angel of chaos” CD 

(Triumph, 2010)

Eighth album by the Japanese neoclassic/
power metal band and what a blast indeed! 
CONCERTO MOON is by far a successful 
combination of extremely skillful musicians 
and great songwriters and all these years of 
their existence in the scene, they proved that 
inspiration was always on the highest level! 

“Angel of chaos” finds the quintet in a perfect 
shape, the production is crystal clear and 
helps a lot the songs to breath and the cover 
artwork (which actually reminded me a little 
bit of MEMORY GARDEN’s “Carnival bizarre”) 

is simply stunning! This is probably the most 
complete release as far as the genre is con-
cerned (along with the debut of GOLDEN 
RESURRECTION of course) so what do you 
want more? If you still think that everything 
is said and done to the genre and apart from 
the first Yngwie J. Malmsteen’s records it has 
nothing more to offer, you can easily avoid 

“Angel of chaos”… For the rest of us, another 
golden page has been written!!!

GB

CONVIXION “Convixion” CD

(Eat Metal, 2010)

Second CD release from these Greek fellas, 
as a full-length this time! Talented guitarist/
mastermind of the band Nick Papakostas did 
it again, just like he did with their mini-CD! A 
Speed/Heavy Metal holocaust. THIS IS NOT 
THRASH METAL as I have seen it described 
as, but one thing is for sure, thrash metal 
fans will love it just like the heavy metal 
fans will. This is a punch in the face of any 
stubborn die-hard one-genre-only listener, 
because these guys break the rules! Thrash 
metal attitude and lyrics, speedy heavy metal 
music with a clear in-between production 
done by Mr. Papakostas make their music 
applicable for everybody! If you like the at-
titude bands such as TANKARD, early EXCIT-
ER, early VENOM, WARFARE, MAYHEM(US), 
ESTIGIA and WILD PUSSY had  with the 
Metal holocaust they had offered, then this 
is for you. Watching them perform in a gig 
though is the quintessence of this band, 
this is where you will love them. Passionate 
growls  seasoned with the 80’s Euro-Metal 
melodies and a massive drum/bass rhythm 
section that will destroy you! It’s obvious, 
the guys play this music because they love 
it and for that reason alone. Make sure you 
play this disc every time before going to a 
gig, party or just a night out and let people 
ask you what is the smile on your face for! 
PARTY ON!

www.myspace.com/convixionband 

Thanos Stafylarakis

CRIMSON FIRE “Metal is Back” CD

(Iron on Iron, 2010)

First full length CD by this Athenian band af-
ter a 3-track demo back in 2005. Their music 
is nothing but original, but whose is these 
days? CRIMSON FIRE sounds like a RIOT, 
HELLOWEEN/IRON MAIDEN and (very early) 
STRATOVARIUS (the vocal lines and the 
music sound very similar pretty often) col-
lage which is not bad, exactly the opposite 
as far as I am concerned, but a small thing 
called “personal touch” would be a nice ad-
dition, especially from a band who is quite 
experienced. This said, songs like “Prophet’s 
Gaze”, “Let there be War”, or “Born for Metal” 
will satisfy all Classic Metal fans, I am sure. 
The main advantage of the band is singer 
John Britsas, who has a tremendous voice. 
Even in the more typical songs (f.e. “Burn 
the Ground”), he can push them further on 
his own. But it’s a pity that they used so 

many effects on the vocals. Which brings me 
to the negatives about this CD. The produc-
tion is below average, certainly one of the 
worst (if not THE worst) I have heard from 
a label-recording Greek band the last years. 
The drums sound very weak and the vocals 
are so upfront that make you wonder where 
are the other instruments. All in all, a very 
good CD, that makes for enjoyable listenings 
(should you ignore the irritating sound), but 
all in all another CD that will not be so fondly 
remembered in a few years from now. 

www.myspace.com/crimsonfiregr

Kostas Kailiazis

DARKEST ERA “The Oaks Sessions” 
demo-CD

(Private, 2010)

A new Irish band that has managed to im-
press with their debut mini-CD (2008) and 
their great live shows (as witnessed in UTH 
last two years ago), strikes back with a de-
mo-CD that comes in a great digipak pack-
aging with a beautiful cover. This release 
includes three songs, two of which are new 
and the third one comes from the “Nemesis” 
demo of the band (nothing too exciting if you 
ask my opinion, especially compared with 
their rest songs). Their style remains the 
same, Epic Doom Metal with strong melodies 
with the opener “An ancient fire burns” being 
flawless, certainly their best song. Fans of 
CANDLEMASS, DOOMSWORD and PRIMOR-
DIAL should definitely check this band. This 
release is limited to 250 copies and could 
be sold out, so contact the band first and of 
course be sure to buy their debut album from 
Metal Blade (well done guys and girls!) which 
must be out by the time you read these lines. 

www.myspace.com/darkestera 

Kostas Kailiazis

ELLIOTT’S KEEP “Sine qua Non” CD

(Brainticket, 2010)

This release came out of the blue. I haven’t 
even heard the name and after listening to 
a couple of tunes on their MySpace page, I 
decided to order the CD. And it proved to 
be a good choice. ELLIOTT’S KEEP hail from 
Texas and “Sine qua Non” is their second CD, 
after “In Medias Res” in 2008. Great Epic 
Doom Metal with intriguing songwriting and 
very nice ideas is what you will find in this 
(almost) 60min. CD. The band has written 
mostly lengthy songs, but they never tire 
you, as they are full of great ideas and 
technical breaks/rhythm changes. I guess 
that the participation of John Perez (on 

“Shades of Disgrace”), the label it’s on and 
the State they are from, make it a no-brainer 
to “connect” them to SOLITUDE AETURNUS. 
Maybe the above facts “helped” me toward 
that, but if you listen closely and give time to 
this CD, this is not far from the truth. Their 
music has lots of common elements with the 
Texas Gods, they have the same approach, 
more technical songwriting than most 
bands of the genre with breaks and rhythm 
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changes. My only objections are the partial 
use of growling, almost black metal vocals 
(used too often at some songs) and the cover. 
Especially the vocals ruin the very positive 
impression at times. A singer like Rob Lowe 
would be ideal for the band, but we only 
have one of him, right? Even that way, this 
CD contains great music and you should at 
least give it a try, it will take some time to get 
into, but it’s very good. My suggestion to the 
band would be to search for a singer or at 
least reduce the use of the “extreme” vocals.

www.myspace.com/elliottskeep

Kostas Kailiazis

EMERALD “Re:Forged” CD

(Pure Steel, 2010)

After an important line-up change (vocals), 
the Swiss sextet returns with “Re:Forged”, 
their new CD, again from Pure Steel. Did 
you expect the band to change their style? 
NO, that’s the correct answer. EMERALD is 
a band that has stayed loyal for 15+ years 
now, despite being shunned by the majority 
of the underground fans and press. I can’t 
believe how many people haven’t even heard 
one single song from a band that has 5 CD’s 
out. But I guess if they were the next signing 
of Earache, Rise Above or even worse some 

“cult” underground label everyone would rave 
about them. Enough with my personal opin-
ions. This is a review for “Re:Forged”, one of 
the BEST albums for 2010. A review for a 
brilliant album that continues in the heavier 
direction of “Hymns to Steel” and I dare say 
more Power Metal oriented than before. Of 
course, the wonderful melodies that were/
are the trademark of the band are still pre-
sent. It’s inevitable that some tracks stand 
out, but a high standard is kept throughout 
the entire album. Just one more comment. 
In a time when most bands (and unfortu-
nately also fans) neglect the lyrics as plain 
words to accompany the music, EMERALD 
not only care about their lyrics, but they 
prove that they live in this world. I could 
understand one “excuse” when it came to 
the previous albums of the band. The vocals. 
Now, nobody can use that excuse to at least 
listen to the band. I feel proud for supporting 
this band that has never strayed from the 
METAL path, despite the difficulties and of-
fers us excellent albums like this one. I am 
sure they will do so in the future. 

www.emerald.ch 

Kostas Kailiazis

ENFORCER “Diamonds” CD/LP

(Earache, 2010)

If you think you see something wrong with 
the description above, then YOU are mis-
taken! It is the same ENFORCER, the band 
that had released the awesome “Into the 
Night” LP in 2008 and signed a deal with a 
major label! Good news? Don’t know, at least 
looks like that at first…The listener gets the 
message by the time he grasps this piece of 
steel, especially the vinyl version, where it is 
obvious that they wanted to make everything 

concerning this release look vintage, form 
the layout to the band pics, it is an all 80’s 
release, which is instantly added to its pros! 
Despite the young of their age, this outfit is 
absolutely a professional band and it is no 
wonder why they get so hyped after their de-
but. Go see them live and you will know what 
I mean! You won’t be able to choose whether 
you had ever seen a better band playing live 
or not, period! So much energy, power and 
this 80’s feeling revealed all over the stage 
that you won’t believe your eyes and ears. 
But since it is not a live show review, let’s 
move to the music in this album and skip 
the praise, which they deserve by all means. 
In my opinion, this album is inferior to the 
debut, the overall improvement is obvious in 
this one, but after the raw power they deliv-
ered in their initial effort, this more melodic/
NWOBHM approach is kinda weird and suspi-
cious! Don’t get me wrong, this is not a bad 
album at all and not melodic metal of course, 
on the contrary, it is a very nice work, but 
these great-yet-melodic/catchy hooks and 
bridges along with this “compulsive NWOB-
HM obsession” to Japan along with the major 
label deal make me think the other way, if 
you know what I mean. They are not off the 
track yet, so let’s hope they just coincided! 
The music is a TOKYO BLADE/IRON MAIDEN 
worship, balancing all the instruments with 
the guitar harmonies and the vocal melodies 
and a couple of songs like “Katana” already 
being club and live favorites, this band has a 
bright future ahead and you can’t overlook 
it. Hope their success can be the example 
and stepping stone for every ambitious band 
to work on harder and hit crowd numbers 
like these guys do, they deserve it, they can 
handle it so far and I hope they can take this 
reviving scene by the hand and make it come 
closer to the world eventually! 

www.myspace.com/enforcerswe 

Thanos Stafylarakis

FORTE “Vae Solis” demo-CD

(Private, 2010/2011)

What a surprise is this! For various reasons. 
I had “given” up on the band after “Division”, 
since none of the following CD’s managed to 
excite me the way their CLASSIC debut did. 

“Rise Above” was released 12 years ago and 
the band seemed to be calling it quits since 
almost nothing was heard. “Vae Solis” is an 
appetizer for the “Unholy War” CD, which 
will be released later this year. It includes 3 
songs plus the s/t intro of powerful Speed 
Metal, with all of them being great. Fans of 
the band will be pleasantly surprised, as for 
the rest that haven’t heard FORTE, imagine 
the songwriting of a late 80’s/early 90’s US 
Power Metal band but with a very modern 
90’s production. The guitars rip heads and 
the production is excellent. This release is 
limited to 100 copies and should be sold out 
by now, but you never know, give it a try. At 
least for me, “Vae Solis” made me look with 
another eye my “relationship” with the band 
and anxiously wait for the new CD to be re-
leased. So should you in my opinion. 

www.myspace.com/fortemetal 

Kostas Kailiazis

IGNITOR “Road of Bones” LP

(Femetal/High Roller, 2007)

I know, this is a very old release (compared 
to the others presented here), but since it 
was sent for review, can we displease our 
friend Rainer? Not entirely. And I am saying 
not entirely, since I didn’t enjoy the album. I 
had heard songs from their previous CD and 
this is the first time I am listening to an en-
tire album from the Texas Metallers. As you 
guessed from the label, a female (Erika) han-
dles the vocals. The album just passes by in 
my opinion, very few moments to say some-
thing to the listener. “Road of Bones” comes 
in a great vinyl edition, with a majestic cover 
artwork, courtesy of Joe Petagno (known 
from MOTORHEAD) and a bonus 7”single. 
Maybe next time…

www.myspace.com.ignitor 

Kostas Kailiazis

INNER WISH “No turning back” CD

(Ulterium, 2010)

I guess four years of silence are too many 
for this god gifted Greek band but hopefully 
its glorious return to discography fulfilled 
our high hopes and expectations! “No turn-
ing back” is the fourth full length offering 
of INNER WISH and according to my hum-
ble opinion was one of the most pleasant 
releases of the previous year! Their style 
remains focused on melodic heavy/power 
metal, with magnificent instrumentation (the 
guitar duo of Manolis Tsigos and Thimios 
Krikos is simply outstanding!) and superb 
vocal interpretation by the singer Babis Al-
exandopoulos! Not a single dull, mediocre or 
even less inspired moment here, just pure 
excellence that you’ll make you wonder why 
these musicians haven’t gained yet the at-
tention and recognition of the related fans 
and press in worldwide basis. INNER WISH 
unfolds the inner secrets of today’s metal 
by all that means… It’s not necessary, you 
know, to act or imitate the major acts of the 
scene but to follow your heart and dreams… 
Fingers crossed for their next opus so in the 
meantime, do yourself a favor and grab this 
album the sooner the better!

www.myspace.com/innerwish

GB

MANSTRAND “Hell (with) the King” 
demo-CD

(Private, 2010)

MANSTRAND is the project of Carl Manstrand, 
who formed STORMWARNING, the band that 
would later become COUNT RAVEN. Don’t 
read this and start searching for this CD, just 
because of Carl’s past. MANSTRAND is all 
about Hard Rock with great guitars. Carl also 
handles the vocals and he does a really good 
job! If the next CD includes entirely songs 
like ”Death Incarnate”, “Classica”, “Stars in 
the Sky” or “Passing the Stars” it will be a 
classic, the band shows great potential here. 
I just need to mention “Take a time”, a won-

derful song full of emotions that you must lis-
ten by any means. There is a minor drawback 
though and this is the duration of the CD (an 
hour long). T here are not bad moments, it’s 
just that the band can’t keep the same high 
levels throughout the CD. The production is 
very good but the layout/packaging is quite 
basic, something that the band should pay 
more attention in the future in case they re-
lease the debut on their own and not under 
a label. You can buy the CD from the band’s 
website and learn more about this band and 
Carl’s past in the interview found in this issue.

www.manstrand.com 

Kostas Kailiazis

METAL INQUISITOR “Unconditional 
Absolution” CD/LP

(Hellion, 2010)

Possibly the album I anticipated the most the 
last year. I consider METAL INQUISITOR to 
be one of the best bands the underground 
has offered us the last decade, as both al-
bums KILL! So, it’s 5 years since “Doomsday 
for the Heretic”, in the meantime the band 
has released two pointless (in my opinion) 
live albums and “Unconditional Absolution” 
is released. I know that this third effort was 
ready for some time now, but I don’t know 
why it took so long. It’s a very good to great 
album, but given the love I have for the 
band and the years it took them to release 

“Unconditional Absolution”, I expected much 
more from the Germans and this album let 
me down. There are killer songs here, but 
what’s the point? So far we were talking 
about METAL INQUISITOR and mentioning 
killer songs from killer albums. This is not the 
case here. The duration doesn’t help either, 
since an hour is too much in my opinion, why 
all bands think it’s better to write lengthy al-
bums? This is a very good album, one of the 
best for 2010, but the inspiration and sheer 
brilliance that characterized their two previ-
ous albums is not to be found here. It sounds 
like METAL INQUISITOR got more “mature” 
and decided to record an album for the big-
ger league. I am not saying they softened 
or anything, it’s just that this album is more 
accessible for fans not so familiar with the 
underground. Is this bad? No, of course. I 
have seen the album praised from the fans 
and the press and I am really happy about it, 
since the band really deserves it. Those that 
haven’t heard the band before, should check 
the classics “The Apparition” and “Doomsday 
for the Heretic” and then proceed in buying 
this one. Fans of the band have already got 
it, so…

www.metal-inquisitor.de 

Kostas Kailiazis

METALMORFOSIS “Mask of Gold/X 
Dreamer” 7”single

(High Roller, 2010)

There’s  a big hype going on about these 
guys here and to be honest, I really can’t tell 
why! After releasing 4 years ago a 12” sin-
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gle containing two greatly delivered Power/
Speed cuts, they come back with this single 
on HRR. I don’t see why people believe what-
ever each band call themselves, as if they 
lack judgment. Ok, they showed potential 
of nice ideas, I can’t see any originality in 
here, and on the other hand, their 80’s influ-
ences are so obvious that they often devour 
their own ideas! I mean, they have less than 
average vocals, below the standards musi-
cianship and a wanna-sound-and-look 80’s 
image that comes off nothing but naturally. 
I had always opposed meretricious behavior, 
so I won’t make an exception this time as 
well! Getting to the music, “Mask of Gold” is 
a totally unremarkable song, regarded as an 
original, average to good if you consider this 
a song by a tribute band-they often force you 
to hear them like one! Nick Banger’s screams 
reminds me of Scott Knight (ARMED FORC-
ES) sometimes, so figure out yourselves. Re-
duce the screams and it’s already improved. 
Next song on the flipside is “X Dreamer”! 
Now this is getting much better. Again, no 
novelty here, with a main theme almost 
similar to AXEHAMMER/OMEN/CRUSH (you 
know which songs I mean), but this can’t 
be passed for a cover song like the previ-
ous one, but on top of that there are some 
brilliant ideas, especially a marvelous bridge, 
that can only leave you speechless. Overall, 
they do sound amateurish, but the passion is 
overflowing and can carry you away with the 
crushing “X-Dreamer”! I would advise them 
to stop  the collector bullshit, i.e. releasing 
one song in 12 copies, 5 of them black, 2 of 
them lila,4 on a bad finger shape and one 
on a poop smelling vinyl and get their asses 
down and release a nice full-length because 
there are some nice ideas, passion and love 
for this music.

www.myspace.com/metalmorfosisgroup 

Thanos Stafylarakis 

NIGHTBITCH “Sex and Magic” EP

(Cyclopean, 2010)

NIGHTBITCH is not actually the band you 
can call “newcoming”, even though this is 
their very first recording! Hell no, each band 
member on its own has his history in the 
scene. US doom elite guard is all here, Phil 
Swanson (BRITON RITES, HOUR OF 13, UP-
WARDS OF ENDTIME etc etc etc) and Ryan 
Adams (HOUR OF 13, CAPHARNAUM, CATA-
LYST etc) lead this outfit and you know what 
you are about to face. The result is at least 
promising as the hearing of the album pro-
ceeds, more Heavy oriented than the afore-
mentioned bands, NIGHTBITCH delivers high 
quality SABBATH sounding heavy/doom with 
an occult atmosphere throughout! I’m no big 
fan of BLACK SABBATH sounding bands or 
doom of this style myself, but when it comes 
to early TROUBLE sounds I’m so vulnerable. 
Occult NWOBHM bands can also be heard 
over here as well with a small bit of SAINT 
VITUS and there you go! Energetic, vibrant 
and dark guitar sounds fill up the area. From 
the impressive opening track “L’Inferno” to 
the BLACK SABBATH worship epilogue “Sex 
& Magic”, all 5 songs will please every fan 
of the genre. I haven’t heard the demo they 
had released before this one, but if it appeals 
to me, it will definitely grow into anyone else! 
This was also released in a tape format, but 
100 pieces were sold out immediately, so a 
vinyl press by Cyclopean Records was more 
than essential. The cover art might look as 
an unsuccessful choice along with the band 
name and the album title at first sight, but 
considering it is an occult themed band 
might make it a perfect match. 330 copies 
pressed and almost sold out on a heavy 
180gr vinyl, lyric insert included, as simple as 
that, do you need anything else?  

www.myspace.com/sexandforce 

Thanos Stafylarakis

PORTRAIT “The Murder of all things 
Righteous” 7”

(High Roller, 2010)

One of the bands that made quite an impact 
the last few years, PORTRAIT is an interest-
ing case. Heavy Metal with heavy doses of 
early MERCYFUL FATE influences but the 
band is not just a clone, their music as 
showcased in their great debut (and their 
live shows) is more diverse than just a copy 
of the Danish pioneers. This single includes 
two songs, the s/t and “Son of all Graves” 
and comes in an excellent packaging that 
screams “80’s” from all aspects (in the insert, 
only the postal contacts of both the label and 
the band are included!). If these two songs 
are indicative, the new album is eagerly ex-
pected. This single is mostly recommended 
to fans of the band, those unfamiliar should 
check their debut, simply titled “Portrait” and 
discover one of the most exciting new Swed-
ish bands. As most of you know, PORTRAIT 
has already signed with Metal Blade and we 
should expect a new album by summer. This 
single is limited to 500 copies and given the 
status of the band, you should get a copy 
fast. From who else, High Roller Records. 

www.portraitband.se 

Kostas Kailiazis

PROCESSION “Destroyers of the Faith” 
CD/LP

(Doomentia/High Roller, 2010)

I remember hearing the previous mini-CD of 
the band and not being able to hear what 
almost everyone was listening when praising 
them. So, when this album was released, I 
was hesitant and it took time and the posi-
tive comments of friends to give it a chance. 
And how correct they were. Nothing original, 
CANDLEMASS (more) and DOOMSWORD are 
the main ingredients here, but the atmos-
phere this band transcends is unique, very 
dark and depressing, especially in songs like 
the same titled, “Chants of the Nameless” or 

“White Coffin”, well done! The more I listen 
to it, the more I like this LP! This doesn’t 
change my opinion about “The Cult of Dis-
ease”, I still consider it average, but this is 
not our point. Certainly, a great album, Epic 
Doom Metal fans this is essential, but I guess 
I am late in saying this? Maybe, but eithe 
way, “Destroyers of the Faith” is a great buy.

www.myspace.com/processionburn

Kostas Kailiazis

RELEASED ANGER “Virus” 7”single

(Athens Thrash Attack, 2009)

After releasing a FANTASTIC mini-CD and 
a full-length (“Faces of Fate” on Eat Metal 
Records), RELEASED ANGER are back with a 
vinyl single on the same label that released 
their following split-LP with DEAD CITY 
pressed on 500 hand-numbered copies! The 
cover art drawing screams “THRASH” from a 
distance and so does the music! ”Virus” on 
side A is a speedy thrashing tune in the vein 
of early DESTRUCTION with sizzling SLAYER-
ish guitar solos, a real thrasher from the band 
that can do it better than almost anyone else! 
Old muthas, be prepared to face your youth 
again while listening to these guys, you will 
find yourselves banging in no time! But this 
is only till you turn to side B. In ”Fake Exist-
ence” J.Harisis does the vocals instead of the 
mighty D.Z. Anger and the result is a vibrant 
song with a slightly punkish vibe. What does 
it mean? Well, in this case, THIS IS MY ALL-
TIME FAVORITE  R.A. SONG, PERIOD! This is 
not a pure thrasher, the attitude is thrash all 
over, but the song is HEAVY/SPEED METAL 
at its best, rough, thrashy vocals, “searing” 
solos and a tear-everything-to-the-ground 
feeling that makes you play it over and over 
again, non-stop! This song is so damn catchy 
that would appeal to ANY pure Heavy Metal 
fan, no exceptions and without hesitation. 
Both songs are exclusive for this release and 
a necessity for your ears!

www.myspace.com/releasedangergreece 

Thanos Stafylarakis

SHINING STEEL “Heavy Metal Shock” 
mini-CD

(Metal Integral, 2010)

First silver disc demo-CD by these two 
Frenchies and all I can say is better late 
than never. This is a 2 member act that ac-
cording to their bio are not even into Hard 
Rock/Heavy Metal music at all but managed 
to compose some decent music. Totally 80’s 
playing without being exceptional, but if you 
expect a new SORTILEGE then you are in 
deep sleep. This is more like a Hard Rock-
ish Metal band, leaning more towards Hard 
Rock I would say. Consisting of 6 songs, this 
demo is in the typical 80’s French style, sim-
ple, with pretty good melodic vocals, catchy 
melodies and the 80’s feeling drifting all 
around this recording! Production has some 
flaws, but  sometimes this kind of music 
needs some “sloppiness”, don’t you think? 
Besides, as it is stated on the back of the CD, 
it is a 100% home made underground CD. I 
think the band has no more copies of it, but 
you can still get it from several mail-orders 
I guess. Contact the band at MySpace and 
hard rock on!

www.myspace.com/shiningsteel 

Thanos Stafylarakis

SKULLFIST “Heavier than Metal” mini-
CD/EP

(Private/Iron on Iron, 2010)

I started hearing the name of this band quite 
often before the summer of 2010. When I 
finally got the mini-CD, I wondered what the 
big deal is. I still do. Don’t get me wrong, but 
there are dozens of bands that play like this 
nowadays and in my humble opinion (at least 
for the time being), SKULLFIST is not one 
of those standing out. The band as a whole 
brings to mind very early HELLOWEEN and 
IRON MAIDEN (maybe the same thing??) 
blended with US Power Metal, a quite tempt-
ing combo. The biggest drawback is (apart 
from the production, which can be justified 
as this is a private release) the vocal depart-
ment. Jackie Slaughter has a very weak voice 
that becomes even worse in the high pitched 
parts (almost irritating for me). Overall, this 
is an effort that I can enjoy under certain 
conditions, but not a CD that I see myself 
putting in the stereo anytime soon. Listen 
and judge for yourselves. 

www.myspace.com/skullfisted

Kostas Kailiazis

Ps. The vinyl edition includes two bonus 
tracks and you should act fast because by 
the time you are reading these lines it will 
be sold out. 

SKULLVIEW “Metalkill the World” CD/
LP

(Pure Steel/High Roller, 2010)

After facing many problems, one of the pre-
mier US underground bands returns. Three 
of the songs were known for years now from 
the 2004 demo of the band (that featured 
another singer), so we have another 5 songs, 
a total of 8 songs for the comeback of SKULL-
VIEW. The style of the band remains intact, 
POWER Metal, mostly mid-paced with the 
characteristic voice of “Earthquake” Quimby 
and the heavy as hell riffs. I have heard the 
album three-four times so far, but none of 
them did the band gave me the same shiv-
ers, songs like “The Night of Metalkill”, “Skull-
view Warrior”, “Blood on the Blade”, “Hand of 
Zeus” and the other Epics they have written 
in their previous albums did. So, my conclu-
sion would be the band isn’t as inspired and 
this is something that friends of mine have 
also noticed on the album, but on the other 
hand there are some that really loved “Met-
alkill the World”. So, the best would be to lis-
ten to it and judge for yourselves, as always. 
This, in my opinion is the weakest album of 
the Indiana quintet so far, but I am sure that 
now that they managed to overcome the dif-
ficulties they faced the last years, the days of 

“Legends of Valor” or “Kings of the Universe” 
are not very far. Those that haven’t heard 
the band look mainly for their two first two 
albums. 

www.myspace.com/officialskullview

Kostas Kailiazis
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SLINGBLADE “Slingblade” 7”

(High Roller, 2010)

This is a young Swedish band fronted by fe-
male singer, Kristina Karlsson. It includes two 
songs of classic Metal, with the title track be-
ing very average and typical, while the B-side, 

“Until Death do you Part’, is a very good and 
promising tune. As a whole, diverse, if the 
band writes more songs in the vein of the 
B-side, something good will surely come up 
in the future, until then, this is just another 
single.

www.myspace.com/slingblademetal

Kostas Kailiazis

SLOUGH FEG “The Animal Spirits” CD

(Cruz del Sur, 2010)

New album by the SF Metallers and I have 
to admit that I was a little disappointed from 
the course the band had after “Atavism”, 
which I consider a good album, but definitely 
not the best they could deliver after the 
marvelous “Traveller”. I haven’t heard much 
the previous two albums of the band, “Hard-
worlder” and “Ape Uprising”, but neither what 
I remember of them, nor this one will make 
me pick them up and listen to them anytime 
soon. “The Animal Spirits”, sounds more like 

“Atavism”, heavier than the previous ones 
(not that they were wimpy or anything, but 
the Hard Rock elements were many), but 
it doesn’t sound as inspired, it seems like I 
am listening to old ideas by the same band, 
something that I would never expect from 
one of the most innovative bands under-
ground Metal has spawned the last 20 years. 
I don’t know, maybe I haven’t listened to the 
album as much as I would, but it tired me 
fast and my initial excitement quickly gave 
way to boredom. Sounds strange on album 
with 11 songs and running time of 39 min-
utes, isn’t it? I know and that fact combined 
with my love for the band will soon make 
me give it another shot. But as of now, this 
is my “review” for “Animal Spirits”. Notice 
that Bobbie Wright from the GODS BROCAS 
HELM participates in the last song, “Tactical 
Air War”

www.sloughfeg.com 

Kostas Kailiazis

SORROWS PATH “The rough path of 
nihilism” CD 

(Rock It Up, 2010)

People tend to consider doom metal as a 
privilege of the very few… You know, CAN-
DLEMASS and SOLITUDE AETURNUS, end 
of story… What a narrow minded point of 
view indeed… The sad fact is that everyone’s 
convinced that even bands such as MEMORY 
GARDEN, ISOLE, FORSAKEN are simply no 
exception to the above rule… So don’t waste 
your precious time and money, save your ap-
petite for the new efforts of the holy duet 
and bury every honest effort coming from 
Germany, Sweden or Greece… SORROWS 
PATH’s “The rough path of nihilism” is actu-
ally the debut of a band, as “Resurrection” 
which was released a couple of years ago 
by Eat Metal Records was the early demo 
recordings of the band that gave them cult 
status in the Greek metal scene. Forget eve-
rything you’ve heard the last months, SOR-
ROWS PATH is the appropriate answer to all 
infidels that when the musicians have a vi-
sion and a clear perspective how to achieve 
the best possible result, then everything is 
close at hand… The excellent production of 
Vangelis Yalamas (bassist of progsters FRAG-
ILE VASTNESS among the others) along with 
the cover artwork done by Seth Sir Anton 
(SPETIC FLESH) are probably two good rea-
sons why “The rough path of nihilism” is not 
another doom metal release.  But, believe 
me, they’re not the only… SORROWS PATH’s 
style has the ability to include many epic and 
power elements to the distinct doom core of 
the compositions that will definitely expand 
your musical horizons. Needless to say that 
every member as a unit is giving the best he 
can, even though they know that they don’t 
have the chance to be appreciated by the 
mass majority… But after all, who can say 
that potential albums can only be made by 
well known musicians that spend days and 
nights improving their style? Just listen to 
songs such as “All love is lost”, “The beast 
(S.P.R.)”, “Dirty game”, “Mr. holy”, “Queen 
of doom” (my favorite one!), “Prostitute”, 

“Empty eyes and blackened hearts” (their first 
video clip) and leave your prejudices behind… 
This is what I personally call “essential”, this 
is payback time for SORROWS PATH, so grab 
the album immediately! 

www.myspace.com/sorrowspathmusic

GB

SPELLCASTER “Spells of Seed” EP

(Heavy Artillery, 2010)

Impressive, this is the first words that come 
to mind as soon as you spin that record! This 
newly formed US band play quality rabid 
speed metal, sometimes bordering with 
thrash and other with power metal with 
harsh and powerful vocals. This is their first 
and only EP released in deluxe packaging, 
consisting of 5 spells of speed metal may-
hem, two of which recorded live and one of 
the live cuts not included as a studio record-
ing, the other being the opening tune “Chain-
saw Champion”. All four tracks are headbang-
ers guaranteed, delivered in a way similar to 
what HEATHEN and AGENT STEEL did in 
their recent releases, with a solid produc-
tion and a craving for more left at the end 
of the day. Heavy Artillery is the same label 
that released the first ENFORCER LP, so fans 
of statistics, numbers and astrology let’s see 
if they end up as lucky as the sensational 
Swedes! I’m very curious to hear what these 
guys are up to in their next recording, so I 
keep my fingers crossed…

www.myspace.com/spellcaster123

Thanos Stafylarakis

SPITFIRE “Time and Eternity” CD

(My Graveyard, 2010)

SPITFIRE so far has released one very good 
7”single in 1984 and an anthology of their 
80’s recordings in 2002 in CD under the title 

“Heroes in the Storm”. This is once more a 
compilation of 80’s recordings but not from 
known demos of the band. This CD includes 
11 songs written (but never recorded) be-
tween 1983 and 1985. Fans of the band 
should know that 4 of them were supposed 
to be a part of a 1987 LP along with the 5 
songs of the “Heroes in the Storm” demo. 
Ok, enough with the band’s history. What 
we have here is classic Heavy/Power Metal, 
plain and simple. Brilliant guitar-work and 
inspiration until the last second waits the 
listener. The songs may be old, but the CD 
was recorded in 2009 and the feeling is there, 
amazing. The production is very good and 
it’s really hard to even pick up a favorite 
song. Do yourselves a favor and get this CD 
full of Metal mania immediately. There is no 
chance a Metal fan to stay untouched from 
such great songs, you won’t even under-
stand when the CD ends. Give this band a 
chance even now, they really deserve it and 
leave all these 20 year olds full of spandex 
and vintage shirts hitting chords, this Ital-
ian middle-age trio BLOWS them away ANY 
time. One of the highlights for 2010, it’s a 
major mistake SPITFIRE are not featured in 
this issue, this will be corrected in the next 
one. Congratulations to misters Giacomo Gi-
ganteli, Stefano Pisani and Gaetano Avino for 
this wonderful CD. 

www.myspace.com/spitfireverona 

Kostas Kailiazis

STRANA OFFICINA “Rising to the Call” 
CD/LP

(My Graveyard/Jolly Roger, 2010)

Finally, the “proper” return of this great 
Italian Metal band is a fact, as their previ-
ous album was a compilation of old songs 
re-recorded. I will not get into details about 
the band history, they deserve my outmost 
respect for doing this. STRANA OFFICINA 
is one of the best underground bands of 
Italy and their 80’s releases are worth look-
ing for by Classic Metal fans. Heavy/Power 
Metal is what the band has offered through 
this album and its’ 10 songs, but the more 
mid-tempo ones didn’t manage to excite me, 
as they sounded very typical to my ears. I 
wasn’t blown away from this LP as I was 
expecting. It’s not bad, but it never excited 
me apart from very few exceptions. Classic 
Metal yes, but this is not what is expected 
from bands with the talent and experience of 
STRANA OFFICINA. I am sure they can do a 
lot better and personally I am anxiously look-
ing to the next album. If you want a first ac-
quaintance with the band, “The Faith” (2007, 
My Graveyard) is an excellent way. 

www.myspace.com/stranaofficina 

Kostas Kailiazis

STRIKER “Eyes in the night” CD/LP 

(Iron Kodex/War on Music, 2010)

When the entire Heavy Metal Underground is 
being possessed by mediocrity (although ex-
ceptions to the rule are more than welcomed 
but unfortunately very few in number) , then 
the most pleasant surprise comes from the 
Canadian shores… STRIKER’s full length de-
but soon after the blast of the “Road Warrior” 
EP, is finally in our hands, offering eternal 
waves of satisfaction. Let’s admit the fact 
that efforts such as “Eyes in the night” are 
extremely rare at our age… Do you want full 
speed at high level? Are you fond of memo-
rable choruses and melodic lines that will 
bring you forth the glorious 80’s era? Look 
no further! This is the real thing! I’ve listened 
to the album more than 30 times and I can’t 
find the appropriate words to give you the 
exact description of this masterpiece… Call it 
speed, power, call it what you want… I prefer 
to call it pure metal holocaust, music from 
talented musicians to devoted metal fans! 
If Sweden’s pride WOLF is the best example 
of how appealing Heavy Metal can be nowa-
days according to the European perspective 
then STRIKER is the answer from the other 
side of Atlantic! I really wish and pray to 
continue the same way and musical direction 
and for God’s sake I urge you to discover a 
band that in such a difficult period is hold-
ing high the banners of Heavy Metal without 
copying and acting like the next rock stars! 

“Full speed or no speed”, “Eyes in the night”, 
“The white knight”, “Ice cold”, “Terrorizer” are 
cracking anthems for the current millennium 
while “Never ending nights” belongs to the 
most passionate and breathtaking songs I’ve 
listened in the last 5 years… To sum things 
up, “Eyes in the night” is a true masterpiece 
of uncompromising Heavy Metal by these 
young Canadians and I hope it will be the 
starting point of a glorious future to come!!! 
SUPERB!!!   

www.myspace.com/listentostriker

GB

TALES OF MEDUSA “The Fatal Wound-
ing Gaze” LP

(Lycanthropy, 2010)

Are there any people unfamiliar with the 
band? My guess would be quite a few. So I 
will start this “review” for them, the rest can 
continue reading some lines below, but none 
will read a review of the release. Back on 
track. TALES OF MEDUSA hail from Canada 
and have released two singles, two LP’s and 
numerous demos. Their music varies from 
release to release in terms of inspiration 
and quality, but it’s mainly Epic Heavy Metal. 

“Why haven’t I heard of them”, someone will 
wonder and it will be a good point. The band 
doesn’t have a website, they don’t distribute 
their albums as ALL other bands do. They 
have a list of people they send their stuff 
free of charge. This album was limited to 
200 copies (more than other times) and each 
copy came personalized, so I guess maybe 
the band wants to keep track of the copies 
in case they get re-sold? I would agree with 
that (since some of the previous releases of 
the band have been sold some months after 
release for insane prices, something the band 
has a share of responsibility), but it’s minor, 
compared to the fact that the band refuses to 
establish a website, or work something with 
a label or Metal distributors in order for their 
releases to be more easily accessible (and 
pressed in more copies). I understand their 
obsession with LP and tapes, but hey, even 
GORGON did a CD! Now, why I don’t review 
the album, right? It’s another thing reading 
a review for an album that you never bought 
in the first place because you were late mail-
ing the label or band for example (and later 
hunting it) and another reading for an album 
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that you didn’t have a chance to even get to 
begin with. And I don’t feel comfortable with 
it, it doesn’t matter if this LP is the best thing 
that happened to Metal in the last decade 
or the worst thing ever pressed on vinyl and 
paper. I thank the band for mailing me this 
LP and I hope they understand why I don’t 
review it. Thanks for reading. 

Kostas Kailiazis

TRIFORIUM DAWN “Spectral Snare” 
demo-CD

(Private, 2009)

A new US band, I have to apologize to Ulf 
since I lost the letter that accompanied this 
demo-CD, but if I remember well, this is their 
first release. Their music is mainly based on 
classic Heavy/Power Metal forms, but they 
enhance it with some more thrash/death ele-
ments, but very few and they fit their sound 
perfectly (as in the “Skeletal World” track). 
5 songs are included here, I am sure that 
it will apply to Metalheads, but I can’t find 
any references for this band. Their sound is 
very unique. Maybe they share some com-
mon points with SLOUGH FEG in terms of 
approach, but don’t take it for granted. This 
demo is ok, it will not get constant play, but 
something good is inside this CD-r, I am sure 
this is a band to watch out. Contact the band 
for more information and ordering the demo 
at: (they have no e-mail address or website!)

TRIFORIUM DAWN, PO BOX 441, ROCHDALE, 
MA. 01542, NEW ENGLAND, USA.

Kostas Kailiazis

Various Artists (Released Anger/Dead 
City) “Monarch in Life/State of War” LP

(Athens Thrash Attack, 2010)

Athens Trash Attack is a small underground 
label based in Athens (obviously) focusing in 
releasing 80’s style thrash/death/crossover/
punk bands mainly and I have to say they 
do a terrific job! This split 12” that I hold in 
my hands is one of their latest products, fea-
turing my favorite recent Greek thrash band, 
RELEASED ANGER and DEAD CITY, which I 
get to listen to for the first time. Side A (R.A.) 
consists of 4 raving thrash tunes (exactly as 
side B) ,high quality music if you are bored 
of all those crappy bands that claim they 
continued the legacy of thrash metal bands 
of the 80’s playing down-tuned-heavy-dis-
tortioned-PANTERA-worship riffs, this is the 
real deal, early-to-mid KREATOR influenced 
perfectly blended with US bands (DARK AN-
GEL, SLAYER etc) standing uncomplaining to 
date whereas it could definitely have been 
successfully released in the late 80’s! This 
band can never let you down, be it with their 
shows (the arena turns into a huge mosh-pit) 
or with their previous releases, everything 
will leave you with a sigh of satisfaction and 
a broken neck! The cream of the crop in the 
worldwide scene let alone the local one! The 
best heirs to the throne of the legends of the 
past! Important to mention, there’s a very 
nicely done cover of DARK ANGEL’s “Perish 
in Flames” before you turn to the DEAD CITY 

side. If you take a look at the insert, you will 
see a face you might have recently seen and 
look at that, it’s Mr. Harisis again (R.A.‘s gui-
tarist)! I have seen the guy play the drums, 
taking over the vocals on some songs, writ-
ing for R.A. and who knows what else he is 
doing! But I guess he only helped his friends 
in DEAD CITY, since the songwriting here is 
Mr. Zoiopoulos’/Panoudis’ task! Influences 
are similar with R.A. with an ounce more of 
DESTRUCTION and a few mid-tempo parts, 
bringing up  even DEATH’s parts as played 
in the early 90’s. Really good effort as well, 
making this piece necessary as a whole for 
every old fashioned thrash fan! Both bands 
deal with social issues lyrically, just like the 
thrash dudes in the past did. They have not 
released anything else before apart from a 
demo in 2005, but I can say for sure I can’t 
wait for their next step which SHOULD be a 
full length. As for RELEASED ANGER,I expect 
nothing less than a totally blowing album! 
Only 500 copies were made, so act fast!  
THRASH ON!

www.myspace.com/releasedangergreece & 
www.myspace.com/deadcitygreece 

Thanos Stafylarakis

VOID MOON “Void Moon” 7”single

(Metal Bound, 2010)

After releasing a demo some months prior 
to this one, Metal Bound Records actually 
releases that demo excluding one track in a 
7” vinyl single format. In terms of musical 
economy speaking, this means two short in-
strumentals and another two regular tracks, 
on which I will focus on this review. To get 
straight to the point and reiterate myself, I’m 
not a doom metal enthusiast as long as it 
doesn’t have to do with more Epic/Power 
doom bands like CANDLEMASS, SOLITUDE 
AETURNUS, early TROUBLE, SORCERER etc. 
And I don’t know where to categorize these 
folks here, since it is not the pure power 
doom band but there is an adequate epic ele-
ment involved in this recording. This Swedish 
trio focuses a lot in creating a dark atmos-
phere I think on “The World and the Abyss” 
while on “Through the Gateway” they show 
a preference to faster tempos than the aver-
age doom metal speed limits without being 
overwhelming, resulting in a quite good but 
not remarkable or outstanding effort. On the 
positive side, it sounded quite original to me, 
no intention to copy the legendary country 
mates is obvious, but I can’t say for sure that 
they would make it to the Doom Metal Hall 
Of Fame with this work, so I have to wait for 
the next one of this promising band. Overall, 
this is what the aftertaste leaves you with! 
Maybe it will grow on me over time, maybe 
I will still be on the moderate side after a 
while, but this is something that doom metal 
fans should make clear for themselves bet-
ter! Check it and decide. 

www.void-moon.com 

Thanos Stafylarakis

VOLTURE “Shocking its Prey” mini-CD/
EP

(Heavy Artillery, 2010)

Another US discovery by Heavy Artillery, VOL-
TURE was formed in 2008 and consists of 
previous members of IMMORTAL AVENGER, 
MUNICIPAL WASTE and TWISTED TOWER 
DIRE and they recorded this energetic and 
intense Heavy Metal 6 songer! There are no 
modern elements in this album, only contem-
porarily produced old fashioned Heavy Metal 
that is not standing out, however it stands 
above just listenable and I think it will ap-
peal to many of you out there searching for 
anything that is pure Heavy Metal, faithful 
to what the genre’s regularity orders. The 
songs are up tempo in their majority and 
vocalist Brent Hubbard sings at high ranges 
most of the time. There is an adequate 
amount of melody in all compositions and 
NWOBHM sounding guitar solos, but I would 
be naïve if I said that I feel they will return 
with an album that will leave you speechless. 
Not that it is impossible, this is a pretty good 
album, but if I had never listened to it, it 
would make no difference to me. We are full 
of simply good albums if you ask me, this is 
not something that worries me; what really 
scares me is that it is scarce to see a band 
releasing an original and outstanding full-
length that you will know you will listen to 
again 15 years later and this either indicates 
that heavy metal is suffering and threatened 
from being timeless or that fans of this mu-
sic are only interested in partying for the old 
time’s sake. I strongly believe both cases are 
necessary, I just don’t see any repartee from 
bands answering with their work.

www.myspace.com/voltureheavymetal 

Thanos Stafylarakis

WISHDOOM “Helepolis” CD

(Metal on Metal, 2011)

Wow, what a positive shock is this! Let me 
explain myself. I had bought both demos of 
the band in the recent past, but never could 
I think that they would eventually release 
such a great full length. WISHDOOM hail 
from Thessaloniki and this is their debut 
CD, after two well-received demos, “Up the 
Hammers” and “Winds of War” (especially 
the latter is times better), Metal on Metal 
signed them and releases “Helepolis”. The 
closest comparison would be DOOMSWORD 
(and mainly their second album), as the Epic 
Doom Metal of this Greek band surely owes 
a lot to them, as well as CANDLEMASS and 
MANOWAR. I said “owes”, not something 
else. This clarified, the quartet manages to 
showcase their identity through each song 
and the great vocals surely help towards that 
goal. On a slightly different subject, I am 
sure that in the following years the impact 
DOOMSWORD caused with their debut (and 
commercially speaking with their second 
CD) will start to show off in younger bands, 
something that proves their value. Every-
thing in this CD is top-notch, the produc-
tion (which is phenomenal), the layout, the 
cover…This is highly recommended, this will 
be one of the year’s highlights, that’s certain. 
One minor complaint and I am out, the CD 
could have one or two songs less, for me it 
would be even better. 

www.myspace.com/wishdoom 

Kostas Kailiazis

ZUUL “Out of Time” CD/LP

(Planet Metal/High Roller, 2010)

The most important and hopeful thing is 
that I see US bands coming out playing pure 
Heavy Metal without the super contemporary 
productions and mixtures as they did be-
tween 1995-2005. It is also hopeful watching 
bands having the appropriate technical know 
how to get rid of the pimping and bullying of 
labels and take care of their own music pro-
duction-wise. ZUUL is no exception to that 
rule, but to be honest, they didn’t make such 
an impact to me, no matter if the momentum 
is favoring them from every aspect. I tried 
to listen to it over and over again thinking 
it might grow on me, but nothing changes. 
And it’s not the songwriting to blame, not at 
all, it’s just their style. I like their music quite 
a lot, don’t get me wrong, and I think their 
simple structured Heavy Metal with catchy 
melodic riffs is adequate to include it in the 
good releases of this last year, I just believe 
that they are nothing that special, surely 
not the next big thing to come out of the 
States and there’s not a single factor in their 
music that would make them so significantly 
separate from the mass of albums that are 
being released to say so, maybe topping this 
list, but still a part of it. This is only why I 
wasn’t blown away by “Out of Time”, always 
considering the hype and fuss that is made 
around ZUUL in the underground Metal 
chambers; I would say that comments like 

“the best album of the year”  just don’t fit this 
record. Imagine a less sophisticated, simpler 
SLOUGH FEG, excluding their insane riff-
age and skill in molesting their instruments 
and you are close to what ZUUL sounds 
like. Highlights of the album are “Air Raid”, 

“Backstreet Crawler”, “Darkness on the Ice”, 
no wait, every song is nice in here! But as 
I explained before, not a standout record in 
my opinion, this is what it’s all about anyway, 
personal taste which can vary from ear to ear. 
Summing up, most of the people I know like 
it, I would recommended this, I don’t think 
it will disappoint any Heavy Metal fan; if you 
belong to the ones that think about it a lot 
before spending a single dime on a record 
though, listen to it first and make up your 
own mind. Laudatory mention to High Roller 
records, that not only signs just about eve-
rything on the market, some of them really 
worthwhile eventually, but their releases are 
being treated with more “affection” than be-
fore, with better cover material and obviously 
improved cover art!

www.myspace.com/zuulcontact 

Thanos Stafylarakis
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APOCALYPSE “Abandon Hope” LP

(High Roller, 2010)

APOCALYPSE, one of the bands of the earli-
est wave from the NWOBHM, had released 
a single back in 1982 before changing their 
name to OMEGA and releasing the fantastic 
LP “The prophet”… The return of such a 
legendary outfit was a very pleasing one for 
me and I guess for many of you out there! 

“Abandon hope”, the new album of this phe-
nomenal band, a band that is more for the 

“thinking” Metal listener, an album that will 
add satisfaction to its listener every time it’s 
been heard. Including the re-recordings of 
the two tracks from their 7inch, two tracks 
from their 1980 demo as well as never re-
corded tracks, this album is full of surprises. 
Great melodies and fantastic guitar parts are 
the main feature of the LP with one great 
song after another; you won’t know how 
time flew at the end of the B side. Only 
drawback of the album is the sound that is 
very flat and digital and does annoy one at 
first, but in the end the music is here and the 
music is GOOD!!! Another great high quality 
release from High Roller with a great cover 
and insert. Let’s hope it won’t take another 
25 years before we hear again from APOCA-
LYPSE….

www.apocalypsenwobhm.co.uk

Michalis Bakoulas

BLACKKOUT “Ignorance of Man” CD

(Arkeyn Steel, 2010)

I guess that the band is quite known to un-
derground Metal fans. “Ignorance of Man” 
was released on tape back in 1989 and has 
gained cult status through the years. If you 
ask for my opinion, for a good reason. “Igno-
rance of Man” lasts almost 70 minutes, but 
the very diverse and intriguing song-writing 
of the band never tires the listener. The 
band showcases great talent and potential, 
as heard on songs like “Ignorance of Man“, 

“Horizontal Hero”, “Shattered Glass”, “Dead n’ 
Gone”, “The Talisman” etc. Power/Progres-
sive Metal the US way would be a good de-
scription, but again too limiting for the band, 
since they have a great use of instruments 
like flute and violin, something quite unheard 
at the time. As bonus you will find the two 
songs from the 1985 single of the band. The 
title track is average, while the B-side, “Fall-
out” is a great tune with an excellent riff, re-
minding on early OZZY. This CD comes in a 
beautiful edition and is limited to 1000 hand-
numbered copies, as with all Arkeyn Steel re-
leases. Definitely recommended for all fans of 
Power/Progressive Metal, this will be a very 
pleasant surprise for those unaware of this 
band/release. 

Kostas Kailiazis

BROCAS HELM “Defender of the Crown” 
LP

(Eat Metal, 2011)

IT WAS ABOUT TIME that this gem would 
be released on vinyl format! BROCAS HELM 
made it to their third full-length eventually 
and released it in CD only by their own pri-
vate label and in a low budget packaging, 
so Eat Metal gave it the appropriate care it 
fully deserved and this gatefold gem is in my 
hands at last! A gem in its entirety that is, 
since everything apart from the band picture 
is changed! Hard illustration sleeve, new 
stunning hand-made cover art and a couple 
of posters added to the die-hard version on 
green vinyl, did I mention the lyrics? I guess 
not, but who cares? (Kidding of course!). 
BROCAS HELM fans have nothing to cheer 
about if they do not collect vinyl though, no 
other additions to the original CD. If you get 
acquainted with the band with this review, 

BROCAS HELM is one of the most cult bands 
in the history of Epic Heavy Metal that are 
truly worshiped in Greece while they are 
enjoying tantamount appreciation abroad, to 
my knowledge at least! It is not the time for 
a history lesson, but both their first releases 
are essential. Coming back to this one, it is 
the typical BROCAS HELM album, nothing 
weird or new, exceptional guitar melodies, 
bass lines taking a leading role at times and 
backing at others, while the exquisite drum-
ming of Jack Hayes keeps being infallible, 
without showing off at any minute! All the 
masterpieces they had recorded and were 
only released as a demo or 7” single format 
are here, every single one being re-recorded, 
making a total of a filling 15 songs! “Time 
of the Dark”, “Juggernaut”, “Helm’s Deep”, 

“Skullfucker”, “War Toons”, all will leave you 
with a sigh of relief at the end of the day. 
Wait a minute, this doesn’t make 15 songs. 
Of course it doesn’t, but count the 6 never 
released before tunes that complete this al-
bum, then you have the classics “Cry of the 
Banshee”, “Defender of the Crown” and the 
astonishing “Drink the Blood of the Priest” to 
blow your mind away! US Metal from a dif-
ferent point of view, never mend to be on the 
foreground but chiseled deep in the “Cav-
erns of Thunder”. One way or the other, don’t 
miss it if there is a turntable in your living 
room. In any other case, go buy one or buy 
the CD, it’s never too late anyway. Thank you 
Greg for fulfilling these anticipations many of 
us had craved for a long time!

www.myspace.com/brocashelm25 

Thanos Stafylarakis

CAULDRON BORN “Born of the Caul-
dron” LP

(Iron on Iron, 2010)

I was always under the impression, that this 
band was very big mostly in Greece. Be it 
the enormous support they had even from 
their demo days in every relevant fanzine, be 
it the good distribution their early releases 
had in Greece. Point is that almost everyone 
around me (into underground that is) knew 
and liked this band. Maybe I am wrong, but 
even some time ago, when Stormspell reis-
sued this album on CD, the reactions were 

not that great. This is a reissue of one of the 
milestones of 90’s Metal in my opinion. After 
the masterly “Swords, Sorcery and Science” 
demo, CAULDRON BORN signed with Under-
ground Symphony and unleashed this offer-
ing to the masses. An album full of technical 
riffs and complex songwriting, one could say 
that this is what HELSTAR would sound after 
the big failure in 1995, had they decided to 
return to their roots and have MANOWAR as 
their biggest influence. Generally, listening 
back to some of the albums that marked the 
late 90’s, quite a few don’t “work” for me as 
much as they did anymore. Sure, they are 
very good albums, but most of them were 

“overrated” by us since times were hard for 
bands in the style we all love and very good 
albums more scarcely released. “Born of the 
Cauldron” is one of the albums that DO NOT 
fit this description. I haven’t listened to it for 
quite some time until spinning it again for 
this review, but Epic Metal Hymns like “Cru-
sader”, “In Fate’s Eye a King”, the same titled 
or “Unholy Sanctuary” still send shivers down 
my spine. Let’s sum it up. Those unfamiliar 
with the band don’t have a better way of an 
introduction. Buy this wonderful LP (gatefold 
with a poster of the artwork, great work from 
the Iron on Iron guys and girl) and spin it 
until Howie decides to resurrect this band. 

www.cauldronborn.net 

Kostas Kailiazis

DEMON PACT “Released from Hell” LP

(High Roller, 2010)

DEMON PACT were no virtuosos. They had in 
fact basic knowledge of playing their instru-
ments. What they did have in big amounts 
though, was energy and that was enough for 
them to produce some of the most crazed 
tracks that were to become unknown classics 
of British Metal. In 1981 they released a 7 
inch single, the amazing “Eaten alive”, a very 
popular purchase among fans and collectors 
of NWOBHM. These guys played some of the 
fastest and most furious Heavy Metal of their 
time. No double leads here or melodies, just 
in your face Heavy Metal! More similar to 
bands like JAGUAR or BITCHES SIN (in their 
faster tracks), no one can blame them of lack 
of originality as at the time nobody sounded 

RE-ISSUES
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the live recordings that were included there 
and presenting it in the far superior format 
know as vinyl for freaks as myself to have 
and enjoy!!! JAGUAR curriculum vitae is 
quite impressive as in just a small number 
of releases in their early career, they man-
aged to impress and influence a hell of a lot 
Heavy Metal known and unknown outfits. 
Their two classic 7inch singles and their first 
LP are NWOBHM classics and should be part 
of any Heavy Metal collection. These guys 
played some of the best Metal ever played 
by humans and their legacy is undisputed. 
JAGUAR’s earliest sound recordings are avail-
able here and this album is what I would call 
a release for the die hard fans as the sound, 
although clear, it’s quite rough and the band 
was later improved in skills and song writ-
ing (most tracks were not used in their later 
releases). Fortunately for the band and the 
label there many JAGUAR maniacs out there 
and will pick up the LP faster than the speed 
of light! I know I did! 

www.myspace.com/jaguaronline

Michalis Bakoulas

JAMESON RAID “Just as the Dust had 
Settled” CD/LP

(Shadow Kingdom/High Roller, 2010)

This was a release I had been waiting for a 
long time as JAMESON RAID had been al-
ways one of my favorite bands. It is a great 
honor for the NWOBHM to have a band like 
JAMESON RAID included in its history. Hav-
ing released two of the best 7” EP’s in the 
history of mankind they never quite got what 
they deserved mostly because they did what 
they wanted and not what trends dictated. 
This compilation album is a total collector’s 
item, a labor of love as the overall quality of 
the pressing sets new standards in the way 
of presenting an album. Including a fantastic 
insert with photos and information on the 
history of the band, fantastic gatefold cover, 
a repressing of the original JAMESON RAID 
tour book plus a bonus 7” single, this is the 
best release of 2010. As for the music now… 
Well JAMESON RAID was one of those bands 
that once you get hooked you are there for 
life. I love their music so much that I have no 
words to describe their songs. In this compi-
lation you get all tracks from their EP’s plus 
some fantastic demos, so don’t think about 
it anymore: Go and get the god damned al-
bum NOW. 

Michalis Bakoulas

ΚINGSBANE “Kingsbane” CD 

(Stormspell, 2010)

This  Canadian  outfit  had made quite an im-
pact back in the time they released their first 
(demo?) tape with raving reviews about the 
music they delivered and no wonder  why! 
This is one of the best Power/Prog Metal 
demos you could ever imagine in the vein 
of QUEENSRYCHE/FATES WARNING/early 
DREAM THEATER and  I honestly don’t dare 
to call their tape a demo tape, such a  profes-
sional  recording and playing and the matu-
rity of the music for “novice” is legendary! Ev-
ery single member performs  in a ridiculous 
high skill level and songwriting wise alone 
this CD is what you are looking for if you  are 
in a  nostalgic mood about the early/mid 90’s 
US metal scene! Yes, this a compilation al-
bum of KINGSBANE/SEVEN YEARS’ (changed 
their name afterwards before becoming IN 
THE NAME) demo tapes coming in a fan-
tastic as usual packaging by Stormspell, so 
you can’t be anything less than content after 
buying this fucker! In case you have heard 
the bonus tracks from the IN THE NAME CD, 
they were re-recorded for that album so you 
can rest assured that the earlier versions are 
quite better. No second thought about that 
if you like US Power/Prog with balls, here’s 

the real deal! 

Thanos Stafylarakis

LEGEND “Still Screaming” LP

(High Roller, 2010) 

Finally this fantastic album gets a vinyl re-
lease 8 years after its recording and 7 after 
its CD release. LEGEND is one of the most 
interesting and original bands to emerge 
from the UK, having 3 releases under their 
belts before splitting in 1983. Due to collec-
tor and fans demand they returned with this 
LP, after having their early releases released 
on a double CD getting a new fan base along 
with their old one. The music on this LP is 
different to what they recorded in the 80’s, 
a more modern approach to their style with 
the great melodic voice of Mike Lezala boost-
ing all songs to great level! The guitar work is 
phenomenal and with a touch of melancholy 
in all tracks the overall result is of great qual-
ity making this album perhaps the best LEG-
END album to this time. I couldn’t separate 
the best tracks of this album simply because 
they’re all great! Give the gift of great music 
to yourself and buy this one at the first occa-
sion, you won’t regret it.

www.legendjersey.com

Michalis Bakoulas

LEVIATHAN “EP & Deepest Secrets Be-
neath” CD

(Corrosive, 2010)

LEVIATHAN, apart from the enormous sea 
monster mentioned in the Bible, is a pretty 
much well-known band hailing from Colo-
rado that emerged in the early 90’s, mak-
ing a huge impact in the underground with 
these two CD releases, resulting in signing 
a contract with a major label afterwards. 
Progressive Metal fans are already familiar 
with them, but personally, I object to their 
labeling as a prog band, at least not in these 
two albums, maybe it was just them self-
proclaiming this title, but it’s apparent they 
offer original technical power metal, with a 
prog touch however left as an aftertaste only. 
Here, in this re-issue CD re-mastered by gui-
tarist John Lutzow himself, we have their first 
two recordings in one CD, their first demo, 
aka “Leviathan EP”, along with their first 
full-length “Deepest Secrets Beneath”. The 
latter, being released in 1994, serves beau-
tiful comprehendible technical power metal, 
with good vocals, courtesy of Jack Aragon 
(a Tom Braden sound-alike, vocalist in their 
EP), and great skill in musicianship, with 
structure and tempo changes and complex 
drum themes, but the most important, that 
is the songwriting, not lacking at any point, 
making it a classic in the genre! If the pro-
duction was a bit more powerful this would 
have definitely been a genre-defining album. 
Next in cue comes an unreleased instrumen-
tal called “Asylum” in the typical LEVIATHAN 
fashion, jazzy-structured with a lot of rhythm 
changes, only to justify this re-issue in my 
opinion, acting as a transitive to the 1992 EP 
that follows. This was originally self-released 

by the band and it was the reason that a 
fuss was made around their name. Although 
I am a keen-first-album-supporter in general 
(haha, not the place to expand on what I 
mean) , there are only a few exceptions that 
come to mind breaking this rule of mine, “Le-
viathan EP” being one of them. Still a very 
good initial attempt, I truly believe it is slight-
ly inferior to the full-length songwriting-wise 
though, with once again high-class perfor-
mance by the band members and a slightly 
more powerful production, as it should have 
been with their next album. This demo/CD is 
not that easy to find nowadays, thus making 
this re-issue quite essential if you are a fan of 
the genre. Moving to the practical side of the 
matter though, the packaging is not very at-
tracting I would say, there’s a different cover 
art and nothing but a mere 4 page booklet, 
no lyrics, no liner notes included. I can’t see 
any reason doing this, other than they want 
to make a comeback just like the hundreds 
of comebacks that occur the last few years 
and this CD is something to throw in and say 

“hi, we’re here”.

www.leviathanresurrected.com 

Thanos Stafylarakis

MORTICIAN “No War” CD

(Pure Steel, 2010)

This is a reissue of the CD-r the band had 
released in 1999, but of course this time in 
a way better edition and with the proper dis-
tribution. MORTICIAN’s only claim to “fame” 
was the “No War” 12” back in 1987, a three 
track affair that showed a Heavy/Power 
Metal band with great potential influenced 
by JUDAS PRIEST. A great piece of European 
Metal, unfortunately hard to get nowadays. 
One year before the 12”, MORTICIAN did a 
4-track demo, “Street Warrior”, which was 
also the band’s first release and includes 
their best song, “Sacrifice of Sin”, a killer 
tune with intense rhythms and tempo chang-
es, brilliant. The band’s last sign of life was 
the “Break the Rules” demo released in 1989 
and it was far from the band had recorded on 
their previous two efforts, both in terms of 
inspiration and most importantly the musical 
direction. At that point the band disbanded, 
managing to have a live version of “No War” 
included in a local sampler, “Heavy Metal 
Battle” (Breakin, 1989). All of the above 
recordings are included in this great reissue 
by Pure Steel, that is recommended to all 
Heavy/Power Metal fans and owners of the 
12”, since the first demo is really great, on 
par with “No War”, if not slightly better. The 
band has reformed and has given shows in 
Festivals (we also saw them in UTH) and has 
planned on writing new songs. We’ll wait and 
see what will come from the Austrian “Street 
Warriors”. 

www.myspace.com/morticianaustria 

Kostas Kailiazis

heavier than this kind of bands. This collec-
tion of demos, the single and some live re-
cordings is an absolute anthology dedicated 
to one of the craziest outfits of the NWOBHM. 
Check out tracks as “Physical Feedback”, 

“Raiders”, “Cry witchcraft”, the absolute must 
in every Brit Metal compilation “Eaten alive” 
as well as the eponymous “Demon pact” 
(that sounds VERY similar to “Winged assas-
sins” by ANVIL…) and I’m  sure you will be 
hooked of the DEMON PACT!

www.demonpact.com

Michalis Bakoulas

FORTE “Stranger than Fiction” CD

(Divebomb, 2011)

I still remember how I got to listen to this 
album for the first time. I knew that the OLI-
VER MAGNUM singer, James Randell was on 
this one, so I decided to give it a try. And 
it sounded so weird at first. I couldn’t get 
into the sound; it was too modern for me. 
But once I did overcome the “sound prob-
lem”, I was forever hooked. Let’s see what 
this reissue contains. The “Stranger than Fic-
tion” album (re-mastered), the “Dementia by 
Design” demo (1990), the “Forte 1991” tape 
and a 2010 re-recording of “Dementia by De-
sign”. Not bad, right? “Dementia by Design” 
was the band’s first sign of life and included 
5 songs (only the same titled didn’t end up 
on the debut, which is a shame since it’s a 
real KILLER). One of the best demos from a 
US band with a faultless production. “Forte 
1991” on the other hand includes another 5 
songs that later ended up on their debut. So, 
I guess it’s time to tell a few things about 
the actual re-released album? “Stranger than 
Fiction” was originally released in 1992 on 
Massacre Records (when they were still re-
leasing Metal and not crap) and is one of the 
highlights for Metal in the 90’s. The fact that 
it was released in times when most US “true” 
bands were quitting because they couldn’t 
secure thousands of sales, only makes this 
jewel shine more. 10 songs of unparalleled 
quality, insane guitar riffs, a tight as HELL 
rhythm section and above that, James Ran-
dell singing like his life depended on his 
performance. ALL songs are Classics, if you 
are fans of US Power/Progressive Metal and 
haven’t heard this album, this reissue will 
change your (metal) life, guaranteed. As a 
fan, I could “whine” a little bit and ask for 
a video part from that era, but even that 
way, this CD still remains one of the best 
reissues I have seen (both in terms of music 
and packaging) and is recommended to ALL 
Power Metal fans. It’s limited to 1000 copies, 
so act fast! 

www.myspace.com/fortemetal 

Kostas Kailiazis

JAGUAR “Opening the enclosure of…” 
LP

(High Roller, 2010)

This compilation of tracks from JAGUAR is ac-
tually what was earlier released on CD under 
the title “Archive Alive volume I”, omitting 
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SACRED WARRIOR “Rebellion” CD

(Intense/Millennium, 2010)

Another essential reissue, since the SACRED 
WARRIOR CD’s have been bootlegged so 
many times, it’s hard to keep track. I am 
sure that most readers are familiar, at least 
with the name of the band, so I’ll just say 
that SACRED WARRIOR was one of the 
best Christian Metal bands to come from 
the States in the 80’s and their first three 
albums are worth looking for in my opinion. 
The sound of the band is quite similar to old 
QUEENSRYCHE, melodic Power Metal with 
high-pitched vocals, courtesy of Ray Parra. 
Generally, most Christian Metal bands from 
the US played like the Seattle pioneers and 
SACRED WARRIOR is no exception. “Rebel-
lion” includes 11 songs, has a crystal clear 
production and some of my favorite tracks 
are “Stay away from Evil”, “Children of the 
Light”, “Day of the Lord”, “The Heavens are 
Calling” and “Master of Lies”. The sound is 
very polished and there are more commercial 
moments, but not for a single second they 
don’t sound METAL, which is what is wanted 
here, right? The icing on the cake is the two 
bonus tracks, taken from a 2001 demo of 
the band, but are nothing exceptional, quite 
typical and soft for me. Finally, this reissue 
comes with a new cover but I would like the 
booklet to be a little better, since the letters 
are pretty small and more info about the 
band or liner notes on all songs wouldn’t 
be too much I guess. But this is minor in 
my opinion, as I said above, this is an es-
sential purchase, especially for fans of the 

“QUEENSRYCHE-branch” of US Metal, this will 
destroy you! 

www.sacredwarrior.net 

Kostas Kailiazis

SALEM ”In the Beginning” 2LP

(High Roller, 2010)

When seeing a double LP compilation from 
a practically unknown outfit one has to think 
these guys must be really good to get this 
kind of treatment almost 30 years after these 
recordings were made. Well you know what? 
YES! They are that good! SALEM, a British 
band made out of the ashes of the better 
known, but not too respected by metal fans, 
ETHEL THE FROG managed to record a ton 
of great Hard and Heavy songs and even 
made it to the 7inch stage releasing the now 
ultra rare “Cold as steel” (included in this 
album of course!) Similarities with ETHEL 
THE FROG’s sound can be found here and 
there, but this outfit is more part of what 
made the NWOBHM known, with melodies 
and double leads all over the place that will 
please all British Metal fans. Best tracks of 
this double LP set are “Fool’s gold”, “Save 
the night”, “Coming for you”, the ecstatic 

“The keeper of the keys trilogy” as well as 
the great single tracks “Cold as steel” and 

“Reach for eternity”. The high quality release 
factor of High Roller is here as well and there 
is really not a reason why you should have 
second thoughts of getting this one for your 
collection. This is a must have for all those, 
like myself, who believe the best music came 
from an island in the early 80’s!!!!

www.myspace.com/salem.uk

Michalis Bakoulas

SEPULCRO “Flesh meets Steel” tape

(The Forge, 2010)

I became familiar with the band, at the time 
ALKATEYA recorded “Street Survivors” (from 
the first SEPULCRO) for their “Lycantrophy” 
CD in 2006 (a criminally underrated band, 
but this is not out point here) and soon after 
I heard their demos. So, how did ALKATEYA 
cover a song from that band? Apart from 

being one of the pioneers of the Portuguese 
Metal scene (as was ALKATEYA), both bands 
had a member of the Pinto family as their 
singers, SEPULCRO had Miguel and ALK-
ATEYA Joao. Looks like it was in the family, 
since both have a great voice (Joao’s is better 
though). Enough with the history and family 
lessons I guess. What we have here is our 
concern and let me start from the packag-
ing that is superb, pro-printed tape with a 
great cover and insert. The music on offer is 
9 songs in total, both demos SEPULCRO did 
before disbanding, the 1985 demo (5 songs) 
and the 1986 demo (4 songs). The first tape 
is mostly Proud, Epic Metal with great guitars 
and (as mentioned above) vocals, but they 

“mess it up” a little on the last songs, “Rock n’ 
Roll Riders” and “Born on the Road”, not bad, 
but simply ok tunes, more Hard-rockish. In 
the 1986 demo the turn is “complete”, since 
the band went for a more “clean” and me-
lodic approach. Better production this time, 
but ay what cost! Quite disappointing as a 
whole, only “Pictures of Silence”, the closing 
track “saves” this 4-track affair (and partially 

“R.I.P.”) from total disaster. Quite diverse as 
a whole, but sometimes on such releases, 
one of the main factors is not only the musi-
cal quality, but also the love and dedication 
someone shows. And in this case, the fact 
alone that a wonderful edition of such an ob-
scure act found its way to our stereos (even 
through tape!) is reason enough for me. This 
tape is limited to 300 copies and you should 
buy it asap, since it comes for a ridiculously 
low price and Francisco (the man behind The 
Forge, hello my friend!) has plans to also do 
a vinyl version of it. So, support such efforts, 
they really deserve it. 

Kostas Kailiazis

SERPENT’S KNIGHT “Silent Knight…of 
Myth and Destiny” 2CD

(Shadow Kingdom, 2010)

This is the first band that featured Warrel 
Dane as their singer. This should be reason 
enough for a big number of fans to rush and 
buy this release, but this is not the case. 
Strange if you ask me, but maybe it has to 
do with poor (or wrong-targeted) promotion? 
This is not my concern, this will be the mu-
sic found inside the two CD’s this anthology 
includes, in an excellent packaging with a 
24-page booklet with the band’s history by 
leader Brad Poland. CD1 includes the band’s 
1983 demo that circulated in very bad qual-
ity tapes and rips for the past time and un-
fortunately this is the case once more. The 
label did everything they could and cheers to 
Tim for that, but this CD is the best we can 
have as far as sound is concerned. Of course 
the CD sounds a little better from the above 
mentioned tapes, but don’t expect miracles. 
But hey, when did (we) underground mani-
acs were put off by bad productions? Exactly, 
so this is how you should listen to this re-
lease. Because beneath the bad sound we 
have a music diamond, mostly mid-paced 
Power Metal the US way with Warrel Dane’s 
voice standing out. It’s like comparing orang-
es to apples (not quite, but you will get my 
point), but “Released from the Crypt” is bet-
ter than the SANCTUARY debut in my opinion. 
CD1 ends with three extra songs from the 
early days, an instrumental and two songs 
with vocals by “father scorn” (whatever). 
The second CD is a recording from 1989, 
with a new singer, Mark G. The style of the 
band has changed and the vocals are below 
average though and they ruin the (few) good 
ideas the band presents throughout these 
1989 songs. Brad Poland states in the liner 
notes that Warrel Dane “took” the first song 
they ever wrote, “Battle Angels” when he left 
the band, so I guess that the “Battle Angels” 
(1981) song found towards the end should 
be a modern (since the sound is obviously 
from a new recording) version of this song? I 

find no common elements to justify the claim, 
apart from the title and some ideas (and 
even that with lots of imagination). Never-
mind, I am not SANCTUARY’s lawyer, so…The 
CD ends with “The First Spider after Winter”, 
a very weird and experimental instrumental 
song from 2009. Ending (it’s time, I guess), 
CD2 also includes the band’s first concert, a 
real document. The booklet of the CD makes 
for some very interesting reading, I am sure 
you will enjoy Brad Poland’s statements, a 
new Satan Patrick Evil? I have the impres-
sion this 2CD set is limited to 1000 copies, 
so act fast. 

www.myspace.com/serpentsknight 

Kostas Kailiazis

SLAUGHTER “Slaughter” 12”single

(Fils du Metal, 2010)

This is the find of the century and no won-
der why! What I always loved throughout 
the years I am listening to this music, is 
that you never know what the next day will 
bring. As soon as you say “nah, how many 
undiscovered gems can be out there”, that 
is when another one pops up! This is quite 
common with US bands, but what about 
European ones, especially this band can 
outmatch almost ANY band from my beloved 
US! I never thought that a European band 
can even stand next to the best US ones, not 
until I got to listen to this masterpiece. Demo 
recording from these Frenchies, that had 
only recorded these 3 tracks featured here, 
in 1986. Powerful Heavy/Power Metal, not 
sounding like the usual French bands apart 
from a similarity in the vocals with NIGHT-
MARE and a little bit of STEEL ANGEL, this is 
not your common French steel. Heavy gui-
tars, powerful solos, massive rhythm section 
and out of this world melodies, blended in a 
lot of IRON MAIDEN gives you this European 
US Power Metal gem! The vocal melody lines 
are simply brilliant, dressed with these me-
lodic riffs underneath, I’m short of words to 
describe it! Excluding the production (do not 
forget this was a demo), which is still decent, 
everything else is balanced in equal very high 
standards, making you asking the age old 
question again: “WHY? How can this band 
vanish without recording anything?” Who 
can answer this anyway, the answer might 
settle down the thrill of discovery, so I’d 
rather stop questioning myself! A few more 
releases like that and you’ll find yourself ring-
ing the neighbors’ bell asking for a  tape he 
might have possibly recorded when he was 
a kid, with the chance to find another gem.

Thanos Stafylarakis 

SORCERER “Sorcerer” CD

(Brainticket/Rockadrome, 2011)

It was about time this CD was reissued, 
since the original 1995 pressing had been 
long out of print and very hard to get (plus 
it was poorly packaged). This time we get 
both demos in their entirety, a new (killer) 
cover, the lyrics and liner notes by John Perez 
(and of course the bonus tracks of the old 
CD). Looks like the 1995 version may rest 
in peace, right?? (and leave only silver disc 
nerds hunting for a copy of it. And of course 
the sellers that profit in the end) Enough with 
the “technical” details. The music, you ask? 
Well, imagine something as godly and heavy 
as the CANDLEMASS and SOLITUDE AETUR-
NUS debuts. Yes, this is certainly up there 
with these Monsters. I really don’t think 
that I will add something by saying more, 
this is one of the most necessary buys you 
can make. In a time when Doom Metal has 
lost its meaning, it’s great that such bands/
releases are getting the treatment they al-
ways deserved. I really hope that the band 
will decide to record new songs in the vein 
of the material that made them one of the 

most loved underground Doom Metal bands. 

www.myspace.com/sorcererofficial 

Kostas Kailiazis

STREET CHILD “Street Child” LP

(Buried by Time and Dust, 2010)

One of the most sought after albums in 
Heavy Metal is being reissued at last, making 
dozens of people feel relieved from spending 
a lifetime searching for a cheap copy of this 
thousand-dollar piece of vinyl and hundreds 
of them still willing to pay the given ridicu-
lous price it often sells for, just to be proud 
they own this record (and nominate for the 
stupidity hall of fame at the same time)! 
Starting with the whole package, BBTAD is 
known to the reissue world for their qual-
ity releases and we are talking about over-
all quality here. The record with the cover 
should weigh almost a pound altogether, the 
vinyl being 180gr and the cover is as thick as 
Jay Cutler’s torso in the off-season, making 
it hard to even place the record in it! Every 
BBTAD release is well taken care of and this 
one is no exception. Another showstopper 
is the 8-pages inlay that is full of pics, liner 
notes and the lyrics of the songs, including 
lyrics for the 3 bonus tracks that were added 
exclusively for this re-issue. The rarity of the 
album has made it known enough to the 
metal world, so more or less everyone has 
heard the music. If you come across this title 
for the first time, the four originally released 
tracks are a very good example of US heavi-
est metal played in mid-tempo pace with 
unique vocals, which I can’t say if they are 
good or bad, since I believe this is a perfect 
example of a love ‘em or hate ‘em situation! 
Personally, I like them just because it is not 
the perfect US metal Tate-like singer nor a 
lousy screamer only trying to reach the sky 
with his voice, he actually has a moderate 
masculine voice with a weird “color”. No 
standout or exceptional musicianship here, 
the listener mainly focuses on the very good 
compositions and the issues (social and 
fantasy) the lyrics fillip. Side B and here we 
have the 3 bonus tracks, “State of Things”, 

“Messiah” and “Truth”, that some may know 
as they were included in a demo the band 
had recorded if I am correct. None of the 
three has made an impact to me so far as 
the initial tracklisting did, but all three of 
them are worth being put out and can stand 
next to the 4 originals to say the least. The 
price that the LP was sold for before this re-
issue came into fruition does not justify its 
content-which record does anyway-but this 
is by all means an album worth checking. I 
wouldn’t put it next to my all-time favorite 
US metal rarities (like ION BRITTON, WYZ-
ARD to name a few) since I know people 
STREET CHILD doesn’t appeal to them at all, 
so listen first and then decide! Going back to 
my opening sentence of this review, this is a 
GIFT for people into the first category, thus 
necessitating this re-release and let the latter 
search for an original copy. Now off to put 
the vinyl back into its sleeve, damn!

Thanos Stafylarakis

THORAX “Test of Time” 2LP

(Metaleros/High Roller, 2008)

Belgium has produced a ton of underground 
demo bands that never passed the demo 
stage but had recorded killer music. THORAX 
is one of these cases. This compilation in-
cludes three demos (1986, 1987 and 1990) 
of the band, a total of 14 songs and comes 
in an excellent edition with lots of info about 
the band, but without lyrics. Fans of the 80’s 
Centro European sound know what to expect, 
raw and uncompromised Heavy Metal with a 

“street” attitude. Exactly what you get here. 
My favorite songs are the ones from the 1987 
demo and especially “To hell with tomorrow” 
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TYRANT “King of Kings” LP

(Metaleros/High Roller, 2010)

This is a reissue of the last TYRANT album 
from 1996, which was only available on CD 
so far (Art of Music, 1996) on a very nice 
LP edition with a new cover (based on the 
original though) and the lyrics that were not 
printed on the CD. The style of the band 
hasn’t changed from their masterly 80’s LP’s, 
but the “problem” is inspiration. This album 
is not average. Far from it, it includes two 
of their best songs in my opinion, “King of 
Kings” (makes you wonder who the King is, 
but for me it’s Glen May on vocals) and “War” 
(what a suitable title, after the intro this is 
EXACTLY the feeling you get). Had this al-
bum been as inspired as these two songs, we 
would talk about a killer album like their first 
two masterpieces (and maybe better). Now 
(at least for me), this is a good CD, but ap-
plies more to people familiar with their first 
two masterpieces, rather than new fans, not 
familiar with the band. Those should seek  

“Too late to Pray” and “Legions of the Dead”, 
this is where the band really shined for me. 
This LP is limited to 500 copies. 

www.myspace.com/tyrantrock 

Kostas Kailiazis

UNBLESSED “Unblessed” LP

(Steel Legacy, 2010)

Another 90’s US discovery. After the gold-
mine that (still) is the 80’s in terms of demos 
and 7”singles, looks like that “CD 90’s” is the 
new Eden for US Power Metal fans. You want 
a proof? Do yourselves a favor and buy this 
LP and you will understand after 48 minutes 
of listening what I mean. This CD was first 
released in 1993 by the band in 500 copies 
and recently due to the interest towards the 
band in was reissued in CD by the band once 
more (can be bought at CDBaby for a very 
low price) and on LP, for which this review 
is written. “Unblessed” includes 10 songs of 
mostly mid-tempo Power Metal with excel-
lent vocals, courtesy of mr. James Peterson 
and excellent melodies. This is their strong 
point in my opinion, the combination of 
their sense of melody and catchy composi-
tions and  James Peterson, whose singing 
abilities are full of emotion (“Death’s Wings” 
and the wonderful ballad “Everfading Youth” 
prove this) and power, well done!  The LP is 
not perfect as there are two average songs, 
namely “Today’s the End” and the very typi-
cal “Chosen Few”. But, they don’t ruin the 
overall impression a bit. The band is still ac-
tive and we should wait for a new CD later 
this year. In the meantime, get this album 
and play it loud!

www.myspace.com/officialunblessed

Kostas Kailiazis

URCHIN “High Roller” LP

(High Roller, 2010)

About six years ago I read that a compilation 
of songs from URCHIN was available. What I 
did was to order my copy immediately from a 
dealer in Germany who seemed to be behind 

this release. This was of course the first un-
official release of High Roller Records and six 
years later the label, in order to make up for 
this early hiccup, releases this fully author-
ized URCHIN compilation and what a hell of 
job he did for this release!!! The high quality 
vinyl pressing comes in a perfect cover ac-
companied of a great book of information, 
old photos and memorabilia from this an-
cient Hard Rock outfit, known for being the 
early “home” of Adrian Smith, who later got 
to be member of you know who! This album 
does not include neither the singles the band 
released, nor the BBC recordings that the 
previous LP did, but recordings made from 
1979 to 1980. All tracks sound very vintage 
but with a very clear sound and professional 
playing, not a surprise to those who have 
heard the URCHIN earlier recordings. With 
tracks that range from typical Hard Rock, to, 
what Kostas likes to call Pub Rock this album 
is a retrospective of the pre-NWOBHM sound 
of English rockers. Full of nostalgia this LP 
is not there to fill a gap of lost Heavy Metal 
anthems but is out more for fans of the 70’s 
rock sound. There are some very nice double 
leads there of course and some great melo-
dies, but not all songs are made to be hits. 
This is an album that will be purchased by 
fans of the most famous group to come out 
of the NWOBHM in order to have the com-
plete collection right, but it’s not just that. 
This is a good time album that I am sure I 
will enjoy every time I play it. Highlights of 
the LP would be “Countdown”, the fantastic 

“My lady” and “Life in the city”, a song that 
would later be used as a B-side of the single 

“Wasted years” by Smith’s later band. 

Michalis Bakoulas

and “Fight for peace of mind”, Classic 80’s 
songs for me. Releases like this prove that 
the European Metal scene of countries like 
Belgium and Holland (and not only) was full 
with bands that deserve to have their demo 
material reissued on CD (or LP). But, the last 
few years we see a “trend” of seeing almost 
exclusively US bands being “discovered” 
once more and their recordings offered more 
widely to the underground. In my humble 
opinion, THORAX has passed the “Test of 
Time”. A necessary addition to any European 
80’s Metal worshipping collection. This LP is 
limited to 500 copies, so contact the label 
for availability.  

Kostas Kailiazis

TIMELESS HALL “Timeless Hall” CD/LP

(Steel Legacy, 2010)

This CD was quite relatively known amongst 
CD collectors only, since it was a CD only re-
lease back in 1994 when it originally came 
out by the band itself! It was then when 21 
year old guitar sensation Arne Lunde with his 
Danish folks Chris Kjaer and Frank Hansen 
(on bass and drums respectively) joined 
forces with US vocalist Drew Hart to end up 
making TIMELESS HALL a reality! Τhis short-
lived band only offered a full-length CD and a 
3-track CD single while they were active and 
it makes no wonder why these albums were 
sought after and fetched $$$ to the seller 
each time they were up for sale! Absolutely 
professional playing by this outfit, they don’t 
sound European at any minute apart from 
the few Scandinavian guitar melodies, main-
ly due to the amazing vocal performance of 
Mr. Hart! Both releases are included in the 
CD re-issue (1000 copies pressed) by Steel 
Legacy, while in the LP version (330 copies) 
you can only find the same titled full-length, 
remixed this time by Arne Lunde! All play-
ers are standing on a high performance level, 
with guitar parts sometimes taking you to 
other dimensions. Lots of diversity in the 
songwriting, you can find tracks varying from 
street power metal with a commercial edge 
(“Insecure”, “Anything Goes”), to the CRIM-
SON GLORY sounding “Lost Horizon”, the 
stunning epic “Indians” and a masterpiece 
in its own grandeur, the incomparable “Ever-
lasting Rush”, a melodic power metal anthem 
that gets stuck in your head once you listen 
to it! Then the 3 tracks taken from the CD 
single follow, one being an instrumental with 
the insane solo of Lunde’s  guitar work once 
again as a point of reference, and two new 
tunes, “True Love” which is a balladesque 
song with a slightly more modern approach 
in music as expected by the band and “Tears 
In The Rain”, a beautiful song on par with 
the fantastic “When I Bury You” from their 
debut CD. All in all, if you are a fan of 90’s 
melodic sound, it is most likely that know 
the band already, so needless to mention its 
value, the rest that are intrigued by a slightly 
commercial (not wimpy glam or shit like that) 
yet strong quality heavy band, check this out, 
especially if you are a vinyl enthusiast that 
you probably had no idea this band ever ex-
isted! There’s not one in a million that you 
will regret it!

Thanos Stafylarakis

VANEXA “1979-1980” LP

(Jolly Roger, 2009)

One of the first Italian Heavy Metal bands, 
VANEXA released their very good first album 
back in 1983 and are still around till this day 
giving concerts from time to time. This al-
bum is a compilation of tracks of their earliest 
demos and live recordings. Sung in Italian 
these tracks show the rawest of VANEXA 
songs  and in the case of the B side, which 
is recorded live, in sound as well. I will con-
centrate on the demo recordings because 
the live tracks are of very poor quality to be 
heard. The music may be raw but at least 
in the case of “Hiroshima”, “Mille noti” and 

“Lasciami stare” we have some great songs 
full of energy, very similar to what was being 
played in the UK that same era. Overall an 
interesting release, more for the completists 
of Italian Heavy Metal, the rest can live with-
out this album or could buy instead “Rumore 
nel vento” by SABOTAGE, a great early Ital-
ian Metal LP.

www.myspace.com/vanexahm

Michalis Bakoulas 
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TEMPEST is a German band that only managed to release a private 
12"back in 1987, but they showcased their great potential also 
through two compilation LP's and demos. Their style was a powerful 
combination of traditional Power Metal with NWOBHM and more pro-
gressive elements, full of intricate rhythm changes, resulting to a 
very unique sound. Another band that hasn't gained the status quite 
a few bands from that era have, despite their musical quality being 
times better. Enjoy the following interview with Thorsten Dierks, 
drummerIsinger of the band and founding member. Today the Dierks 
brothers play in SEDUCER, but due to lack of time, a SEDUCER feature 
was not possible. You can check them online in the address found at 
the end of the interview. 

 
When was the band formed? Which were the founding members? 
In 1982 we (me and a few other boys from my village) formed a Heavy Metal 
Club called “Baracuda”. We were drunk most of the time and one day we de-
cided to make music. The problem was that nobody was able to play an instru-
ment except our first guitar player Mathias Weißbrod. The only one who could 
sing (a little bit) was me. The other guys lost their fun to make music and 
continued drinking. In our neighborhood lived an older “boy” called Ingolf Otte 
and he decided to learn playing drums. Our “band” was named WATERPROOF 
and we played a few gigs without bass. Around Christmas of 1982 we wanted 
to record our “music” and I asked my brother Stefan Dierks if he wanted to 
play the bass. He wanted and at these recording he played the bass for the first 
time. In 1983, we changed the name to TEMPEST. 
Did the band have any demo recordings before the 12”? Could you 
please refer to the line up changes until the 12”?
I told you about the recording session with WATERPROOF. Believe me, the re-
sult (sound and music) is more than bad. So I can say there were no recordings 
before the 12”. The idea behind the 12” was to make something different than 
the other bands. At this time there were thousands of bands that recorded 
demos. We wanted to make something special; everyone should have a look 
on us. Until the first days the only line up change was that we found Andreas 
Thiemann for the rhythm guitar (1985?). At the time we’ve recorded the 12”, 
Andreas was in the army, and at this weekend he had to guard our country. We 
booked the studio and decided to record our songs without him (sorry).
In 1987, the band released the “Rock Cafe” on Pro Sound Records. As 
I understand, Pro Sound was your effort. How many copies of the 12” 
did you press? 
As we recorded “Rock Café”, Pro Sound made an offer to us. We recorded the 
song at their recording studio (in three days) and they took care of the press-

ing of the records. So we could use their label (for nothing, I think). In these 
days, in Germany you needed a label on a record to get airplay. We were young 
and for the fist time in a professional studio. We’ve paid about 7000 German 
Marks (3500 €) for all. I think it was very expensive (but we were young). The 
actual number is 981 copies.
Was there interest from labels at the time? 
Every time when TEMPEST released something, one of our band members 
decided to run away. In 1988 our first drummer left the band and a half year 
later our guitar-player Matthias Weißbrod followed him. So we wasted a lot of 
time to search for new members and practice our songs. You have to realize 
that we’re lived all in the same little village (220 noses), far away from the 
scene. So it was not easy to find a new guitar player. Today I think this is the 
reason why we haven’t made the right promotion for the 12” (or not enough 
promotion). We didn’t send a copy to a single label, so there was no interest.
D&S Recording, a German label from Hattingen, offered the band a slot 
in the second (and last) volume of the “German Metal Fighters” compi-
lation series in 1988. How did this deal occur? 
Michael Jesch searched for bands on his compilations with an advertisement 
in some fanzines (I found it in “Rock Hard”). You had to pay (I don’t remember 
how much anymore) for a song, but you get 50 copies of the compilation. I 
think a good deal for him and the bands. One band: not more than two songs.
Did you like the cover of that LP? What’s your opinion on the other 
bands participating in this LP? 
Well, you must have a look on the covers of his former releases (the “paintings” 
are from Jesch). I remember he has shown us some examples of paintings HE 
wanted to use. Believe me, they were terrible. We discussed a long time about 
it and I believe he wanted to ask the other bands’ opinion. As he sent us the 
LP’s, he has chosen the photo-cover, the best solution. It’ OK. I like UNITED 
FORCES the most, very good stuff. POISON ASP is too hard for me, but they’ve 
done a good job. They asked us to play a gig with them (in Ludwigshafen). It 
was a great adventure and something I will never forget. But our gig was one 
of the worst we ever played, TERRIBLE!! At this time we had a female singer 
because I was behind the drums (we hadn’t found anyone better than me). It 
was my first gig and I made so many mistakes - you can’t imagine. Our singer 
had more problems. She doesn’t hit one tone. Much later we decided that I 
play drums and sing.
Were you familiar at the time with the label and their releases?  
No, Michael sold us his former releases (all compilations until ours) for a little 
money. That’s all.
Maybe I am wrong, but I am under the impression that Inline Music 
was another Michael Jesch effort (I have CD’s/LP’s that were either 

released by this label or distributed when they are D&S releases). Can 
you confirm this? 
I am sure Inline Music had nothing to do with Michael Jesch. Maybe some bands 
recorded their stuff at the Inline-Music studio and later Jesch released it. But 
I don’t know.
You mentioned earlier the line-up changes the band underwent after 
the 12” and compilation participation. Could you tell us more? 
In 1987 or maybe 1988, after we’ve recorded the 12” and the “German Metal 
Fighter II” compilation track, our drummer Ingolf Otte left the band. I tried to 
play drums and a female singer Birgit (?) tried to sing my vocals. A few months 
later Mathias Weißbrod left the band too. Maybe 6 month later we let Birgit go. 
The Dierks/Dierks/Thiemann line up was born for the first time. 
In 1990, you released “Untamed”, a 4-track demo. On the tape cover it 
says “produced by Inline Music”. What was the feedback for this tape? 
I know Inline deceived many bands. They get the money from the bands for a 
complete CD/LP production. The bands recorded their songs, but never got a 
finished CD. We recorded “Untamed” as a promo for labels and record-com-
panies (Inline managed all). They told us there are some interests but never 
named the label. We got a little bit distrustful as they wanted to record a full-
length CD with us. We should pay the production. They told us we’ll get back 
the money later (and so on). We didn’t make it and saved a lot of money. We 
never heard something from Inline again.
The same year the band took part in the “Best of German Metal New-
comer” EP again on D&S Recording. The package of this EP was very 
simple, what was the reason?  
This was my first drum job in a studio (the “Untamed” session was later). The 
first time for the Dierks/Dierks/Thiemann line-up. Today I think this is our 
worst recording (just listen at the drums). But we’ve had a good time in Hat-
tingen and we’ve learned very much. I think Michael Jesch didn’t find enough 
bands for this (last) compilation. So he decided to release it as an EP without 
cover, only with coloured vinyl (remember what I told you about his “artwork”).
In how many copies was the EP printed? What was the deal with it? 
Were the copies “distributed” among the bands to sell them on their 
own? 
I don’t know. I think 300 copies exist. I’ve told you that the bands got 50 copies 
for each song (6 x 50 = 300) and I don’t know if Michael kept some for his own.
Shortly before the release of “Untamed”, the band faced lineup chang-

es as you recruited a new drummer and guitar player.  
Around 1992, we met drummer Sven Kling and guitar player Sebastian Jacobi 
and recorded “The Voice Inside” tape. Sebastian left the band only a few weeks 
later. The next guitar player was named Matthias Lenz. I think he hang around 
with us one and a half year. Meanwhile Sven left the drums and I took seat 
again.

“The Voice Inside” was released in 1992 and it included another 4 
songs. Some comments on this tape…
The first production we made completely on our own. We recorded it in a little 
home-studio not far away from home. Our engineer Frank Stage was from the 
former DDR (remember: German was reunited in 1990) and was our live mixer 
at the time. The music is a little straighter on this recording. A new drummer 
joined the band and he is the reason that we’ve lost our “progressive touch”. 
Today I must say that it is a good demo.
The band participated in two D&S compilations, discussed earlier. How 
come that you didn’t release a full-length with them? In the early 90’s, 
D&S was releasing lots of CD’s from bands that didn’t even have half 
your potential and abilities. 
We asked Michael to record a full album, but he didn’t like our style. He said 
that our songs are too long and complicated. We should make it easier. But 
we didn’t want to…
The band’s last sign of life was the “Heavy Metal” demo-CD. What year 
was it released (I knew it was 1996…), because there seems to be 
confusion on this subject? 
We recorded this album in our own studio in our practice-room. It took a very 
long time from the first take to the rough-mix. I don’t remember exactly, but 
we recorded more than four years. During the recording session we changed 
our drummer, our recording stuff and our second guitar player left the band. 
Every time we started new. I don’t know how many days I sit behind the re-
cording desk to make it better than before. As we finished the recordings our 
guitar player Andreas Thiemann informed us that he wanted to go to Cologne 
(about 400 km from our home) with his girlfriend (she worked at a television 
station in this town). It was not possible to find a new guitar player and we de-
cided to lay TEMPEST on ice. Because we had no more gigs (and money), we’ve 
decided only to make a rough-mix from our recording, it’s a shame…”Heavy 
Metal” is our best release ever and “The Tempest” is still my favourite song. 

‘’The Voice Inside’’ line up (L to R) Stefan Dierks, Thorsten Dierks, Sebastian Jacobi, Sven King, 
Andreas Thiemann
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thought about it, too). But one problem: We don’t own the 
master-tape from the “Untamed” session and the quality 
on tape is not the best. Maybe we’ll do it some time.

Did the band play live a lot? Any major concerts 
with some bigger German bands or foreign ones? 

In the 80’s we played a lot. At this time there were quite a 
few clubs or festivals around us and the people wanted to 
see unknown or new bands. The people loved live-music. 
In the 90’s we played everywhere in Germany (not many 
gigs but sometime we had to drive a long time). We played for example with 
HEAVEN’S GATE, PROTECTOR and CROSSROADS. Today we only play our X-
mas gig I’ve told you. But if there’s someone out there who wants us: let me 
know!! Maybe we should play in Greece….

What would you say are the bands that influenced you to form a band? 
What were the influences of TEMPEST? 

For me AC/DC and IRON MAIDEN…, and very much alcohol. Bruce Dickinson 
was my hero and MAIDEN on their “Piece of Mind” tour, which also was my first 
concert. Since this time I was infected. As for band influences: In our early 
days we wrote very simple songs like AC/DC and for a little time we wrote 
German lyrics. But one day my brother Stefan came around with “The Spec-
tre Within” LP from FATES WARNING and infected the whole band (someone 
named us “The German FATES WARNING” – what a compliment).

Do you still follow what’s going on in the underground Heavy Metal 
scene? 

Not really. I read some reviews in some magazines and sometimes I order a 
CD. That’s all.

Thanks for your time Thorsten. The last words are yours. End this in-
terview any way you like. 

I must shout a big THANX to all the people out there who supported TEMPEST 
the last 27 years. Thanks for 
all the praise and reproof, 
especially to Greece where a 
lot of people buy our releas-
es. Keep the flame alive!! 
Last but not least the same 
big thanx to you Kostas, for 
you work and your patience. 
Remember: BE LOUDER 
THAN YOUR NEIGHBOUR!

www.seducer-online.de 

Kostas Kailiazis

I don’t know the exact day of release 
(but I can’t believe that we released it 
in 1996), because we never officially 
released it. Maybe I‘ve sent some cop-
ies to friends or fanzines. OK, I sold 
some on EBay. Since our SEDUCER-
Homepage (you know my actual band) 
is online, I decided to sell the CD there 
because it is too good the lay in the cel-
lar (thanks to “my” musicians!! They let 
me do this).

Another line up change occurred prior to the recordings of “Heavy Met-
al” but was proved temporary. 
A few month before we started to record the “Heavy Metal” CD another drum-
mer named Holger Marwede joined the band. You can hear him on the CD; I 
think he has done a great work. We lost him after one year. TEMPEST was once 
more (and still is) Andreas Thiemann, Stefan Dierks and me.
I have also seen another tape, labeled as “Tempest Promo tape” con-
taining “Eternity”, “Eyes of the Children” and “Tales of Yesterday”. Can 
you give some more details about it? Could it be that it was a tape just 
for labels???
I don’t know how many different so called promo-tapes exist. Remember, the 
production for “Heavy Metal” has taken a long time and in between I mixed a 
few songs to get something new for clubs or festivals. NO, NOT FOR LABELS. At 
this time we were not interested to get a deal or so. We wanted to be independ-
ent. We wanted to make our own shit (sorry).
What about the “The X-Mas Factor” CD? Was this made for fun at the 
time?
Really, it’s a joke. Every year, two weeks before Christmas (since today, it our 
only gig in the year), we play a gig at the Rock Café (yes, the club on our back 
cover). Sometimes we decided to play some Christmas-songs. Every time it is 

a big, funny party.
Despite the fact that you 
had only one official release 
during your career, you had 
an impressive repertoire 
of songs, spread in demos, 
compilations etc. seeing the 
renewed interest in clas-
sic Heavy Metal the last few 
years, how would you see 
the possibility of an “ar-
chived” CD-set with all dem-
os, compilation songs plus 
unreleased tracks?  
Yeah, it’s a really good idea (I’ve 

“Heavy Metal” lineup (L to R) Thorsten Dierks, Holger 
Marwede, Stefan Dierks, Andreas Thiemann”

Thorsten Dierks, Andreas Thiemann, Stefan Dierks 1989
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This interview was originally answered by John Antonioli in early 
2006. But since it never got published at the time and motivated by 
the release of the Classic demo material on CD by Arkeyn Steel in 
2009, I decided it would be a good opportunity to “update” it a little 
and present it here. John was kind enough and found the time despite 
his extremely busy program to answer my extra questions. But at the 
same time he informed that a big part of his photo archives was lost in 
recent years, so he couldn’t provide me with the material that would 
be worthy of the interview. Enter Rob Preston who sent me all photo 
material he had for the LP issue of TRAMONTANE in 2002 faster 
than you can say “Doomed Planer Records”...A simple “thank you” 
is not enough. Hope you enjoy the following, very detailed interview 
with one of the most honest and best (and at the same time more un-
derrated) bands ever to emerge from the US underground of the late 
80’s. 

How and when did you decide to form a Heavy Metal band?
I always wanted to be in a band.  I saw my first concert when I was in 5th grade. 
VAN HALEN had just put out “Van Halen II” and were on their first headlining 
tour. I talked my aunt into taking me and was hooked. It was just tough to get 
other people who wanted to play the same type of music that I was interest-
ed. Once I turned 14 or so, my friend introduced me to IRON MAIDEN, JUDAS 
PRIEST, UFO, TRIUMPH, etc. and it just went from there.
Was this your first attempt to form a band? How about Dan?
The project Dan and I had was the first band I ever attempted to put together. 
It was also Dan’s first project.
Through your mother you recruited guitar player Michael Morris, who 
was older than you two. Did this speed up the things (in terms that he 
was more experienced etc.)?
My mother met Michael where he worked at the time as a cook. He was serving 
her and yawned. My mother always made jokes so she said something about 

“hot date last night?” He laughed and said he was up late practicing guitar. My 
mom asked him what kind of music he played and he replied “Heavy Metal”. My 
mom asked if he was in a band and he said he was playing with a bass player 
and they were trying to form a band. My mother told him about Dan and I, got 
his number for us, and the rest is history. Michael was about 4 years older than 
I but he had never played in any bands before so the only benefit was he had 
already written a good deal of riffs that morphed into TRAMONTANE songs.
Michael not only brought his guitar playing skills to the band but also 
a friend of him which was the bass player of the band, Kurt Tholken.
Kurt and Michael were friends for some time. Michael showed Kurt how to play 
bass. Kurt was very inexperienced and didn’t show up for a lot of the practices 
in the beginning because he didn’t want us to see how poor his playing was. 
Was Michael Morris or Kurt Tholken involved in any bands before join-
ing TRAMONTANE? 
TRAMONTANE was the first band for all of us. Originally Dan and I had a name 
for our project and Kurt and Michael had a different name for theirs. We 
couldn’t agree on the name so we decided to look for a new one. Kurt came up 
with TRAMONTANE from the FOREIGNER album.
After Michael and Kurt joined a vocalist had to be found. How long did 
it take you to find Wolf?
It took a long time to find Wolf. It was very frustrating but we 

really needed to improve a great 
deal musically. It gave us time 
to come up with a lot of differ-
ent songs. The auditions were 
awful. I have no idea how some 
of these people were actually 
under the impression that they 
could sing. We got so frustrated 
that we started to record a 5 
song demo with the idea of hiring 
Carl Albert (VICIOUS RUMORS) 
as a studio musician to sing on 
it. Eventually we found Wolf and 
we were thrilled. I remember we 
rented out a rehearsal space for 
our first audition with Wolf and 

he let out one of his patented screams to try out his mike. We were all grinning 
ear from ear and thought we finally found our singer.
Really what’s the story behind Wolf’s nickname? Who came up with 
that? 
Wolf used to sign all of his artwork so his friends started to call him Wolf. That’s 
about it.
Was Wolf in any other bands before joining the band? His voice is in-
credible! I can’t believe that any band that had heard him would not 
use him!
Wolf might have been involved with some local bands but nobody of note. It’s 
funny you loved his voice so much as that was the one major complaint we got 
when we performed with him was they loved the music and hated the singer. I 
always loved his voice too.
After the line up was complete I guess that you started more rehears-
als and arranged gigs. Can you tell me some more things?
We just tried to improve as musicians and as performers. From the start we 
wanted to be a very visually appealing live act so we used an intro tape, fog, 
backdrops, lights, etc. We headlined by our third show. It was a lot of fun. 
One of the funnier moments was we played a show and Kurt’s amp started to 
act up. Michael and Kurt tried to fix it (we had no roadies) so Wolf tried to kill 
time by talking. He came over to me and said “I can’t think of anything else to 
say. Can you do a guitar solo?” I didn’t hear him so I just said “What?” The next 
thing I hear is Wolf introducing me for a guitar solo and me desperately trying 
to think of something to play. I wanted to strangle him for that one.
When was the first demo released? What was its title and which songs 
did it include? In how many copies was it printed? I am asking because 
I don’t remember seeing a tape-trader with a copy of that tape!
Our first demo was a 5 song tape with songs like “The White Wolf”, “Coming 
Home”, “On this Day”, “Stalking Shadows” and one more. It never got released 
because it was awful. I think we called it “Tales of the White Wolf” or some-
thing. The producer didn’t know how to record Metal and we were just way too 
green to be recording.
So we reach year 1989 and the first line up change had occurred. Co-
founder of the band, drummer Dan DeMeo was replaced by Jeff Strahle. 
What was the deal behind this decision?
Dan started dating this girl and he immediately wanted to spend more time 
with her than rehearsing. He also didn’t want to play live as frequently as we 
wanted to. He only wanted to open for larger bands but we hadn’t paid our dues 
yet and we weren’t a really good live act yet. So we got frustrated and planned 
to kick him out after our last show with him. He got wind of it and removed all 
his stuff before we were able to do it.  
So with Jeff on drums you recorded the 1989 demo tape. As I have 
already told you I think that it is one of the finest examples of late 80’s 
U.S. Power Metal and a real Classic Metal demo for sure! How do you 
look at it 22 years after? 
I’m glad you like it because I hated it. It sounded good in the studio but by the 
time it got transferred to tape it lost a ton. I was very disappointed in it and 
only listened to it twice maybe.
The tape included 5 songs which bring to mind bands like MYSTIC 
FORCE, OLIVER MAGNUM, CEREBUS and ADVOCATE. In fact if we ex-
clude ADVOCATE which appeared later, all the other bands were in 
their first steps also. Are you familiar with these bands? How would 
you describe your style?
 I have only heard MYSTIC FORCE and OLIVER MAGNUM. I love OLIVER MAG-
NUM. As far as our style the original four members had license plate holders 
made for our cars that said “TRAMONTANE Bay Area Aggressive Progressive 
Heavy Metal”. That’s probably as good of a description as any. We wanted 
to sound like a combination of IRON MAIDEN and METALLICA. We really 
wanted to avoid the thrash beats that were so prevalent in that time period. 
Really what bands were your inspirations back then?
IRON MAIDEN, METALLICA, UFO, RIOT, JUDAS PRIEST, ARMORED SAINT, HEL-
LOWEEN. I remember one of the shocks when we met Michael and Kurt was 
they both loved WARLORD. I introduced Dan to them and we used to always 
crank up WARLORD when we hung out.
How about your favorite guitar players?
My biggest influence was Randy Rhoads and Michael’s was Michael Schenker. I 
also loved Eddie Van Halen, Akira Takasaki, Adrian Vandenberg, Rik Emmett, 
Josh Christian from TOXIK, Mark Reale from RIOT and Dave Pritchard from 
ARMORED SAINT.
Would you like to tell me a few things about each song of the 1989 
demo? First is “Eve of Destruction”:
For some reason Jeff was the only drummer that could play that song correctly. 
It threw everybody else off which is why we stopped playing it. I remember 
coming into the studio and the producer saying in this deep voice “We built 
machines”. I wondered what the hell he was talking about. Then he played 
back Wolf’s intro which we weren’t expecting.
Next is my personal favorite, “The Passage” a faultless Hymn that few 

bands have composed.
“The Passage” was always one of 
my favorite songs. I remember 
working on that so much. It just 
came out great as a song. I never 
liked how it sounded on this tape 
which is why it was re-recorded 
later. “Stalking Shadows” was the 
2nd song we wrote as a band. It 
was all based around one chord 
and Mike’s mind.

“Soldier Eternal”. The lyrics on 
this one are inspired by Mi-
chael Moorcock’s Multiverse, 
right?

“Soldier Eternal” was based upon 
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the drawing of the band mascot that Wolf created. He used 
the song to tell the story of our mascot. On “The Enemy”, 
I remember showing Michael a riff I had written for a bal-
lad sequence for a song I was working on. Next thing you 
know he stole it and used it for the mellow section of “The 
Enemy”. The song was based on the idea that we are be-
coming too reliant on technology and what would happen if 
the machines turned on us.
Your lyrics are into themes like Fantasy and science 
fiction. Were TRAMONTANE into such kind of stuff 
back then (or still are) or was it only Wolf (who had 
written all the lyrics)?
I was never a big fan of fantasy or science fiction. Michael, 
Kurt, and Wolf all were. Michael and Wolf split the lyrics 
quite a bit. Most of the early songs were written before 
Wolf joined and Michael wrote all those lyrics. Moorcock’s 
Elric was Michael’s inspiration for “The White Wolf”.
Can you tell me how was the demo received back 
then? How were the reviews from the Metal press?
I don’t recall sending that demo out much at all. Again I 
was very disappointed in it and we were all frustrated that 
the sound we were going for wasn’t translating to tape. I didn’t want it to get 
out much because I was afraid it was going to receive a very poor reaction.
Did you receive feedback from abroad? How about your area? In how 
many copies was it printed?
Again I don’t remember sending out this tape abroad. We printed about 1000 
and didn’t do much more than sell them to friends and people at our shows.  
Did you try to tour (even in your state or area) for the promotion of the 
band and the demo?
We usually played once a month in our area. It was too difficult to do more as 
we were all holding down day jobs to earn a living.
Did you shop the demo in any Metal labels at the time? Although things 
were pretty tough for Real Metal acts like yours back then…what were 
the responses? 
Not for this tape. We didn’t really do anything with any demos until 1991.
After the demo was released, drummer Jeff Strahle was replaced by 
Scott Brooks. When and why did that happen?
I don’t recall exactly when it happened.  The main reason was Jeff and Wolf 
were always at odds with one another. Wolf could be hard to get along with and 
Jeff and Wolf seemed to always have different ideas. Eventually Jeff realized 
he couldn’t take it any more and he quit. Scott was a phenomenal drummer 
but very tough to put up with. He also didn’t like a lot of the music we liked and 
came from a hard rock background. 
With this line-up you did your third demo, simply titled “1991” demo 
with three songs, “Through eyes of the Dying”, “The Passage” and 

“The White Wolf”. 
Scott recorded this demo for us on his 4 track that actually came out really 
good. I used this and sent it out to Metal Forces who reviewed us in their demo 
section and Burrn in Japan did a positive feature on us from this tape. We also 
received a record contract from Shark Records in Germany who had put out TI-
TAN FORCE. We had a lawyer look at it but said it was a very bad contract. We 
thought we were finally making progress so we wanted to hold out for a better 
offer from somebody more established (like Metal Blade or something).
Looking back at it, do you think that you should have taken the offer? I 
mean, in my opinion, it would be better to have an album and at a later 
stage look for a new label. 
Hindsight being 20/20, yes I think it would have been a good deal to take. At 
the time, our manager was working with Herbie Herbert and his people (they 
managed JOURNEY and several others) and they were interested in us. We felt 
we could have gotten a better deal with them behind us, but shortly thereafter 
NIRVANA released “Nevermind” and nobody wanted anything to do with Heavy 
Metal in the States.  
In 1992 you released another demo and also with Brian Hutchison re-
placing Scott Brooks behind the drum kit. Did that happen before the 
songs for the third demo was released?
We recorded with Brian the 1992 demo in a professional studio. I think we had 
all the songs written for the demo before Brian joined. 
At the time you were really impressed by Brian. Did Brian inject any 
freshness needed to the band?
Brian was a great drummer but more importantly just a great person and a 
great guy to be around. I enjoyed playing in a band with him so much. When 
he joined he stated that his favorite bands were ARMORED SAINT, MEGADETH, 
and SAVATAGE. Our first gig with Brian was with SAVATAGE and we played with 
ARMORE SAINT two months later. 
Now let’s talk a bit about the 1992 demo tape. When was it recorded 
and how did you promote it?
I don’t remember the exact time frame for recording it but we went into a 
professional studio with a guy named Peter Stanley. He was the first person 
who really knew how to record Metal and wanted the same heavy sounds and 
tones we wanted. I remember being blown away by Brian as he recorded two 
of the three songs on the first take which was amazing 
considering how difficult the drum parts were.
A year later, the fourth demo was released in a 
year (1993) that very few METAL bands (I am em-
phasizing in METAL) were still around. I guess 
that this had been a tough year for the band as it 
was virtually impossible to get a contract.
We honestly believed if we stuck to our guns we could 
get something. Boy, were we wrong.  It was a very tough 
time to be in a Metal band. Wolf was losing interest and 
Brian was faced with a tough decision to move out of the 
area. In addition all of the major clubs closed down and 
we didn’t have any place to showcase the band anymore.

A question that I want to make is: since 1986 you 
had released four demos and you were still without 
a contract. Why didn’t you take the decision of self-
financing your debut LP (or EP)? It was something 
that lots of bands did (and still do).
We would have done that but we were all struggling. I was 
probably the only one in the band to make a decent liv-
ing. Wolf and Brian both had families they needed to sup-
port. It was tough enough for us to make our rent at home 
and in the studio to be honest.
I have a seven year “gap” in the TRAMONTANE his-
tory. What happened after the 1993 demo?
What didn’t happen? Wolf just became really disinterested 
and stopped coming to practice. I remember we played 
one show where we hadn’t practiced with him in probably a 
month. It was becoming too much and we either fired him 
or he quit. I honestly forget what happened. We started 
auditioning singers and we had one guy who was really 
good but he was a drunk. We just couldn’t find anybody 
that was good enough. We then were devastated to find 
out Brian was going to be moving out of state. He did what 

he needed to do to support his family. That was a really hard loss, particularly 
for me. We then tried to find a new drummer and singer. Walter Massenkoff 
eventually joined as a drummer and was a great fit for the band. Eventually 
we found Norman Skinner on vocals. He was horrible on auditions but we were 
able to see enough potential that we worked very hard with him and intro-
duced him to some new bands/singers and eventually got him to where we 
needed him to be. We played a couple of small shows as there was nowhere to 
play. One show Kurt played very drunk and we just had it with him. Kurt never 
really progressed on the bass (Michael wrote all his bass lines) and we kept 
him in because we didn’t want to deal with the trouble of finding a new bass 
player. Plus he was a good friend. This was the final straw so we kicked him out 
and eventually found John Naas who was amazing. After all the years it took to 
get to that we started writing and getting the songs together for our mini-CD.
In the Arkeyn Steel CD, we find a 1999 demo with 4 songs. Was this a 
promo tape for labels or a pre-production tape? 
I believe it was simply a recording that we did with Jeff Strahle on drums. His 
friend recorded it but we were not pleased. We were planning to send this out 
as a promo tape but once we heard the finished results we decided not to put 
it out.
So in year 2000, with only you and Michael Morris you release the “De-
cember Dark” mini-CD. How did you find the other members that were 
in the album? 
Lots and lots of very painful auditions.
The style of the band had changed a bit. Even though from the first 
recordings you had technical parts and killer rhythm changed result-
ing to amazing tracks, in the “December Dark” mini-CD the style was 
more progressive than before and it lacked the power that it had in the 
past. Why was that?
I wish I had a great answer but I don’t. We just kept writing things that we 
liked and that’s what came out. I do think the mini-CD would have been much 
heavier if we didn’t include “Another Time” but I got outvoted on that one. I 
think we were just excited to have musicians who could play anything (particu-
larly on bass) and stretched it out because of it.
So, the mini-CD was released, it was presented through fanzines 
(mainly) and magazines but then what?
Well we got some good write ups and a song on a compilation that Rock Hard 
put out. It just didn’t seem to get the response that our other stuff had. I don’t 
know if it was because our style was considered dated or just because Metal 
in general was unpopular.  
What made you leave the band?
I had begun dating a woman who lived in the Los Angeles area. We were dat-
ing long distance and the plan was for us to marry and for her to move to the 
Bay Area. I then learned that I would either lose my job or I could relocate 
to our Los Angeles job and they would pay my moving expenses. I was able 
to buy an amazing house out in Los Angeles and put away some money so I 
reluctantly did so.
After you left TRAMONTANE did you pursue to form or join another 
band?
No. I had put so much of my life into TRAMONTANE for very few rewards that I 
didn’t think it would be worth it. I really missed the guys and we even reformed 
to play a show in the Los Angeles area. It was a major Metal festival with 
TESTAMENT, STEEL PROPHET, AGENT STEEL, and others. This was the famous 
gig where Billy Milano punched out Warrel Dane. After that show I thought 
we could maybe get back together and met with the band to do that. Shortly 
thereafter Michael Morris decided he didn’t want to do it anymore and moved 
to Oregon. John Naas left when he heard Michael was leaving. Norman, Walter, 
and I tried to continue and auditioned Paul Thuriot to join. He didn’t want to 
play our old material so I decided to quit and they went on to form MACHINE 
CALLED MAN (great band by the way).
What do you make for a living nowadays?
Around 2002 I just had gotten fed up with the corporate life. I decided I need-

ed to do something different so I became a police of-
ficer for the Los Angeles Police Department. I love the 
job. The camaraderie that I have with my fellow officers 
is very much like the camaraderie that I miss so much 
from being in a band. I’m making less money now but 
I am much happier. Every now and then I’ll run into 
somebody on the streets wearing a Metal shirt and I go 
out of my way to talk to them. They’re usually shocked 
to find a police officer so passionate about Metal.
Are you still into Metal? What are your favorite 
bands?
I will always be into Metal. I don’t go out of my way 
to discover new bands now like I used to, but I always 
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listen to my classics. Some of my favorite bands are AGENT STEEL, old METALLICA, old QUEENSRYCHE, IRON 
MAIDEN, RIOT, TOXIK, SANCTUARY, SAVATAGE, ARMORED SAINT, LOUDNESS, HEATHEN and many, many more. I 
spent all of my teenage years going to clubs seeing bands like HIRAX, EXODUS, MEGADETH, LEGACY/TESTAMENT, 
LAAZ ROCKIT, POSSESSED, DEATH ANGEL, etc. so it will always be a part of me.
In 2002, Doomed Planet Records released the same titled LP including the 1989 demo, two songs from 
the 1992 demo and “Cast in Glass” from the 1993 demo. First of all how did Rob come in contact with 
you?
Rob got in contact with Norman and that’s how it came about. I don’t have a turntable so I hope it came out 
OK. Rob was great to deal with and I think he’s done an excellent job in keeping the old Metal bands alive and I am 
just grateful somebody considered TRAMONTANE worth the attention and effort.
Are you happy with the job that has been done?
The packaging looks great. I’m real happy with that. One day I’m going to buy a turntable just so I can hear it 
finally! 
Some years later (2009), Greek label Arkeyn Steel releases a CD compilation of TRAMONTANE songs. 
How this release did came through? Are you satisfied with the final result? 
To be honest, this was done by Norman Skinner, our last singer. I didn’t know anything about the release until it 
was done and he sent me a few copies. I would have liked to have more input on what had been placed on there 
as Michael and I were the only members that were with the band for the duration. I thought it would have been 
better to take some live tracks we recorded with Wolf and put them on there but again I was never consulted 
about the release.
How do you feel that the last few years there seems to be a bigger interest in bands like yours that 
released either small, independent pressings or demos? Do you feel “justified” in a way? 
I don’t know that justified would be the word I would just to describe it. I just am amazed that after all these years 
people even remember TRAMONTANE and are still interested in the music. I saw that somebody on youtube had 
posted a recording of “The Passage” from one of our demos. It was a guy who lived in England and a lot of people 
put positive comments about the song, from all over the world. My wife believes that if the internet was around 
back when we first came out that we would have been much more successful and maybe she is right. Who knows? 
I’m just glad people still appreciate the music.
Thanks a lot John for this interview. I really hope that even now 25 year after TRAMONTANE was born, 
people will discover this band and feel like me and other Metal fans are feeling when we are listen-
ing to Hymns like “The Passage” or “The Enemy”. Nothing less than HEAVY METAL ECSTASY! The last 
words are yours! 
Thanks for the kind words and for the chance to do this. It was very fun remembering all of those days. Looking 
back on it now with some perspective it was some of the best times of my life. Yes there was a lot of frustrating 
times but I look back and think more of all the great times I had with the different line ups in TRAMONTANE. We 
shared so many laughs back then. It’s just amazing to think that something I did 20 years ago is still being talked 
about today (even if it’s by a small few). I’m also proud of the fact that no matter what I know that our music was 
honest and that we always tried our best to stay true to being pure Heavy Metal. Thanks again and if anybody 
wishes to get in touch with me just put TRAMONTANE in the subject matter and email me at johnantonio@hotmail.
com.  Thanks again!!!!
www.myspace.com/tramontanemetal 

Kostas Kailiazis
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VALOR is one of the best new Greek 
bands. So far they have released a 
mini-CD (“The Nameless One”-
2004) and a full-length (“Destiny’s 
Path”-2008), both highly recom-
mended to Heavy/Power Metal fans. 
The band is in the process of record-
ing their new album, “The Yonder 
Answer”. Their music is deeply root-
ed in the 80’s and the feeling they 

transcend through their music is quite reminiscent of these times, another 
proof that it’s not obligatory to be dressed in spandex and vintage T-shirts 
to be able to create this unique feeling with your songs, on the contrary as it 
seems. Hey, we are not talking for another 80’s-clone here. VALOR’s music 
has its own identity and carries hard work, something easily detectable with 
the first listening. The following interview was done with singer, Vaggelis 
Krouskas. 

Give us a short bio of the band for those unfamiliar with VALOR.
VALOR was formed in early 2020 from Spyros Soldatos (guitars), Chris Re- Soldatos (guitars), Chris Re-Soldatos (guitars), Chris Re-
moundos (bass) and Vaggelis Krouskas (vocals). With the hope that we would 
eventually find a drummer with similar views on music, as well as the course 
of the band, we began as a trio working on ideas and composing music. At 
the summer of 2003 the fourth member Thodoris Andritsos joins the band to 
offer his own style behind the drums giving Valor a solid line-up. In 2004 we 
released our first mini-CD, “The Nameless one” and in 2008, the debut album. 

“Destiny’s Path”. Soon after, VALOR is joined by Vasilis Kourkoutas (guitars) and 
Thanasis Lois (keyboards), completing the line-up. 
In 2004, you released “The Nameless One” mini-CD, a 4-song release 
of melodic, Epic Heavy Metal. How do you view this release now? 
This release from Eat Metal Records was a first taste we wanted people to have 
for our music in a relatively short time period. This is why we did a mini-CD. 
It’s 4 early songs on the known style of the band. An ambitious beginning, 7 
years after its release, we still play songs from it and they stand along the 
newer ones pretty well. 
Any idea on the sales?
The pressing was 500 copies and as far as I know it’s sold out. Definitely it has 
also been downloaded a lot as well. 
In 2006 you participated in the 2nd volume of the compilation CD’s by 
the Greek fanzine “Hellenic Forces” with “Dragon’s Blood”. How did 
this participation happen? 
It was proposed to us by the friend and editor of Hellenic Forces, Kostas 
Kousiouris and we really thank him for this. The efforts to support the Greek 
scene are very important and everyone doing his part towards this motivated 
only by their love for Metal deserve congratulations. 
What’s your opinion about the other bands participating in the compi-
lation? Any favorite bands/songs? 
The compilation in question had lots of songs in diverse Metal fields. I wouldn’t 
like to point out any band. Every participation is respected and worth of praise 
on its own. 
Since we are on the subject, what’s your opinion about the Greek 
scene? What bands stand out? 
There are lots of great bands in the Greek scene. What is missing is the interest 
of the fans, in order for the bands to get further motivated. 
Do you think there are bands on this style that can push the scene a 
little further? 
This is something that no one can assume, in order for the scene to move for-
ward we must take into consideration lots of factors that I definitely don’t know 
first hand. You can’t expect this from a band; there are groups of people that 
are involved beneath. In Greece, this is not a reality of course, because the 
scene here hasn’t been supported by anyone, for a variety of reasons. 
In 2008, you released your first full length, “Destiny’s Path”, once 
more as an independent release. First of all, was this a deliberate 
choice not to send promos to labels or this happened but for various 
reasons things didn’t work out? 
It was indeed a deliberate choice. We didn’t bother with labels. We took the risk 
of the private release, wanting to experiment and have control over everything. 
Any worthy of mention facts concerning the recordings of “Destiny’s 
Path”? 
As we already said, the recordings took place in our own studio, using our own 
equipment. The problems were big as was the effort we put into it. What we 
will never forget are the endless hours in the studio. 
Motivated by the trilogy found in “Destiny’s Path” as well as the very 
interesting lyrics, I would like you to comment on them. Who is re-

sponsible and what are 
the ”usual” sources of 
inspiration? 
Spyros writes the major-
ity of the lyrics and they 
are inspired by various 
sources as mythology, 
movies, books and per-
sonal experiences. Our 
lyrics are not exclusively 
the “typical”, one would 
expect from a Heavy/Epic 
band but we try through 
them to show off our con-

cerns (like in the trilogy of “Destiny’s Path” that you mentioned). For example 
the lyrics of the new CD, “The Yonder answer” will be revolving around a con-
cept story, about Man’s quest for his real inner nature and which this finally is. 
A little more than two years have passed since the CD’s release. How 
did it do, both in terms of reviews and sales, as well as acceptance 
from fans of the band? 
Not what we expected. There were again some problems, resulting in not so 
good distribution (both in the way and in the places it should be available). The 
reviews have been pretty good and lots of people accepted it with great and 
praising comments. 
Both releases had distribution and help in the pressing process from 
Eat Metal Records. 
Greg is an old friend and the co-operation, at least for us, was granted. 
There is an obvious improvement comparing the production of the 
mini-CD with that of “Destiny’s Path”, but in my opinion is a drawback 
that you didn’t have a better production. Your thoughts on this? 

“The Nameless one” was produced in a studio with lowest budget possible. After 
that we built our own home studio, where we recorded the full length CD. It 
was a risk and we knew it, but we took it. The purpose is the music to reach 
the people’s ears and not shelved until a label shows interest. This is what we 
want. A lot of people criticized the production of the album, few appreciated it 
as it is and I guess they are the same people that grew up listening to tapes. 
You have covered “Return of the Warrior” (ATTACK) and “The King” 
(ACCEPT) on your live sets. How did you choose these particular songs? 
We recently also covered “Master of Disguise” (TITAN FORCE). These songs 
give us the chance to put our own identity on them and of course are songs 
that mean a lot to us. 
What are your personal influences and what would you say are the 

“common” influences inside the band? 
Of course there are some common bands we all like, besides the spectrum of 
Metal music nowadays is very big. Influences might be many. What unites us 
and this is something that I think is evident in our music is our love for classic 
Heavy/Power/Epic Metal of the 80’s  
What keeps you busy the last months? Any plans for a new CD? 
Immediately after “Destiny’s Path” we started recordings for our new CD, to be 
titled “The Yonder Answer”. It will include 10 songs and right now we are in the 
middle of the recording process. This time, with the help of Kostas Rigopoulos 
(producer of the band) we aim for a very good production that will help our new 
songs rise to prominence. 
Live shows are one of the band’s strongest points. What’s your take 
on the matter, if we take into consideration the low attendance shows 
with Greek Metal bands have. 
Thanks for the comment, if it’s one of our advantages as you mention, it makes 
us really happy, since the most important thing is to be able to perform your 
songs on stage. What you stated about the people, is a fact. On the other 
hand, if the goal of the band was to increase each time our “fans”, if we hadn’t 
already disbanded, then it would be a certainty in the future. What keeps us 
together is our own creative interest for the music we love and we dedicate our 
entire effort to the people who really care about what we do. 
What would be the most important shows for you, be it for reasons of 
people attendance/reaction, supported a specific band or whatever? 
One of the most important ones, was the last one with BROCAS HELM.  A great 
concert on the worst day of the year (it was raining all day long), the streets 
were jammed etc. with a full set-list of 70 minutes, with three new songs from 

“The Yonder Answer”, two covers, people that really wanted to be there, and 
BROCAS HELM themselves, with whom we are friends for 10 years now. In-
credible persons, excellent players, anti-stars and lots more…The definition of 
Heavy Metal from all aspects, an unforgettable concert.  
What are the future plans of the band? 
Mainly the new CD. Following that, possibly a label, good distribution and lots 
of concerts. There are more things to come. We have a long road ahead, we 
just started! 
Thanks for the interview. Send a message to the fans of the band.
We would like to thank all that have supported us so far and they must be 
certain that we will not disappoint them, neither with the new CD, nor with our 
upcoming concerts!  
www.valor.gr 

Kostas Kailiazis
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“Do you want to 
talk about the 
(in)justice in the 
Heavy Metal 
business? Or do 
we want to talk 
about a band and 
their hammeral-
bum. That defines 
M-E-T-A-L new 

once again?”. Stated inside the insert of  the ”Science of 
Annihilation” LP by Arno Hoffman. How true! In times when 
you can read about a band (and listen to them), faster than 
you can say “fast internet connection”, bands like this one, 
are shunned in an almost provocative way. My “problem” 
is not the mainstream fans, is the underground fans, full of 
inarticulate cries about their dedication to Metal, while at 
the same time bands that refuse to play the “underground 
game” are ignored. Not all CAGE albums are Masterpieces. 
BUT how can a POWER Metal fan not like “Darker than 
Black” or the new OPUS “Science of Annihilation” is be-
yond me, I really give up. In anticipation of the new CAGE 
album, “Supremacy of Steel” and the 2DVD, both to be re-
leased in the 2nd quarter of 2011, I contacted Sean Peck, 
singer and founding member and here is what was talked 
between us. Put “Science of Annihilation” on your turnta-
bles, grab a cold beer and enjoy.

First of all, could you comment on the recent line-up changes in the 
CAGE camp? What were the reasons? Are you still on good terms? 
Well after 10 years of loyal service and great song writing, Anthony McGinnis 
had to bow out to concentrate on a family and quickly got his wife pregnant. 
He means business! Mikey G., our original bass player since 1992 had to leave 
for medical reasons and he and Anthony are still on great terms with us. Steve 
Brogden was first playing bass for Mikey G. and then switched to guitar when 
Anthony left. He is only 24 and writes great riffs and is the truest of Metal 
Vikings. He lives for Metal and that is just what we wanted. Bass duties were 
taken up by long time friend Pete Stone who is an amazing finger player and 
one of the best bass players in Southern California. He is a monster on stage 
and runs all over the place. Like anything new it always adds a new level of ex-
citement which has already been well battle tested. No disrespect to the other 
players but this is our fiercest lineup yet if you can believe that!
What about the new members? How did they join the band? Did they 
play in other bands before? 
Steve was in some local bands and Pete played with BRICK BATH and Norm 
Leggio was in that band for a while.
Sean, how did you become involved with Metal in the first place as a 
fan? 
I was exposed to the “Diary of a Madman” album from OZZY and the song “You 
Can’t Kill rock and Roll” really grabbed me for some reason. It is a mellow but 
powerful song. Then I got “Blackout” from SCORPIONS and it took off from 
there. I slowly migrated from pop and new wave type stuff to nothing but 
Metal. “Defenders of the Faith” was my first JUDAS PRIEST album and it was 
cool because of getting into Metal late I had all kinds of material to explore.
The band debuted in 1998 with the private released “Unveiled”, an 
album that received very good reviews from the underground press 
at the time. 
Yes, we had another CD now called the “Lost” CD that we decided to hold back 
as we had better songs and a better recording budget. It was a good move as 
that CD really made a mark in the vacuum of metal at the time.
In 2001, “Astrology” was released, another excellent CD and this time 
even some bigger Metal publications got wind of the band and featured 
very good reviews and interviews. 
Yes we added drummer Mikey Niel and allowed us to really expand our sound. 
It was a massive jump from the simplicity of “Unveiled” to probably our most 

progressive album to date. It 
has some classics like “Final 
Solution” on it.
Two years after, Massacre 
Records from Germany, re-
leased “Darker than Black”, 
your best album until then. 
Was this deal a one-album 
only, or something got 
changed during your co-
operation? 
It was a 3 album deal but Mas-
sacre is the worst label on Earth 
and they really misrepresented 
a lot of things. It was a shame 
since we were really ready to 
break at that point.
Are you satisfied with the 
promotion they did for the 
band? In my opinion, this 
CD could have done a lot 
better given some more cor-
rect promotion moves since 
in 2003 things were better 
for a Pure Metal act than 
today and the band really 
shined in all songs.
They cancelled a tour on us at 
the last moment and did not 

pay us properly. I was forced to sue them in German court and they lost, they 
were massacred in fact. They were shocked as shit that anyone dare challenge 
them but no one fucks with CAGE. Everyone should stay away from them if 
they want their career to go anywhere.
Could you expand a little bit on this one? What led you to suing them? I 
guess it was more than one cancelled tour, could this be just the little 
extra “push” you needed to sue them? 
Why did you leave Massacre (or were you kicked out?) after the killer 

“Darker than Black”? How did you hook up with MTM? 
After suing them we were dealing with Magic Circle and the whole MANOWAR 
camp. One day I will publicly tell that story but needless to say things did not 
work out. We had a friend who worked for MTM. It turned out to be a disaster 
as we were robbed of all of our royalties as the owner filed bankruptcy.
In 2007, you released “Hell Destroyer”, a concept CD. First of all, what 
inspired the concept? 
I wanted to do a concept album for a while and first came up with the title 
which was so Metal I could not believe no one had done it yet. The ultimate 
concept was the battle between Heaven and Hell.  It had been touched upon 
by many bands but never a story told from start to finish in great detail. That 
is what we did by mixing some modern science and conspiracy with scripture 
to create a believable depiction of the End Times. Of course we illustrated it 
immensely a thing we have become well known for and will continue to do.
There is a “complaint” about the CD (that I start to share after some 
time has passed since the CD) that it has a very big duration. Your 
views? 
How do you tell such a story lasting 2000 years in a short period of time? We 
could have released a 2 CD set or something but we crammed it in on one disc 
and it got us 10 album of the year awards I think.  All of our albums are long. 
We want to give the fans their money’s worth.
There is a bonus track on the CD, entitled “King Diamond” with very 
inspired lyrics paying homage to (who else?) King Diamond. How did 
you decide to this? I would expect a song with the name “Judas Priest”, 
given your musical style and your comments about the Metal Gods. 
Ha! That was the first song we wrote even before we decided to go with the 
concept approach. It has become a definite fan favorite.
Are you so big fans of MERCYFUL FATE/KING DIAMOND? Really, which 
band do you prefer? 
I would say KING DIAMOND for me. “The Eye”, “Abigail” and “Them” are clas-
sics. Our appreciation for the style will definitely be noticed on our upcoming 
CD and even more so after that!
In 2008, the band played KIT Festival in Germany and some time later 
UTH in Athens. What were your impressions? 
KIT was awesome. Lots of great fans. I had a cold and was not at full power so 
that definitely makes it not as great for me. UTH was amazing and way better 
as I was at full power and the crowd really felt the massive devastation that 
only CAGE can deliver. When we are on our game we are tough to beat in the 
genre and the fans knew it. I felt bad for STORMWARRIOR, they are cool guys.
I remember when you played in Germany that I couldn’t believe the 
energy, it was so heavy, one of the best performances of the Festival. 
But then in Athens, you slayed MORE, the small venue seemed more 
ideal for your music. What’s your opinion? 
I kind of do like the closeness of the fans and interacting with them. We are 
well known for putting on a show at full force whether or not there are 10 
people or 10000.
Really, did the band tour in that period in other European countries or 
just these two Festivals? 
I think we did 5 shows total that run.
How did the whole thing with MTM ended? I guess Music buy Mail is 
your own label once more? 
Ha! MTM went out of business so we decided to release it ourselves through 
Music Buy mail in a distribution deal.  The “Science of Annihilation” CD was by 
far our most profitable and allowed us to purchase a full recording facility as 
well as tour the US and Europe.
In 2009, the band released “Science of Annihilation”, another killer 
album. Please give us a few details on the recording process, song-
writing etc. 
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It was the first CD we recorded ourselves and the first digital recording after 
doing everything analog on tape up to that point. It was the addition of Norm 
Leggio on drums that really allowed us to turn up the speed and power which 
was noticeable. The CD was great and my favorite to date. It will be very hard 
to top the magic of that one. We went out to Europe and released it upon the 
masses while on tour playing a majority of the record for people who had yet 
to hear any of the songs.  
The band toured in Europe in support of “Science of Annihilation”. 
Could you tell us what countries did you visit, time span, people at-
tendance, audiences response etc. 
We did 10 countries I believe over 3 weeks. We were the headliner and did not 
know who would show up as it was our first real tour out there. It turned out 
to be very successful and we were amazed at how many killer die hard CAGE 
fans were out there. Needless to say we blew their minds!!
Pure Steel did a wonderful edition of “Science of Annihilation” on vinyl. 
I guess you are satisfied with it. do you have any idea if there are plans 
to also do previous CAGE albums? 
Yes we are signed to do “Hell Destroyer” and “Darker than Black”. I love the 
vinyl especially with our amazing artwork.
In the insert of the LP, there is a text by Arno Hoffman. I can say that 
I agree with the majority of his points and thought. What’s your take 
on this? 
I love it how can you get any better than that?? He really loved that record and 
has been a great supporter of us for a while.
Since you write all the lyrics and seeing the lyrics of “Hell Destroyer” 
(as well as various songs of yours), would you accept the fact that 
CAGE clearly takes place in the Heaven vs. Hell “debate” or you still 
deal with such issues from a detached point of view? In conclusion, 
could CAGE be considered a “White” Metal band? 
It is sometimes a touchy subject for some. We are all Christians but are a 
Metal band first before anything if labels are to be placed. The Christian Metal 
fans are some die hard Metal heads and you have to be careful because some 
will accuse you of not being Christian enough and some will say you are not 
at all. The light does tend to shine through at the end of most of the tales we 
weave but not all the songs are tilted that direction just from an entertainment 
standpoint. “Hell Destroyer” of course was based on Revelations and thus had 
massive amounts of Christianity in it, but “Science of Annihilation” only had 
one track like that. The new album has a few references but not many so it 
will be up to the listener to determine if we are a part time Christian Metal 
band or not. The reference doesn’t bother me really better than the cliché 
pentagrams and shit.
You sang on the new album by Swiss Metallers EMERALD on the song 

“Secret Agenda”. How did this happen? 
The guys in EMERALD are really cool and asked me to sing on a song. They have 
a great sound and I really like the new singer too. They sent me the song and 
I loved the chorus. I have done a couple of other guest spots lately including a 
song called “Total Devastation” from the EMPIRES OF EDEN, “Reborn in  Fire” 
CD, which just won best Epic Power Metal song of 2010.  The “Secret Agenda” 
track was along the lines of something CAGE would probably sing about so it 
was a natural. I wanted to do some more crazy screaming on it but like always 
it was needed right away. Everyone should definitely check out their new CD.
In an early Snakepit interview (issue 4, 1998), the band’s first by the 
way, you mention that the band had no demos prior to the debut CD, 
but a 9-track album instead. Can you give us some more info? Were 
songs from this demo-album re-recorded for any of the following re-
leases?  
Like I mentioned before we refer to it now as the “Lost” CD and released it on 
itunes for a while.  We are re recording a song from it now called “Braindead 
Woman” which was a fun joke song but people loved it. Two other songs are 
placed into the new DVD we will be releasing but we redid songs like “Sud-
den Death” and “Modern Darkness” and hacked up another song we used on 

“Astrology”.
Very recently and thanks to a good friend I became aware of the exist-
ence of unreleased CAGE albums available only on the internet. Can 
you please fill us in? 
Well the “Lost” CD and a CD we called the “Hidden Sessions” were there. The 

“Hidden Sessions” had a few covers and all kinds of unreleased pre-production 
versions of songs and some stuff that just did not make the cut. Also we re-
leased my previous band and Dave Garcia’s previous band NOMAD and CRUSH-
ER which were bad quality but cool stuff for the die hards.
Is there a chance to release these albums sometime in the future? 
Don’t you think that it would be better to sell them as silver pressed 
CD’s (or even home-made CD-r’s) with booklets instead of mp3’s? 
Yes, there is talk of releasing that stuff on hard copy.
The band seems “unlucky” when it comes to Metal labels. What do you 
think? 

Ha! Yes, we are not sign-
ing with another label it 
just doesn’t make financial 
sense. We have a great 
group of fans that support 
us and buy our product so 
we really do not need a la-
bel at this point. I was just 
speaking with Brian Slagel 
from Metal Blade a few 
days ago who really want-
ed to sign “Hell Destroyer” 
and he agreed our business 
model is the best for a band 
our size. We will just keep 
on touring and making re-
cords with the best artwork 
and best booklets in the 
business (wait until you see 

our new one!) and the fans know that when they spend their money for a CAGE 
product they get a lot of material with it.
On the same train of thought, do you have any idea how many copies 
each CD sold? 
I do not want to reveal that, I know the numbers. I can say that the numbers 
keep going up and we continue to sell good amounts of even our first CD to 
this day thanks to the killer Metal fans and lots of new fans that discover us.
What are the future plans of the band? First of all could you give us 
some more info about the DVD? Will it include full concerts of the band 
and from which countries? Or will it be a collection of videos around 
the world? 
We have the DVD finished now and plan to release that within 2 months. It is a 
great product with 2 discs packed full of bonus songs and materials. It also has 
a preview of the upcoming CD as well which we have completely written and 
half of it is already recorded. 
What about the new CD? We have been waiting anxiously for it! Have 
the recordings begun? Can you reveal us some titles and what should 
we expect from it? 
I can reveal to you the title which I have told none of the media yet you are the 
first…”Supremacy of Steel”. That should be out in the 2nd quarter of 2011 and 
then we will tour massively to support it and rule the earth with Metal!!! Ok, 
on the DVD we have some previews of some tracks on the new record. Those 
titles include “War of the Undead”, “King of the Wasteland” and “Beast of Bray 
Road”. We are deep in the recordings and will probably be done with it by the 
time this goes to print.
A world tour is in the plans of the band for 2011. Could you expand on 
this one? Will it be with bigger act/acts, or will the band tour on its 
own?
We are working on all kinds of stuff right now. We will definitely do Europe and 
South America it looks like. Australia is a possibility and lots of the USA as we 
just got a CAGE monster tour bus from Hell!
Thanks for the time Sean, I wish the best for CAGE since you are one 
of the bands that really deserve to achieve something bigger, in terms 
both of sales and recognition in the saturated Pure Metal scene! The 
last words are yours! 
Everyone who sees us always 
says that and it is words like 
those and the look in people’s 
eyes when we play that keeps 
us blasting out the tunes. We 
expect to keep slowly rising 
up the food chain as people 
see us they will know the 
power that we wield and tell 
their Metal brethren until the 
land is conquered!! Hailz!!

http://cageheavymetal.com

Kostas Kailiazis
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Ahhh, the thrill of discovery! What a wonderful feel-
ing, you feel content for your find and you never 
know what’s next to come, but you are absolutely 
sure there will be another find. This thrill is one of 
the thousands of factors that binds you with Heavy 
Metal, the thrill of discovering another majestic 
band! I don’t claim this band as one of my discoveries 
and it’s long since I first got to listen to their music, 
I just find it unfair, among the hundreds of people 
supporting this music in the most fervent way and 
digging out old demos from all over the globe, I feel 
that SMOKESCREEN hardly got the respect they 
deserved, as from the two out of three recordings 
they ever made before disappearing that I’ve heard, 
they were by far one of the most talented bands the 
US Metal scene had ever showcased. All you have 
to do is try to discover it yourselves, but at the mo-
ment, grab a beer, lay back and enjoy guitarist Vinny 
Manfredi talking about his experience with longtime 
friends and band mates in the days SMOKESCREEN 
ruled the local scene with their incomparable Power 
Metal only a few bands in the States could deliver!

Vinny, what is the story before the formation of SMOKESCREEN? Which 
bands did the band members play with?
SMOKESCREEN was formed in 1981 in the Bronx. It was the first band for many 
of them, since they were all in high school.
When did SMOKESCREEN get together as a full time band? Were you 
a cover band at first just like many other US 
bands or you started writing your own material 
once you were formed?
SMOKESCREEN was a cover band at first. Original 
material started in the set lists in the early 80’s. By 
the mid 80’s, it was all original.
First SMOKESCREEN demo was released in 
1988 and simply named as “Smokescreen”, in-
cluding four amazing power metal tunes with 
great guitar work and a fabulous vocalist, a 
fact you could often see in the US back in the 
day! How did the band try to distribute this ef-
fort throughout the radio stations and labels, 
which were lurking to grab (and drain their 
blood unfortunately) the chance to sign the 
next promising band that pops out?
The tape was distributed everywhere and anywhere. 
It was always played at local radio stations and clubs 
where the band played and hung out in regularly.
Did the fans and press embrace this demo? Did 
the band start making a name of themselves 
around the area of New York, that happened to 
be one of the most important scenes to say so, taking into considera-
tion that it was one of the capitals of the music industry and point of 
interest of every band that wanted to make a break.
The band became VERY popular in the area. Opening for big name artists such 
as DANZING and OVERKILL throughout the years.
How come and there was no deal with a label after the demo, since it 
had showcased high-class music and the band had all that it takes to 
make it big, when dozens of other  crappy bands could release at least 
an album? What exactly had happened?
Your guess is as good as mine. We all did this at night after working and/or go-
ing to school. None of us ever took the starving artist route that you read about 
in so many band bios. There was interest in a few independent labels over the 
years, and showcases were also done. Somehow, it just never happened.
Did SMOKESCREEN tour locally or outside the state?
I think the furthest we went was New Jersey and Connecticut?
What was the lyrical approach of the first demo, what were roughly the 
fields you tried to cover ? 
Fantasies…storytelling. Much like what you would hear in music by IRON MAID-

EN or BLACK SABBATH. The song “Eye of Krsna” was based on a painted rock 
in the Bronx Botanical Gardens. A story was written after seeing a HUGE rock 
painted with an eye, and the word “KRSNA” written above it. 
It took the band four years to release a second demo, what happened 
in the meantime? When was it that you joined the band? This long hia-
tus meant several line-up changes?
There was another demo being recorded, and I may have it somewhere on cas-
sette. There were many internal problems (personalities, creative directions, 
etc.) Also during this time, guitarist Jay Suesholtz lost his fight with Leukemia. 
After a period of mourning and regrouping, Gatis Dravnieks replaced him for a 
short time. I eventually replaced Gatis, and stayed with the band for the last 
3 years.
Your second demo was another masterpiece in the circles of both 
signed and unsigned bands, that can stand up to any big band’s re-
lease and look it straight into the eyes, including gems  such as “Bur-
ied Alive”, ”Curse of Im-Ho-Tep”, ”Tragedy of Errors” and the differ-
ent than the rest “Hammer Into Anvil”. What was the band’s goal this 
time?
Writing music that we loved to hear.  That’s all we did and that was our driving 
force that kept us going.
How about the fans’ and labels’ interest, did you manage create a 
strong fan base? Did the labels start responding eventually to a band 
that could make history by offering sophisticated lyrics combined with 

powerful Metal music? Did you get any feed-
back from the local or worldwide metal press?
We were a huge hit locally (in the Bronx/Westchester 
area), but it never seemed to “catch on” with record 
labels and radio enough for us to seal a recording 
contract.
How did you distribute this second demo? Was 
touring an option?
We sold the demo in local record stores, Tower Re-
cords, and at shows. We were all bound to our do-
mestic lives (work, school) so touring was never seri-
ously considered. Maybe if we did take that chance, 
this interview would be quite different? God only 
knows…
I can’t believe that labels wouldn’t offer you a 
deal, what was in your opinion the reason you 
hadn’t released an album so far? You just said 
you were popular enough around New York….
We were very popular in our area. My personal opin-
ion is that our music was a bit behind the trends of 
American music at the time. When the second demo 

was released, progressive Metal/thrash was old news, and Grunge had taken 
over.
Two years later, you come back with your third and last demo called 

“Monster”! Since I haven’t heard this demo, can you describe to us the 
musical direction you decided to follow? Was it on the same track as 
the previous two?
The songs on that CD were heavy sounding for the most part, and seemed to 
fit into a logical progression of the first two. We did experiment with different 
sounds, song structures, and harmonies, but you could tell it was us right away. 
It included a cover of THE BEATLES’ “I am the Walrus”, with guitar overdubs 
replacing the string and horn arrangements of the original recording. 
How did you try to promote SMOKESCREEN with this final demo? Any 
gigs, interviews given to ‘zines of the time, any other ways?
We did the usual gigging at the local level, made press kits, and stuff like that…
1995 come, you decide to call it quits if I am correct. Do you believe 
that the fact that a record deal and an official release never came into 
fruition led you to the band’s break-up? If a record would have been 
out, would you be active at least for a while more? Was that SMOKE-
SCREEN’s ardent and utmost desire?
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I think a record deal would have kept us together for sure. Some member 
starting seeing the whole thing as pointless, and it fell apart from there.
Hadn’t you ever thought about releasing an album on your own funds?
All of the demos were financed out of our pockets. We were all working class 
guys, and didn’t have that much to put forward after our bills were paid.
I am aware that Eddie(Evelyn) and Mike(McEwan) are playing in 
QUEENSRYCHE and other tribute bands, are you still active? Did you or 
the rest of the SMOKESCREEN guys play in other metal bands after the 
band had broken up? Have these bands released anything officially?
After SMOKESCREEN broke up, Eddie, Mike and myself formed a band called 
SOUTHPAW which stayed together for about two years. Eventually, I started 
losing my interest in performing and decided to focus on teaching, so I quit 
the band. Eddie and Mike went on to form a bar/cover band called ARCHIVES 
which also featured drummer Mike May. I’ll give you as much current info as I 
can about former members that I know of. I am playing in a classic rock cover 
band called WRECKOLLECTION, as well as teaching instrumental music full 
time in the New York City Public School System. Guitarist Eddie Evelyn plays 
in the QUEENSRYCHE tribute band, MINDCRIME, a SYSTEM OF A DOWN tribute 
called VICTIMS OF THE SYSTEM and a TOOL/PERFECT CIRCLE tribute band 
called A PERFECT TOOL. Vocalist Mike McEwan sings in A PERFECT TOOL, VIC-
TIMS OF THE SYSTEM and in a LED ZEPPELIN tribute with Felix Hanneman of 
ZEBRA called HINDENBERG. Bassist Jeff Scott and drummer Mike May play in 
both MINDCRIME and A PERFECT TOOL. Mike May also plays in an original band 
called OF EARTH. Drummer Mike Bambace plays in an up and coming original 
band called SWEET CYANIDE. Bassist Jeff Cusner plays in a STONE TEMPLE 
PILOTS tribute called SILVERGUN SUPERMAN. 
Throughout the years, fans of this music show severe interest in past 
recordings and do not also overlook demo recordings. There are not 
a few demo bands of the ‘80s that saw their efforts materialize only 
for the sake of releasing their songs without expecting anything more 
than deferred  ethical justification. Have you ever been approached by 
labels nowadays? Don’t you think SMOKESCREEN’s material should be 
properly released, as it deserved in the past? Is there a chance this 
might happen in the near future?
I would LOVE it. Just a matter of the right timing I suppose…which was ALWAYS 
a problem back in those days. 
So, since the band’s members are still going along with each other, do 
you ever get together and dive into the past by playing SMOKESCREEN 
songs? Is there a possibility of doing a few reunion shows?
A former drummer did approach Eddie about that about a year ago. Everyone 
was so busy, that it never happened. One day, the timing may be just right. We 
always did that musically. In other ways…not so much….

Thanos Stafylarakis
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I will use the same words I used to end this feature. This is one of the 'cul-
test' bands that ever came out of Sweden! Starting at the early 80's, they 
played pure Heavy Metal in a time the term was hardly used, without being 
hard-rockish in any minute! ZONE ZERO didn't play the typical commer-
cial Swedish party metal, they did not play the 1000 notes per second gui-
tar solos, they didn't use a melodic loverboy's vocals as most bands from 
this country did. What did they sound like? Simply heavier than anything 
out at that time, dark, occult and atmospheric NWOBHM influenced Metal, 
making themselves some of the pioneers of what would be later known as 
Doom Metal! The rest is history, narrated by the band's guitarist Torben 
Stenberg'.

Hi Torben, let’s start with a brief bio of the band members before ZONE 
ZERO got together. Since you had formed the band in the very first 
days before the Heavy Metal movement broke out and you were very 
young, did you and the other members play in other bands previous to 
ZONE ZERO? What kind of music did you play with them?
Hi Thanos! Well we were like in two camps before ZONE ZERO: I played in a 
band called BLACK LABEL which played mostly covers of SCORPIONS, AC/DC, 
THIN LIZZY and JUDAS PRIEST. The others, Göras (guitars & vocals), Törnblom 
(bass) and Lasse Lee (drums) were all together in a band called OVERDOSE 
along with Peter Westin (guitars) and they played covers as well, but more of 
the bluesy kind like Hendrix etc. BLACK LABEL and OVERDOSE did a couple of 
gigs together and we all knew each other. At a certain point they (OVERDOSE) 
decided to be more into Heavy Metal than blues and to start to write their own 
material. They changed name to SCROTUM METAL and brought in Lissa as a 
singer. The new name did not exist for long though and the band wanted to 
come up with a better one. So, after some time and discussion they agreed on 
the name ZONE ZERO.
So as soon as you ZONE ZERO were formed, was the initial idea to 
make a band playing some harder than usual music than whatever was 
around at this time? It was right then when NWOBHM started to make 
an impulse around the world!
Yeah at that time we were all around 18-20 and we were rebels like many of 
that age. Bands like SCORPIONS, JUDAS PRIEST and THIN LIZZY were already 
out there, but when IRON MAIDEN’s first record was released I guess we all 
went like…WOW!!! Shortly after that, there were SAXON, ACCEPT, MSG, TY-
GERS of PAN TANG, Y&T, DIO, OZZY and a lots of other bands to get influenced 
by.
The first ZONE ZERO demo is dated in 1981 under the name “Borlänge”, 
featuring some really heavy songs for the time like “Demon From The 
Kingdom of Death”, “Judgment Day” and the vibrant “Only Survivor” 
among others! What were your influences? The songs were pretty dark 
and doomy, was that intentional achieving a sound like that? I can only 
remember ANGELWITCH and a few other NWOBHM bands having such 
a dark atmosphere back then!
I think our influences came from a lot of bands at that time. Like I said, we 
listened to a lot of SAXON, ACCEPT, IRON MAIDEN,TYGERS of PAN TANG, Y&T, 
DIO, OZZY,  just to name a few. Our sound was just something that appeared 
when the five of us got together making music I guess. Mostly me, or someone 
of the others came up with an idea or a whole song. In the end, everybody put 
their ideas and personality in the songs though.
After the first demo was released, what did you do, did you start tour-
ing the country? Was the Swedish crowd ready to stomach it so that 
you could start building a fanbase in your area to start with?
It would be an overstatement to say that we released it. That was in fact just 
another recording which we later used as a demo to send to record compa-
nies. As far as touring, I think we had a kinda relaxed attitude. Of course we 
wanted to be famous and of course we wanted to tour the world playing the big 

arenas… But first of all, we were 5 kids having a lot of fun doing just what we 
wanted to do. If fame didn’t arrive, it wouldn’t be such a great deal. We played 
a lot, we rehearsed a lot, but the base in it was always the fun of it. But yeah, 
we took all the gigs we could get, mostly around our area.
In the same year you release a second demo tape, featuring “Win or 
Die” along with “Demon From the Kingdom of Death”! Was this demo 
made for promotional use? Is this the one that hooked you up with 
Pang Records and finally got you signing a record deal?  
Yeah, I think that’s what happened. 
Anno 1982 and the ZONE ZERO 7” single is released, where “Win or 
Die” and “Evil Dreams” were offered to the Metal world, two master-
pieces of the genre with a unique dark feeling again and some great 
guitar melodies! Why did you pick those two cuts for the single, since 
there were plenty to choose from? 
The answer to this question is very simple: Because those songs were our new-
est at that time! They felt more fresh and “unplayed” than the old stuff, so from 
that point of view the choice was easy. 
Why did you decide to deal with Pang Records? It was not a Metal label 
in the first place and this single was one of their first Metal offerings, if 
not the first! You never thought this could inhibit the band’s evolution?
Hahaha! The only reason that made us sign up with Pang records was that they 
were the only label showing us any interest what so ever! All the others always 
said “Thank you” for our demos followed by some lines telling that we didn’t fit 
into their company for the moment, but that we were always welcome to send 
more demos in the future. Pang records answered that they were truly inter-
ested in our stuff and we all just almost fainted by excitement!
Did you get the appropriate support from the label to go on? How were 
the sales of the single and how many copies had you pressed?
No, certainly not! We didn’t get any support what so ever and we didn’t hear a 
sound from them after the recording. We even contacted the local press who 
made an article about it. We pressed 500 copies, 100 for each of us. Today, I 
think there are about 10 copies left. 
The style you had chosen to play was not even close to the common 
Swedish Metal, there was not a guitar hero showing-off, no accessible  
melodic vocals, nothing that would compile commercial music. On the 
other hand, one could say that Lissa’s voice was so weird and unique 
that people may not fancy a lot. 
Well, we were just 5 friends doing what we loved; playing music together and 
we never even thought about replacing someone to earn better music skills for 
the band. 5 friends making music together and that was the most important 
thing. The band sounded like it did because of our individual skills.
I’m not sure if Pang records had ever released a full-length for any 
band, so did you start looking for a label that would show more inter-
est in you as soon as you realized nothing could come up with Pang? I 
can’t believe that no other labels tried to reach you! 
No, I don’t think there ever was a full-length from one band at Pang. Well I 
guess we continued to look for companies after the Pang incident, but not too 
long after this, we started to get spread geographically. 
So after your first official discography attempt, did anything change 
in your popularity? What was the reaction of the fans at this point and 
how did the metal press approach ZONE ZERO?
Not a lot changed really. Could be that we earned some more respect because 
of the record, but I can’t say that our popularity increased very  dramatically. 
In fact I can’t remember any articles in any press regarding ZONE ZERO and 
the single.  
Did you start touring afterwards? How was a ZONE ZERO gig like, did 
you have a special show? Not having a melodic singer and some Malm-
steen sound-and-speed-alike guitarists was a drawback for a Swedish 
band?
We already toured the best we could, so that didn’t change. At that time Heavy 
Metal wasn’t really big in Sweden and sometimes it was hard getting gigs. 
Malmsteen was still unknown outside of Stockholm so speedy guitar playing 
wasn’t really a big thing. There were a few virtuosos like Uli Jon Roth and 
Randy Rhoads, but they were quite unique and a Metal band didn’t need to 
include a shredder. As far as our gigs are concerned, we tried to show off quite 
a bit on stage. The issue was to show the crowd that we were enjoying being 
there... that we were having fun! We built our own bombs and used them quite 
frequently. We also built our own light-rigs. We had a big one in stage front. 
A smaller one beside and behind the drum podium. We had also a couple of 
really strong spots inside the drum podium which were pointed outwards, to 
the audience...So, we wanted to give the audience both a visual and a audio 
show shredder.
It is stated in the metal-archives website (which is often incorrect) 
that one more tape exists with rehearsals of the band. There were 
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several songs included in it that 
were never heard before, like 
the almighty “Tarakian” and 
killer cuts as “Riding on the 
Wind”, “Revenge” and more. 
Seems nothing could lead to 
the record deal you wanted, 
no matter how good the band 
sounded? No serious proposal 
ever showed up?
Yes, that statement is correct; the 
tape exists and the songs on it will 

be on the compilation CD we hopefully will release during this year. Nope, noth-
ing serious ever showed up…
Did you have many line-up changes? Seems you were stable enough 
as a band! 
No, we didn’t change a lot. From the day that the band got the name ZONE 
ZERO, the only lineup change was when I replaced Peter Westin.
From this point on, no signs of ZONE ZERO were seen. Is that then 
when you disbanded? What led you there? 
Military service and university studies. We got literally spread all over the 
country and it became very difficult to continue as a band. 
Did you or the other guys play with other Metal bands after ZONE ZERO 
had broken up? 
Yes, I played in a band named UNICORN together with Lasse Lee for a while. 
After I moved to Gävle, there was a band called HAZE which I joined during 
some time. When I moved to Gothenburg, I formed a band called ZED together 
with Lasse Lee and Göras. We had a quite melodic style.
Suddenly, you jam with the guys and in 2004 you record a brand new 
track called “We Want the Metal Back”. Was it the only new recording 
you made with ZONE ZERO? Is this the point where the band is back 
together again? Was that with the same line up?
Hahaha. Well we’ve always been really close friends, even though we’re spread 
all over the country nowadays. We try to get together once in a while and in 
2004 we decided that we should get together for a weekend in Lasse Lee’s 
house at the west coast. At that time he had just started to build a studio so 
we thought it would be fun to make some music while we were there. After all, 
music is what brought us together in the first place. So we got together on Fri-
day evening, jammed a lot (between a couple of beers) and came up with some 
ideas for a new song. On Saturday, we recorded it and on Sunday we mixed the 
whole thing. I think that this could be the point where the band in fact started 
to act like a band again. For sure we were always the best of friends, but we 
had some sort of musical pause. So after this weekend in 2004, we did yet a 
couple of recordings and yes, it’s still with the same lineup. “Miss you” is a bal-
lad made by an idea from Göras, “Chasing victory” is a fast-written-song by me 
and “Twilight of the gods” is made from an idea that I had back in the days just 
before our “pause”. Personally, I find “Twilight of the gods” interesting because 
its embryo was created in the 80’s and the finish was made in 2008. I find the 
result quite powerful.
Did you play any shows after reuniting?
Well Yes, in fact we did two shows, or… I would prefer to call them gigs, cause 

that’s what they really where. The 
first one was at a private garden 
party in Falun. By the most, there 
could have been 20 persons in the 
audience. The second gig was also 
a private one: We’re all getting old-
er and in 2010, Lasse Lee had his 
50 year anniversary-party. We all 
decided that we should play on his 
party to honor him. So we did… and 
we liked it… and from that moment, 
we’re open to more gigs!
You were preparing a ZONE 
ZERO show at around 2009 for your birthday party if I am correct! Was 
it for friends only or at a club? What happened to that show?
Well, as I said it was Lasse Lee’s birthday party and it was a private one. There 
were around 150 guests and ZONE ZERO played “Tarakian”,” Riding on the 
wind”,” Win or die” and “Breaker of the chains” as a small show at the party. 
Unfortunately, Thornblum was at the time in Croatia, so he couldn’t attend 
the gig. We had a stand in for this evening: Patrik Andersson Winberg from 
DOOMSDOGS made a terrific job on the bass that night, but of course we 
missed Thornblum.
Now something everyone is expecting! There is an imminent ZONE 
ZERO release in the making. What songs will be included in it? Will 
they be new or old songs? Which label will it release it and in what 
format?
Yes, we’re in contact with Shadow Kingdom Records and we intend to release a 
compilation of every recording we ever did as ZONE ZERO, old and new. We’ve 
been speaking about both CD and vinyl. We’ll see in the end about the result of 
that discussion. All in all there will be 20 songs on the release.
Does this release mark a new proper beginning for ZONE ZERO?
Naaaah, I don’t really think so. My wish is that we will continue to get together 
once in a while, to play and make a new song. Of course we could go playing 
gigs, but I don’t think we would be prepared to put 100% into it. That would 
be more like a fun thing to do… Just because we love each other, love to play 
together and love the fun of it!
Any chance to record new songs or play live again at a club?
Absolutely! Both making music, recording and playing gigs is so much fun, so 
I’m quite sure that we will continue.
ZONE ZERO is considered a classic band nowadays, even though the 
most known material this band had ever made was the vinyl single, 
which made it highly collectible! How do you feel that a mere 2-track 
vinyl could stand the test of time and made ZONE ZERO one of Swe-
den’s most cult bands?
This is of course truly far more and bigger than we ever expected back in the 
days. It’s a little bit hard to believe and to perceive. Nevertheless it feels re-
ally great and if one person, just one person would like our music, it’s just…
Awesome!     
www.myspace.com/zonzero 

Thanos Stafylarakis
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I was totally unfamIlIar wIth thIs band 

untIl I saw them lIve In 2009 In up the 

hammers festIval and was blown away. 

soon, I bought theIr debut mInI-Cd and 

beCame a fan. great epIC doom metal lIke 

doomsword, prImordIal and Can-

dlemass Is what these IrIsh guys and gIrls offer us. If that wasn’t enough, a 

new demo/mInI-Cd was released In 2010 and fInally the band struCk a deal wIth 

metal blade (CongratulatIons!) for theIr fIrst full length, whICh wIll be already 

released by the tIme you read the followIng IntervIew I dId wIth ade mulgrew, 

guItar player of the band. 

How did you become involved with Heavy Metal in the first place, as 
a fan?
Of course, almost all musicians start out as fans I think. I’ve been into Ar-
nold Schwarzenegger movies since I was 7, and the soundtrack to “Last Action 
Hero” had AC/DC, AEROSMITH, MEGADETH and QUEENSRYCHE. After that I 
heard IRON MAIDEN on the soundtrack to a game called Carmageddon. Once I 
heard IRON MAIDEN I knew I wanted to form my own Metal band. When I was 
15 I started going to local gigs, watching Metal bands play live and meeting 
other like minded musicians. 
What are the bands that influenced you to start playing music?
In the beginning it was bands like GUNS N’ ROSES, IRON MAIDEN, AC/DC, 
pretty much Classic Rock and old 80’s Metal inspired me to pick up the guitar. 
Slash, Dave Murray, guys like that made me want to be a guitarist. Nowadays 
there are  many diverse acts which continue to inspire me to write music; eve-
rything from traditional folk music, Heavy Metal, to DEAD CAN DANCE. 
When was the band formed and by which members? Was DARKEST 
ERA the band’s name from the first days? Really, who came up with 
the name?
Myself and Krum had been playing in a cover band together when we decided 
we wanted to form a new band and write songs. In the summer of 2005 we 
got together with David and Sarah, under the name NEMESIS; which David 
picked from a Warhammer novel! We were too young and naive to think that 
there may be other bands names NEMESIS, haha. In April 2007 we recruited 
a new drummer, Lisa Howe, and changed our name to DARKEST ERA. I chose 
the name to be more reflective of the direction of the band and songwriting. 
What was the band’s first line-up? Any significant differences with the 
current?
First lineup was the same as the current, except as I said the drummer. We 
had a guy called Gareth Ritchie drumming for us for almost the first 2 years. 
He was a good drummer, but didn’t want to follow the artistic path we had set 
ourselves upon. 
The band has a demo titled “Nemesis”, one song from it appearing in 
“The Oaks Sessions”. Can you give us some extra info?
We recorded this demo around September 2006 if I recall correctly. It con-
tained 5 songs of a fairly rough and raw 80’s Metal kind of sound. We printed 
400 copies. They’ve all since been sold out, I think they appear on ebay every 
once in a while for £20 or £30, which I think is really strange!! The demo stirred 
up a lot of interest for us in the early days in Greece; we were very surprised 
at the time! We are launching a new website soon and will be making the NEM-
ESIS demo available for free download in its entirety.
Seeing (and listening) that you used a song on “The Oaks Sessions”, is 
it in the band’s plans to re-record songs from this demo (or even the 
mini-CD in the same train of though) for the debut CD?
Yes, it was always our intention to record the 2 new songs on “The Oaks Ses-
sions” for the album - these songs were written for the album but we released 
them on “The Oaks Sessions” mainly to keep our fans interested and also to 
send as a promo to labels. There are also 2 songs from “The Journey Through 
Damnation” mini-CD on the album, which we felt were very strong and fitted 
together with the other songs very well.
Are there other official (or not) recordings of the band?

There is a (pretty 
poor) cover ver-
sion of “Countess 
Bathory” on an Irish 
Thrash compilation. 
We recorded this 
just as we changed 
to DARKEST ERA, 
so the lineup was 
still not settled. It’s 
a pretty rough and 
ready version haha. 
Aside from this, 
it’s just the NEM-
ESIS demo, “The 
Journey through 
Damnation”, “The 
Oaks Sessions”, our 
album and some 
demos of songs 
that never got com-
pleted!
How did you man-
age to release 

“The Journey through Damnation” on Eyes like Snow? Are (better 
use of time: were) you satisfied with the co-operation you had with 
them?Did they contact you because of the “Nemesis” demo?
Torsten from Eyes Like Snow had been following us since the NEMESIS demo. 
We originally released “The Journey through Damnation” ourselves, but a few 
weeks after we had received our copies from the duplicator, Torsten emailed 
us expressing interest in releasing the CD worldwide on Eyes Like Snow. We 
agreed and it was released in May of 2008. So in fact there are 2 versions of 
this release available - the one from the label with the Eyes Like Snow logo on 
it which they released, and an unmarked version which we printed, which was 
only available directly from the band. Working with Torsten was fantastic, and I 
think it was a very important step along our path in helping us climb the ladder. 
Do you have any idea how many copies it sold?
I’m not sure exactly, but we sold about 800 ourselves just at shows. There are 
still copies available at Eyes Like Snow as far as I’m aware.
In 2009, the band performed in Athens at Up the Hammers Festival. 
What was the experience like for you?
Probably one of the best shows we’ve ever played! The energy from the Greek 
audience was incredible, they really got into our set. We were impressed that 
there was so many people there also, and many who already knew about our 
band which I found a really strange experience; to come all the way to Athens 
and speak to so many people who already know a lot about our music! It was 
also great just to get to visit Athens and soak in the history and beauty of the 
city.
Before the Festival I had never heard your band and I must say I was 
very impressed by your performance as it was very powerful and full 
of emotions. Definitely a very strong point for the band. Do you enjoy 
playing live? The band sounded very tight also, have you played lots 
of gigs?  
Our songs I think take the listener on an emotional trip, so we try to relay 
as much of that feeling as possible in a live situation. We try to put all of our 
emotion and energy into the performance and really transfix whoever is in 
the audience. We really enjoy playing live, it is where we are happiest I think, 
especially when there is an enthusiastic crowd in front of us! We don’t play live 
a lot, relatively speaking. We try to be very shrewd about the shows we play, 
so that we don’t travel hundreds of miles to play in front of 30 people. We have 
also spent a lot of time working on our songs and waiting for the right deal for 
the album to come along. Now that our album is about to be released, we will 
be playing live a lot more often and hopefully in many, many new countries.
Can you give us some info on the recordings of “The Oaks Sessions”? 
Any funny/strange incidents during the sessions?
The recorded process only took a few days, I can’t remember anything too 
strange happening, except that it was a real sense of deja vu recording “Chil-
dren Of The Gods” again 4 years later in the same room and same seat that we 
recorded the NEMESIS demo when I was still in school! This time I was doing 
my final exams for my university degree so I didn’t have time for bum notes! 
One (minor) complaint. Why didn’t you print the newest effort as a 
silver CD and went for a CD-r instead? Was it a money factor or a de-
liberate choice?
The CD it is printed on is the best quality that we could afford. For a glass 
mastered CD, there is a minimum order quantity of about 500, or any less 
than that it becomes far too expensive. We only printed 250 copies to keep it 
exclusive, and we couldn’t justify any more cost as we wanted to sell it at a 
really low price to our fans. Anyway I don’t think it matters, it looks good and 
you shouldn’t have any problems with it :P 
How did the deal with Metal Blade came up? Really, is it an one album 
deal or a multiple one?
Alan Averill of PRIMORDIAL started doing A&R work for Metal Blade at the be-
ginning of 2010, as well as starting his imprint label with them. We had played 
with PRIMORDIAL at the Dublin show where they recorded their DVD, so Alan 
was well acquainted with us. He pitched us, along with some other bands to 
Brian Slagel. He really liked what he heard, and over a few months we worked 
out a deal which should see us release several albums on Metal Blade. 
How do you feel about it? On one hand, Metal Blade is a label that re-
leased really classic Metal albums but the last (many) years, let’s say 
that they weren’t that focused on the classic Metal sound.
We are thrilled to be part of the Metal Blade family! They are ambitious and 
professional enough to help us get to where we would like the band to go, they 
are the ideal label for us I think. They have released some of the greatest 
Heavy Metal records of all time, it’s true. I guess their roster has all sorts of 
Metal bands on there; some I love and some who aren’t really my thing. But 
they have recently also signed PORTRAIT, IN SOLITUDE (who have both played 
Up The Hammers also) and PENTAGRAM, so I think their roster is now very well 
represented in terms of more classic sounding Heavy Metal!
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ences, that say what I want to say as opposed to re-iterating something else. 
I do tend to write within a kind of folkloric style though. I take influence from 
romantic poets of the 19th Century, Irish poets like Joyce and Yeats, and any 
old Celtic writings that I can find.
Do you follow what’s going on in the underground? What’s your opinion 
on its current state? I would say that the situation is not as it used to 
be even few years back, since there are many new bands that simply 
copy older bands and plus they get credit for it and on the other hand 
fans seem to care more for rare pressings and cheap gimmicks rather 
than the actual music.
I do follow the metal underground to a certain extent, yes. I think there are a 
lot of great bands around at the minute, but you are right some people are only 
interested in the latest revival trend or bands that are retro-ironic. However 
gimmicks aren’t a new thing in music, there will always be an element of sepa-
rating the wheat from the chaff. In the digital age it is just easier and quicker 
to find more bands, but it won’t change anything for the real Metal fan. The 
way we consume music is constantly changing, but great Metal will always be 
there for those that want to hear it, no matter what is going on in the “scene”. 
What are the future plans of the band? When should we expect the 
debut album and can you give us some song titles?
We are young and hungry, so all we want to do now is tour and play our album 
live!! We want to play in as many new countries as possible, and we really want 
to visit Greece again very soon! And of course we will be thinking about what 
we want our second album to sound like!! The debut album is out in the 11th of 
February, and here is the track listing: 
1. The Morrigan, 2. An Ancient Fire 
Burns, 3. Beneath the Frozen Sky, 
4. Heathen Burial, 5. Visions of the 
Dawn, 6. To Face the Black Tide, 7. 
Poem to the Gael, 8. The Last Caress 
of Light Before the Dark.
Thanks for the interview. I wish 
the best for the band. The last 
words are yours. 
We’d just like to give a massive hail 
to all those in Greece that have been 
so supportive of us since the begin-
ning. We appreciate it a lot and we 
had a great time playing in Up the 
Hammers festival. We can’t wait to 
return to Greece and play for you all 
again! Keep an eye on our website 
and Facebook and you can stay up 
to date with what is going on with 
the band! 
www.myspace.com/darkestera 

Kostas Kailiazis

How do you view the current Metal scene? What bands do you distin-
guish?
I think at the moment ENFORCER have one of the strongest albums recently 
released; I wasn’t so sure about their debut but “Diamonds” is totally killer!! 
ATLANTEAN KODEX have a really strong record out too. I’m also really into 
SLOUGH FEG, they haven’t made a bad record in my opinion. There have been 
some good albums released in the past few years I think.  
What about the Metal scene in Ireland? I have the impression that the 
last few years, the scene has grown stronger both in terms of bands 
and fans. Would you care to suggest a few bands (old and new) to us?
The scene is good here in Ireland, we have a lot of hungry, talented bands 
here. And lots of touring bands stop by Ireland now too which is great. The 
turnouts for touring bands are generally very good. Too many gigs can very 
easily diminish the numbers at shows, but the balance is right at the moment 
I think. My recommendations of Irish metal right now would be OLD SEASON, 
SIROCCO, GRAVEYARD DIRT, MARL MORDHA and CREATIONS TEARS. All great 
bands. 
How would you describe your musical style? I would say that PRIMOR-
DIAL (of their two last albums), DOOMSWORD, SOLSTICE and CANDLE-
MASS would be the most evident influences, yet filtered in a way that 
no obvious influence comes front resulting in a fresh (as it can after 
all these decades of Metal) sound. Do you agree with the above men-
tioned bands?
I suppose we would describe ourselves as Epic Celtic Metal. We try to infuse the 
richness and darkness of our Celtic history and Irish folk music with traditional 

Heavy Metal. We haven’t taken di-
rect influence from DOOMSWORD 
or CANDLEMASS for example, but 
there are similarities in our sound 
certainly. PRIMORDIAL are an influ-
ence to a certain extent, but big-
ger influences are IRON MAIDEN 
and especially THIN LIZZY. I think 
the sound we create is quite unique 
right now. 
Since you Ade, write the lyrics of 
the band, can you tell us a few 
things? Sure, all can read them 
in the CD’s, but would you like to 
comment on your influences?
One or two of the songs are directly 
related to mythological stories, for 
example in “The Morrigan”. I am 
very interested in Celtic Mythology 
and the old tragic tales of heroism. 
Having said that, most of my lyr-
ics don’t reference mythology ex-
clusively. I try to write words that 
reflect my own feelings and experi-
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I guess that DARK NIGHTMARE will be an unknown name 
to the majority of non-Greek Metal fans. Which is a shame 
in my opinion, since their two last demos and of course their 
debut, “The Human Liberty” were some of the best works a 
Greek band has put out the last few years. So, be sure to 
check them, they really deserve it and in the meantime, read 
a small introduction to the band in the interview we did 
with our friend and dedicated Metal maniac, Dimos Kon-
stantinidis, drummer and founding member. 

Give us a short biography of the band for those unfamiliar with DARK 
NIGHTMARE. 
The band was formed in Grevena, Greece in 1999 from Giannis Papadimitriou, 
Dimos Konstantinidis and Jim Printzas after the dissolve of SUICIDE AT DUSK. 
The purpose was the formation of a pure Heavy Metal band
Was the name of the band DARK NIGHTMARE from the beginning? How 
was it chosen? 
Jim came up with the name. In the beginning (for a few days actually), we 
played as NIGHTMARE, but then we added DARK…
Your first release was a demo-CD, “Dark Nightmare”. I know that you 
were/are a little “hesitant” to the distribution of this demo. Do you feel 
that it wasn’t/is not representative of the band? 
I believe that our first demo is representative. And this because the circum-
stances were very hard. We were very young at the time (I was 16), there was 
no studio in our town. The recording and everything that surrounded the demo 
was an experience for us. 
Two years later, in 2001, you release “Earth in Danger”, a fantastic 
demo that had a major production drawback, but musically it was bril-
liant! Do you think that the band found its musical identity on that 
release? 
In the second demo you can see (and hear) the improvement and evolution of 
the band. The final sound result may be unfair to the composition themselves. 
With this demo we started making friends and fans throughout Greece. 
“The Blood Land” in 2004, another demo-CD that made your name 
more known in the underground. Really, what were your memories 
from the first show in Athens, shortly after the release of the demo?  
In “Blood Land” we show a more Epic side of us. The production is very good, 
since all instruments apart from the drums are recorded in Chrysafis’ (CRYS-
TAL TEARS) house and we reach even more people and gain more fans. Our 
first live in Athens was fantastic. An unbelievable night (2nd of January 2005). 
At that moment we realized how much the fans of Athens supported us. 
And while everyone expected a full length CD, the band was put on ice 
for 3 years. What caused this? 
The band was put on ice due to military obligations and the known problems 
that all Greek bands face (e.note: in Greece, military service is obligatory). We 
also have a new member, Manolis Tegos on rhythm guitars. 
In the meantime, the band participated on the second CD of the Hel-
lenic Forces compilation with the song “Defenders of the Borderland”. 
How did this came up? 
We had a proposition from Kostas and of course we said yes. So, we sent him 
“Defenders of the Borderland”.
In 2007, you released a split CD with BLADE OF SPIRIT from Steel 
Gallery Records, titled “Serpents of the Night”. How did you come in 

contact/deal with the label and how did you 
“choose” the band to “split” the release?  
We have been friends for years with the guys from 
BLADE OF SPIRIT. We decided to release a split CD 
and Kostas from Steel Gallery handled the pressing 
and distribution.  
Are you satisfied from this release? I person-
ally consider it rather weak musically and I 
believe that quite a few fans were not satis-
fied from the packaging.  
It includes a new song, “Strange Night”, that was a 
little different for the band’s “standards”. A favorite 
track of mine, it brings to mind a little bit of BLACK 
SABBATH and RUSH. Both bands that we love. It 
also includes two songs from “Earth in Danger” 
with a different mastering. The layout is very good 
(done by Kostas from BLADE OF SPIRIT) and the 
packaging is in a DVD case. I think that the promo-
tion was not satisfying. 
Did the band start to write songs for the de-
but and then you searched for a label, or there 
was a deal already with Eat Metal Records? 
There was a verbal agreement. After the record-
ings were finished, Eat Metal handled the pressing 
and distribution. 
In 2009, DARK NIGHTMARE released one 
of the years’ best albums and at the same 
time one of the highlights of the Greek Metal 
scene, congratulations. Would you like to give 

us some more info? Where was it recorded, songwriting etc.? 

The recordings took place in three studios (Echoes and Vault in Kozani and 
Hangar in Athens), the mix was done by Kostas Theoharis (BLADE OF SPIRIT) 
and the master was done in Nemesis studios in Kavala by Tasos Karapapazo-
glou (NEMESIS). The artwork was done by Aggelina Dimosthenous (LITANY, 
LONEWOLF).

What was the response of the fans and the Metal press for the CD? How 
do you view it yourselves? Are you satisfied from the acceptance and 
the final result? If you want my personal opinion the production could 
be better…

We took satisfying reviews from the press and I think that the fans liked the 
CD. The production could indeed be a little better but we did it ourselves with 
Kostas from BLADE OF SPIRIT. It was a great experience for us, as we learned 
a lot. 

Do you have a figure of the sales of both the CD and the demos? 

I don’t have an exact figure, but sales of the CD have been very good so far. 
Our second demo is sold out! 

Your style is once more “changed” and from the melodic, epic material 
of the first days the band has been “transformed” in a pure Epic Power 
Metal band with lots of IRON MAIDEN influences. Do you agree with 
the comment? How do you view “The Human Liberty” in contrast with 
your previous releases? 

“The Human Liberty” is a melodic Epic Heavy Metal CD. It also contains old 
songs from the demo re-recorded.

The band has big experience in concerts, since you play live pretty of-
ten. How do you live shows in general and which would you distinguish, 
since you have played with big names? 

Haha, yes! We try to play as often as possible and in different places. I would 
say the OMEN gig in Thessaloniki (2004), our appearance at UTH 2 (2007) and 
Everock Festival in Kozani (2007) were the best/more memorable ones so far.  

What are your influences, both as individuals and as a band? 

We have influences from prog rock, Doom, Epic and various Metal genres, as 
well as traditional folk music. Generally, what sounds good to the ear. 

Both you and Giannis have participated in other bands/projects. Would 
you care to give us some extra details? 

I have released a demo and a split CD with my project SECRET ISLAND, one 
demo with ATRIA MORTIS, while I also drum for the Grevena based band 
“Σ.Π.Ε.”. Giannis sings in the FINAL ANSWER debut and also songs on METALLY 
INSANE on the “Rock until we Fall” track (e.note: a project with various musi-
cians from Northern Greece, see reviews section…). He is currently working on 
a solo instrumental album. 

What do your lyrics deal with? Could you tell us a few more things for 
the lyrics of your songs? 

The lyrics are dealing with fantasy/epic issues, while at other times are per-
sonal and social. 

Being members of the Greek Metal scene, which bands do you think 
stand out and how do you the current situation? 

The Greek scene has great bands like INNER WISH, BLADE OF SPIRIT, EVER-
FLOW, WISHDOOM, RAGENHEART, CONVIXION, WITCHCURSE, HERITAGE and 
lots more…

What are the future plans of the band? Should we wait for a new re-
lease soon? 

We will release in February a split release with BLADE OF SPIRIT, but this 
time it will be a DVD. It will contain lots of interesting material, live clips, 
biographies, interviews, audio tracks and lots more. It will be titled “Spirit 
Nightmares”. 

Thanks for the interview. The last words are yours. 

We would like to thank you, Kostas and Antonis for the interview and we hope 
to see each other at Up the Hammers Festival. 

www.myspace.com/darknightmaregrevena  

Kostas Kailiazis

Giannis Papadimitriou & Dimos Konstantinidis
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